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This publication was formerly entitled The Deep Space Network Progress Report.
Although the practice of reporting progress in the development and operations of the
Deep Space Network continues, the report has been expanded to include developments in
Earth-based radio technology as applied to other research programs. These programs are:
(1) Geodynamics: For several years, the laboratory has been developing radio
interferometry at nficrowave frequencies for application to geodetic measure-
ments. This branch of telecommunications technology isnow being applied to the
study of geodynamics.
(2) Astrophysics: The deep space stations, individually and in pairs as an inter-
ferometer, have been used by radio astronomers for astrophysics research by
direct observations of radio sources.
13) An activity closely related to radio astronomy's use of the deep space stations is
NASA's continuing program of radio search for extraterrestrial intelligence in the
microwave region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Each succeeding issue of this report will present material in some, but not all, of the
following categories:
Rad!o Astronomy
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Radio lnterferometry at Microwave Frequencies
Geodetic Techniques Development
Spacecraft Navigation
Orbiting Very Long Baseline interferometry
Deep Space Network
Description
Prugram Planning
Planetary and Interplanetary Mission Support
Advanced Systems
Network and Facility Engineering and hnplementation
Operations
Spacecraft Radio Science
Planetary Radar
Energy
in each issue, there will be a report on the current configuration of one of the seven
DSN systems (Tracking, Telemetry, Command, Monitor and Control, Test Support,
Radio Science, and Very l.x_ngBaseline Interfe_ometry).
The w,_rk described in this report series is either performed or managed by the
Telecommunications and Data Acquisition organization of JPL.
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Radio Astronomy
R. D. Shaffer and P, R. Wolken
Control Center Operations Section
S. Gulkis
Planetary Atmospheres Section
This article reports on the activities of the Deep Space Network in support of Radio
Astronomy operations du,ing the first quarter oi"1981. Preliminaw. results oJ'the use of a
low-noise maser on loan from NRAO are presented, as well as updates in DSN support of
experiments sanctioned by the Radio Astronomy Experiment Selection Panel.
I. Introduction Preliminary results of work in progress reveal startling
Deep Space Network (DSN) 26-, 34-, and 64-meter-antenna technological as well as scientific advances. A reflection-type
stations are utilized in support of three categories: NASA maser is used as the first RF amplifier, providing an instantane-
ous bandwidth of about 150 MHz. A feature of this syslem,
Office of Space Science (OSS), Radio Astronomy Experiment which is unique to low noise systems is the beam switching
Selection (RAES), and Host Country. allowed by a cryogenic switch in front of the maser. Two
avenues of spectral analysis are available: a 256-channel digital
FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) spectrometer (IO-MHz ban_,_.
II. Radio Astronomy Operations width) and a wideband 36-channel filter bank system. To date,
A. NASA OSS Category this configuration has measured a system temperature of about
55 K at zenith and aperture efficiency of about 20% at 45 °
During this period, support was given for 95 hours of elevation. Observationally, three new water-line masers, as well
station time for Planetary Radio Astronomy (OSS 196-41-73) as six ammonia-line sources, have been detected thus far.
and Interstellar Microwave Spectroscopy (OSS 18841.55.
12-55) at DSS 43 utilizing the Tidbinbilla lnterferometer (OSS B. RAES Category
188-41-55.16). This support includes the installation of a
K-ban_! (20-25 GHz) maser on loan from the National Radio 1. RA 175 (SS433). During the first quarter of 1981, the
Astronomy Observatory (NKAO). A particular observational Goidstone 26-meter station supported VLBI observations of
objective of this configuration is the search for spe_'troscopic the source SS433 (1909 + 04) for a total of 55.5 hours. These
lines of molecules. Of special interest is the search for observations represent continuing efforts in support of the
interstellar molecular water at 22.235 GHz. experimental objective of resolving this bizarre galactic object
1
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to determine its angular radio structure and possibly its origin. The DSN's participation in this experiment was as an
Preliminary results are reported in TDA Progress Report integral component of a VLBI network encompassing radio
42-62, January- February1981 observatories across the North American and European
: Continents.
2. RA 176 (Twin Quasi.Stellar Object (QSO) VLBI). 51.5
hours of 64-meter antenna time {DSS 14 and DSS 63) was
devoted to observing two apparent twin QSOs: 0957 + 561 A, 3. RA 177 (Milliarcseeond VLBI). In the ongoing statistical
B and 1038 + 528 A, B. The first twin is postulated to be a investigation into milliarcsecond quasar and galactic nuclei to
single QSO, whose image has been optically split by an determine the frequency of their occurrence, the DSN
.:, intervening galaxy, the mass of which is thought to be acting supported 34 hours and 50 minutes of observations with
as a gravitational lens. This is supported by the identical red 64-meter antennas (DSS 14 and DSS 63) utilizing VLBI
shnfts and other structural similarities between the A and B techniques.
components of 0957 + 561, as well as independent optical
resolution of the intervening galaxy. 1038 + 528 A, B is
considered to be a coincidental twin or double QSO, analogous C. HOSt Country
to optical or apparent binary stars. Of approximately 1500
known QSOs, these two sources are unique as the only known Pulsar observations conducted for the Commonwealth
apparent twins. Proof of the gravitational lens effect has Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (CSIROI in
ramifications in terms of determining mass distribution in the Austraha, as described in TDA Progress RelnJrt 42-60,
cluster of galaxies of which the lens is a member as well as the September-October 1980, are the only Host Country activities
location and distance to the QSO. The double QSO displays to report for this period. This continuing research is supported
apparent morphological changes with time, the explanation of by the 26-meter antenna at Honeysuckle Creek (DSS 44) for
which could be useful in resolving questions concerning six hours per week, _llocated as ewo distinct periods of three
structure, origin, and ew_lution of QSOs in general, hours each.
t
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Mark IV-A DSCC Telemetry System Description
R. Burt _,
TDA Engineering Office
This article provides a description of the Deep Space Communications Complex
(DSCC) portioh of the Mark IV A Telemetry System. This system is currently bein8
designed as a replacement for the It;ark IlL The Ground Communications Facility (GCF)
and Network Operathms Control Center (NOCC) portions o[ the DSN Telemetry System
will be changed less extensively. These changes, which are presently not well understood,
will be described in later articles.
I. Introduction will have data rates up to 1.2 Msps modulated directly
The present DSN Telemetry System, the Mark III, is de- on the carrier. Since the maximum Ground Com-
munications Facility (GCF) rate will be limited, data
scribed in Ref. I. The DSN is undertaking a major modi-
fication of the Mark !!i. The modified Network, described rates higher than 115 kbps will be recorded at the
elsewhere in this volume, will be called the Mark IV.A, and Stgnal Processing Center (SPC) and played back in
non-real time.
will be implemented between 1983 and 1985. The DSCC
portion of the DSN Telemetry System will be changed in two Implementation of these changes, when combined with the
major ways as a result of the Mark IV.A DSN implementation: existing capabilities, will prepare the network to support boC
DSN and ttEO minions.
(!) Two 34-meter antennas will be added to each Deep
Space Communications Complex (DSCC). The arra_ :ng The DSN mL_tons will be the following:
of those antennas wit_ the extsting 64. and 34-meter
_tennas will provide the equivalent of two separate Pioneer 6 through 9
64-meter antennas or two 64-meter antenllas arrayed
together. To accomplish this, the DSCC will be motif. Pioneer 10 and 11
fled to provide carrier arraying and baseband corn- Pioneer Venus
bining of three 34-meter antennas and one 64-meter
antenna. Viking [
(2) The Telemetry System will be configured to support Voyager |
esther two deep slice nussions and orie highly elliptical Galileo
orbiter, or t_o higtdy ellipttca! orhtters and one deep
space mi.lon. Highly elliptical erbite: (HEO) wanions International Solar Polar
t
3
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The Highly Elliptical Orbiter (HEO) missions will be the The characteristics that reflect new or modified capabilities
following: due to Mark !V-A design requirements, are underlined. The
ISEE-C (International Sun Earth Explorer) handling of increased data rates and demodulation of NRZ or
hi-phase data modulated directly on carrier directly respond to
AMPTE (Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer a requirement for telemetry support of Highly Elliptical
Experiment) Orbiter (HEO) spacecr,fft. Baseband combining and carrier
arraying provides for improved sensitivity to high data rate
- CCE (Charge Composition Explorer) X-b_md signals in support of deep space telemetry and is driven
- IRM (Ion Release Module) by the Voyager project requirement for support of 19.2 kbps
at Uranus encounter. The provision for four groups of telem-
OPEN (Origin of Plasmas in the Earth's Neighborhood) etry equipment at each SPC responds to the requirement to
- IPL (Interplanetary Physics Laboratory) provide telemetry support to three projects concurrently. The
, absence of project requirements for analog recording allows
- GTL(Geomagnetic-tati 1.2_oratory) that function to be removed. The characteristics which are
PPl.(Polar Plasma ,.aboratory) non.underhned exist presently in the Mark Ill and are dis.
cused in Ref. 1.
-- EML (Equatorial Magnetosphere Laboratory)
Note that there are two AMPTE and four OPEN spacecraft.
III. HEO Minion Data Rate and Coding
II. Key Charactedstics Requirements
HEO missions are for tile mos_ part co,,pattble with the
The key characteristics of the DS('C portion of the Mark ex,sting DSN ¢ap,"bt2ties. This is illustrated in Table I, which
IV-A Telemetry System are: define_ the single lihk data handli,tg requirements for the HEO
projects included in the M_,rk IV.A missior .,et. A telemetry i
(I) Standard DSN data rate capability: up to 250 kilo- single link can be defined as a;I of the functional elements,
symbols per sec (ksps). from the antenna(s) through an SPC telemetry group, that
(2) l_lli__tlcal Orbiter Mission data rates ul? to 1.2 have been selected for support of a proFct. The data rate and ;
meg'as_r sec {Msns). coding requirements not supportable by the existing DSN f
-_ -- capabilities are: '
(3) Ca,'r,er ar_ and b;tseband c_ tonlbi_ni_ng_.!'o.ru__to___6
antennas.
( 1) BigvL (Manchester coding) directly on the carrier.
(4) .l_)elet,,,_ :,_t_a,yalo$re.cording. (2) 000 kbps.
(._) Four conlplete groups of telemetry equipment at each
complex, each with the capacity to support one of the Tile combination of Manchester coding and 600 kbps data rate
above .i:sstons. produces a symbel rate of 1.2 Msps. The next section describes
(b) Ddm.*dulation o1"Manchester coded(BiC-L)or NRZ-L the way these HEO requirements will be met by the Mark
IV-A DSN Telemetry System.
data modulated directly on the c'arrter.
(7) Maxtr.lum hkehhood decoding of short-constralnt-
le,gta convolutional codes and sequential decoding of
hmg-constraint.length convolutional codes. |V. DSCC ConceptualDo,criptton
(8l Precise measurement of received signal level and sys- The DSCC block diagram in Fig. I provides a conceptual
tern noise temperature, description of .he portion of the Mark IV-A Telemetry System
to be located at the DSCC. At each complex there will be one i
it)) Centlah/ed control by (arid real-time reporting to) the 04-meter antenna, three 34-meter antennas, and a 9.meter t
Monitor and Control Suh_,ystenl. antenna. The t_4-meter aad 34-meter '.anstmt/recetve antem ',s
(lO) Production of a dttaital Telemetry Original Data will be able t, receive an S-band plus an X.band carrier
Record (ODR) at each telemetry group wltL playback simultan,',,,,:t\ while the 34-meter Listen Only antennas will
via local manual ct;ntrol or in automatic response to receive either one S.band or one X.band carrier, i'he receivers
GCF inputs; reduerd playback rates for data rates recover the baseb+nd signals which are routed to the
above 115 kbps. Telemetry Subsystem.
6
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The Telemetry Subsystem is arranged to provide four signal is then decoded in the Maximum Likelihood Convolu-
telemetry groups. All gro,.'ps will include existing strings tional Decooer and formatted for transmission to JPL in the
of equipment (Symbol Synchronizer Assembly, Maximum Telemetry Processor Assembly. When combining is not re-
Likelihood Convolutional Decoder and Telemetry Proces:_or quired, outputs from any antenna may also be routed by any
Assembly, TPA). Groups 3 and 4 will also be equipped with Subcarrier Demodulator Assembly, or directly to the GSTDN
the capability needed :o support HEO missions. TL:s will be symbol synchronizer.
accomplished by incorporating a Spaceflight Tracking and
Data Network (STDN) bit synchronizer as well as a newly
designed coupler for interface with the TPA. The other two Any of the telemetry equipment groups can ac&pt two
Telemetry Groups (Groups 1 and 2) will be equipped with a data streams. In Groups l and 2, one data stream is processed
new Baseband Assembly (BBA) which will include the func- by Channel A and one by Channel C. Similarly, in Groups 3
tions of baseband combining, subcarrier demodulation and and 4, one data stream is also processed by Channel A while
symbol synchronization. The BBA will be designed to accom- the other is processed by Channel B. The performance param-
modate either deep space or highly elliptical orbiters. HEO etets for Channels A, B and C are listed in Table 2. Comparing
missions will have data rates up to 1.2 Msps (600 kbps :,,O-L) Table l with Table 2, it may be noted that Data Stream 1 in
modulated directly on the cattier. Since the maximum GCF Table 1 is processed by Channel A, while Data Stream 2 is
rate will be limited, data rates higher than I 15 kbps will be processed in Channel B or C. Similarly, deep space missions
recorded at the SPC and played back in non-real time. require dual data stream support, which is provided by
Channels A and B or C. Char, nel B is used to subport higher
The 64- and 34-meter antennas can be arrayed by com- rates for deep space missions unless combining is required and
bining the carriers within the receiver subsystem. Then the then Channel C is used. Channel B or C may be used to
detected baseband signals are combined in the BBA in either support HEO missions except for the data rates above 250
Telemetry Group 1 or ]¢lemetry Group 2. The _ombined ksps, which can be supported by Chim.qel C only.
Reference
1. Gatz, E. C., "'DSN Telemetry System Mark 111-77," in DSNProgress Report 42-49, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, Calif., Feb. 15, 1979.
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Channel A
Process one NRZ-I, coded or uncoded data stream needing
Subcarrier demodulation 512 Hz to I MHz
Tllll_l 1. Sillqlloliflk ¢oOtl_ focEIfth Oft_l_r ImIM_o¢_ Symbol synchronizing 6 to 25 ksps
Sequential decoding 6 to i0 kbps -. K = 24, 32; R = 1/2,
Mission Data stream 1 Data stream 2 frame length variable
OPEN-PPL Unc-ded; NRZ-L; Uncoded: BIt-L; Block decoding; Reed Muller 32/6: up to 2 kbps
25 kbps 600 kbps Channel B |
OPEN-EML Uncoded; 6 kbps Uncoded Bit-L: i
NRZ-L; or 14 kbps 600 kbps early in Process _e NRZ-L biphase data stream needing
mission, then 94 kbps Subcarrier demodulation; 512 Hz to ! MHz or Manchester !
decoding. !0 sps to i.2 Msps 4
OPEN-IPL Uncoded: NRZ-L; Uncoded: Ei,6-L; Svmbol synchronizing; 6 sps to 1.2 Msps t
2 kbps 94 kbps " ]Sequential decoding 6 to 10 kbps; K = 32; R = !/2, frame
OPEN-GTL Uncoded; NRZ-L; tlncoded Bit-L; 94 kbps length variable
6 kbps Maximum likelihood VIterbi decoding - 10 bps to ! 25 kbps
_K = 7, R = I/2 or I/3)
ISF.i'-(" Convolutlonally coded, Uncoded; Bit-L,
K : 24, R = I/2, 256 bps. Real-time data rates up to 115 kbps
NRZ-L; 64 bps or On.site recording and non-real-time playback for data rates
Convolutlonally coded: above 115 kbps
K= 24, R = I/2;512-
2048 bps; BiC-L Channel C
AMPTE-CCE Unct_ded; NRZ-L: B_,-L: con_ olulioni:liy process one NRZ-L or biphas¢ data stream needing
1500 bps coded; K = 7, R = I/2: Baseband combining of up to 6 antenna receiver signals
00,000 bps
Subcarrier 6emodulation: 10 kHz to 2 MHz
AMPTI--IRM Uncoded; NRZ-L; Symbol synchronizing and Manchester decoding: 4 sps to
I000 bps !.2 Msps
Sequentml decoding 6 to 10 kbp_.' K = 32, 24; R :: 1/2, frame
length variable
,daxlmum hkclihotgl Vlterbt deer>cling _- 10 bps to 125 kbps
(K 7, R--- I/2or i/3)
Real-time data rates up to 1 t5 kbps
On-site recording and non-real-time playback for data rates
above l 15 kbps i
.!
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TO EITHER BASEBAND
\SELECTOR OR ANY _ CHANNEL A
DSN
SYMBOL
•--_ D SYNCHRONIZER2 CHANNEL (SSA)
I-S "
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. i
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t SELECTOR ASSEMBLY MCD | RATE }
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SYNCHRONIZER TELEMETRY
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GSTDN SYMBOL TELEMETRYGROUP 3
SYNCH L-.
9.-m _ RECEIVER
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Fig. I. Teleme_ S'lfltmm:D_-_ leve blockdtqlrlm
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The DSN Tracking System
J. A. Wackley
TDA Engineering Office
The DSN Tracking System, one of the eight generic systems of the DSN, has recently
undergone a peri(M of extensive software and hardware changes. This article presents a
description of the functions of the Tracking 3),stem and details the recent changes.
I. Introduction fhe following sections of this article will present a
functional description of the DSN Tracking System andThe Deep Space Network (DSN) Tracking System consists
of the hardware, software, personnel and procedures required explanations of the many modifications to the system that
have been made since the last report (Ref. 2).to pert\)rm four primary functions:
(1) Acquire and maintain a commumcation link (uplink
and/or downlink) with a spacecraft II. Functional Description
(2) Generate radio metric data Figure 1 illustrates the various subsystems and intersub-
system data flow of the Tracking System. The Receiver-(3) Transmit radio metric data to the data users
Exciter subsystem provides a range mc<lulated uplink carrier
14) Perform radio metric data validation t_, assure that to the Antenna Microwave St,bsystem where it is amplified
performance requirements are sahsfied and channeled to the antenna. The antenna is precisely
pointed by the instrt, ctions given to the Antenna Mechanical
The radio metric data are defined as range, range rate and Subsystem by the Anlenna Pointing Subsystem. This allows
angle data. These data are used by flight project navigation the uplink carrier to be radiated toward and eventually
teams for spacecraft orbit determination, platform parameter received by the spacecraft.
determination and ephemeris development. Additionally, as
described in Ref. 1, the data have numerous radio science At the spacecraft, the carrier is coherently multiplied to
applications for celestial mechanics experiments, planetary provide a downlink carrier, modulated with range data and
atmosphere stud_cs, interplanetary media studies and relativity retransmitted to earth.
experiments. Within the DSN, the data are used to monitor the
,, operation ,ff ,he Tracking System and to validate its The downlink carrier is received and focussed by the
performance, antenna and provided to the Antenna Microwave Subsystem.
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Here it is amplified mid channeled to tile Recewet Assembly of or DCO (digitally controlled oscillator) as it has been dubbed.
the Receiver-Exciter Subsystem. The receiver phase tracks tile has the following characteristics:
received signal via a phase-locked loop. The output of the
phase-locked loop is provided to tile Doppler Extractor (1) Control via tile Metric Data Assembly or a computer
Assembly whele it is compared to the transmitted frequency, terminal
Tile frequency difference (doppler} is counted by tile Metric (2} Capablhty of storing up to lO0 ramps
Data Assembly of tile DSS Tracking Subsystem (DTKL
-. (3) Mimmum ramp duration of O.l second
_, Simultaneously, the receiver provides a range modulated (4) Maximum ramp rate of I00 kllz/second
intermediate frequency to the Range Demodulator Assembly
:', of the DTK, Here the ranging signal is demodulated and cross (5) Maximtml phase error (over 8 hours) of O.OO01 cycle
correlated with a model of the transmitted range code The
Planetary Ranging Assembly of the DTK uses the correlation l'he initial installation of the EK_O was hampered by
measurement to make a precise determination of the range to hardware, software mid operational problems. The DCO
the spacecraft hardware was modified in early 1981 to resolve a problem of
sudden ge exciter frequency changes. The MDA control
• The range measurement is provided to the MDA where it. as interface originally was not compatible for frequency rate
well as the counted doppler and various status and configura- reporting and required modlflcatmn, l'he operattonal proce-
tmn indicator_, is formatted for trar,smission. The MDA dures were, at first, incomplete and resulted m a significant
provides the formatted data to the Communications Monitor number of errors.
and Fom_.atter Assembly of the Ground Communications
Facility (GCF). At the completion of implementation in February 1981,
the DCO's were installed in the _¢, meter and 34 meter
The GCF transmits the data to the Network Operations subnets, Tile POCA's remained m tile 26 meter subnets.
Control Center. The GCF additionally provides an Intermedi-
ate Data Record of all data to the end user of the data.
typtcally a project navigatmn team. m. DSS Tracking Subllystem
The Metric Data Assembly (MDA) and the PlanetaryAt the NOCC. tile radio metric data are recmved by the
NOCC Tracking Subsystem, which generates data displays and Ranging Assembly (PRA) of the DSS Tracking Subsystem h.:ve
alarms used for ,e,tl-tHne--,"" validation of the data. had extensive hardware attd software modflicatmns during the
paq year.
The ,lata received by the navigation teanl are eventually |. Metric Data Assembly. The MDA software has been
returned to the DSN m the form of ephemeris data for use in
modified to provide, among other items:
generating tracking predictions. These predictions are used for
acquisition _f the downlink and uphnk of the spa'_'ecraft as (I) A real-time interface with the Meteorological Monitor
well as radio metric data validatmn. Assembly. This interlace allows the real-tmle validation
of data by NOCC and transl, rence of data to the
Details of the required perform,race parameters of the Occultat,on Data Assembly _ODA) dtning VLBI obser-
elements of the system may he tbund m Ref. 2. ration sessions.
(2) An interface with the ODA for support of VLBI
observation sessions. Besides the previously mentioned
III. System Modifications MMA data, this interface allows for the transference of
Since the last report concerning the Tracking System, the source schedule whicll is used for data recorder
modifications have been ntade to the software and hardware in control, source identification, and angle residual
calculation.
the Recetver.Exciter Subsystem, the DSS Tracking Subsystem
and the NO('(" Tracking subsystem. (3_ Automatic control of the DCO and POCA and ntanual
control of the DCO
A. Receiver-Exciter Sublystem In the atttomatic mode of operation, the MDA supphes the
In July, 1980. implementation of the new microprocessor control parameters necessary to accontplish the special uplink
based exciter frequency controller was begun. The controller, tuning required to support the VoyatZer 2 spacecraft and
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standard uplink tuning required to support the other space- sweeps the MDA generates special uplink control predicts and
craft. A complete description of this capability may be found loads them into the I)120 (or POCA).
in Ref. 3.
If an uplink transfer is desired, the operator enters the same
Upon receipt Gf uplink control predictions (consisting of infotmatioa as previously described. In this case, however, the
.: frequency and time pairs), the MDA computes the parameters sweep range must be equal to zero hertz. The MDA will
(such as rate and time) necessary to tune the uplink to generate a predicts set that causes the DCO (or POCA)to tune
compensate for doppler and allow coherent tracking of the to the XA and, after the specified time interval, return to the
Voyager 2 spacecraft. TSF. This type of sweep is illustrated in Figs. 3(e) and 3(0.
Prior to the addition of this capability, a Hewlett-PackatdAdditionally, the MDA can generate the control statements
calculator was used to determine the sweep parameters. The
to allow the performance of the "seven point best lock parameter_were then manually entered into the DCO.frequency check." This special procedure is performed during
Voyagel 2 tracks to determine an estimate of the spacecraft's
receiver frequency. In order to perform the "seven point best The MDA also provides the control point for manual
lock frequency check," the MDA _onstructs a special set of operation of the DCO. in this mode, DCO control statements
are transferred to the DCO. The MDA also provides a display
uplink control predicts. These predicts cause the DCO (or of DCO status.
POCA) to tune through a series of predetermined changes in
frequency as shown in Fig. "_
"" In order to provide a precise report of tuning activities at
the DSS, a new data type, ProgrammedFrequency data, was
Tu,ing starts at the estimate of the spacecraft receiver best developed for inclusion in the radio metric datastream. These
lock irequency. Five minutes prior to the transmitter being data, consis:ing of precise frequency and frequency rate
turned on, the MDA-generated predicts cause ti,e DCO (or information, are required to allow for correct processing of the
POCA) to snap +1.5 Hz and then continue the tuning radio metric data by the project navigation teams andtoallow
necessary to compensate for doppler. Five minutes after the
remote monitoring of the tuning a_,tivities.
transmitter is turned on, and every five minutes thereafter, the
frequency is snapped -0.5 Hz until the lower limit of 1.5 Hz Because of the addition of these capabilities the MDA
below the estimated best lock frequency is reached. Between became seriously overloaded causing numerous processing
snaps the uplink frequency is tuned to compensate fo_
errors. In an attempt to alleviate this problem, floating point
doppler, hardware was retrofit to the MDA. As of this writing, it had
not been determined if this change was completely successful.
Five minutes after reaching the lower limit, the predicts
cause the 13('O (or POCA) to return to the original estimate of 2. Planetary Ranging Assembly. The quality of ranging
the best lock frequency and to continue tuning through the data generated by the DSN has been improved by several
remainder of the pass. One round trip light time after major modifications to the Planetary Ranging Assembly
performing this procedure, the spacecraft signal levels are (PRA).These modification include:
analyzed to determine the actual best lock frequency. Pre- (1) Doubling of the highest frequency component to the
viously, t.hisprocedure required constant operator intervention 1 MHz
in order .tobe accomplished.
(2) Addition of selectable high frequency components
For other spacecraft, the MDA computes the control (3) A new harmonic f'dter to decrease wave form distortion
statements for a wide spectrum of sweeps. The type of sweep
performed is dependent on both the activity and the relation. All of these changes combine to decrease noise levels on
ship between appropriate frequencies. If an uplink acquisition ranging data and to improve ranging capabilities under
sweep is desired in order to achieve a two-way link with the conditions encountered as the angular separation between the
spacecraft, the operator enters the expected Tracking Synthe- spacecraft and the sun decreases. Figure4 illustrates the
sizer Frequency (TSF), spacecraft best lock frequency (XA), improvement obtained using the new PRA hardware and
sweep range and tuning rate. The MDA determines the software. Ranging data acquired by DSS 12 when in its '
appropriate direction h, tune (by differencing TSF with XA) original hardware and software configuration are given in Fig. !
and the frequencies which encompass the desired sweep range. 4(a). As can be seen, the noise level for these two passes is
Possible sweep prof'des as determined by the MDA are quite high; more than eight meters during each pass. Figure
illustrated in Figs. 3(a_ through 3(d). To accomplish these 4(1:) presents data taken after the configuration was modified.
tO
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In both of these passes data noise is well less than four meters, system functions not available when the original software was
an improvement of at least 100 p_rcent. (The absolute developed; revising data generation algorithms; updating out-
" differences between the passes are due to orbit and other put formats to correspond to current desires and print
errors independent of PRA performance.) capabilities; and most importantly, integrating the functions in
a coherent manner.
-: C. NOCC Tracking Subsystem
;.'_ The result was an improved software package with more
The Prediction Assembly software of the NOCC Tracking easily understood input, and improved running characteristics
,_ Subsystem was replaced by new software. The original (run time was decreased well over 50 percent).
software was developed in the mid-1970's to meet existing
Tracking System requirements and to provide the NOCC with
a replacement for capabilities then residing in the Mission IV. Conclusion
Control and Computing Center (MCCC) 360/75 computer.
Because of recent requirements to generate Radio Science Over the past year, various elements of the Tracking System
predictions and uplink frequency control predictions, the have undergone extensive modifications to both hardware and
software had been extensively modified to the point where it software. These modifications have, in general, resulted in
was difficult to operate and contained many anomalies, improved data and increased operational support capabilities.
Because of the upcoming Mark IV.A implementations, the
The redevelopment of the software consisted of: making Tracking System should remain unchanged over the next few
ample use of Network Support Controller (NSC) operating years.
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Pioneers 6 Through 12 Mission Support
R. Nevarez
Control Center Ope.rat_on$ Section
This artwh' dts('t4s_es the activttws of DSN Operati_,ns m _upport o] the Pt.,)nc(.rs 6
through 9, Pi,meer I0, Pioneer 11, attd Pioneer V('m_.i Orbiter (Ploncer 12) Mis._i,,ns ]nmt
June 1986 through Mar('h l_....J .01.
I. Introduction c. Pioneer8
The mt\)rmation contained m thi,: ,'eport covers the con- In August of lqSO as the spacecraft approached perdlehon.
tinumg effi)rts of the Deep Space Network m support of the Sun sere,or and plasma analy/er t)xl board the spacecraft
Pmneer Mt.ssion Operations during the cruise phase_ _)f Pit)- functioned for the first time m several year,,, and pr_,duted
neers h through t_. Pmneer IO, Pmneer II, and the orbital val;d data. Durmg perihelion, tracking support was hmlted.
operations of Pioneer 12 spacecrafts. Additmnal tracking support Is scheduled for the next penhe.
hon.
II. Mission Operations and Status
A. Pioneer 6 D. Pioneer 9
The spacecraft contmues to function nt)mmally An anal)-In June of lt),_;O. Pioneer b we_t through superior corljun¢-
tion. The first track after supert,,r t,mjunction found the sis indicates that the spacectaft on-board systems co..llwtle if|
spacecraft on-board systems m gt,)d I :alth and funclioning good heahh
nominally. In December of It)_O, Pioneer 6 celebrated Its
fifteenth year in opcr:_tion with signs of continuing fl)r
another fifteen years. E. Pioneer 10
A special procctlure using the imaging phutopolarmleter
!1. I_D_I_'7 (IPP) instrument to determine the roll pulse was developed.
Durmg this reporting permd, tracking support increased due When the spacecraft loses its Sun pulse, wtuch is estimated to
to Ilacking availability of the Network. the spa,.e,_raft has rea'da threshold m approximately two yea_. d_ere wdl be a
been and Is left m the engineering format to provide an early means of determining the spacecraft roll zet'e_ence tol expert-
means of c,_tablislfing the spacecraft's health in the evem of a reenter use plus the capability of determining precessmn ma. ,
probl.et I. The on-board science experintents, which continue neuvers _,:d cons_:ans wdl be nlal._tamed A slgn',d strength test i+
to function nominally, are turned on only when tl-e soa¢¢cz;lft was _,¢rformed It) deternune the spacecrall receiver threshold
is tra_:ked, at low It) high lriuisnllller |R)_,ers. The results are not known
16
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at this rept,rting period, however; further 'esting will be per- continue for some time. with radio science ex_riments to be
formed in the future. The spacecraft continues to perform .xrformed upon request. The spacecraft started a superior
nomin:dly and "allon-board systems are healthy, conjunction phase ill mid-March 1981 and will continue
through April 1981. The spacecraft continues performing
F. Pioneer 11 nominally with all on-board systems in good health, i
The spacecraft went through superior conjunction in Otto- !
bet 19_0 successfully. The spacecraft continues performing Ill. Special Activities i
" nominahy and based on data analysis all systems on board the
_" spacecraft are in good health. Pioneer Project continues to utilize the Deep Space Net- ,'
"_ work Compatibility Test Area (CTA-21) in concurrence with i
the Project's command software development and operations _,
i G. Pioneer 12 training.
The spacecraft we..t through a long eclipse season in August ;:
1980 with no problems experienced. The decision to cease IV. Summary _
controlling periapsis altitude was made; th is the spacecraft
will continue to rise until 1986. As a result of this decision. As of this reporting period, all Pioneer spacecraft ap_ar in
requirements for the radar altimeter (ORAD) instrument were good health and are operating nominally. Pioneers 6, 7. 8, 9,
completed, thus eliminating the need of dail2_ORAD instru- 10, and 11 are in the crui_ mode. Pi,,neer 12 operations
ment command loads. Occasional ORAD calibrations and continue in orbit about Venus. Tracking coverage from June
various other procedmes are still planned. Imaging will 1980 through March 1981 is shownin Table i.
|
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Table 1. TmckJng coverage, June lgOOthrough March 1961
Month, Pioneer Station Number Tracking Month, Pioneer ._tatmn Number Tracking
time, :,'car spacecraft type of tracks time,year spacecraft type of tracks hmm h:min
June 1980 6 64-m 10 51 : 15 Nov 1980 6 64-m 4 19.30
7 64-m 3 19 20 9 64-m 4 20:30
9 64-m 7 49:00 10 34-m 10 57:35
: 10 6a-m 58 466 10 o4-m .,,,'° Y4_,:O0
"_ 11 26-m 47 356:35 -. 11 20-m 24 219.55
64-m 22 180:15 64-m 7 79:15
12 26-m 100 918.30 ! 2 26-m 35 352:40
34-m 5 44 : 39 ",, 34-m 2 16:00
64-m 1 10:30 Dec 1980 "_'_ 6 64-m 2 13:011
8 64-m 2 13:30
July 1980 6 64-m 5 19:50 9 64-m 1 4:50
7 64-m I 10:45 10 34-m 5 29.25
9 64-m 6 44:45 64-m 45 353:45 ;
10 34-m 47 379:20 i 1 26-m 24 222"30
11 26-m 46 386.45 34-m 3 33 '25
34-m 3 25 35 64-m 18 170:20
64-m 14 110.311 12 26-m 40 394:(15
12 26-m 82 754 '50 34-m 3 27:45
34-m 2 17:05 64-m 23 220 40
64-|h 2 10 55
Jan 1981 6 64-m 2 15 O0
7 64-m 3 14:50
Aug 1980 b 64-m 6 24:10 8 6a-m 2 15.25
7 64-m 1 5:05 9 64-m 3 14: 20
8 64-m I 8:10 10 26-m 8 28.45
9 64-m 3 i 6.211 64-m '_2 "_% 35
10 64-ol 44 382 15 11 2b-m 41 28(I. 20
I I 26-m 311 211 2f) 34-m 2 19 00
34-m 8 5(I.3(I 12 64-m 311 235.35
64-m 30 227.00 26-m 78 646 511
12 26-m "7 7113 30 34-m 3 27 35
34-m 6 26 50 64-m 28 335.31!
64-m 8 56 15
Feb 1981 6 64-m 3 18.1111
Sep', 1980 6 64-m 3 12 55 8 64-m 2 12 10
8 64-m 5 211.40 9 64-m 3 20 15
q 64-m 5 28 311 10 26-m 6 20.35
10 64-m 62 476 211 34-m 4 16 15
I I 26-m 46 314.10 64-m 39 327 II)
34-m 16 79.35 I 1 26-m 32 286 1)5 ,
64-m 15 116.110 34-m 23 198 05
12 26-m 8t) 763.55 64-m 17 146'115
34-m 15 139 20 12 26-m 26 173:20
64-m 14 I 17.25 34-m 37 3112 211
64-m 49 372 50 \
\
Oct 1980 6 64-m I 3 50 March 1081 6 64-m 2 11.51)
7 64-m 1 4:55 9 64 m 3 20' 20
9 64-m 4 15.35 I 0 26-m 3 9:(10
111 34-m 6 28.55 34-m ,I 12 45
64-m 53 353 2(1 64-m 50 378.30
I 1 26-m 23 162.55 I I 26-m 33 333 311
34-m I I 56 411 34-m 17 186' 35
64-m 6 52 05 64-m 16 129 _I(1
12 26-m _b 508: 2(I 12 26-m 21 134' 15
34-m 8 83.45 34-m 16 262. I l)
64-m I I 118 2') 64-m 82 576 (10
I$
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Voyager Mission Support
N. FanelliandH. Nance
Control Cent:e, Operations
This is a continuation of the Deep Space Network Report on Tracking and Data
Acquisition for Project Voyager. This article covers the period of December 1980 through
March 1981.
|. Introduction scan data was returned at the lower data rate (7.2 kpbs) in the
general science format. Deep Space Stations (DSS) 14/12 and
Voyager I completed the Saturn Post Encounter Phase of DSS 43/42 in the arrayed configuration were scheduled to !
its prime mission operation and started the extended mission receive the imaging data, with DSS 61 or 63 scheduled to
phase of operations, receive the general science data consistent with station view
period.Voyager 2 continued in the Jupiter-Saturn Cruise Phase
with increased tracking in anticipation of the Saturn
Encounter. 2. Saturn ring movie. Tne Saturn Rings movie activity was
conducted on 18 December between Day of Year (DOY) 323
1012Z and DOY 354 0523Z. DSS 14/42/43/61/63 supported
II. DSN Support the activity with the DSS 61/63 and the DSS 42/43 complexes
being in the array configuration *o enhance the image data
A. Voyager 1 reception. This activity completed the Voyager 1 Saturn
Encounter phase and the spacecraft entered the extendedThe Post Eucounter period was scheduled to end on 15
December 198U, but due to the unusual observations of the mission phase of activity.
rings during the near encounter, the post encounter period was
extended to 19 December 1980 so that another movie could B. Voyager2
be made. During the Post Encounter phase of the Voyager i mission
I. Long time-base observation and system scans. The post operation, the activity of Voyager 2 was relatively quiet, with
encounter support consisted primarily of the observations of the majority o, the tracking support being provided by the
Saturn's atmosphere at high phase angles over a long-time base 26-meter network (DSS/I 1/44/62).
and periodic imaging of Saturn and system scans at phase
angles and at latitudes different from those in the pre- 1. Navigation cycle. On 3-4 December 1980 a navigation
encounter phases. Imaging data was returned at the higher data cycle was conducted with Voyager 2. The Navigation cycle
rates (29.8 and 44.8 kpbs) in the imaging formats. The system was supported by DSS 42/63/12. Software problems with the
19
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Metric Data Assembly-Digitally Controlled Oscillator (MDA- tracks only one S/C and performs the necessary pre- and
DCO) interface required that the VGR_2 Navigation cycle post-track calibrations to support that one S/C. Although
support be conducted with a Programmed Oscil;ator Control there were some problems in preparing for and executing the
Assembly (POCA) configuration. DSS 42 and 12 weie, ihele- activity e_,ents, tile results look promising. Anotl,er test was
t\_re, required to reconfigure with the POCA, vice the DCO, supported on DOY031 (1981) by DSS61 and 12. Fewer
before their suppori.ing passes. DSS 63 was configured with problems were experienced dr,ring this test and the results are
the POCA, so was not required to reconfigure for support, being evaluated.
Near simultaneous ranging was conducted during the DSS
_' 63/12 and DSS 12/42 overlap periods in addition to normal 2. Metric data assembly software. Metric Data Assembly
ranging. The Navigation cycle was completed successfully. Software, DMK-510O-OP-F, which provides the capability to
'_ with required data being delivered tt, the Project. atttomatically control the Digitally Controlled Oscillator
(DCO) and the uplink frequency required for tracking Voy-
2. Mini cruise science maneuver. On 16 December (DOY ager 2 started engineering testing at Goldstone on 6 January
351 2213Z to DOY 352 0321Z) a mini cruise science map.eu- 1981. DCO implementation at the 34/64 meter stations was
vet was completed. The maneuve_ consisted of four yaw turns completed on 26 February 1981. After a series of Voyager
and four roll turns being accomplished, during which the demonstration tracks, during which problems were identified
spacecraft antenna was off earth point, therefore, no data were and corrected, a preliminary operational disk was provided.
received. I)SS 42 supported the activity that immediately pre- The (;oldstone stations began Probationary Testing on 5 Feb- ;
ceded the maneuver with DSS 03 supporting the reacquisition ruary I081 with this disk supporting all projects. The software
acli',lty. Phyback reception of the data recorded by the space- was also sent to the overseas stations where they began Pmba-
craft during ti,c maneuver was supported by DSS 43 on tionaty Testing on I(, February 1081. The software was trans-
IT December (DOY.*."2). ferred to operations on 2 March IO81 fur an OperatioT'al
Certification period by the stations prior to the official
3. Trajectory correction ma,aeuver. On 26 February I081 replacement of the previous opelational stipport software. The
(DOY 057 2050.2246Z) a Traject_,r._,'Correction Maneuver software became the prime support softw,_e on 28 March
(TCM-B7) was completed successfully. Tilt ,_hjective of the IO81.
maneuver was to place Voyager 2 t,n a more acctlrale Irajec-
tory to rendezvous with Satt_rn. The spacecraft was pro-
grammed to execute a negative roll turn followed by a nega:ive IlL DSN Capabilitiesyaw turn to align itself on a required burn vector. The TCM
thrusters imparted a 0.574 meter/see delta veioclty after a A. Fllidio,_l_lt_nce
burn duration of 215 seconds. The spacecraft returned to The Saturn Near Encounter Radio Science activities for
earth pt_int by _lccomplishing complementary yaw and roU Voyager 2 will occur during the viewperiod of DSS 43. Since
turns. The activity was supported by DSS 43 during the pre- DSS 63 was the prime supporting station for the Voyager I
paration phase and by DSS 63 during the actt,al maneuver. Satt,rn Encounter Occultation Experiment, it was necessary to
During the burn, the spacecraft was oft'earth point, no telem- relocate the DSS 63 Radio Science equipment from DSS 63 to
etry data were being received in real-time, but were being DSS 43. Tiffs equipment included the four channel narrow/
recorded aboard the spacecraft. The playback of the recorded medium b_,ndmulti-mission receiver plus the backup wtdeband
data was accomplished during DSS 43"s viewperiod the next four channel mtdti.nussion receiver and its associated digital
day. recording assemblies. DSS 43 sent its two channel open It_t_p
C. Ge_ral receiver to DSS 63. This equipment tel,cation was acconr-
plished during the month of January 1981. DSS 14 has the
I. Doubly differenced range. In continuing effort to fur- narrow/medium equipment comparable to DSS 43. Following
ther refine tracking techniques t, provide more precise space- successful installation of the equipment and subsequent sys.
craft position information, tht DSN is supporting doubly tern performance tests, a series of operational verification tests
differenced range activity. The first activity supporlcd were conducted with the new equipment and an updated
occurred on DOY 355. This technique required that both s'ersion of the Occultation Data Assembly (ODA) software.
D&Sol and 12 track and range on Voyager 2, then, after a The checkout _,¢ the new software II)MO.5123.OP-C) wes
quick turn-around, track and range on Voyager I. The turn- start,'d over Dh,_ 14 on 4 February, since their equipment was
around from Voyager 2 to Voyager I was accomplished in 20 installed and operational at the time. Pioneer ar,d Voyager
minutes. Tile stations were required to nerform pre- and post- X-band signals were used during this testing. The ODA OP-C
track cahbrations on the ranging equipment for both space- testing started at DSS 43 on 19 February and at DSS 63 on
craft (S/C). This w:'s a new requirement, as a station normally 27 February. Only nrhlor pr,_blems have been encountered;
,,h
2O
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the operational procedures are being refined and crev, training The data are analyzed in near-real-time to r&qne the BLF. Tile
accomplished during the testing. The software was transferred adaptive tracking sequence is exercised, during which tile DSN
to operations on 16 March and tests will continue through is provided a frequency offset to "snap to", then to automati-
August 1981 to ensure and maintain facility readiness. These cally ramp with the appropriate predicts. The frequency drift
; tests will continue to use live spacecraft data and accomplish from the predicted is used to determine the new frequency
the functions of" recording open loop data, playback of offset, and used to keep the uplink centered in tile receiver
recorded data arid on-site validation of recording quality, as bandpass. This procedure is continued as long as necessary to
will be required during tile encounter, ensure a proper uolink for commanding activities. This proce-
dure relies on the D('O and tile capabilities of the MDA S/W
B. Adaptive Tracking DMK-5106-OP-F automatic uplink feature.
: Tile problems caused by the failure of tile receivers on
C. DSS 12 Antenna Efficiency ImprovementVoyager 2 (DSN Progre,s Repo1_42-40, Nov-Dec 1078) with
tile resultant 200 Hz bandpass in the operating receiver ale DSS 12 was decommitted front support operations on
complicated by space,'raft internal temperature changes. It has 6 March IO81 and scheduled to become operational again on
been determined that after various spacecraft activities, com- 24 April 1981. The prrpose of the DSS 12 downtime is to
partment temperatures rise and change the center frequency of improve the overall antenna efficiency.
the receiver bandpass and the rate of drift as the temperatures
return to normal. Therefore, after these spacecraft actt_lt_es, Tile two outer rows of tile prtmary antenna dish panels will .
tile Best lx_c_"f'requency IBLF) is tmknown and .,ornlally a be replaced and all panels reset. The subreflector surface
comtnand .,ioratorium is declared, due to the uncertainty _; tolerance will also be improved. This additional antenna work
stablishin a proper uplink, l)uring the Saturn Ne.,, should improve overall antenna gain by at least 0.75 dB.
Encounter, after the spacecraft comes out of _ccultatkm, flus
condit:on will exist, but it will be nece_ary to command the Durmg the downtime, the subreflector controller will be
spacecraft sooner titan a moratorium would allow. To provide modTfied and upgraded. New ,J:cuit boards and internal
background data on tile frequency offset and to allow better adjt,._tments will provide improved antenna pointing accuracy,
estimates of the BLF after these activities, the _SN has been wluch will also it, prove overall antenna performance.
supportll,e, , ,, ,aJ tracking procedures called "'adaptive track-
ing and BLF determination". Essentiad)'. after a spacecraft After tile antenna work is completed, and prior to returning -'
temperature change, the 34/t_4 meter station will accompiish the station to operational support status, a series of star tracks
the BLF determination sequence. This is a seque:,.ce of five '_tl! be performed to evaluate actual antenna gain improve-
predetermined ramps by tile DCO through the estimated BLF. ment
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Navigation Using X-Ray Pulsars
T. J. Chester and $, A, Butrnan
Communications Systems Research Section
Approximately one-dozen X-ray pulsars are presently known which emit strong stable
pulses with periods of O. 7 to _1000 s. By comparing the arrival times of these pulses at a
spacecraft and at the Earth (via an Earth-orbiting satellite), a thrt'e-dimensionai position
of the spacecraft can be determined. One day of data from a small (~0.1 ra2) on-board
X-ray detector yields a three-dimensional position accurate to ~150 kin. This accuracy is
independent of spacecraft distance from the Earth. Present techniques for determining
the two spacecraft coordinates other than range measure angles and thus degrade with
increasing spacecraft range. Thus navigation using X-ray pulsars will always be superior to
present techmques in measuring these two coordinates for sufficiently dts,ant spacecraft.
At present, the break-even point occurs near the orbit of Jupiter. The O,,tb pulsar can also
be used to obtain one transverse coordinate with an accuracy of "20 kin.
I. Introduction II. Details
At present, as spacecraft are targeted farther from Earth, it Several relevant parameters of the known X-ray pulsars are
becomes increasingly difficult to measure the transverse space- given in Table 1, as well as the parameters of the Crab pulsar,
craft coordinates (the two other than range). Fundamentally, which is a radio pulsar (_n entirely different beast) that is also
present techniques measure the angular coordinates of a space- detectable in X-rays. There are two major classes of X-ray
craft and hence the positional uncertainty of the spacecraft pulsars -- "steady" and transient ,,'ources. The transient sources
grows linearly with distance. Thus navigation to the outer are detectable only at (usually) irregular intervals-- for
planets and beyond will be limited by these large uncertainties example, perllaps for only 30 d_ys- and then are below
unless a better measurement tool is used. detection limits for a year or more. Thus only the "steady"
sources can be relied upon for navigation. Unfortunately, even
the "steady" sources sometimes turn off for about a month.
We present in this article a promL_ing new technique that This can occur at regular intervals, as for ller X-I which is
involves comparing the arrival times of pulses from X-ray detectable for I0 days and then undetec_able (except briefly)
pulsars at a spacecraft and at the Earth. The positional accu- for 25 days, or the off period can be irregular, as for Cen X.3
racy given by this technique is independent of distance from and SMC X-i. Nonetheless, this should cause little problem,
the Earth. Only a small ("-O.I m 2) X-ray detector need be both because it is unlikely that all usable sources would be off
carried by the satellite. This is in sharp cont:ast to navigation simultaneously, and also because the long tratLsit times notes.
using radio pulsars, which give more precise times but require sary on deep space voyages allow some sho_t gaps in the
impractically large antennas on the spacecraft, measurements of some coordinates_
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: The pulse,, from X-ray pulsars are largely sinusoidal, with Because the pulse periods of X-ray pulsars (and radio pul-
only a little power in the lower harmomcs and no power in the sars) are derived from the rotation of a neutron star, the
higher harmonics. This is qmte unlike radio pulsars, which period is very stable. Typically, P/P~ 10-U,except for some
pulse for only ~10% of their period'... Thus the time of arrival of the long-period X-ray pulsars, which can have ['/P_. 10 -4.
accuracy ts given by how well the phase of a sinusoidal pulse The most nnlx)rtant source of timing error on the spacecraft
can be measured, and not by the arrival of any sharp feature in will therefore come from the spacecraft clock itself. Fortu-
tho pulse, nately, any drift of the spacecraft clock can be treated as an
additional unknown, if it is important enough, and can be
T_king Her X-I as an example, 20 seconds of data taken by found by using an additional pulsar. In that case, with tanging,
the Ui'IURU satellite, with a detectt,r area of 0.1 m 2, deter- three pulsars are needed for a good three-dimensional position
mined arrival times accurate to 0.03 s (Ref. IL which gives a and the determination of the spacecraft clo,'k offset. The
positional measurement good to 10,000 km in the direction spacecraft clock need only be stable over the chosen mtegra- .,,
• toward the X.ray pulsar. One full day of measurements would tion time for an individual arr,val time determination.
beat the error down to 10,O00 kmx/20 s/86,400 s --- 150 kin.
Both SMC X-i and Cen X-3 are similar to Her X-I, and would Finally, the positional uncertainty of the X-ray pulsars
give comparable positional accuracies. Thus these three pulsars themselves can be neglected. An angular uncertainty of 0 in _.
would suffice to _ive a three-dimensional spacecraft position, the coordinates of a pulsar gives rise to an error of 02/2 times
Figure l shows the geometry of these three pulsars, referenced the distance between the Earlh and the spacecraft projected
to the ecliptic plane, ahmg the pulsar direction. Thus it" 0 = 5 X lO-7 (0.1 a:c see),
then the error at Saturn is less than 10 cm. !
Of course, with ranging, only two pulsars are needed for a _ f
good three-dimenslottal position. The other short-period pul-
sars can provide more inforn;adon when they are pulsing. Even
the long-period pulsars give posluonal measurements which are |||. D|SCUSS|Orl I
only slightly worse because they tend to have more harmonic 1"
content in their pulses, and thus t_ming accuracies Jo not Navigation using X-ray pulsars is a practical method that i'
degrade as badly as linearly with pulse IX'nod. yields three-dimensional positrons accurate to -150 km with
one day of data. it is the best practical method for sufficie ,fly
The Crab pulsar, with its period of only C 033 s and its low distant spacecraft, requiring only a small X.ray detector on
duty cycle pulse, gives much more precise arrival times, and is board the spacecraft coupled with an Earth-orbiting satellite
Mways detectable, However, a larger detect,;, would be that provides the arrival of X-ray pulses at Earth. (in the last
rcqt,tred to take full advantage of this resolution. With a small decade, there has been an average of several such satellites in
detector, again 0.1 In 2, the time resolution should b,: -I0 orbit at any given time.)
times better than for Her X-I. Unfortunately, the Crab p_flsar
is in the eclipt,c plane and thus cannot give any information i_resent positional accuracies for the transverse coordinates
about the spacecraft coordinate perpendicular to the ecliptic of a spacecraft are _3OO-400 km at Saturn (Ref. 2) with _l
plane. Of course, except when the spacecraft hes along the day of data. Thus X-ray navigation is comparable to present
direction to the Crab, such timing observations will measure teclmiques at roughly the orbit of Jupiter and is clearly supe-
one transverse spacecraft coordinate m the ecliptic plane, rior at Saturn and beyond.
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kTal)leI. _ known X-raypul_l_
Name a Period.s Peakcounts/sb Classc
3U0531 + 21 0.03 I00 R
Crabpulsar
3LlO115 -37 0.7 28 S
SMC x-I
3Lll653 + 35 I 2 I00 S
llcrX-I
41.10115 +63 36 "I0 T
3UI 118 -4)0 4.8 160 S
Cen X-3
3U 1626 - 67 7.7 I0 S
OA01653 - 40 38 600 I
A0535 + 26 1114 1941t) T
3UI728 ~ 24 122 60 S
AI239 - 59 191 12 S
3UI258 -61 272 47 S
3U0900 - 40 283 I00 S
41.11145 - 61 297 72 S
AI 118 - 61 4115 I"
31.11538 - 52 529 11 S
31.11223 - 62 696 32 S
3U0352 + 30 835 20 S
a Ihe name begins with a I- or 2xhara,.ter catalogue deslgnaticn, fol-
lowed by the right ascension I|I|tMM) and the declination
b2-6 kcV counts per second for a ILl m 2 deteclor
c R rddst) pulsar. S steady, T - transient
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Fig. 1, Locationof several X-ray pulsarsrelative
to theect_ plone
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Propagation Path Length Variations Dueto
Bending of Optical Fibers
K. Y. Lau
Commun*cahons Systems Research Section
The pmpagathm path hwgth _'ariatbm due to bending of ,pth'al fibers is analyzed in
this arttcle. Both the ge.'metrh" effect and material stress eJ'fect_ ar,, inchtded #l the
analysis. These cak'ulattons put an upper limtt on the expected phase _hi]t m single m_Me
fibers. The ]rat tiona/ change i, pn_pagation constant ts gi_,en by
IO.15) ,
wtwre a is the ('.re radm_ ,:f" the ]fher (either single .r multimode), and Rl_ the bending
radtus o1"cun'ature. Modmg efft'cts m multmmde /ihers t'ause extrane,,us phase _hi/'t; o]"
unusually high magmtude. Tht_ doe_ not oc_'ur in stngle mode/ihers, rendering them w,ry
inst'nstttve t,_ bending with a theoretit'al hmit giL,en hy the abo_'e relation.
I. Introduction Tlus same calculation procedure cannot be applied to multi-
mode fibers It has been observed experimentally that bending I
[t_ transmit a time and frequency standard with accuracies a multmlode fiber introduces unusually high phase shift m the irequired for such applications as VLBI Ivery h)ng basehne carried RF signal which cannot be accounted for by changes in ,!
interfert)metry), bo;.h a stable transmlsston path and a _opilisti- propagation constants alone. "[he reason, we believe, is due to '
cared electronic compensation system are required. The choice moding effe_'ts. Multtmode fiber_ carry a large number (several [
t;f a relatively stable transmtsston medium can greatly allevtate hundred) of transverse m_xles, some tightly held, some loosely t
the strmgent requirements t\)r the electrontc compensatton held. and _ome are even cladding modes. These different
system. Contenders for the transmisston path mclude coaxial mode,, have different propagation constants (which, in fact, ,s [
system, nttcrowave, and optic-fiber system. Prehmma_, phase the ortgm of dispersion in muittmode fibers). Bending the fiber
noise me',surements on a 3-kin multimode fiber-optics link causes a redistrtbutton of the power contained in each mode,
indtcat: that its performance surpasses all of the other avail, with sorle tightly held modes converted into loosely held or
able systems tRef. 11. It was also observed that bending the cladding modes. If these loose modes were allowed to er, ter
-ptical fiber mtroduces noticeabl,: phase shift m the trans- the receiver, a very large phase shift wtll be observed, because
rattled RF signal. The purpose of thts article is to analyze this the effecttve propagation constant between the receiver and
phenomenon and tt) estabhsh a limit on the amount of RF the I_int when the bend occurs is changed, tlowever, tf tire
phase drift introduced due to bending of single-mode fibers, loosely held or tile cladding modes were lost before they enter
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¢tile receiver, no effect should be seen on the Al= p:ta_e shift. [ Jl(ur,,al ' Jj(u)} r ,_, a
This proposition it supported by the experimental observation _l(r.O) = ] I cos I, {2)
that, while bending tile fiber within several hundred meters of _ [Kl(ur/a_ rKliu) > a
the receiver produces several degrees of pha_ chaLges in a 1
IOO.M|Iz RE signal, bending the fiber more than I km away
where • a.ld 0 are tile radial and azlmuthed coordinates on afrom the receiver does not produce any sigmficanI eft\'¢i on
the phase, cross s¢cttov f the fiber. ,l, and A I are respectively the Bessel
and modifie,, des,_t funchons of order I, I Is a I'_sitive integer
' 1he above phenonlentm does llot o, _ur In single-mode describnrg tile mode ,'rde,, and u an,I w are :l pair _f param.
fibers becau_ tile)' ,'arry only tree mode. Experimentally, eters related to tile prop::gatlon constartt _ through a set of
transcendental eharacternstlc equations, These field solutionsbendmg a single-mode fiber anywhere along the hnk does not
have been e\tenslveiy computed and well documentedproduce any noticeable phase slufts on the signal (as observed
with a IOO-Mliz RF signal Oll a vector voltmeter with a phase (Retk. 3.4).
resolUtlnll of O-I degree). 1he analysts below gives all upper
limit on tile afllount of phase shift e.',pected in smgleimode The problem of _t,lvi,;g tile field inside a bent fiber is
fibers, considerably more complicated. Tile circular synuuetry, which
enables closed form sohfflt}ns to be v,ntten down as in the case
of a straight fiber, no longer exist<; when tile fiber is bent.
Previous analyses on bending effects concentrate on radiation
II. Field Solutions Oil Straight Optical Fiber loss (Ret's. 5. 0). It was shown that such bending loss is
t-lgure 1 shows a step-mdex t'ir,er cm.,,s section and tile negligible if tile bend radius is larger than a few centimeters
ret'racttve inde,,, variathm. lyplcal core dlnlenslon for a multi- (Ref. 3). Tills would be assumed in tile ft,llowmg analysts.
rhode Iiber is 51,1+urn diameter, for a single-mode finer It ts
about 5 to lO _in diameter. The refractive mdex di('lerence
in .... . - n_) between the core and cladding material Is III. AnahjsisofaBontOpticalFiberl_¥
typ,calb, of tile order of I0 -+. A multnnode fiber sitplxlrts Conformal Transformation
hundreds of tran,,_crse modes. Ill a snlgle.mode fiber all but
one t_t"these modes are be+xond cutolt l+he ftmdamental nlode |:lgllre 3 ,..huws a sketch t,f tile top view of a bent tiL_r.
{lli-ll model that propagates Illa single-mode libel theorell- With the help of conl+ornlal transformation ARef. 71, a bent
call,,' dtws n,,t have a etttot't frequent} {ill c,m_.rast to a ht)lh_ _ctton ot t'll_er call be transformed into _+",.rat#it sectiot, with
metalh¢ wavegutde I, but for sufficiently 1o_ optical frequency a mudffled Index td retraction profile. For I,tr_,eradius of bend
tile power contained in tile core ix so small that for all ¢urvattne. thi,,, bHodllz I index profile differs onlv ,..,hghtl_
practical purr_ses it call be regarded as beyond cutoff, from tile unmodified (stralgh' fiber) one. ,_, that a i_rturb_'+-
tton technique call be used h_ evaluate tile change !n propaga-
l'lectromagnetl¢ wave propagation inside a dielectric fiber Is lion constant due to ben_,, t
governed b._ th,' wave equation
The bent tiber+ as Illustrated In Fig. 2a, hes on tile _.l'
platte. I)efine a colnplex Jlu:nber Z :" .t."+ I.V,and a complex
tunetl Ill
_':E_k:n:(r,r.:tE : O (I)
w = u,i,' = RI, I(Z) i3)t,I
where E I_, the electric field vector, tl Is tile refracttve .'ldex
and k is the tt_ _paee propagation constant = 2re X For w|nch maps ever),' point on tit,. x-v plane t,ato a i's._nlt nl tile
weakly guldmg fibers (small difference betv,'een cladding and Ii.v plane tinder th.s transformation, a ¢lr,:ular annulus as
cote mde',,) tile fields are ,try nearly unlfornlly and hnearly _,hown In Fl_ 2a _,lll be transff_rmed into a straight section as
polarized (Rel. 2} ,,t_ that a m:alat wave equation, obtamed n_ shown tn fig 2b 1he equation wtuch d¢_,¢nbes wave pmpaga.
rep!a¢lllg the E vector by a _alar quatltlty _, suffices to lion tn tile t_-t,'plane I_ obtamed by applying ,+_nlilar cootdt-
dev+.:rlbe tile retrial I_havlor. As illustrated In Fig. I, propaga- e,ate transformation. Eq. (2). ,m tile wav_ i:q ( 1L a,ld result'+
lion is In ;he t' direction, glvll_ rl_ tO a facto[ t' _ In the m
field _, and tile transverr_ mode pattern can be _,olved (ms
liq. (I),ub_¢ted to pertt,,ent bounda,y conditions. 1be, can a 2_, 3: ff I B:_, _ +_ +:be represented tn cyhnd_ncal ct_rdlnates by the Be_l * ¢  k:n:_,: O
I'unction_, ,)u: Br2 _ B:_ _ i dw} q4)
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On,heo,,in.,x:.p,.ne,hewa propa tos on,th0 ( )circular arc of the bent fibergovernedbythewaveequation(l). 1 -R + + • • • aN 0On the transformed u-v plane, the wave propagates along the v n: = 1 +
direction of the transformed straight fiber, governed by the 1 - N°a/[l - 9"-_- (-_I)+"" "transformed wave equatiGn (4). The facto,j IdZ/dwl 2 can b -'-3-3-_
easily evaluated from Eq. (2):
dZ exp(u/_q) iS)
-aw =
a, gos (1 )
goes to 1 and Eq. (4) is the same as that for a straight fiber, N o p _
resuJting in mode solutions given in gq. (2). " - --_-t" _ + " " "
IV. Modificationof IndexProfileDueto
BendingStress \[N--_I2(P[3f\-#t_, )
Tile conformal transformation technique illustrated above + + • •
takes care of tile geometric factor due to bending. However, [ NoOt_2
there is a matelial factor due to the stress and strain induced in 1 - --3--I
the bent fiber, Obviously, when a fiber is bent, the inner part
;_compressed and the outer part rarefied. We can as_ume that 2t i t (R, t _ l
,,t the mean radius of bending R (along the axis of the bent N_a N0o__2fiber) the density of the fiber material is unchanged, and that _ P --z- 2 + 3
the local density of the fiber nlaterial is inversely proportional =n _- + __,_/-tto R, the local radius of bending. 1 -
To calculate the variation of the refractive :'ndex due to a
variation m fiber material density, we use the Clausius-Mosotti _k
relation (Ref. 8) for the refractive index of dense material: )+ ... (9)n2 = 1 + No:- I Na I (6)I _-Tl
where n = refractive index, N is the number of atoms/unit U_ingthe actual numerical values,
volume of the medium, and tt is the atomic polarizability. N is
inversely proportional to the local radius of curvature R :
n2(p) =,,2o (1_(1.4167)+(R)2(2.0069)+ "'') (10)R
N = _-N o (7)
where No Js the material density of the fiber without bending, where It is understood that n o = nco,r inside the core and
which corresponds to a refractive index no of about 1.5: no = ndad inside the cladding.
Noa Since the conformal transformation Eq. (3) transforms the
2 - I ' _' (1.5) 2 (8) radius p into the u-coordinate, Eq.(10) can be substituted
n a Noa directly into the wave equation (4) in the transformed u.v plane:
3
The refractive index at a point in the fiber where the radius ( _k) dZi 2
of bending is R =R-+pisgivenbysubstitutingEq.(7) into _ +_2_ + __2._ _ k2n2(u) = 0 (il)
(6), expanding in a Taylor series, and assuming p << R-: _2 i_v2 _ Oz2
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V. PerturbationCalculationof the a is the radius of the fiber core, V is the normalized frequency
Propagation Constant
As mentioned at the end of Section !II, when the bending V= (/,/2 _ n 2 )1/2 a 2 "12/r_2 (16)
- co,_ c_a \ X 1
; radius R is large, IdZIdwl will be very close to 1, and we
can assume that ,he transverse mode prof'des themselves are
not significantly modified. We can, however, calculate the and _ is the free space wavelength. Substituting Eq. (14) into
change in propagation constant of each mode due to bending. Eq. (I 3) gives
,. Perturbation theory gives the followhlg first order corrections
"" 6fllt°thepr°pagati°nc°nstantBl°fthel:hm°de offle-e-2"'/be((Appendix): 5 B = k2n _ (0.5833)W2 ff
,.¢ .i A
,(fire) = k 2 I_ktl2 2n2(u)- n2 dA (12) +(_-_)2(1.1736)+... dA (17)
where _kt is the lth transverse mode profile as given in Eq. (2),
IdZ/dwl is given in Eq.(5), and n2(u)in Eq.(10). The area f2,_ f-. 1 2e_2,2/t,2 (_r__os¢(0.5833)integralofEq.(12) sevaluatedoverthecrosssectionAofthe =kene°l I --_rrfiber, namely the uz plane. Substitution for the various quanti- -'o -' o
ties in Eq. (I 2) yields
\
+_
(1.1736) +.,. ) rdrd¢ (18)
1
k2n2 f** 2 2 r3
(_-!)-'] = !'1736--_1 e-er /_ -_dr+ 2.0069 + ". dude ."o
2off (___ + higher order terms inI (19)
--" k2n Iet(u,z)l 2 (0.5833) R
/ u \2 6(32) = 0._93 k no (20)
+_--_] (1.1736) +... dudz (13)
following, we shall compute the change in propagation 63 _ 0.147(b/2
constantinthe in single.mode fibers, using the above Eq. (13). -_ - _ R'- I (21)
Only one mode propagates in a single.mode fiber: the HE tl The fractional change in the propagation constant is thus pro-
mode. This mode is circularly symmetric, akid is given by portional to the square of the ratio of mode width b to bend-
Eq. (2) with z = O. Moreover, it can be very closely approxi- ing radius R. According to Eq. (15), the width b of the funda-
mated by a single Gaussian function (Ref. 9) to within 1% mental mode is approximately equal to the core radius, wltich
error: is about 5 _m for single-mode fiber. Eq. (21) can thus be
rewritten as
1 /_2 (14)Co(r, ¢0 = -b- e -re
6fl3 tl/:,n
-- (22)
=*4× 10-" -_(i-cm)
where the mode width b isgiven by
A bending radius of, say, 4 cm will thus cause a change in
= 0.65 + 1.6__19+ 2.879 (15) the propagation constant of 1 part in 108 in single.mode
a V 312 V 6 flber_.
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_' Vl. Conclusioi_ over 50% has been achieved (Ref. 10). However, typical cou-
,: piing loss in actual single-mode fiber systems amounts to
Measurem,'.nts on an experimental multimode fiber link 10 dB or more (Ref. 11), compared to an easily achieved 3-dB
indicate that fiber-optics is the most appropriate means for coupling loss in multimode fiber systems. The type of lasers
transmitting time and frequency standards. The aoove calcula- used is also crucial in determining the coupling coefficient.
tions indicate tbat single-mode fibers can be very insensitive to Since the mode in single-mode fibers is symmetric, a laser with
bending perturbations. However, the problem still remains as a symmetric output field would facilitate coupling. Means of _.
to how to efficiently couple the laser source to a single-mode achieving noncritical coupling into a single-mode fiber (such as
t, fiber in a convenient, compact and noncritical way. _,'_,,_very tapers) are currently under investigation. Also under investiga-
f, tight focusing and critical alignments, a coupling coefficient of tion are means to reduce moding effects in multimode fibers.
r-
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Appendix
Perturbation Analysis of a Bent Optical Fiber
The perturbation formula Eq. (12) is derived here. The It"the bending radius is large,/-/'is not very different from H.
equation that describes wave propagation in straight fiber is and we can write
Eq. (4)
"_ H' = H +H l (A-8)
" _24+a2_+[_2_+k2n2o4)=O (A-I__" _ , where H I is "small" compared to H, and #'2 =#2 + 5(_2),
au2 BY2 \8z2 where 6_2) represents a small correction to the original# 2.
The problem now is in the standard form of the perturbation
Propagation is h the v direction (Fig. 2b); hence the factor is theory (Ref. 12), and the correction to/32 is given by
eiB'', where # i,. the propagation constant. With this, A-1
becomes
+ 3--_-+k2n , = #24 (A-2)8z2 ,_
x
where the area integral is evaluated over the cross section of
or the mode 4. From Eqs. (A-8), (A-7) and (A-2) we have
tt4 : #20 (A-3) H t = H'- H -
where the operator H is as defined from (A-2) and (A-3). = "---_2(idZ 2 ) ( ] dZ2 o) "For a bent fibe , the wav equation becomes (Eq. ll) _z2 _ - 1 +k 2 n 2(u) w --n
(A-10)
_u2 _v 2 \_r 2
Now, since a mode can be interpreted as plane waves
Assuming a propagation constant is# ', in this case we can write bouncing along the waveguide walls at grazing angles, the fieldvariation in the transverse direction is much smaller than a
wavelength, and thus
_2_+[_-_ +k2n2(u)4 ) dZ I3u2 _az2 _ _ #'24 (A-S)
_2__..___<<k2_w (A-I )
or _z2
H '4 = a 'ff (A-6) H I can thus be approximated to
H 1 : k 2 2(u) - n (A.121
H' = -_ + +k2n_lu _w/tu_ Substituting this into Eq. {A-9) gives Eq. (12).
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Performance of Concatenated Codes for
Deep Space Missions
S. A. Butman, L. J. Deutsch, and R. L. Miller
Communications Systems Research Section
Computer simulatkm results are presented on the performance of com,olutional codes
of constraint lengths 7 and 10 omcatenated with the (255, 223) Reed-Solomon code (a
proposed NASA _tandar, t). These r_sults indicate that as much as 0.8 dB can be gabled by
concatenating thi_ Reed-Sokm_on code with a (10. 1/3) com,oh_thmal code, #1stead of
the ( 7, 1/2) code curre:ltly used by the DSN.
I. Introduction This article not only extends previous Viterbi performance ":
results, but also contains new performance results for convolu-
The purpose of this article is to present new results on the
tional codes concatenated with a 1'255, 223) Reed-Solomon
combined performance of short cnnstrail_t length Viterbi-
code. (The performance of the DSN (7, 1/2) code concat-decoded convolutional codes and Reed-Sob ;non codes. When
one coding scheme is superimposed upon anotheT the resulting enated with this Reed-Solom_,n code appeals in Ref. 4.) The
con,bination is called a concatenated code. Those interested in Reed-Solomon bit-error probability depends not only on the
(average) Viterbi bit error tale, but also on the lengths of the
learning about these coding schemes can find elemental' Viterbi error bursts and tt_e density of the errors within the
presentatmns in Ref. !. Our interest is in their performance, bursts. Consequently, additional simulations are required 'o
The DSN currently has both (7, 1/2) and (7, I/3) Viterbi gatheJ these statistics
deco_aers. The performance of several convolutional codes of
rates I/2 and I/3 _th constraint lengths between 7 and 10 The Galileo Project and the International Solar Polar
have been knt;wn fi_r some time (Refs. 2, 3). At the time that Mission are planning to employ a concatenated Reed.
the DSN Viterbi decoders were built, hardware speeds were Sdomon/Viterbi c,*ding scheme for telemetering science and
not fast enough to build Viterbi decoders of constraint lengths engineering data over the space communications channel. Even
beyond 7 that were sufficiently reliable and inexpensive, the Voyager mission has this capability on boa, d. The reason
However. with current and expected technological advance- for using a concatenated coding scheme over convolutional
ments in mind, we have given another look at the possible coding alone is due to its more efficient use of signal power to i.'
perfi_rmance of Viterbi decoders of constratnt length 10 and adueve bit error probabilities in the 10-s range. Such low
rates I/2 and I/3. error rates are necessary to make data compression schemes |
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workable. Data compression algorithms, while promising to U. Summary of Simulation Results
remove substantial information redundancy, are very sensitive Figure 2 indicates the performances of several decodintto transmission errors.
, schemes as a function of bit-energy to noise ratio. In particular
it shows the relative performances of several Viterbi decoded
convolutional codes including the (7, 1/2) code, wtuch is the
The quest for good codes is more than just an academic present standard for deep space applications. Also shown in
pursuit. A 1 dB or 26 percent improvement from coding is Fig. 2 are Shannon's theoretical performance limits for rate
°'_ equivalent to enhancing the utilization of the current DSN by 1/2 and rate 1/3 binary codes and the performance of uncoded
a,raying a 34-m and a 64-m antenna. With current DSN transmission. The Shannon limits represent the best possible
: antenna costs estimated near $100 million, such a gain error performance for binary codes of these rates (Ref. 5). it is
represents $26 million. Similar tradeoffs can be made on board easily seen that the (7, 1/2) code is 2.3 dB away from the
a spacecraft, theoretical limit at an error probability of 5 × 10-3. Also, the
(10, i/3} code is less than 2 dB from Shannon's limit for rate
1/3 binary codes.
A block diagram of a concatenated coding system is shown
in Fig. 1. Binary data generated on board the spacecraft are
first encoded by the Reed-Oolomon encoder. This encoder also Also shown in Fig. 2 are the results of concatenating these
interleaves the Reed-Solomon symbols so as to minimize the convolutional codes with an outer Reed-Solomon 1255, 223)
effect of error bursts on individual Reed-Solomon codewords, code. Ideal interleaving is assumed as well as no system losses
After this filst level of coding the data pass to tile convolu- other than Gaussian channel noise. The performance of the
tional enc¢,der. The modulator converts these binary data to a
concatenated scheme is very sensitive to SNR; a 1 dB change
phase modulated radio frequency signal which is amplified and
can resldt in a bit-error probability jump of several orders
sent out towards the Earth. Two modulation stages are magnitude. Consequently, the use of such a concatenated
actually performed in the transmitter. Tile binary data are first
scheme should be accompanied by tight control of the signal
multiplied by a square wave subcarrier, and then the resulting to noise ratio of the communications link. Otherwise. the
waveform is used to phase-mouulate a high frequency sinu- additional operating margin may negate the advantages derived
soidal carrier, from coding.
On the ground, the analog signal is detected and tracked by
the receiver. A carrier reference is dedved and is used to
heterodyne the signal to subcarrier frequency. Tile subcarder ]J|. Simulated Performance of Several
demodulator assembly (SDA) removes the sq,.tare wave sub- Coding Schemes
carrier, and tile symbol synchronizer assembly (SSA) attempts
to recover the original coded bit stream. Due to channel noise The key to computing the performance of the concatenated
(and other degradations caused within the receiver system) the coding system is determining the Reed-Solomon wmbol-error
SSA does not output the original binary sequence. Instead, it statistics. This information cannot be deduced from Viterbi
outputs a stream of quantized estimates of these bits. The bit-error performance curves. Consequertly, extensive simula-
Viterbl decoder takes these estimates as inputs and decodes tions were performed on the Xerox Data Systems Sigma 5
the convolutional level of the coding. The Reed-Solomon computer to calculate both the Viterbi bit-error and Reed.
decoder then ,leinterleaves tile symbols and does the final Solomon symbol-error statistics. Each data point was gener-
decoding, ated by processing 900,000 bits through a modification of the
software Viterbi decoder developed by J.W. Layland. The
simulations assumed that there were no system losses due to
The simulations discussed in this article assumed that there receiver noise or lack of synchronization. The only degrada-
are no losses from carrier and subcarrier tracking and tion present in the simulation was thatofthe randoranumber
demodu:ation, and that the Vtterbi decoder retains node generator simulating additive white Gaussian noise to reflect
synchronization at all times. Studies of these degradations are the channel SNR. Also, sufficient Reed-Solomon symbol
being undertaken, and the results wdl appear in future interleaving was assumed so that the symbol error events were
publications. For the purlx_se of this article, only signal independem. This is referred to as ideal interleaving. It is
degradation caused by the Gaussian noise of the space channel worth noting that interleaving to a depth of 5 is nearly ideal
is assumed. The comparisons made in this article should for the DSN (7, 1/2) inner convolutional code at SNRs above
remain _alid when degradations areadded. 2.0 dB.
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JFigure 3 shows the results of these simulations. In addition It should be noted that the loss of node synchronization
to the plots of Viterbl bit-error probability, p, as a function of and subsequent recovery by the Viterbi decoder may cause a
channel SNR (Eb/N,,), e_'.chgraph displays the Reed-Solomon deletion or insertion of a bit into the data stream entering theP
, symbol-errol probability. _. The Reed-Solomon bit- and Reed-Solomon decoder. When this occurs. Reed-Solomon
word-error probabilities ar,' calculated from n and other burst symbol and word synch will be lost. In the proposed EElS
statistic information deri_,_,dfrom these simulations. These packet telemetry scheme a node synch failure could result in a
Reed-Solomon nerformance curves are plotted against concat- loss of over 8000 information bits. Consequently, the sensitiv-
-_, enated channel SNR which is 0.58 dB greater than that of the ity of the concatenated coding to node synchronization losses
: Viterbi channel due to the overhead of the Reed-Solomon is potentially greater than that of convolutionai coding alone.
p,_rity symbols.
-?.
The effects of caerier, subcarrier, symbol, and bit tracking
IV. Conclusion and Oitmutmion in the system are also important to the overall performance of
The Viterbi decoders currently used by the DSN suffer loss the coded channel since poor tracking increases the number of
of node synchronization at low SNRs. This means that if the Viterbi decoder bit errors.
signal is too weak, the decoder cannot decide which of the two
code symbols associated with each data bit should be first. The
concatenated coding system allows tr:msmission of data at The strict error rate requirements of data compression are a
SNRs lower than those required for a convolutional-only major reason for investigation concatenated coding schemes.
scheme. This means that node synchronization losses will be These requirements stem from the removal of redundant
higher in the concatenated scheme, information, hence compression. As an example, one of the
data compression schem¢-s under consideration (Ref. 7)
There are also synchronization problems associated with reduces the number of bits per picture by over one half
the Reed-Solonlon ctgle. A method for determining Reed- without loss of information. The reconstructed compressed
Solomon symbol and word boundaries is needed, if a packet data, however, are more sensitive to transmission errors than
telemetry system such as the one proposed by the EElS the original data. Hence error correcting coding schemes must
(Ref. 6) ts to be tmplemented, then a frame synchronization be used, Notice that the concatenated schenles described in
device is also required this article more than double the number of btts that are
transmitted per information bit. This seems to neutralize the
For this article, truly the error correcting capabiht_ of the useful effects of data compression. Actually. this is not the
Reed-Solonlon code ,,as considered. However, tlus code is also case since an SNR of 9.5 dB would be required if no coding
capable of correcting a number of erasures, t.e., Reed-Solomor v.ere employed to aclueve an error rate of IO- s (see Fig. 2),
symbols that are previously knowtt to be in error. The (253, whereas the concatenated scheme wtth tile (7, I/2) inner code
233) code can correct b,' errors and e erasures in each requires only 2.3 dB, and only 1.6 dB is required when the
codeword as long as 2/',+e < 33. If erasures can be detected, (10, 1/3) inner code i used. It might be beneficial to
then the perl\_rmance of tile Reed-Solomon decoder may consolidate data compression and channel coding into a
improve by as much as 0.3 dB. one-step process.
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High Power Semiconductor Lasers for
Deep Space Communications
J. Katz
Commumcat,ons Systems Research Section
77w parameters rff" semk,omh¢ctor lasers pertain#zg to their applicathm as optical
emitters fiJr deep space comntutlications are discwssed. Several methods to overcome their
basic disadvantage, whk'h ts the h_w level o]"powers the.v cmtt, are reviewed, Most of
these methods are based on a coherent power combinozg of sereral lasers,
I. Introduction demonstrated for a particular device at room temperatu:z
(Ref. 5), and efficiencies of over 20 percent can be expected
The DSN is currently cons,tiering optical frequencies for far for most device structures. Furthemmre, au additional
deep _pace communications. In (Ref. 1) it was shown that improvement can be expected at lower temperatures (see next
optical wavelengths in the 0.85/_m region appear to be the section).
most desirable, primardy due to the facts that quantum detec-
tors exist for such wavelengths and the optical signals can be Semiconductor lasers are also small m slze; rugged and
generated by AIGaAs semiconductor rejection lasers. It is the
reliable solid state devices. Projected room temperatu:e opera-
purpose of this report to present the basic operatioaal charac- tion /ifetnmes exceeding 10s hours have been demonstrated
te_st;cs of semiconductor injection lasers, discuss their basic (Refs. 6 and 7). Finally, semiconduct_:r lasers can be easily andlimitation, namely, the low power levels that they emit, and directly modulated at high rates up to the Gltz region (Ref. a ).finally, to outline various possible methods _o mitigate this
problem. For reference purposes, three tables are given in the The primary drawback of these types of lasers ns that aAppendix which list the semiconductor laser devices that are
single laser cannot supply tire amount of optical power needed
commercially available today. Further details on semicon- for far deep space communication. For this reason, combinedductor lasers can be found in one of the following textbooks
operation of several lasers must be ,:ccomphshed. This topic
(Refs. 2- 4). will be discussed in Section IV of this article.
II. Advantages and Disadvantages of Semiconductor laser operation has been demonstrated in
Semiconductol Laser Devices many atomic systems. Among these, lasers based on the
(AI,Ga}As _ystem are an attractive choice because the teclmol-
Semiconductor injection lasers have many inherent advan- ogy of this system is the most mature, compared to othe:'
rages, which loom significailtly in our application. First, they candidates. These lasers emit their radiation in the 0.8- 0.9/am
have a high overall efficiency. An efficiency of 35 percent was (near IR) region.
40
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iOther current research is conducted mainl._ m systems In the t\_llowing paragraphs, some of tile laser paramelers
,vhich produce lasers with longer wavelengths (I.3 1.5 _m). will be described m more de'all.
Such wavelewgths are optnmum Io[ fiberiophc comn)unicatmn,
but not for space apphc_dior,h where shelter wavelengths are
-' desirable because of their smaller beam divergence. A. Threshold Current (Ith)
For commonl_ used hetetojunction lasers {see beluw), the
threshold current density (Jth) ranges from about I-3 KA/cm"
:it it'),.'1111temperature (de_nding on tile laser type), leading toill. Operational Parameters of threshold curren,._ of few tens to a few hundreds of milliam-
Semiconductor Injection Lasers peres for typical device dimensions. ] he _'ormula for calculat-
A SellllCt'_lltltlctc)r IllleCtlon laser is basically a p-n tllode itlg,/th can be found m (Ref. 3). kn important feature of/th is
where the donlll|'ll)t r0c,)lnblllatlon prate.s.,, _,,,radiative, thus ItS rather strong depeudence on ;emperature. As the laser
enabling under the condltlons of high rejection [necessary for ientt'x'ratuxe Is decreased Iby All I',e threshold current is
sufficient population ,nversion) al,d optical feedback a laser reduced, :lccardm_, to [approximately) exp [ ,1T/ToIIT o
operatum. 'tile F.)pulatmn reversion is estabhshed dlretdy v,a _ 120 ° K), thus increasing the overall device efficiency, lit is
the current p:lssmg through the device, and the optical feed- wt,rth meiltiomng thai there is also a ten-fold improvement in
back is usually supphed by the mirrors formed naturally by reliabdity t\_r every 30 ° K coohng). This property of sere)con-
tile cleavage planes of the semlcondttct_)r crystal itself. A ductot lasers is an added advantage, since in deep space mlS-
sche11_atw view of all illleCllon laser is shown in Fig. I siol'tr it Is possible It) cool the optical emitter passively (i.e.,
without lnvestltlg D)wert dOWll it) tenl|mtattites of ,ll'_t_)tll
120 '_K.
['lit" II)OR| II)lp¢)llallt chzlIaCIeII'_lic of the illjeCtlOll I;.ise! is
tile light vs current (I.-II curve A typical curve Col a good
laser is sIiown in l:tg. 2, The lillpoltallt parallleter:, Sllown Ill
B. Limitations on the Power Output
this figure are:
lhe maximum pow-r tl:at can I',e reliably extracted fronl a
(l) Ith threshold cltrrent I]elov, this ctlrrellt the hght laser diode depends i',oth on tile type of laser (with cleaved ¢
o/lip)It COIlSlS_S_)l !nllltllllodt'. inc_dlerent alia weak rt)lrlOlx el diMtlbtlted l'eedhack)arid on lhe tllode of operatJoll
Sl',otlt:lne,,)us etlllxSlOI1. For Ctlrlellt.', above l!h' laSlng {pul,,ed or ('W),
,t'PCt.'I1r g
{2) / ,,,,,_, MaTMI!IIIIII ,itll,,'qint el hght that can be I:ol lasers with cleaved mirrors (_,hlch are the nvt'ist ctlnl-
extracted t'loill the laser befole a f,lllllle occllts, lllonIv iised ), the tlitlillate hlllll 111pulsed operatloll Js reached
,,,,heft the hgl)t lnlt2nsgt} al the lase: facet e\ceeds a certain
131 _l,t " (cX hcRAI All differential oualltUtll etficle:lcv 1,' I,mlt. 'llus failure mech:ltas.n, known as catastrophic degrada-
Is tile electron chalge. X is tile etul,_,ton wavelength, I., I,, tit,n, Is sonlewhat ,lnalogou_ to thelectrtc breakdown. Tile light
Planck's COll.,,tant and c Is tile _eioclt._, ,_t hght) Vahles intensity at the fiuhne r, at_out 1(} MW_cm' although this
exceedu!g 30 pelcent pel facey have been achieved value depends inversely on the squat,? mot of tlw pulse wtdtll
(t_et's ") 13) (Ret 2). Special laser strtlctures tRef 14), (Ref. 15), el special "
lasex c_)ating (Ret Its), I_ave been demtm.,,trated where tile
catastrophit damage occurs at nnlch highe! intensities. ['he
i'he o'.+erall Ol',.'ra;_t_llal ctflClellC.',,'of tile laser all an Opel.ll;n[d, catastrophic degradation IitllJl llla'v he a fllnCtlon of the oper-
point 1/,I. ) IS aline tenq_elatuxe, bill this depetldence ts as vet tlnkllowI1. As
an example, assume thai tl)e safe working linut O|" a specific
device is 5 MW:cm-'. Th,,n, ah emlttHIg area of 20(,1UamV' is
'1,, ( __) nee,,ledtoachtev! apeaky_w.,',oflOwatts.
11 -- '4" I (I)
When tt)e [asel ts operated m a ('W fashion, which is not
1'he tatter of I 2 tS due to tile lact that Ill ntost apphcatimls, likely to be '.lie case m oul application, the htllJtlll:.", fac[_,)l IS
hght frol',l ouly one of the t_,'o I.'lser facets is utlh/ed. (.)hnuc usually due to lhermal effects. Tlus Inmt is Iowex th:m tile
losses Ill the contacts of the diodes Itave not been Included m catast!ophtc damage Imut (e.g. IO mW l'ol ('W Ol'_'latltlll VS
I tI { I ). " _(,R?,mW lot pulsed Ol',er,_tion). }."f •
i i,i i
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As a final remark, we should mention that for lasers with- There are several approaches to partly or totally overcome
out mirror feedback (e.g., Distributed Feedback (DFB) and this problem, as outlined in the following.
Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) lasers), the limiting mecha-
nism is not known. The ultimate limit--the dielectric oreak-
_ down of the material -occurs above I W/(/am)2, which is about A. Optimization of the Pararmstm'a of Single
'. one to two orders of magnitude higher than the catastrophic laser Diodes
' facet damage. It is possible, however, that other mechanisms This is done by modifying the cross-section shape of the
will prevent one from achieving this limit. Although mirrorless active region, which results in a better mode selection
lasers are more amenable to integration, they usually have a (Refs. 17 and 18). By using this approach, it seems feasible to
higher threshold current and a lower differential qu._nium obtain devices that maintain a single mode behavior up to
(', efficiency than the ones with cleaved mirrors. Thus lasers power levels of 100 roW.
without mirror feedback are less attractive for our application,
although their possible ?plication mu_t not be completely
ruled out. B. Phase Locking of Several lasers by Placing Them
in o Common External Cavity
C. Radiation Pattern of a Laser The cavity includes optical elements which cross-couple the ;_
radiation fields of the individual lasers. Under certain condi-
Due to the small dimensions of the laser active region tions, the amount of coupling is sufficient to obtain phase-
cross-section, the light output is emitted into a large solid locking (Refs. lq and 20). An example of such a device is
angle: up to 50° in a direction perpendicular to the junction shown in Fig. 3.
plane and about 10° in the direction of the junctio,_ plane.
This large angle can interfere with subsequent efficient light
processing (collimating, etc.). The disadvantages of this method are that it relies heavily
on mechanical structures, which makes it inherently les_
stable, and it is larger in size. The advantage of such a struc-
O. Single Spatial Mode Ol_ration ture, however, is that the powers of individ Ja, diodes can be
For deep space applications one needs ,nore power than a combined coherently, thus providing a more finely defined
radiation beam. Tl,_s is similar to the fine pointing character-single laser diode can supply. We have seen before that the
limiting device parameter is the light intensity at the laser istics of phased arrays.
facet. One could ask wily is it not possible to get higher power
levels simply by increasing the cross-section area of the device C, Monolithic Phase Locking: One Dimensional Array
active region. The answer is that this is not a good solution
since by doing so, the active region cross-section dimensions In this method the power of several lasers is also combined
become nrllch larger than the radiation wavelength ("-9.O/a), coherently. However, unlike the last method, in tiffs scheme all
and such a structure cannot support a stable radiation pattern, the lasers are grown monolithically on a common substrate,
Thus, the use of a single large emitting area would cause the and all the lasers in this array are electrically operated in
transmitted beam to vary spatially in an unpredictable fashion, parallel (Refs. 21-24). In this case, the coupling mechanisnl
a situation which is unacceptable for deep space applications, leading to phase locking is achieved via overlapping the electro-
Possible methods to overcome this problem are discussed in magnetic fields of adjacent lasers. To achieve this, the lasers
tile next section, mu,st be in close proxinuty (g 10/a) to one another. With such
a device, there is no need for an external cavity. This method
has been used to produce devices consisting of 10 phase locked
diodes and which are capable of delivering up to o00 mW of
IV. Possible Approaches for Obtaining High peak power in 100 ns 1 percent duty cycle pulses.
Power Semiconductor Laser Emitters
It has been noted that a single commercially available
O. Monolithic Phase Locking: Two Oimenllonal Arraysemicondt,ctor injection laser, operating in tile fundamental
transverse mode, can deliver a few milliwatts in a CW opera- In this method, each laser diode in the parallel monolithic
tl.,m, and at the most, a few hundred milliwatts in pulsed array described above is replaced by either a vertical combina-
operation. This alnount of power is far below that needed for tion of several diode lasers (Fig. 5), or by a laser diode that can
space communications, which is about I W average power and emit higher power levels (for example, diodes of the types
with peak powers as large as possible, described in paragraph A. of this _ction). Operation of a
42
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, device with a vertical combination of several active regions has expected to emit 0.1-- i W average power from an emitting area
already been demonstrated (Ref. 25). Basic potential problems of about I0 mm 2.
expected in the fabrication and operation of a two-
dimensional array are m.,,intaining the uniformity of tile emil-
ted radiation patterns a,d the coupl,ng required for locking, as V. Conclusion
; well as tile removal of heat generated within *he device
The basic properties of semiconductor injection lasers were
structure, described and their advantages discu_ed. The primary dis.ad-
"i" E. Hybrid Device vantage of these devices (i.e., low single spatial mode outputpower) was th n identified and everal methods for over-
Hybrid combinations of the above approaches have also coming this limitation were discussed. The technologies for
; been recently suggested (Ref. 26). The proposed device would solving the power limited emitter problem are just now emerg-
consist of many injection lasers put on a common substrate in ing, but with so many independent approaches ill progress, one
a conlnlon DBR resonator which supplies the cross-coupling can be quite confident that commercml devices capable of
between the lasers (see Fig. o). The proposed devace Is delivering the requisite power will soon be available,
,o
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Appendix
, Devices Available on the Market
The next three tables summarize the parameters of GaAIAs lasers and laserarrays that?
are available on the market. Table A-1 lists double hcterostructure diodes, which have
_ high reliability and operate at low power levels. Table A-2 lists diodes intended t'ol high
peak power pulsed operation. These diodes have lower reli:tbilityand less controlled beam
_ pattern, Table A-3 lists laser arrays, made of diodes of the type listed in Table A-2. In
each table, only the best device in each category of each manufacturer Is listed.
U
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Table A-1. AIGaAI Injection lasers: CW low power double hetefostmctum diodes (ivnilable on the market, March 19al)
Nominal ()[_ratmg Power S n_]_, Source Beam Diver- J('ompan_, Country Model lype Output ! lectrtcM Fffzczency TrJn,;_,er_ I
PowerIm_,l P-_erIm_'l '; Mode, Sin'1_,21 gen_,cidc_21
I[,t:lchl Japan III P30(i{) Buried 0 81 7.4 'Yvs 2('1× 35
Optical
(;rode
l,I)l [:S S("_L,-2(| ('SP 75 170 44 Ye,, O2 x '_ I0× 35
MIt,,ublshl J4p,m ML-2200 IJS 3 72 4 I Ye,, 04 x 2 I0 ',, 40
R('A U S ('8b0141 l)ou _1,: 7 200 3 5 Yes 2 × 6
I)ovt t,ll]
(;¢nCr.ll 1' S (;()[ S Prott.n 5 200 2 5 Yc,,. IO X 45
()|11t¢)|1|C'_ |{O lll|t,ifd-
lhCnt
I _,',,,m'Ol:'; t S 01315_/ 5 220 23 Te_ I x 12 2()_ 45
I1 I t' k [$7737 7 320 2 2 '_c,,
LS7735 Ihoa_ 20 360 5 5 No
Arca-I)ll
_e
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1'able A-2. AIG_ injection lain,ell: pul_, high peek power diodell
' (llvm|lll_ on the mrkM, kklrch 1M1)
-_ Nominal
DutyPeak Powez Source('yde('ompany Country Model l'y pc Output F ffic_¢ncy SILL'
Power Imax) ._, I"m 2]
IWJ
LDI |I S LD 68 Single 2(') (I I 3 3 2 x 400
tletero-
Structure
RCA U S St; 2(`)17 Single 20 O I I 7 2 x bOO
Ileter,,_*
Structure
Ir|-I" [] K LA 15 Single 15 0 2 I 9 2 × 23(1
lletero-
Structure
I.B I Double 0 2 15 4 4 0 5 x 100
Ilctcn,-
St:ucture
Table,A-3. AIGaAs injection lain" mrroys(avmilable on the market. March 1901)
N_lrllnal
Peak DuD Pl_wcr Sourcc
No ol ('YcIe
('orllpan) ('_'L'nt!_ Modt'l [)::,_d.*", Output (lilac) I t l]clem.), Slit' Rt'tilar k,,
r,_. _'r ; '; I.m 2]
I_1
I I)l 1' S I.A 411) 12(1 IO(N) () (ll _ 391)() x 46(H)
MII 167 5 8() tJo3 5 400 ,_ 4or)
ll)l 167 5 81) I) 0.4 .6 5(H) " 5(.H) .%rra),v.tth
i It_.'r
IfltcRrJh_r
Rt A U S (" .t0042 6 IOO O OI 5(X} ,_5()_)
(" 3(xX)q 61) .till) Ot) _' _ ]_(X) x 4INN)
Ill U K LS7728 41) 3(H) 1 5IN) , 3800
SO
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Capacity of a MuItimode Direct Detection
Optical Communication Channel
H. H. Tan
(Consultant from UnivPrs=tyof Cahfornia at Irvlne}
Commun,cations Systems Ra.iearch Sect=on
t
The capa_m' o1 a/tee-space optical channel with received be.ckground noise using a
multimode direct detection n,ce:ver ts derived under both peak and average signalpower
,.'t_nstraint._and without a signal bandwtdth constraint. A random telegraph wave t vp_
._tgnalhng _cheme _,] Kabanov is shown to achieve capacity provided enough signalling i
bandwidth is available. In the ahsem'e o]"received backgroand noise, an optimally coded
PPM _.wtem is _hown to achieve capacity with greatly reduced bandwidth as compared to
Kahanov s_nals.
I
I. Introduction ,)ptlcal communi,:ation system under an ave:,_gesignal power !
constraint. This value of channel capacity determined by [
There has been considerable research on optical commum- Gordon (Ref. I ) places no limitation on the receiver employed t
carton _ystems m recent years. In particular there ts constder- other than the wmntum mechanical limitation on the accuracy i
able interest (Refs. I-b)m determm=ng the channel capactty or of measurement of the received optical field and the presence t
the maxmmm theoretically attainable reformation rate at t)f additive noise in the recewed field. Hence it represents the
which reliable commun=catton _s posstble over optical than-
maximum rehable informatton rate that can be attained by
nels. This article is concerned wtth the channel capac,ty of a
any system. Th,: tml_)rtance of this result notwithstanding, the
free.space optical communication system. The rehabihty of
channel capactty with specified receiver structures is also of
such channels ts affected by the quantum mechanical hmita- interest. Gordon (Ref. !) has obtained the channel capactty
ti:)ns on the measurement of the received optical field as well using coherent amplification, heterodyne and homod_,,ae
as the pre_n,'e t)t"noise m the recetved field, in addition the receivers resFecttvely. These channel capacities are substan-
channe! cap-,c,ty depends on the particular type of receiver ttally less than the ultimate channel capacity !
employed for example, coherent hnear amplilier receivers,
heterodyne receivers, homodyne receivers and direct detection
receiver._.Furthermore, constraints imposed on the allowable We are concerned here with determining the channel capa.
transmitted signal power also affect the available channel city using a direct detection or pho:on countinl; receiver. In i
capacity, detect detection systems, the photon counter output can be
modeled '_y a Poi;_tonprocess with a stochasttc intensity rate
In order to put the results of this paper in proper perspe¢- function (Refs. 8 10, 17). The stochastic intensity rate p-o-
tire, we briefly review related work. Gordon's benchmark ce.,¢ deszrtbes the average rate at which photu_lectrons are
work IRef. 1) gave the uhtmate ,.apacity of any free-space generated by the detector. It contains stochastic signal and
$1
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stochastic noise coml_,nents Tile noise component in the II. Channel Capa,.ity
stochastic intensity rate process arises because of the back-
ground noise observed in tile receiver's field of view and can be Consider an optical channel t.sing an intensity modulated
modeled by a Gau_ian white noise process (Rely. 8, 17). h#it source transmitter and a multlm_;de direct t. tection
receiver witll an ideal pllott,detector. The transmisstollItowever, f\)r tile purpose of determining channel capacity.
tht:, P,_iss,m model does not appear to be tractable without mediuln 1_ assumed to be free space so that lit') degradation
further simplifying assumptions. This Is because of the di,"fi- other than a geometric power loss is imparted on tile trans-
culty m dealing with the Gaussian white noise component in mitred light beam. The receiver hght power at tile photo-
detector is assumed to be weak (Ref. 7) so that the pho!o-the stnchastic intensity rate process of the Poisson process.
This problem is of course not present in situations of negligible detector current output can be characterized by tile seque:lce
background not._c, th :emovmg the (.,ausslan white noise of time instah.' of tile photon absorption photoelectron emts-
conlp, tment frum the stochastic intensity rate process model, sion process of tile photodetector. We can then model the
This Js the situation considered for example in Refs. 3-5. photodetector o'ttput m terms of a counting process ,Vit)
where tile channel capacity is obtained under various signal t _ 0'. where Nit) = number of photoelectron emission events
power constraints and signal modulation constraints. Ill 10, t 1. llence this type t)t"receiver is often called a "photon
counter." It has been sh,_wn (Refs. x, 171 that Nit) can be
modeled as a conditionally Poisson countmg process given the
We are concerned here with tile situation when the back- intensity' of the received It#It process at tile photodetector
ground noise cannot be neglected. Suppose also that tile Let Mt)be the mstantaneous average rate at which pllt,toelec-
receiver either observes nlany spat,al modes it.e., :_Izrge field trt_lls are generated at tune t ill units t)t photons per second
of view} and or many tenlp_,ral modes exist 11e.. tile signal We shall assume th _t _,lt ) i._given by
bandwidth _s Inuch smaller than tile fete,vet':, optical band-
width+ +Rel 171 Then the stochastic phottw, arrival rate due
to the backgroun,a ,olse can be leplaced by its expected value *It) = _,(t). + _ ( !_
lRef. 17). PIllS is tile situation considered here Kabanov
I Ref. 0l has prevlt,usly derived the channel capacity m this where Avit) Is tile Instantaneous average rate at which photo-
situation tinder ape& signal +_+v,'erconsttamt. We shall extend electrons are generated as a result of the received signal field
his results by consltXcrlng simultaneously a peak and an average and h is the average rate of photoelectron general:on due to
.,,Ignal power constraint. Fmally. con,ider the other situation the received background noise lleld and detector dark current.
of a sm',dl number ol ,,pattal and tetntm'_ral modes I'lus is tile We shall assume that h is constant since the [ecelver ;s assumed
situation t)l a sluall field of view at t_te receiver anti ,,Ignal tit be ntultnnodal (Ret" 171. Let ,Sit)'. be the Jnfo,tnatlon
bandwldths apptoachmg tile optical bandv¢ldth of the receiver, bearing mes..,age :,to,'hastlc process that is transnlitted+ Since
hi this ca._ Iherce ct al. (Ref. ISlha_,re detertnnled the than ,el A,(t) depends on this process _Slt):, it is also a stochastic
capacity process+ in tile case where there is m.',tantaneous feedback
from the photodetector o _ut to the transmitter, Xslt) can ill
addition als, depend on _.,lrl: 0 _; r < ti. In this case _ _,'lt)_
Sunlmattting. tilts article is ¢oncerlied with a t'tee-space Is referred to as a coml_mnd regular point proces+ by Rubm
t_ptlcal communication system using a direct detection IR0t'. t)), who first studied detection problems involvmg these
receiver. It Is assumed that tile receiver either observes a large processes. In tile case where there is nt, feedback link of an)'
tiumber tit" spatial modes and t,r a large number of temporal kind present, A,(t) depends only on the external message signal
nl,_.les. llus is generally called a multtnlode direct detection process !Sit)',. In this case {.V(t)i is often c',dled a do0bl._
system. 1he mare result of t.tls article (Theorem I. Section Ill stt_.'hasttc Poisson process (Rel" lO). In either case, the sto-
gtve'_ the average and peak po_,er cot+strained channel capaclt) cl-astic process ,Mt). given by Fq 111 Is usually called the
In tlu_ sllu:t'lon The derivation uf Otis theorem is given m intensity rate process of the point prt)ce_ tP;(tl_. We sl_all call
Section III A rand,nl telegraph wave type signalling scheme +_,+tt).the signal intens_t_ rate process.
due to Kahanov (Ref t,) ts shov,.n to achieve capacity provided
that suf(ictent ,,ignalhng bandwidth It, available. Finally. in tile
case of no background noise. It IS shown In ._',;ectionIV thai tile The goal of thl_, art,,_le is tc d¢termine the channel capacity
channel capacity can be aclue_,e,J usmg M-arv pulse _.)Sltlon with constramts on tile average and the peak received light
nlodulatton (PPM) along with ,.odlng, pro*,aded that sufficient sit.pal I_)_,er. Since heft) ts directly prol_rtional to the instan-
signalling bandwidth Is available, it is al_+ mown that tile taneous received Ignal i_wel, we _hall impose peak and aver-
coded PPM signalling _chen,.e achieves capacity with a gre+tty age value constraints on the adn:bstole Xsltt processe'_ in
reduced bandwidth as compared It) the Kabanov ragnalhr.t, caJcl.[_tll_ the channel capacity, in ordel to define the than.
scheme, net capacity, denote
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: ST = {S(t) : 0 ._t < T ), (2) Then c_F(i , p) will be the admissible class of message and
signal intensity rate processes used to calculate the channel
• NT = {N(t) : 0 _<t < T), (3) capacity with feedback. That is, define
: 1 X
•- _sT" = (Xs(tt'O_t_T)' (4) CFT(_,/5) -: sup --f-I(ST;. r), (q)
((S(t), Xs(t)_) e_eF(i,b)
._ for each T > 0. Also let l(S.r; '¢r) = average mutu,.., informa-
l, tion between S.r and Nr (in units of hats) for each T> 13and let
Fcr each 0<_<16, let _e_(i,/_) denote the class of all Cv(s,P) = lim Cpr(L_). (10)
message processes {S(t)) and signal intensity rate processes r_®
{_¢t)_ satisfying the following conditions.
CF(L _) is the channel capacity (in units of nats per second)
(a) L T is a deterministic function ofS. r for each T> 0. with feedback under peak power constraint Eq. 1.5)and aver-
age power constraint Eq. (6). The presence of instantaneous
(b) 0 <_)_s(t)<<._ (5) feedback ari'*.s through the possible dependence of the modu-
(c) For e_ery I> O, lation format ?_s(t) on the photodetector output as given by
condition (a% deqning _Ct_.(L/_).The following tl',eorem gives
an expression ft. C(L/5) and also shows that Qg, ,6) = CF(L fi).
I I'.7. That is, the use of instantaneous noiseless feedback does not
GT()_,3 = T J0 I'.'[_U)] dt <.'_'. {6) increase channel capacity. This feedback result is really just a
special case of a similar result (Ref. 19) that is valid for all
memoryless channels. The Poisson optical channel considered
here is also a memoryless channeJ.We shall use '('(L/5) as the admissible class of message p,o-
cesses and signal intensity rate processes for calculating the
channel capacity without ieedback. In particular, for each Theorem 1
T> 0 define Let
I :-min{s,(_+h,exp[plog(l+_ff) - I] - h}photons/se_.CT(L _) = sup -T'-I(ST;,'VT). (7) O
_(S(t)._, (t))}e _(_,p) {lit
By definition {Ref. I I), Then
QL,51 = lira Cr(L_) (8) C:.(L_) = C(_,_)
T_
where
is the channel capacity (in units of hats per second) without
feedback under peak power constraint Eq.(5)and average C(L/_) = (!_O_lhlogh+(Ollfi+h)logl#+h)
power constraint Lq. (6L It _sclear that the maximization in
Eq. (7) isover all possible message processes (S(t)} and over all
possible moJulatioh formats by varying _sltL Moreover
- (o + h) log {o _ h) nats/second. (12)
Eq. (5) limits the received peak signal power and Eq. (6) limits
the received average signal power. Moreover, in order to achieve channel capacity with or with-
out feedback, the received average signal power must be o
Next let '(_,li.f_ denote the class c J message processes photons/secortd.
{S(t)_ and signal intensity rate processes {\s(t))satisfying the
conditions (b) and (c) above along with the following condi- The case when t] = 0 corresponds to the situation where
tlon {a') in place of (at above: there are no received photons due to extraneous background
{a') Xs'r is a det, ,. 4stic function cf S r and N r for each radiation and when the detect.,, dark current is zero. This
T> 0 situation has received considerable recent attention
53
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(Refs. 3-5). Setting h = 0 in the above theorem yields the In most laser communication systems, the available peak
following expression for channel capacity in the no back- signal powe_ is usually substantiaUy greater than the available
, ground noise case. average signal power. The ustual case is that /3>>L it is
interesting to note that in contrast to additive Gaussian noise
Coroilarv" channels (Ref. 13), the primary constraint on the available
2"
When channel capacity is the available peak signal power, rather than
the available average signal power. This can be easily seen from
h = 0, CF(i,/3) = C(L/3), Eqs. (11) and (12) where for a fixed background noise level h
and fixed available average signal power L the channel capacity
C(i,/3) can be made arbitrarily large by making the available
where peak signal power /3 arbitrarily large. We also note ha this
regard that constrainino only the available peak signal power
C(s,p) = o log p---nats/sec. 113) results in an unrealistically large estimate of the maximum
o achievable reliable information rate of the channel. This can be
seen more readily in the no background noise case (h = 0),
and where the peak signal power constrained channel capacity is
o = ,'nin (L e-t/3) photons/sec. 04) C(/3,/3) = e-t/3 nats/sec {17)
is the received average stgnal power required to achieve chan- and the average and peak signal power constrained capacity is
nel capacity.
Since the average received signal power/is always less than C{i,/3) = ._log/-_; / nats/se," (18_
or equal to the peak received signal power /3, then by setting
,_--/3 we effecttvely remove the constraint on the average
received signal power. That is. CFLfi,[_)and C_fi,/3) are respec- when/3 _ e i. So in the usual case when/3 >> i >> 1, Qi./3)
tively the peak power constrained channel capacity with feed- is substantially smaller than C1/3,/3). For example, in a deep
back and the peak power constrained channel capacity with- space optical channel present technology (Ref. 5) can achieve
out feedback. Hence we obtain the folk_wingcorollary, a system with negligible background noise, _ = 104 photons/
sec and /3= 10_ photons/sec. Then c"]i,/3)= 63)× 104 nats/
Gm,llarv 2 sec and CLfi,_) = 3 7 × 10_ hats/see. We also note from
Under only a peak received signal power constraint of/3, Eq. (13) that in order to achieve O/3,/3). i must be at least
" e-t /3. In a laser communication system, the available peak
the channel capacity with feedback is Cv(fi, [_)and the chan-
nel capacity without feedback ts (_5,/3). Then Cv(13,/3)= signal power must be reduced considerably to attain such ahigh average to peak signal power ratm, Similar con':lusmns
('l/3,i,) is given by Fq. (12) with can be reached in the case where there is background noise
o = _ I'hlexp log I+ - -_i. 1151
Lp The derivation of Eq. (I 1) and (12) follows Kabanov's
approach (Ref. 6) and involves the following two steps:
Pn_,,f
We need only show that /3_ o given by Eq. (11). This ts (I) The first step estabhshes the formhla t:q. (12) as an
true because it is clear that upper bound on CI (i,/3) and so also an upper bound
onC_§,/3I.
(2) The second step gives a sequence of message proce,_es
log I+_ -I g;O 11o1
{3",.(t). 0 < t _ T }
by using the inequality log (I +x) '< _c. O.E.D.
and signal intensity rate processes
We note that Kabanov's expression (Ref. O) for the peak
received signal power constrained channel capacity when h = ! (Xtm)(t) : 0 _ t _ T)isa special case of ('orollar)"2.
M
w
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belonging to Y,,'(i,/3) (see Eqs. (48) and (51) m Sec- Ref. 12. We provide a formal derivation of Eq. (19) in Appen.
tion Iil) with average mutual information l(Smr ; NT) dix A for compkteness. Note from Eq. (20) that l(Sr; NT)
and demonstrates that l(Smr, Nr)/T converges to depends on S T only through _'sT. So denote
Eq. (12) as m tends to infinity, This then proves that
the upper bound in Step (1) can be achieved and is A
equal to C{i, fi) anti CI:(L fii. I(Sr;N'r) = l(Xsr)' (21)
Tile techmcal details revolved in these r,vo steps are discussed Note that since the function f(x) = x log x is convex, Jensen's
_" in the next section of this article, inequality gives
The optical signalling bandwidth of this photon counting E [(_s(t) + h) log ('_s(t) + h)]
optical commmlic_.tion system can be taken to be the band-
width of the signal intensity rate process. Section IV of this "_ [E(_s(t) + h)] log [E(_s(t) + h)]
arti,,ie investigates the optical signalling bandwidth required to
achieve channel capacity. The bandwidth ,;i"the signal inten-
_,lty rate process t _,_")(t)) used m Step (2) above to achieve = [E(As(t) +h)] log [E(Xs(t)+ h)l, (22)
channel capacity is determined and is shown to be unbounded
as m tends to infinity. Thus the formtda Eq.(12) is the the last equality following since E_s(t) ] = b;iE'[Xs(OINt] ] =
channel capacity without bandwidth constraint. The rate at F[As(t) ]. Hence Eqs. (lq)and (22) yield
which the bandwidth of {_m)(t)) increases as capacity is
approached is also derived. In tile case where there is no /.7,
background noise, an optimally coded pulse-position modula- l(hsr) _ [ {El(As(t) + h) log (_s(t) +h)l
tion (PPM) system is shown to be capable of achieving channel -Io
capacity at a reduced bandwidth as compared to the signalling
scheme used in Step (2). The reader who is more interested in - [E(hs(t)+ h)l log [E(_s(t)+ h)]}dt
these results than the revolved technical details in Section I11
can skzp that section and go directly to Section IV without
essential loss of contintuty. Section V relates the results of this A
article to previous work. = J(_sT ) . (23)
From Eqs. (9), (21) and (23) we have the following upper
Ill. Derivationof ChannelCapacity boundon C/.T(i, #):
We first carry out Step (1) to estabhsh that Eq. (I 2) is an A
upper bound cn C_.(i,p) and hence also an upper bound on TCt.r(g,/3) _4 sup J(Xsr) = Jr(L f*).
_g,/3) sinceQi,/3)< C_4Lp). In order to examineEqs.Co) {(s(t),xs(r))} _ _'_.(i,b)
and (7) we must use the following formula for the average (24)
mutual information, which is valid for all {(S(t), Xs(t))} in
W_,(i,/_): We shall solve the optimization problem Eq. (24) to deter-
mine Jr(i, _). let us first introduce a slack variable for this
fo r optimization problem to change the inequality constraintI(SI,:NI.) = [E[(Xs(t)+h)log(_s(t)+h) I Eq.(6) It) an equality constraint, in particular, define£P_,(i,_) to be the set of all message processes {S(t)}. signal
intensity rate processes {Xslt)) and nonnegative numbers x
such that conditions Ca') and (b) in the definition of _,(i,/3)
- h"[(_s(t) +h) log (_s(t) + h)i } dt (Iq) hold and such that
where 0 g:x gi, (25)
"_s(t) = /:,'[Xs(tllN,] (20) Gr(Xsr) + x = ,_. (26)
is tile conditional mean estimator of hs(t) given observations Then it is clear from the definitions of '¢_'/..([,P) and _/..(L P),
.Vr= _N(r):0_r_t}. The formula Eq.l,10) is given in and Eqs. (24) through (26) that
$
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Jr(L/J) = sup J(asr ) . (.27) But fi>rthis/_ > O, it follows from F.qs.(2b} and (27) tlut
(,. {(su), xs(t))}_, ,.,¢tAi',/;)
JT.(_,_) = sup Jt_sr )
, Let us next intrt, duce tile Lagrangemultiplier for tile equal- t_, {(s(o, x (O)}) +,.,'F(._,/;)
; ity constraint Fq. (20) in tile optimization problem Fq (27)
in particular define f'_t.'_) to be the set of "allmessage pro-
; cesses _S(t)) and signal intensity rate processes {hsit)} such = sup J(k sr )
that conditions ia')and (b)m the definition ot ¢¢"t..(.(,I_)hold. (_,{tsU).xstt)_})+ '.ttA.;'.P)
-X
Now l\"eachrea!numberp _0, considerthefollowing
optimizatton problem: - t1[(;7.(_7.)+x- _]
(D
sop J(;_+l,)- t_IGt.I;_+T)+ _:]. _ sup J(_s,r )
O ,,,. ,, _, ._" O ",;.x ',;,_
_tsu),Asu)_}+.'_F@_ (28) {(su),xs(t))) • 7t..(/_)
The following I_roposltion then r,'lates (2Hi to (27}. - /J[(;t(Xsr) +x - _]
Propositton 1 (_
,, Suppose there exists a r*c 10.gl and {(S*tt_, x_*tt)):,c = J(X_.r)+ l_lt;r(x*t,_ +x*- _1
_J_/.@_)which achieves the suplemtun in liq. (28) fo_ some
* l t./i..(._./5). Then this ix*,/a _, 0 so that (x +, t(S*(t), As(t)),) t
{iS*it), h_=(t))})achieves the suplemum in Fq. i 27"1. @=J(_,_l.), (30)
C( )ltlttR'nl
This prol;x_sitionessentially says that if we find a Lagrange where (3"3is because (x, tiS(t), _s(t))i) e _J_t..Is,P} implies that
mtdtiplier p_O so that the sohltion of the optim_zation Ocx,_and {{Sit), ._s(t})!c_J_.(13);(Disbecauseix*. _(S*(t),
problem F,q. (28) _salso feasible liar the optinaization problem ;',s*ltD})achieves the supremtun m Eq. (28); and@is because by
Eq. i27), then this solutiott of Eq. (28} also solves l:.q.(27). hypothesis (;T(_,s*-/.'l+ .r* --._ since (x*, {iS*It), h_t))))¢
Note that sir:e JtXs_.) is not concave m _,_r, generalized _J_/.(,_,,ill.1"her,Eqs. (2q) and (30) establish the proposition.
Kuhn-Tucker theorems valid m function space could not be Q.E.D.
invoked here to obtain this proposttion.
We shall solve t. .timization problem Eq. (27) by finding
Pn_j" a m_lution of Ec. (2_ which satisfies II_ehypothesis of Propo-
ration I. Let /J_, 0 be arbitrary for the time being. We shall
By hyi'x_thesis, restrict ,u later. +rhe optimization problem t?q. (28) may be
written as
(x*. {iS*<t), Xx*(t))})e 'J_/.-(§,/_). l
sup 't sup IJiX.,r) - u Gr(X+.r)l- px}.
SO fronl l'q. (27). t31)
./(x,*r) ¢ Jr(L P). t ._o)
Then from Eqs. (6) and (23) we have
_vltere
sup J(_,sr ) - IJ GT(XsT)
_',*r -- {,_t) • 0 (_ t ¢ T). {(s(O, _,,(_))}• u_.O'_)
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/'{ From Eqs. (31), (32)and (34')of Proposition 2, the value
= sup t:[(Xs(t ) + h)log(hs(t ) t fi)] of this optimization problem Eq. (28) for ta_0 such that
{(s(t). ½(t))} c '_,L4_) k > 0 is given bya
' - I/:'(_(t)+a)l log[b,'(Xsft)+h)! sup J(Xs7,)- taiGr(Xsr)+x]
((s(t). xs(t))}_ ,9/._):. - (_)l':[_slt) ] dt
sup T . (fi+h)log_FT)+ i- hlogh:: _T sup E[(A+h)log(A+h)l --- o,_,,,Z
ac.a(t_)
O_A_</3. To establish O) in Eq. (32), note that fl_reacht( = T (fi+_Ilog(/3+h)+ I- hlog_
[0, T], the integrand in the preceding line cannot be larger
than{l/T× last line of Eq. (32)]. Hence the last line of (--_--)k]Eq.(32) is an upper bound. This upper bound can be achieved - (k + h) log (k + h) - . (36)
if we restrict _(Sll). hs(t))} to be such that for every t,
hs(t) = A e,_)(/3) in the supremum tn the preceding li:,_.
Moreover, the solution x*e 10.._] and {(S*(t), hs*(t))} c
In Appendix B we prove the following proposition, which _./_m.(/3)of this optimization problem is given as follows for the
gives the solution of the optimization problem in the right- two cases _ > 0 and _ = O.
hand side of Eq. 132).
Case !."p > 0 such that k _ 0
Proposition 2 (i) x* = 0 _ k 137)
Suppose ,u_ 0 is such that k _ O, where ) _, with probability -:P
()] """"':":i (_'ff-- - n' 1331 O, with probability I - P (38)k = (_+h) exp +1 +-fi-log I fi
Then Case 2. _ : 0 [in which casc k _ O}(see Apl_'ndLr B).
T sup I b.[(A + h)log 1._+ h)l - IF(A ti)l log [E(A + h)l
(i) X* arbitrary in 10.,_!. 13o1
A,.aO)_ {ii) _,*lt) given by Eq. (38).
,40,=T {/3+h)logl/5+h)+ I hlogh
In order to solve the optimization problem Eq. (27) we
flow appeal to Prolx_sitton I. From Proposition I, we need It)134 , na sotha,theab,,ve , u,on t(S',I.
h*_lt))}¢ '.l_l_.(p)of the optimization problem I-q. 128) is also
where the .'x*¢._'(/3) which achieves the supremum in Eq. (34) feasible for lhe optunization problem Eq. (27). That is, we
has distribution need to lind ta > 0 so lhat (x*,,.{iS*(t), hs*(t))))c f._:.-(LP).
In examimng the definition of _J_.(/5)and f_/..(L/5), t! iscleat
k that we need only find # _ 0 so thal
PC'x* = [_) = ! - /_A* = O) = --:-. 135)
P
In particular _,IA*I-- k. G'l'(htl') + x* = .¢. 141)
57
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To do this we consider two separate cases below: where o is given by Eq. (! 1). That is, we have established that
file expression Eq. (12) in the theorem is an upper hound on
Casel, _<(/3+h)exp Iog 1 + -- 1 - _ completes Step (l).
Let us now carry out Step (2]. In his derivation (Ref. 6)in this case it follows from Eq. (33) that there is a g > 0 so
that of tile peak power constrained channel capacity, Kabanov
constructed a .sequence of signal processes {Sin(t)} and asso-
'_ f._ h (_) i] elated signal intensity rate Pr°cess {Xtsm)(t)} _tisfyingthe
;. k = (/3+ h)exp - + log I+ - -h = .L (42) peak power constraild, so that for each 7', (l/T)l(Smr"
Nr) converges to the upper bound on channel capacity
as m _ '_. Our derivation above in Step (1) of the upper hound
So here, Case ! above applies for this # > O. Then from Eqs. on the peak and average power constrained capacity differs
(37), (40)and (42) it is clear that Eq. (41) is true. So the considerably from Kabanov's work (Ref. 6). In the sequel,
hypothesis of Prolx_sition I is satisfied. Moreover, Eqs. (23), however, we shall show that Kabanov's construction can still
(27), {38), (42) and Proposition i then give the following be used to attain our upper bound.
expression for Jr(i,/3):
Kabanov's construction applied here is as follows. Denote
Jrli, p) = T I-p- nlogh+ 05 + h) log b6 + h) m;_l, definea {O,l_-valuedleft-continuousstochastic pro-
cess {Sm(t ) : t _ O}by
"1
1o + h) log Co+h)l (43)I
o = § (44) t[./+[_./[_,)MtO'" if Sin(0) = I
CaseI1: ,_;_ Ifi + n) exp log I n ; - (- I if Sin(0) = 0 t48)
k
let _u= 0. It then follows from Eq. 133) with ta = 0 that for t > 0 where S,n(O) = Smo has distribution
,o
k ---(/3 log I+ -I -h_i. 145) a=PIS o = 11 = I-P(Smo = 01 =--=- 14Q)P
Since ta = 0. Case II above applies. Now .v*= S - k satisfies Eq. and where o is given by Eq. (I 1). ltere l/If(t)} is a regular poin!
(30) since 0 ,_ k _,g. Also i! follows from i-q. (40) that Eq. process (Ref. 9) with intensity rate process(41) is true for this choice of x*. Hence the hypothesis of
Proposition I is satisfied. Finally Eqs. (23), (27). (38), (45), (_1_._)and Prolx)sition I show that 31.(i,/5) is given by Eq. 1,13)with v_t) = m i {o}(Smlt)) + m - I {i}(Sm(t ))
o = b6 (p10g(1+-_)_I)-h. (4o) = tm .,fS,,(t ) =0
the following upper bound on Cj..(_,_):
In other words, iSm(t)_ takes on values 0 or I and switches('x)(;.1i,/5) _ I - riIogh + Lr3+ h)log(/3 +hi times of the point process {MULLThe instantaneous average
rate at which these point occurrences arrive at a given time t
- 1o + h) log (o + h), 147) depends on the immediate past value of Sin(t), being of rate m
.SO
I
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_; when Sin{t-) =0 and rate m(I - o/a) when Sin(t-) = I. IV. Signal Bandwidth and Coded PPM
Finally, set Consider the sequence of signal intensity rate processes
{_,(m)(t)} given by Eq.(51) used in the p_evious section to
_sOn)(t) = _ ISm(t)l = ,6 Sm (t). (5 i ) attain channel capacity. The bandwidth of this process can be
taken to represent the optical signalling bandwidth of the
It can be seen from Fqs. (48) and (51) that in the Kabanov channel. In order to examine the bandwidth of the {_,s(")(t)}
signalling scheme h(sm)(t) is a random telegraph wave type process, consider
procesz. A typical sample path of this process is shown in
.-_ Fig. 2 in |he case when o = o/fi << I (for Ifighpeak-to-average K_,(t, I") = Coy (A_m)(t), x_m)(T)). (56)
" signal power ratios). When a << 1 it can be seen from the rate
process v(t) given by Eq. (50) that Sin(t) stays in the O-statea Appendix E shows thatlarger percentage of time than in the l-state. This results in a
• typical _s(")(t) as shown in Fig. 2.
It is clear that 0 < )_")(t)_/3. Kabanov (Ref. 6) has KA(t,r) = Kx(t- r) = _o ! - e
shown that EISm(t) ] = a. An elaboration of his derivation is (57)
given in Appendix C for completeness. Since t:'[Sm(t) ] = a,
then from Eqs. (49) and (5 !) we have Thus the power spectral density of this process is
2 o2 I
Sx(_) --- _ (58)
so from Eqs. (1 I) and (52) we can conclude that ! +( to o |2
_mPl
So the handwidth B of the {Xs(m)(t)}process and hence also
I fr El),_m)(t)] dt = o,_. (53) the optical signalling bandwidth can be taken to be
.Jo
B = m_ (59)
O
Finally, it is clear from Eq.(51) that _,s(.'_)={h(")(t) :
0 _ t c_1"} is a deterministic ft,nction of S,, r = {S,,(t) : We see from I-.qs.(557 and (507 that in order to approach
O<t_ TI for each T>O. So ((S,,,(t)}. {Xs(")(t)}) e g'(i,/3) capacity with this sequence of signal processes (_.m)(t)} given
for each integer m > I. Thus we conclude from Eq. (7) that by Eqs. (48) and (5 I), the optical signalling bandwidth 8 has
for each T> 0 and each m > I. to tend to infinity, ttence C(i,/_) given by Eq. (12) is the
channel capacity without bandwidth constraint.
_ i Let us examine the amount of bandwidth of {_,]m)(t)}
CT(S,p) > "-_ I (Smr; Nr). (54) required t\)r the average mutual information ( I[T)i(SmT; Nr)
to approach channel capacity C(L/_). it follows from Eqs. ( ! 2),
Next, a minor modification of Kabanov's proof (Ref. 6) is (D-2),(D-7)and(D-13)that for0<e< I and any T>O,
given in Appendix D to show that for each T > O,
C(i,p)- (I/T)I(SmT;NF) = eC(i, fi) (60)
' (x)lira -_ I (Smr;N r) = I - h log h + (/3+ h) implies that the bandwidth B of {;_(m)lt)} satisfiesflq *¢m
e: L2G(i,_)J
Since t_i,_)gC_.(i,f)), Eqs. {g), (47) and (55) show that
C(L_) = C_.(i, _) is given by Eq. (i 2), thus completing where A is given by Eq. (D-6). Consider a case where _ = O,
Step (2) and establishing the theorem. _ -- !0 _ photons per second, i = 104 photons per second so
s9
#
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that C_,/5) = 6.9 X 104 nats per second. Then Eq. (61_ of the optinrally coded P_d channel. Then it is easy to show
becomes (Ref. i I ) that
× iotO (I - 11)losM nats/secB _ _ Ilz 162) CppM = _ T
¢2
•r For e = 0.1, we require B _ 2 × 1012 Hz and for e = 0.01, we i 1 - e_r\
requireB> 2× i014 tlz. = I_]iogM nats/sec. (67)
It.
_i We now show that for the no backgroLmd noise case Frond Eqs. (64) and (67) we see that(h = 0), using coded PPM to achieve capacity is much more
bandwldth-effic:ent than the signalling given by Eqs. (48) and
(511. Consider a M-ary, PPM modulation scheme shown in Ct'PM 1 - e -sT
- _ 1 (6b)
Fig. 1 with signal duratmn T, pulse duration TIM and peak C ._T
powerfi. The M possible signal mtensity rate functions
Xsl(t) ..... AsM(t) are given as in Fig. I. Tideaverage power of and that
this signal set is
Cev_r
lira _ = 1.h
= _-. 1631 r_o
We shall assume that M _ 3. For peak power constraint/3 and Hence this optimally coded PPM system is capable of achieving
average power constraint ,_given by Eq. (631, Corollary i gives channel capacity C in tile limit as T--,"0. This also entails
the channel capacity as increasm_ the signalling bandwidth to infinity because the
bandwidtl, Bvv,u of the PPMsignal set can be taken to be
C = _ log M hats/see. 164)
Let us determine the capacity of a system that uses the PPM B,,,p.u = 1--= _ _. (Oq)
modulation described in Fig. 1 along with the coding. Since
h = O, the demt_ulator then decides that the ruth signal was Note from Eqs. (68) and (60) that for any 0 < c < I,
transmitted ff a phottvelectron is emitted in the ruth time sl,_t
in 10, T], and declares an error E ff no photoelectrons are C- Crv._r = e C (70)
enutted in the entire interval [0, TI. Since the Poisson process
has independent increments, one use of the optical direct-
detection channel with mtxlulator and demodulator is equiva- implies that the bandwidth Bt,v._rsatisfies
lent to one use of the I)MC with input alphabet {1,2 ..... M},
, I - exp (-_/Bvv._ I)
output alphabet t I ....... M, E} and transition probabilities I - = e. (71 )
/ Bve._t)
l - n ,] = k For snrall (fi/BvvM), Eq. (71) is approximately
P(jlk_ = _ :'1 ,I = E.I_k_M (65)( fi0 , otherwise BrvM _" 2"_"" 1721
Fore= 0.01 we would require Bvv _ _- 5 X I08 Hz when
where /3- 10_ photons/see. This can be compared to the bandwidth
B :_ ." × 1014 ttz requited by tile signalhng scheme given by
r/ = e '_r 166) Eqs. (48) and (51) to achieve the same rate. A comparison of
Eqs. (72) and (61) shows the relative bandwidth advantage of
is the probabdity of havivg no ph,_toelectrons emitted in the coded PPM versus tile signalling scheme given by Eqs. (48) and
ttme interval 10, rl. If we optinrally code this DMC, then the (5 I). This is because B increases at least inversely with ¢2 while
capacity of the above ces:ledPPM channel is just the capacity BveM increases only inversely with e, where e is the desired
of the DM(" given by Eq. (e,5). Let Cee._r denote the :apadty proximity to channel capacity. These results apply to the case
6o
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where _/Bpp M is small. For large values of #/Bpp M even less noise case (fi = C)it can be seen from Eq. (13) that
bandwidth is required for PPM modulation to approach
capacity.
OL D)
log _- nats/photon (73)O
V. Concluslon
We have derived the capacity of a free-space optical channel
using a direct detection receiver under both peak and average in the capacity per umt signal photon, it can be easily seen
signal power constraints and without a signal bandwidth con- from Eqs. (14) and (73) that for a fixed peak signal power
straint. This result is a generalization of Kabanov's work constraint _, the capacity per unit signal photon increases to
(Ref. 6), where only a peak power constraint was imposed. In infinity as the average signal power constraint ,_ approaches
the absence of received backgrot,nd noise, an optimally coded zero. However, as i-_O, the throughput channel capacity
PPM system was shown to achieve channel capacity in the C_i,/_)-_ O. Thus it does not appear meaningful to consider
limit as signal bandwidth approaches infinity. All of these capacity per signal photon without fixing the throughput
results dnd not consider the effect of a signal bandwidth channel capacnty. The expression Eq.(12) for C(,L,b) can be
constraint. It would be interesting to derive the channel capa- used in this regardto determine the average signal capacity per
city under a fixed bandwidth constraint also. unit signal photon for a fixed throughput capacity. This is
another problem of interest that has been addressed by
Recent work tRef. 3) has advocated considering the than- Butman, Katz and Lesh (Ref. 20) in the no background noise
nel capacity per received stgnal photon. In the no background case.
61
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Appendix A
Derivation of Eq. (19)
compound regular point process {N(t)" 0 < t 6 7'} and + E log _}-_+_i
P(NTIS1.) be the conditional sample function density of
{N(t) " 0 _ t < T} given the message signal process {S(t). "]
O < t _ T;,. Then from Ref. 9 (Theorems 2 and 4 ) we have I (dN( t) - ( Xt( t ) + h ) dt )J . (A4)
[ for where(Disbecause
P{NTIS T) = exp - (_s(t)+h)dt
E[_,(t)] = EIEI_,,(t)INtII = Ela,(t)l.
yoT ,]+ Iogl_(tl+hldN(t , (A-I) Next,since
./.,N(t) " (XlTl+hldT"[£p_N r) = exp ('_flt) + h) dt ts a martingale (Ref, 14, (3.20)), then from a theorem on
stochastic integrals (Ref. 15, p. 437), the second expectation
fo r )] in Eq (A-4) is zero. Hence Eq. (A-4) can be rewritten as
+ log (_ (/) + h) tiN(/ . (A-2_J (llST;NT) = {b.'llXslt)+_lh)g(_ ltl+Fl)]Now since
A _. PINrlSr)" 1 - /:.'[(_ (t) + h)log ('_,1 t) + h)i _,lt
/(St,N,.)= E [Jog_-_r_ -,j. (A-3)
we have from Fqs. (A-I) and (A-21 that (/'.'[(_j(t)  hilog (_slt) + h)]
[(IIS.r;N r) ; b." (_(t)- X ltlldt -E[l_ltl+hllog(_lt)+hll}dt. (A-S)
wMch establishes Eq.._ 19). In Eq. (A.5) _ is becausefor ,]_" log - dN(t EllA,It) + h) log ('_slt) * h)]
@ [_oor iX'(t)'h')]: E ,_ :ElEl(_s(t)+h)h'g(_'(t)+i't):""']I,,g ),/NU _'l 'l_X,lt * ll ;,I h,g,'_,UI+,7)1
If" [ X'it)+h' "1 =Elt'_,Ul¢h)log(_lt) .,A.,,,
The above derivation ts formal and not ngt)ruu_ We have
IThe integt-',l,twith respect to Nit) m i'q_ (A.I) and IA-2)and hence- a._Ulll_d mterchanges of integration and expectation without
Iorth In the remainder ot th,s paper t,_interpreted in the |to ,,,en_e rigorous Justifications. A rigorous derivation of Eq. (19) can be
(RrI_ 9. IO). found m Ref. 12.
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Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2
Lel J;'(,b, k) bt" the set of all random vadabl,'s A such that U -_ A _/_ and/:'[A i = k wl_c 0 _ k </_. Then
,'*._,_1_ )
Note from i:l_ B-i that tf 0 < A _, p, then the posmble values of Ella + h) log (.X + _)1 mu.+, he m the set of all y-coordinates of
the closed convex hull of the graph of y = (x + ;zl log (x + h) for 0 +_x _/_. Hence the largest possible values lie on the cord AB.
These values can be achieved using a random variable .X with the t\d!owing distribution
P(A = ,3) = I- P(A = O) = a (B-2)
where e_-[(). I] must be chosen so that/" I.Xl= k In t,rder for ,\ Io be in ,;_(jb, k). In order for/:'l,x] = k, we must have
a = klfi. (B-3)
lle_tce
sup /'[(.'_+nllogl,\+n) I = (p+/lllogl_b+a)+ I- izlog_, (B-4)
where the .X achieving the ',uptemtml t',given by F.qs (B-2) al,d (B-3) ttence the opttmt/atton problem in Eq. (B-I _can be written
_up g_k), (B-5)
where jilL) is given b._
,¢1k1 = (p+i:)h+rt/_+_)_ I _ alog_ (k+_llloglk+_l" " k IB-(_)
Since _k; ts conc'l,.c mk. the supv:ntunt m Fq tB-S) t+_achieved b_ -_k t 10,#1 stk'h that g'(k) : O, provided th;,t such a k exists.
,+_etttngg'lk ) --O get,,
/ '+k = t/3+/_)exp - + I 4(¤_ " ft. (B-71
It lollows Imn_dlately from I-q (It+) since p +_O that k _/3 In F.q (B-7) Since b) hypothesis of the propt+sttttm, k _ O, we cat=
conclude that k gt_en by _+q.(14.7t achieves the suptetnul, lit Eq. (B 5). rl,ts estahh_es the proposition
Also iIot¢ I'rom Eq, |B.I,) that whet]/.l = O. I_0| = O and g'(OI _ O. This means that when ,¢i= O, the solution k tt,g'(k ) = O must
be nollnegatlve So when 1.1= 0 the k given b, Fq. (B-7) I'+nonnegattve.
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• Appendix C
Proof that E[Sm(t)] = a
_' Since M(t) is nonnegative irteger.valu_d ' (_I)MU)= ftcos (rrM(t)). So Eq. 148) can be [ewritten as Sin(t) = Sin(O) + [1 - 2 Sin(u)] [m 1 {o}(Sm(U))Jo
._'
Sm(t ) = _-J+ l{i}(Sm(0 )) - _ cos_nM(t)), (C-I) +m I {n}(Sm(ut_] du
fo'for t>0. So for each t, Sm(tlisafunction of M(t) and hence + [1 - 2Sin(u)] [dM(u)- _4u) dul_e may use the Stochastic Diffe_enual Rule (e.g., Ref. '0,
Theorem 4.2.2) to obtain
®
= Sm(O ) + ma -I 1_- Sm(U)) dui(+-) i
f'
where • follo_ since Smlt) is either 0 or 1. Now it follows
[1 - 2 S,, (t)] dM(t) from Eq. (4')) that E[S re(O)] = _. Next, since
fo'= [l- 2Sm(t)] _t)_,t Mlt)- _u) du
+f; :S 3] [dM(t)-_tJdtl
is a martingale (Ref. 14, (3.20)), it fi)l!ows that the expected
'.--) I" value of the last integral in Eq. (C-3)iz zero (Ref. 15, p. 437).
: I J - 2 Sin(t) ][m 1 _o}(S,n(t-)) So, taking expected values in Eq. 1C-3)gets
I1 - a\ _ EIS,,,(t)I = a +mc_-' In-- _ [s,,,(u)iI au. (c-4)_m _-----)l,,}(Sm(t-) dt
+ [I 2 Sin(t)! [dM(t)- v(tldt], (C-2) The unique solution of this initial value problem Eq. (C-4)
_J is
where _) _s obtained u_ing _q. (C-I) and @ is because of
Eq. (50). Rewriting Eq. (C-2) in integral form gets I£ISm(t)] = a. (C.5)
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Appendix D
Derivation of Eq. (55)
Note that since Sin(t) = 0 or I, it follows t'ronl Eq. (C-5) :tfi fr
that P(S,,(t): I)= _. So t'rom It':qs.(49) and (51) it t\)llows _----U-. o/ £'_ I._,,(t) - _[}dt":_ Illa!
t-[(_.('"'_(tj + h) tog (_ts")(t) + _,)1 @ _f 7-
_-_ IJ:lcg,,u)_):1)'/: atJo(;-:-1 ( '7/-= (/5 + hi log U3 + hi + I- n log t] . (l)-I) O 1"
= A___fo II"l('_"lt)):l "cd')llz at.So from Eqs. (IOI and (D-I), T
0)-7)
_-/(S,.r;Nr)- I- hlogh (p+hIIogu3_ii)
+ (o + h) log 1o + _) ttere O is from Jensen's inequahly and @ ISbecause
'fo' , .;_tm 1,-- --f- I:_.,,^ _t)_ .tun!at (0.2) t:l ,,(t)l = _lt.lS,,,tnlX,I1 = FIS,,,U)I =
where
l'roul Fq (C-5). The remainder of the derivation now follows
fix) = (x _ g) log Ix + h), (1)-3) Kabanov's proof exactly lo show thai l:'I,'_,,,(t))2! c_2 con.
verges to /ero as m-_,_, uniformly mt. Swcffically, from
and Fq. (C-J1 ,llld (Ref. I(), Eq, I.oa) we can write
A
"_,_'"_lt)= /"lX_'")lt)l,V,) ,L_,,lt) = ,,,a I1_ S,,,(t)),lt "
= h I"IS,,,u)IN,I
A _l'.'[S,,,(t) (S,(t) ,_,,_,t_N t ]
=_._,,,.). _,.4_ * ........ _,,,_,),_
Now It call be eastl_ shown lhat for O _ x _/3,
• I,/Nln (fi_,,lt) +h)dti
I/(xl /'(o)l_AI.r ol, (D-5)
where
= m_ t(t_ ",_"(tDdt,
t.F/(h)"fl°I I /(o)"t(°) ]f'o , (l)-t,I.4 : .lax/ '
Ifo/'-_7 /:,'{11"_'"),'11-f(olF,it • [&Vlt)-([_Si,,(tj+h)dt 1, (D-S)
M
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where (9 is because Sm(t ) = S_,(t). Next, using the Stochastic Define
Differential Rule (Ref. IO, Theorem 4.2.2}, we obtain
' [_ g{t} = !';[!/5_ (t)(]_---_, (t)+h_"(t))]2]
I..
_._ Iml-__ g,,,(tI_I'], '_ _ l:'lS,,,It)ll- S,,lt)) 2]
+------. ..... _z 1tit
pS,,,(t) n J _ _'lS,,,_t)]
!2/3(,_,,(,t}) z (I- _,,(t)) = o. (D-il) :,
Jr i ....
/5_';mit) + fi
Now since (_,n(O)) 2 = (b.'lS,,,(O}])2 = <_2. the umque solu-
tion to the initial value problem Eq. (D-IO) is
• [dNIn t.r,,_ (t)+hldtl. ID.9) t" •
2,n. It )_ (g(u} + 2mcO+C
Now using the martingale pr,,,'_erty of
I
.ez,n¢, t, du. {D-12)
Nit} 113,_,nlu ) * h} d_:
Since from Eq. (D.I I 1, O <glu) _ o. we have from
I:q. (D.I 2) Iltat
as m Fqs. (A-4L (A-5) and m (C-4), we can take the expected
value of the integral of Fq (1).9} to obtain /"[(,_,,_(t })2] _ a2
• _ __¢2 2ma
/.'l_._,_tn21 = _2+ 2mt_ _ .c_" /'l._,._u)l.,t, "< ._,_ _1 i, _')
(I)-IO) Therefore Eqs. (1")-2), (D.7} and (D-13) estabhsh Eq. (55).
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Appendix E
Derivation of Eq. (57)
_, It follows from Eqs. (51"1and (C-5) that because
"" Kx(t'r) =P2 {E'S"(t_Sm(r)]-a2} (E'I) If' I
_' E (1 - 2Smlu))[dM(u - v(u)du] ISm(r) -'- I
Since P(S,n (t) = 1) = a from Eq. (C-5). it follows that for t _ r.
If'EIS,(t)S (rl] = EISmlrlE[S (t)iSm(rll] = E (1- 2Sm(u)lldlMlu)
= aElSlt"11S,,,(r', = I I. (E-2) _ O)
M(r))- vlu)du] ISm(r) = 1_ = O, (E-5)
Then we may write, using Fq (('-3), for t _>r
where O follows since
I f' }t M(s)- M(r)- v(u) ¢&:s>rSin(t) = S,,,(r) + n_ ' (a - S,,,(u)) du
1_a martingale given that Sin(r) = 1.f/+ 11 - 2Smlu)) [dulflu)- l,(u)du]. Since l:'[Sm(r)lSm(r) = I] = I, the solution of the initml
(E-3) value problem Eq. (E4) can he sh_wn to be
tlencel\_rt;_r. EISmIt)IS,, ( I = I] =(I - a) e-m_'-t(t-r)+a, 1!:-6)
b.'[S,,,tt)lS(r) = I ] when t ) r. Thus Fqs. (E-I), (E-2) and (E-O) gets
-I
Kx(t,r) = p-'ot(i ale m_ (t-r) (E-7)f'=1 +ma-' (a ElS,,,lullSrnlr) = Illdu. for t > r. S;nce Kx(t, r) = Kx(r.t) and since a -- o/p, Eq 157)
(E-4) fi)lh)ws from Eq. (E-7).
7O
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Effectsof the Gaseousand LiquidWaterContentof the !
Atmosphereon RangeDelayandDopplerFrequency
W. L. Flock
itTetecomm_m¢cat_ons Systems Section
When htgh preci;mn is required fi)r range measurement o_ Earth-space paths, it is
necessary to correct as accurately as possible for excess range delays due to the dry air, i
water vapor, and liquid _zter content of the atmosphere. Calculations based on repre-
sentat, ve values of atmospheric parameters are useful for tllustrating the order of magni- i
tude of the expected delays Range delay, time delay, and phase delay art, _imply and
directly related. Doppler frequeno' variations or noise ate proportional to the time rate
_]'change of excess range delay. I
i
I. Introduction X-band for both the uplink and downlink, retaining S band up- i
and downlinks as well. K-band hnks may be utilized at a laterIncreasingly soplustlcated deep-space missions place high
requirements upon the precision of trine delay and Doppler date. High precision is needed for range measurements when
frequency measurements. The interplanetary plasma is one of using very long baseline ;nterferometry (VLBI) techniques,
the factors linutmg the precision of such measurements. The and mgh precision and sensitwity for Doppler fr,'quency mea- !
excess time and range delays due to the plasma are propor- surements are required if gravitational waves a,e to be re- !.
corded (Refs. 1 and 2).
tier_al to total electron content along the path and inversely j
proportional to frequency squared• Doppler frequency varia-
tions are generated by the plasma in direct proportion to the When high precision is needed for range and Doppler I
rate of change of total electron content and in inverse relation frequency measurements, it becomes necessary to consider i
with frequency. When unwanted, as T often the case, such effects due to the gaseous and liquid water content of the [
variations are commonly referred to as Doppler frequency troposphere as well as effects due to t,te interplanetary plasma I
noise. In deepspace missions conducted by the Jet Propulsion and ionosphere. The tropospheric effects may dominate if the
Laboratory. range has been determined by using, coded two- inte,planetar_, plasma Doppler noise is reduced by adding i
way transmiss=ons at S-band for the uplink and S-band and X-band uplink capability (Ref. 3). The purpose of this report
X-band for the downhnk. Because of the need for increased is to analyre the tropospheric effects as part of an overall
precismn m range and Doppler frequency measurement, it is consideration of the capability of precision two-way rangin 8
planned to demonstrate the ,'"_.i,,,bfi!tyof the higher frequency and Doppler systems.
11
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iThe term precision is used here in distinction from where Pa is the pressure of dry nonpolar air in millibars(rob),
accuracy. The state of knowledge concerning the velocity _f e Is water vapor pressure in nab. and T ts absolute temperature
.. light limits the absolute accuracy of range measurements, but in kelvins (Ref. 4L N is seen to vary inversely with tempera-
- it is possible to overcome propagation effects and hardware lure and to be strongly dependent on water vapor presstire e.
hmitations sut'ticmntly to obtain high precismn and a high which equals the satu,atiun water _,apor pressure c., times the
o:' degree of consistency, relative humidity, RH. The saturation water vapor pressure %
' is a function of temperature as shown in Table I.
_, II. Excess Range Delay Due to Dry Air and If Equation (2) is expresse,, in terms of total pressu,e p,
_ Water Vapor where p = Pa + e, tt becomes
A. Refractivity of Troposphere
3.75 × l0 s e
Range to a target is commonly determined by radar tech- N - 77.61, 5.6e + (3)
niques by assunung that electromagnetic waves propagate with T 7" T 2
the velocity c (2 90792458 X 108 m/s or approxHnalely 3 ×
l0 s m/s). A velocity oft corresponds to an index of refraction f
o! unity. In the troposphere, however, the index of refraction The last two terms can be combined to give. approximately,
n ts shghtly greater than unity with tile los,tit that the phase
velocity of an electromagnetic wave is slightly less than c. A
range error then results if the velocity c ts assumed. Tile slight
error m range is unimportant in many applicatmns, but may be .V = _ + 3.73 × l0 s e
T T 2 (4)important m other situations, in practice, when high p_ectsion
in range is desired, it is anticipated that the range indicated h_,
using tile velocity c is greater than the true range, and an effort
is made to estimate as closely as possible the excess range -Hie form is widely used and gives values for N that are
delay AR (tile amount by wluch tile indicated range exceeds accurate within 0.5 percent for the ranges of atmospheric
tile true range) m order to correct for it. parameters normalb encountered and for frequencies below
30Gtlz (R,ff. (1). It" one wishes to _.onsmer separately the
To consider the excess range delay, which can be referred effects of dry air and water vapor, however, with N = Na + N.
to also as excess group delay, note that the integral fndl where A,a refers to dry air and ,\ to water vapor. Eq.(2)
evaluated along a path, with n represertmg tile index of should be used with
refraction and d: an increment of length, gives tile true dts-
tan,:e along the pr'h if n = I. but gives a value which is
different from tile true distance it'n :# I {By defimtton, the 77.6/'4
index of refraction n of a particular wave type m a giver N, - T (51
medium is the ratio of c to v , the phase velocity of the wave
• p
in the ,uedium.i The dilference AR between the true and and
indicated d!stances ts given by
72e 3.75X l0 se
N = _ + {6)
T T _/-
AR -- J(n- Ildl (I)
B. Excell Range Delay Due to Dry Air
We co,',sider first the magnitude of ARt. tile excess range ,
The index of refraction of the troposphere is only slightly due to dry air, for a zenith path. For this purpose, SI units will _.
g, eater than I and for this reason tile usual practice is t-) use .V be used with Pa in newtons/meter 2 (N/m 2 ) rather than mb. t
units, defined by N=tn I)lO 6 and commonly referred ;oas Then N t =0976Pa/T and, by using Eq.(A-3) of the t
refractivity. The refractivity of the troposphere is given by Appendix, p,f/T is replaced by Rp/M so that
l
_"'6Pa 72e 3. I5Y l0 s e
P; = - (7) 'N T +--_* T: (2) O_ ,d M
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where R is the gas constant. 8 3143 × 103 J/(K kg reel) with J C. Excesl Fllrtge Dolly Due to Wlter Vapor
standing for joules. M is the molecular weight m kg lllOl and is
The delay caused by water vapor is considerably smaller
. taken as 28 8 corresponding to an atmosphere that is 80
percent molecular nitrogen and 20 percent molecular t,xygen, than that for dry air, but total water vapor content along a
pat' is variable and not predictable with high accurac;' from
The densily p in Eq. (7) is m kgjm J. AR_. the excess range the surface water vapor pressure. Therefore. water vapor is
dela2, due to dry atr, can be calculated for a ,'enlth path in
responsible for a larger error on unce, tamtv m range than dry
terms of Ad by
" " air. ,V Call be expressed m terms el water vapor dens(t,, pl,t. -'
., rather than water vapor pressure c by usingg.
mR, ' 0- _f,':, dh - IO ° 0.77_t_ R f" _'= M P dh 18_ p7"
o e - (11)
. 216.7 ,_
i
The surf:,ce pressure Po is related to density p by
as derived 'n the Append(x, with p ill gem 3 and e m rob. N
then takes tile form
;'o = ,e [pdh O_ :
.J
1 731 X 103p
O.._._,3 p + (121
where g ts the acceleration of gravity and has the value of
tL8 m/s 2 at the Earth's st,rface. The restlllmg approxuuate
expression for A Rd, usnlg this surface value ofg. is fronl which
(0.770) ( 8.31-13 X 103 "_
AR, t= /'o f ,, 7Co= = 3.3_.,(2,_ S)111.81(10_'1 AR w IO o Vw,l I × 10 dl
so that
'Lat(-"( ""tlX I0 _ e I 731X IO dl, m 1131, :- _.. l,o,m l,lOa)
wllh pom N/m 2 and Sometimes the lirst term of Eqs. ( 12_ and ( 13_Is not used, but
fcr highest accuracy it should be retained. For example, if
ARt : 2.2o v, 10-3po,nl (lOb) 1.731 X IOJ is divided by atemperature near 280K. thenthe
first term anlounts to about 5 percent of the total delay. The
value of the integral of Eq. tl3_ can be determined t'ronl
with Pom rob. [he pte_slue P0 is tile surface pressure of dry radiosonde ,lata, assunung that p and 1"vary only with height
air and equals total pressure p nunus water vapor pressure c. above the surface and nol her(ton(ally It, a significant degree
Note that tile temperatule !' drops out ,|lid the result de|x'nds within the hmits of the pa:h.
on surface pressure I,o onl._. I1"Po = ItK)O rob, AR,t = 2.2tl m.
llopfield IRef. 7) has exalmned the appllcabll,l.v of tills re- Microwave ladiometry has tile advantage of being able to
latlon and, t.islng 2.2757 as tile :(,fill:lent corresponding to provide continuous real-time estimation of AR w by use of
the value of ._ at about t_ km above sea lesel, has concluded remote sensing t,, "hnlques. The basic relation utlhted l\_t
that it allows detellnlnatlon of the range error due to dr.,,' ai, Inlcrowave radiometry applies to the brl#ltness tempt'rature
:m a tenith path to an accltracy of 0.2 percent or abot,t Tt, (Fat is observed, when a source at a temperature of T_ is
0.5 cm. Iier form for Eq. _10)ts viewed through an absorbing lnedmm ha;rag a variable tem-
perature T. l't, Is gi+en by (Ref. 8)
AR d = 2.2757 X 10-3P0 (lOcl f/7"_ = rse r"* + Tlhlelh)e-r dh 1141with Po In rob.
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with process. For Denver, Colorado, the particular relation oblained
is
= fo**a(h)dh M v = -0.18+0.11 Tt,2 - 0.053
7..
f
and lift, = -0.017 - 0.001 Th, + 0.0027 Tt,36
,/
h Tile relatwe sensitivities to water vapor and hquid water are
r = a (h) dh shown by tile relative magmtudes of a2 and a s for water vapor
and b2 and h3 for hquid water. The coefficients a I and b I
take account of oxygen and costnic noise.
where odh) ts the attenuation constant that is a function ()I
height h. The expression for It, takes a simpler form when T i,; For range delay due to water vapor, however, tile integr.,d
constant or when an effective value T can be employed. In fo/Tdh makes a larger contribution than fO dh = M,. For
that case determining fo/T dh. using two frequencies similar to those
mentioned above, and therefore, utih/.ing two equations
Tt, = l_c r+l_(I e 'r) 1151 hawng the form of Eq (14Lleac'sto(Ref. Ii) .?
J; r f0
wtucl_ fornl IS used for remote sensing of attenuation due to T,.! Th2 **
precH,itatnm. The source temperature 1" represents cosmic - = W(h) dh + TO (181
noise m the case considered her,: and has a small value, f2; -/_
Therefore, attention is d_rected primarily to tile second term
of Eq. (14l. The attenuatmn constant odh) Is due to tluee ,.,here
forms of matter' wate_ vapor, the hqutd water of clouds, and
f O_t'2 r 2 1
oxygen. To obtain information on water vapor, for example, it 1,2 a,. t
ts necessary to separate out tile effects of hqmd water and Will) = -- __ ("r i _ _ e I ]q)
oxygen I'he separat,on cat, be accompl,,hed by making O L.t':' ]'
observations at 2 or lnor_ freq,., notes.
and
('onslder first the problem of obtaining tile total water
vapor and liquid water content along a trop_spheric tentth r -r -r2 "l
path. ['or this purpose, one can use a parr of frequencies such ; ® l_° e t ]as 20.0 Gilt and 31.o Gilt, tile first near the peak of and thus l_) )o T i Oo, e= , (20)sensitive to water val_)r absorptlon told the second more /_ 1"22
sensltlve to hqutd wate) than to water vapor. Taking tMs
approach, ._!) and M t , the total vapor and I!qutd ¢ontt2nts In
g/cm 2, can be obtained from (Re|s. 9 and IO) The total attenuation c_ is the sum of three cont;lbutions so
that
= . It, 2 IlO)31;, a t + a, " + a3 Tt,s
a = e v +at. + _) (21)
and _here _|, is tile attenuatton constant associated with water
vapor, Or. is that assoctated with liquid water, and oto is
311 = h I + b2 Tt,_ + b3 7_,._ ( 17) associated with oxygen. By assuming 'dlat at. for clouds vanes
•2 2
as It,at. has been ehmmated and the factors off2 I and ]'2
appear m tile denonunators as shown. To! and T,,1 repre._nt
where ft,: is the brightness tem_rature at the It)wet |re- values of tile first term of Eq.(14) and, being small, ate
quency and Tt,_ is tile brightness tem,,erature at the higher treated as constants. By suitable choice of frequer)c_es and
frequency. "l'he a'_ and b's ate determined by a process of other refinements, Icqh) is made to assume an essenqally
statistical reversion Simultaneous radiosonde data and read- constant known value so that foO/l'dh can b¢ determined.
rags of brightness temperature are utilized to carry out this Pairs of frequencies that have been found to be satisfact, ,w are
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20.3 and 31.4{,ilz, 20.0 and 2_,.5Gllz. and 24.5 and IOdeg or greatm, the range delay' equals the zerrith ,,alue
31.4 Gilt (Ref. I 1 ). dtvtded by Sill 0. That Is,
The de_cl,>pnlent and h:sting of water _apor radiometers
has received considerable attention at tile Jet Propulsion AR{O) " AR[O = ')0 de_) t23)
,. Laboratory (Refs. 11 through 15). One of tilt, systems devel- sin 0
,_ oped utih/ed 18.5 avid 22.235 Gilt as the frequer;cv pair. tilts
combination havmg tile advantage of ilsirlg the savne size of
_' waveguide t\_r both frequencies (Ref 14). It was concluded For all elevatno_ angle of 30 deg. for example, AR w might be
" later, hmvever, that the .0.3 and 31.4 GHt pair provided._ about 20 fill.
better performance.
_-_ An extreme value of 44.8 cm for AR w t\_r a zenith path
could oco,, for the highest accepted weather observatoryProf'iles of tropospheric temperature can also be obtained
values for e and p of 53.2 mb and 37.6 g/m 3, respectively, atby microwave radiometry i,tih/ing three trequencles vicar tile
the temperature el 34°C (Ref. 17). Them values were recordedt,C)-Gtl/ oxygen absorption peak and one frequency each near
20 {.;ltz and 30 Gll/ to mparate out water vapor and hql,,d at Sharjah. Sauth Arabia. on tile Persian Gulf. Tile value of
water effects (Ref. I0). Oxygen i,,,a manor constltt,ent el" avid AR w of 44 8 cm is bam,l on an eXl:_mentlal decrease ('if ,'Vw
with a scale height of 2 km as m the previous example.
occllr_ as ,ill essentially fixed fra_.tlOll of the tropospheric
COlllpOSlllOn, and tile temperature of o\ygt'n at a given height
IS thus tile tenlperaluve of the tmpos[,here at that height. File Mean zenith vah,e_ el 3.R. determmed from radiosonde
measurements in a semiarid location m Cahtomla railged fromfrtquencles ullhted allow a coarse deternunallon of tile water
vapor profile as well. but tile use of ._,,eral frequencies near 4 to Iocm (Ref. 18). With respect to the accuracy to which
the peak ,fie strong water vapor absorption hie such as that at AR w can be determmed, Wu (Ref. I !) stated that the calibre-
;83 Gilt ts stated t_+be neccssar,, to provide accurate profile.,, View for water vapor delay, usmg a water _apor radiometer, is
of watel vapor ctmtent (Ref 10) accurate Io ,,. 2 cm :it all elevation angles greater than 15 deg.
Slobm and Batelaan (Ref 15) state that the rms error m ARv,
O. Illustrative Calculated and Measured Values of as determmed by a water vapor radiometer, was less than I cm
Exceu Delay Due to WaterVapor over a total delay range of q to 38 cm at a 30 deg elevatmn
angle.
The precise value of A R w In a particular situation depevlds
t,n tbe water vapor and tetnperature ptot_les, but an indication
F. "l'inm Deley
of the vPagiutude of AR can be obtained by assummg an
exponential decrease of ,Vw with a scale height il of 2 km, a Range dela_ and tnue delay are directly related. If one
water vapor densl b _ at the siirface of 7.5 g,,'m3, and a prefers to thmk m terms of time delay At or wishes to
._l.g_5 standard ahnosphere at an determine numerical values of time delay corresixmding totemperature of _ ' K {tiler for a
ahitude of I km) It is of mterest that tile value obtamed for value_ of range delay, use
AR in tins way is tile same as it,V were constant up to the
height It aud zero be)end The values of 7.5 g/m 3 and 2 km
are mentioned as bemg repre_entative vahies m ('('IR Report At = AR 124)71q {Ref. Its). The _,alues el' p and /" at the surface result In c
,,ah.les of t' and X w of 0.748 tnb avid 48.5 "7,respectively Then,
Ibr a ,'enith path,
for one-way paths. For monostatlc radar modes of operation
. t'o.r which, electromagrletlc waves twice traverse the dtstancet-
= IO t_ _ 48.57 (' h/2OO_ ,lh from _.he orlgmal transmtttet 111tile target or repeater,AR w
2AR
.at : (25)
-- I0 _' (48 57bt2_K)) = 0,0t)72 m c
= 0.72 cm (22) A range delay of I0 crn fur water rape4 on a one.way path
correspon,is to a time delay of 0.33? ,s. The extreme range
The excess range due to water vapor Ibr a temth path may delay on a one-way tentth path of 44.8 cm is equtv',flent to a
thus be about 10 CllI. For paths at elevation angle O of about time delay of !.5 Its.
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III. Excess Range Delay Oue to LiquielWater Asn t;as 'already been used iT, Sectum III for the irLdex of
refraction of water, however, we will use m for the il:dex of
A. Effective Index of Refraction of Medium
refraction of the nledlum. Index of refraction squared equals
The liquid water co, de,it of tile troposft,ere can also make relative dielectric constant. Thus
a contribution to range delay. To distinguish the range dulays
due In water vapor and liqmd w'4ter, we shall henceforth use m 2 = K (30)
AR t for the delay dlle It) water vapor and AR 2 l'()r the
contribution due It) hqmd water. To deternune ,.XR: due to Then as, in generM,(I +a) l/2 = l +c,-fora<< I andmthlsthe small droplets o r clouds, one can make use of the fact that
a mlall spher,cal particle In tile presence of a slnusoi'dally case _. ;.smilch less than i,
time-varying electric field acts as a tiny antenna having an
k (31)electric dipole moment Pl "By applicatmn of Laplace's equa- m = I + -_-
tlon (Ref. It), pp. 218 to 224, for example), it can be shown
that, when tile drop diamete,' ts small compared to wavelength. By comparison of Eqs. (27) and (28),
p_ ts g0ven by
n2 - i _3v6'L-I ;o (2,,) x =3xvl-v-:l (32)= _'0I" \n 2 + 2 _n" + 2 I
and
wher_ |' is tile vol role of the spherical particle and n is now
tile index of refractx,m of the particle, ill tile case of interest
(33)here tile index of refraction of water. The quantity _o is the m- 1 : -_ -" _ _n 2 + 2electrtc tx'rmttlivlty of empty space 18.854 × I0 tz F/re}and - -
/"0 is the electric field intensity of the mordent wave ill V/Ill.
In a legion contamulg .V such particles per tlnlt volunle
Tile relation o,mparable to kq. ( I ) for determining the excess
range delay &R 2 due to the hquld water content of the
i, : ,,p = _,,|,(n" )n2" --- - a+¼- t I:o (27) troposphere Is
where !' Is the electrl_ dlD)le moment or electric polan/atlon AR z =/_ , (m- l)d I (34)
per unit ,,ohlnle (consider: ,g only tile effect t)f the spherical
water particles and neglecting all other possible contrlbutmns
to P) Tile ba';ic relations, by definition, between E, D (electric Ilete m is used rn place of the n t)f |-q ( I ) and the expression
flux denslt._ ), and P t_)r ,m isotropl,: nledlurn are that mdl_.ates that tile real part t)f m - I should be used. ]'his
notat_ ,n is needed because the index of refractmn of water is
/) = %1'  P= ¢o ( I _-X)/' = %ht:" (2Sl comF!ex and m is therefore ct)mplex 'also. The real part of m |_
deternunes the phase shift and range delay, and tire Imaginary,
where h is tile tel,,' '_., dlelectrtc co:lslant and X ls electric.' part determines attenuatton. Ill dertvmg Eq (33), no nlentlon
was made of tile lossy nature of tile d;oplets, but relatvms
susceptlblht} Fhr relative dielectric constant K {COllllllOllly demed for a i_ssless medium can be apphed to tile Iossy case
design:lied b_ t ) ts equal to e,',o, where _ Is the electric
• " . ,, , by mereh' utlh,,mg the propel comities value m place of the|x'rl_llttP.lt.%of tile nledlunl. D and P have umts t)t (, in" |:tom " "
i'q. 128). real value. Whereas the index ol refiactlon of dr}' air and water
vaD, are independent of frequency in the radm frequency
K = I + \ (29) r,mge tip to about 50 Gilt, *.he index of refraction of hquld
water is a functioll of frequ_llcy and tenlperature.
hi the :ase considered here. A is an effectp,.e relame du"lectrlc O. IIItlllltlk:_ Of EIICel41 RIn{_ Oilily Dim IO • CIo_ald
collstan! t)t" a n.edilllll et)nststlng of snlall spherlc:fi water
droplets m empty space To dlustrate flee range dela) due tt) water droplets nt a
ch)ud, consider the range delay for a /,ntth path thrt)ugh 'a
Tile excess range delay ul tile n'l_.dlunl is proportlon',d to tile den._ cloud I-k:a thick and having a water content ,,f I g/m 3 '
index of refraction of tile medlunl minus tinily as in Eq. ( : ). For :' frequency t)f [ = 3 G||/and a temperature of 7"= 20" C,
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tt
it can be determined from curves given by Zufferey (Ref. 20) a = /30 m I neper/m (35)
(see also ltogg and Chu (Ref 21 ), or values presented by Gunn _
and East (Ref. 22)), that n _-8.88 10.63. As water has a
density of i g/cm 3, :he water contet:t of I g/m 3 fills only where _o "" 2n/Xo ts the phase constant and Xo is wavelength
10-6 of a cubic meter. Then NV of Eq. (33) is 10 -6 so that for propagation m empty space. (One neper equals 8.68 dB.)
The phase constant _ for propagation through a region of rain
t
is b_ven i,_
' ilPIl- l u, -/o63: + rad/ (36) i'
• and For calculating the excess range delay AR 2 due to rain, one
can use
Re(m- I) = 3/2(0.967)(I0-°1
• frt,(,,I-l)al= f(m-i)ai (37)
= !.45 X 10-6
Tables giving values of m r - I have been provided by Setzer
As a region of uniform water content and a thickness of I km (Ref. 24L and Zufferey (Ref. 20) has l)resented these values in
is assumed, the integral of Eq. 1261 simplifies to become the graphical form (Fig. i). Setzer's value for m,- I for a rain of
product of Rc (m - 1) and 103 nl st) dlat 25 um/h at a frequency of 3 Gtlz, for example, is 1.8 X I0- ¢'
The excess range delay in a i-kin path of uniform rain of that
rate ts (I.8 × 10-o ) 11031--- 0.18 cm, a value comparable to
R 2 = 1.45 X 10-_' ( 1031 that for a temth path through a cloud l-kin thick. For a heavy
ram t)f ! 50 ram/h, the delay would be 0.02 um in I kin.
: 1.45 × 10 3 m For estimating total excess range delay due to rain, one
needs an estimate of effective path length through rain. This
= 0.145 cm topl,: of effective path length has been considered with resp-ct
to estmlatmg attenuation due to rain (Refs. 25, 26). Rain ts
largely confined below the 0°C isotherm, and the height of the
For ]" = I0 GII/, n = S.2 / 1.8 and the _alue of AR: ts ISOtherm arid the elevation angle of the path determine the
0.144 cm. whde for f = 30 Gilt, n = 6 / 2.8 but AR 2 ts still path length fllrou#l ram. In addtuon, tt develops that the
about 0.144 cm. The excess range delay in this case ts quite
insensitive to the value of n, which cohdltion nught be antio- average rain rate along a path tends to differ from the instanta-
pared by noting tI ,it n: appears m bt)th the numerator ;and neohs I_)int r,m rat:,, the average rate being less than the tx)int
rate for heavy rams. Effective path lengths through rain tend
dellonunator of t'q. (331, The excess delay ts theret',,re msensi- to be m the ord,,; ,if4 or 5 km for an elevation angle of45 deg
tire to frequency as well. at a latitude of 40°N IRef. 20) and these figures can be used as
The _,'ate/content t11"I g/in 3 assumed tn the above exam_ a rough gmt!e, inl'omtatton on the height of the O°C Isotherm
I_. that of a rather dense cloud, but Jt has beetl reported that as a function t11"prohabihty of occurrence Is given in Fig. 2. in
contrast with attenuatlt)n In rain which Increases with fre
the tnaxnnltt_l water content of clouds hes between ()and
quency up tt) about 150 Gilt, excess range delay de_,leases
10 g,'m 3 (Ref. 231. above 10 Gilt and stays nearly constant beh)w 10 Gilt tt)
C. [XCQll RIrlI_ DQIly Duolo I:llirl I Gtlt or lower, but has mtglest maxm+a m the 6- to 10-Ghz
range, depending on rain rate (Fig. I). It appears that the
Raind,ops are considerably larger than the small dropl,'ts of excess range delay due It) ram may be of significance in some i
clouds, and to anal%'/e the effects of raindrops one r:ust heavy rainstorms, t
. f
generall) us: the MIe scattering theory or refiniements of It. [
The techmque of deriving an equivalent index of refraction The c:)ncept of an equivalent index of refractitnl of a
can nevertneless be employed for rain, this approach has been medium ¢ontdntulg small particles has been ditcussed bv van
utlhted most extensively for determining the attenuation ,.'on- de tlulst lRef. 27) and Kerker (Ref 28), but early constd, '.
stant |'el pror, agatlon through rain. If m = m, - omj, the field titre of this topi_, i$ attributed by Kerker to an 1899 pak Y
6 mtenstt._ attenuation constant a is given by Rayl¢igh and 1800 and 1898 papers by Loren7.
7"1
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IV. Phase Delay and Doppler Frequency it _ybeaslongas;000swhenthespacecraftis in acruise
ph_e (Ref. 29).
A. I_lations hm_mn _n_ and TIn_ [_lay, Ptmm
Oelay,endDopplerFrequency B. Oopp r FnKlUQnCyNotse
. Rar,ge delay, time delay, and phase delay are all directly Precise calculation of range delay due to the troposphere
and simply related. It was pointed out m Sectnon II that time requtres information concerning the water vagor, liquid water,
delay At Jsrelated to range delay AR by and temperature profde_, but representative values can be
_, calculated readily. Fewer data concermng Doppler frequency
r
At - AR are available and it ts somewhat more difficult to establish
c representative values for Doppler irequency noise. _oth bulk
_.hangesin water vapor and liquid water content along the path
for ;, one-way path. The phase delay AO associated with a and tropospheric SChltillation involving scat(c, from turbulent
range delay can be determined by taking the pr,_luct of the irregularities can contribute to this noise. The term scintilla-
range delay AR and the phase constant _o. Thus tion is usually applied to rather rapid variations of amplitude,
phase, and angle of arrival. For considering tropospheric
2rr "_./'A¢ = _3oAR = _oAR = -" AR 1381 effects, it may be distintuished from refractive fading that' results from the large- c'_lestructure of th index of refrac ion
and tends to revolve ampht,de variations of fairly large magni-
Doppler frequency fD and phase ¢ are related by lucrebut of lower frequency than scintillation.
Because of the relations between phase, excess range delay,
"['_J= 2rrldr'dOI'|/ (39) time delay, and Doppler frequency, the occurrence of phase
scintillation tmpltes also the occurrence of range and time
Thts relatton can also be writ(c:( in terms of finite quant, ties as delay jitter and D_ppler noise. The noise is gentrated m
prop4,rtion to the r_te of ch::nge of phase as indicated by
I A¢ _q-:.(3')) and _40). Ir, some invesUgations of phase scintnlla-
fD = 2_ -X'-' Hz (40) tion. records were taken showing the var!ation of phase witil
" time. These allow the determination of corresi_mding D,.,ppler
frequency values. Using phase recordsobtained by Thompson,
where X"c is a count (:me _.r count interval. Also, as AO = et at., iRe(. 30) in Ilawa,. Armstrong. Woo. and Estabrook
(2nt_.o) AR. (Re(. 3)estimated the fractional Doppler frequency stability
for propagation through the troposphere tm Earth-space patl.s
I ,.%R_ v1¢ for a IO00-s count interval to be about 5 X IO-n4 or less
/D = XO /',. )'O ii7 (41) toy (!(3OOs) _ 5 × IO-n4 where oj,,is referred to as an Allan
variance]. It was estimated also thgt plasma scintillation at
S-band, primarily inwdvmg the solar plasma contributton
for a one.way path, where vk is the average radial component which dominates the ionospheric ctmtribution, would cause
of veloctty anuJlJ ts '_heaverage l_,ppler frequency dunn,_ the noise correspol Jmg to oy (10OOs) ~ 3 Y I0-14. Minimum
ume /'.. Fur a two-way ran_ng system, Doppl:r frequency norsedue to the solar plasma is obselved n
the ant(solar direction, Use of an X-band system ts esttmated
_, to reduce the ,_lasma noise t, that corresponding to oy
= k0 (42A (1000 s) ~ 3 × It; is. Thus it w_ referred that troposphericscintdlatton may dora(hate for the case of an X.band system.
Also using data from Thompson, el al., (Re(. 30) and radio-
it can be noted that If a value/_ ts recor_d during an sonde data from Edwards ,Mr Force Base, California, as well.
interval T,.. a corresp_,ndmg change m range AR has taken Berman and Slobtn iRe(. 18) have esumated a fractnonal
place during To. In thts case, ,.%Rcan _epresent enthera true Doppler frequency stablhty for two-way ._ropagation and a
change m range or a _ange m excess range dela) or a combl. 1000-s count interval as _ b X 10 14
nat_on of the two. (Elsewhere AR has been used for total
excess range dtK to wa_er vapor or hquid water, but in th:s C. GI'IIWltIItlOfIIIIWII_II
sectitm AR LSany ltOItra:y changeor increment or rat,re.) _or
an _ccuracy of lO s ntis m veloctt_, /'. may be as Lowas I to It ts generally cons(tiered that i_avt:ational waves may
IOs ,whena spacecraft ts near q,e Earth or another planet, o_ produce a (rat(tonal vanatton in Doppler frequency equal to
?O
.°
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.r less than about I0-is IRefs 2 and 3). Thus detection of where N is the numt.er of droplets per unit volume, V is the
gravitational waves will require careful attention .nd efforts to volume of an ir:.divi_aual droplet, h s the ,'*rtical extent of the
mmimtte the effects of all _ources ,if D_)pp!er noise and cloud, and p is the dens;ly of water, namtly 1000 kg/m 3 _nSI
, instability. On sufficiently Iont, paths, gravitath_nal waves units. Of the four factor; of Eq 144), all _',, _..already appear
should impart a charactertst:c trii,le-m_pulse signet,v," t, the m the expresshm I'c_rAR:. The remaining quai_ ;tree in the
Doppler rect,rd. The three impulses arise fr-m buffeting of the expression for AR: are 3/2 (n 2 - I)/{n 2 + 2 . ,vhlch equals
spacecraft and Earth by the passing gravitational wave and (3/2X0.967)= 1.45 for f= 3GILT. If p---Io3 is to b¢
m, - the travel t,mes between the Earth and spacecraft. For introduced into kq 135) where it did not ortgmall/appear, so
'_ example, the gravitational wave might first buffet the Earth that AR 2 can be expressed in terms efM,, a factor of JO-3
anti the antenna of the telecommunication system and thus must be introduced to compensate. Thus
produce an immediate corres_mdmg Doppler Impulse m the
received s]galal. Then the gravitational wave might buffet the AR: = 1.45 × 10-3 ,S/l, rn 145)
' spacecraft, and th,s would produce an re'pulse m the i_ppler
record after a nr,,e delay corresl_mding to the travel tlrne from with MI, for the example of Section III havmg the va_"- uf
the spacec'.,_t to Earth. Finally, a third impulse wo,dd appear ( IO-_')_ IOJW IO 3) = I kg/m 2, where the three factors r'_re .
in the l_ppler rec,_rd of the received slgpal, curt slxmdlng to sent NV, h, anJ p respectively. If It ,s de.,,'red to cypress AR 2
the onl.'anal buffeting of the Earth antenna, oat delayed by the in cm and Mr. in g/cn_ z , then
travel trine from the Earth i,: the spacecraft and back. The
form ,¢, the actual seqt,ence of imptllges would depend up_m AR 2 _ !.45 Mr, cm (46)
the geometrical configu_'atlon of the Earth a;:d spacecraft and
the direct|on of travel of the gravltatnmal /ave. An effect due
with Mr. = 0.1 g/cm: !',rtb,,., s3,ne exalnple of Sectl( _ !1.. Forto clock speedup t._also expe,:wd (Rel. 2). As the periods of
other frequencies, the val,_. , "(n 2- l)/(n _ * 2) wlb chan_gravlt;_tlonal impulses are ;-,ng( IO to IO.OOOs). hmg telecom-
mumcatlons paths revolving round-trip travel times of about only very shg.'atly, so Eqs 145) tlltl (4b) are generally
applicable wt!h reasonable a,.cura_y, The ¢x|,t'essions apply tu
IOOOs and I.nger are required for the detection of gravtta- the small droplets ,f clouds, or ,n general, when Y',. '"°h
nonal waves by the tt.cimlque under d_scusslon.
scattenng can be as.sum¢_t to take p[act The d_orlet.; ol ,.,,.ads
adually vary in size such that one should use a .'-urn|nation
V. Ex©eaa Range Delay in Terms of Tolal _--'?',g_, m place tit" ,V|', but the _,mple form ,ff t..,j, t 33) ts
Water Vapor and Liquid Ware,"Content sufqctent lot pre_ent purp_)ses
A. Delay Due to Ltqut(_ Water B. De_y Due to W_ter Vapor "
('onsldeta _on t., gv,'en In trois section to expressing excess Consider next the ca.ie of water va(_)r lhe al)phcable
range delay m tcrnts t)l the total illasscs of water vapor and expression In this case :s
liquid water In a vertical cohJmn Exple_l.ins of this ty|,..- have
been m use (Ref 15}, and the ',,a,,s for them wd, now be fiexanuned. The case o! the :_m:tll _ater droplets of a cloud is ,Jd¢ = 3 323 x ILl "_ dl + 1.7._t × _0 3 .dl
the sunt_est to analy,,e For 'his purpo_, Eq.' 33) ts repeated _13)below,
',,,:,'itt,_0 In '._nl "1or
_'l'l- I : _ = IN'" (Ill -;)-_ -' '_ l2 I. 1"_'_) f f
..'de : 3.323x IO 'j ,,, i.731j_-.., 147|
Range delay, AR: 'tit a zenith path through a utafor.n cloud ot
thtckne:,s h ,s gaven by w_th .0 at kg/m s. The delay ts a func'toa of temnetature as
well as total water vapor _:tm_ent. If Tie tat'en lobe 281 _,3 K
AR_ _- Im- I|h 143_ lthe temperature it. a sta_tdard atmosphere at an eies,tlon
above sea level of I kin) as was assumed In Scct_,n II,
which Is therein, a statement tq" Eq i.kl) for a unlfomt cloud.
,l'be _otal hqutd water cot:.ent m a vertical c.,!umm Mr. ,s given AR = _ 4e, K In '_ M r, m 148) ',
flit the untform caseby
where M_, the mass of water vapor m a vertical ,:olunm,
Mr. -- .%'i'h_ 144) equals fp dl, and, In the example oc S_ctton !1 wtth _ ;
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7.5 g/m3 = 7.5 × 10-3 kg/m3 at the surfaceand a scale height Excess range delay at an elevation angle 0, AR(0), may
of 2 kin, is 15 kg/m2. If it is desired to express ARI in cm and generally be related to delay for a zenith path (0 =90 deg) for
M v in g/cm2, then elevation angles greater than about 10 deg by
AR = 6.48 M v, cm (49) AR(0) = AR_(0sin= 090deg) (23)
For clouds, informatior0 vn the thickness and liquid waterFor the same example of Section I1, M r, = 1.5 g/cm2 and
/ AR l = 9.72 cm. Equations (48) and (49) apply strictly only density of a cloud is required to estimate range. For estimating
_ for a constant or average value of temperature of 281.65 K, excess range delay through rain as accurately as possible, one
_- needs to take into account that average rain rates tend to be
and choice of this value, g.hile reasonable, was arbitrary.
_':;' However, the equations can be used for rough estimates of less than point rain rates for heavy rains (Refs. 25 and 26).
AR I if deisred, and if the temperature profile does not depart
excessively from the constant value assumed here. The separ' :e but related topic of Doppler frequency noise
has been cons_lered briefly. Whereas range delay involves the
C. Combined Delay integral of c_ index of refraction n';nus unity along a path,
Doppler frequency noise involves the time rate of change of
The combined delay due to water vapor aad small water ae integral. Range delay can be analyzed as involving
droplets on a zenith path is given roughly by propagation in a locally homogeneous medium, but considera-
tion of Doppler noise requ,-.-s attention to scintqlation,
'l involving scatter from inhomogeneities as well. Variations in
&R = AR ! +ARz= 6.48 M v + 1.45ML,cm _50) range delay imply Doppler frequency noise, and Dot_pler
frequency noise implies jitter in range. Correction for range
delay allows increased precision in range measurement. Mini-
mizing Doppler frequency noise of interplanetary origin by
with M v and ML ir g/cm2. The delay due to water vapor ARI moving to higher frequencies increases the probability of
is actually a function of temperature as well as the mass of detecting weak effects such as gravitational waves, but Doppler
water vapor in a vertical column M_. If information on
temperature and water vapor profiles are available, Eq. (13) noise of tropospheric origin may then dominate.
should be used for AR I instead of Eqs. (48 through 50) to
obtain a better estimate. When striving, for the highest possible precision in range
measurement, the limitations posed by the state of knowledge
of th_ velocity of light should be kept in mind. The value ofc
VI. Conclusion of 299,792.458 m/s irlvolves a fractional uncertainty Ac/c of
+4 x 10-9 (Ref. 33)• Specifying c to nine significant figures
The excess range delay due to water vapor and liquid water may seem impressive, but the fractional uncertainty in c
content of the troposphere require attention when high corresponds to an uncertainty in velocity of 1.2 m/s and an
precision is required for range measurement on Earth-space uncertainty in meters i_ one.way range of 1.2 times the
paths. The physical factors affecting excess range delay have propagation times in seconds. For spacecraft near Saturn, say
been discussed and illustrative calculations of range delay have at 10 AU, the corresponding uncertainty in absolute range is
been presented in this report. The use of radiometer tech- about 6 kin. "[his consideration should not be regarded as
niques for continuous monitoring of the range delay and unduly discouraging. Wh(n using the VLBI technique, for
Doppler frequency due to water vapor appears to be advan- example, it is the difference in range to the spacecraft from
tageous when high precision is required. The various possible two locations that is important and not the absolute range, in
systems for accomplishing this purpose should be carefully other situations, it is the consistency and precision of range
considered. The same general principles have been used for measurements that is essential, rather than accuracy of
remotely sensing the water vapor and liquid water content of absolute r,nge. One should take care, however, not to imply
the atmosphere from Nimbus satellites (Refs. 31 and 32), but that the precisions of a few meters or centimeters in range
in these applications total water vapor content, fo dh, and not measurement on long paths represent the accuracies to which
f(p/T) dh, is obtained, absolute range can be measured.
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Table I Saturation water vapor pressure, e: in mb
[adapted from Smithsonian Meteorological Tables, 1958 (Ref. SIJ
T, °C e s, mb T, °C e s, mb
-30 0.5 20 23.4
-20 1.3 22 26.4
- 10 2.9 24 29.8
0 6.1 26 33.6
2 7.1 28 37.8
4 8.1 30 42.4
6 9.3 32 47.6
8 10.7 34 53.2
10 12,3 36 59.4
12 14.0 38 66.3
14 16.0 40 73.8
18 20.6
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Fig. 1. The real I=llrt of the equivalent index of refraction minus unity
(m r - 1) of a medium consiMing of raindrops in empty m, as •
function of Iniquency (Re' 29) (Temperature 20_; t awl lind Par-
sons distribution)
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Fig. 2. Height of the 0"C Isothecm as • function of latltude and
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Appendix
Relation Between Water Vapor Pressure and Density
The perfect gas law in the form applying to one molecular If we apply Eq. (A-2) to water vapor and thus set p equal
weight of gasis to e, the water vapor pressure in N/m 2, and M equal to
18.02 kg,
: pv = RT (A-l)
:, e 18.02 2.167 X 10-3 e kg/m 3 (A-4)where, in Si units, p is pressure in N/m:" v is specific volume P = = ,
' 8.3143 × 103T T
in m3; R is the gas constant, 8.314 × 103 J/(K kg tool), where
J stands for joules and T is temperature in kelvins. To obtain
density p in kg/m3, use Ire is to be expressed in rob, however, rather than N/m2, :
__ 0.2167eM = pM (A-2) p = ----, kg/m3 (A-5)P= v RT T
where M is molecular weight in kg mol. Also note that Finally for p = g/m 3 and e in rob,
216.7e
.p__= R _ Rp (A-3) p - g/m a (A-6)T v M T '
U
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Atmospheric Noise Temperature Measurements
C. T. Stelzried
Radlo Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section
Radiometric microwave noise temperature measurements are used to estimate
atmospheric transmission loss. It is common practice to use the following lumped element
model expression for the noise temperature contribution,
T" = rp (1- 1/lj.
Thh relationship is used to estimate the transmission loss L in terms of T" and the
a,,_zosphere effective physical temperature Tp. This report evaluates Tp in terms of
assumed distributed loss and temperature mtMeis. Simplified expressions are presented
for low loss applications. For these applications L is determined directly and accurately
without integration or iteration.
I. Summary where
Radiometric microwave noise temperature measurements 1-/
are used to estimate atmospheric transmission loss. It is k = 1-l/----L"
common practice to use the lumped eleme, nt model expression
for the noise temperature contribution
T "= Tp (1- I/L) I = I fa, la
el
(in 0_2/al)ea2/o -_- dz'/a I la
This relationship is used to estimate the transmission loss L in
terms of 7" and the atmospheric effective physical tempera-
ture To. This report evaluates Tp in terms of assumed These equations are evaluated and Tp is presented for a
distributed loss and temperature models For exponential loss range of values for L and oh/a I . For low loss (L ,= 1)
and linear temperature distributions
%/% 1
To = rl +k(T 2- Tt ) k" (a21al)_ 1 ln(a21a t )
: B7
e
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As an example, if 0t2/0rI = 10, we have k = 0.6768. Then for Substitute, x =yl
this model
T _'T t + 0.6768 (T 2 - Tt). T" _t - aO")ldy'= a (v)i TO')e I <Iv (4)
.!o
This provides a useful estimate of Tp (in some a,_plications T I
is estimated and T2 measured). Then from the lumped element
model Using i
L= I-T"/T Z =-- a(v°)ldy ' (5) !
This indicates that fi_r low loss, L can be directly and resuhsin !
accurately determineO from these models without integration
or !_eration. T" fz_-- - TfZ)e" dZ (6)
Jo
II. Introduction where '_
Radiometer microwave noise temperature measurements
are used to estimate atmospheric transmission loss (Ref. !). It Z I = - ot(y)I dy'is common to use the lumped element model expression for a ._
lumped element model for the noise temperature contribution i
r"= Tp(l- l/L) (I) IV. Application
Consider the variable parameter model (Ref. I. model 2)
with exponential propagation congtant and linear temperature
where distributions,
L =propagatton path loss, ratio
a{.V) = a t e aly
T = atmosphere effective physical temperature, kelvins (7)
T(.v) = T, +(T 2- T,)yto estimate the transmission loss
Then, with Eq. (5),
I
1. = !- T"/T (2) Z = (al/a)(ea_- -eal)
This article ilw,:stigates methods to evaluate Tp reqmred for = (at/a) (e_') - (a2/a)
the appropriate transmission path model.
= (at - a2)Z,
a
III. Theory and
[ ?)We have (Ref, I. Eq. 3, using the same symbols and /'lot-a1)/,, In/a--Z-Z+definitions) T" = / Tt + (T2 Tt ) _at eZd:(8)-,to " M
fs t Expanding
_O i - a (x') <ta'T" " a(x)T(x)e dx (3) T" = T t (! - I/L)+(T 2 - TI)(I - D (9)
18
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where (al = In a:/cq, a I/a = In L/(a2/a I - 1), (% - a, )/a = so that
InL)
1 1
f _21. l - I-_ +
"; I = I I eZ k = L InL
a2/_Jaj --dZ I- I/L (13)(Inai/al)e /aZ
for both L _ 1 and a2/a I _ 1 this reduce_ ,o k -_ 0.5
I is solely a function of ct2/aI and L. Equating Eqs. (1) and (9) In Figs. 2, 3 and 4 Tp is shown plotted using model 2 for a
range of values of a2/a , . L, T I , and T2. Precise transmission
: loss estimates can be made from radiometer noise temperature
, Tp = (1- k)T l + kT 2 (10) measurements for this model without integral evaluations
using Eqs. (2) and (10) [Eqs. 12 or 13 if appropriate]. The
where procedure is to calculate the loss using Eq. (2) iteratively with
T evaluated from Eqs. (10) and (11). The required initialp
• 1 - 1 estimate of Tp is given by 280 K, (T t + T2)/2 or other choice
k = I - !/----'_ as appropriate.
The soluuon for k is obtained from numerical integration of/. For example, if T"= 254.4 K, (a2/a j ) = 10, T I = 250 K,
The results are shown in Fig. 1. Over this range of parameters, T2 = "90 K, we have (using for initial estimate, Tr = (T t +
T2)/2 = 270 K) from Eq. (2)
k -_ 0.5 + 0.01768 L (dB) + 0.01768 (a2/a I) (dB) 1. = 12.4 dB
- 0.000368 L {dB)(a:/ai )(dB) (11) First iteration (Eqs. 11, lOand 2)
For example, if (a2/a t) (dB) = L (dB) = I0, we have k _ k = 0.8504
L ,8,.7 K,
0.8168 so that for T I =250K and T2 = 290K, To "_ _ "
which agrees with pre,_lou_ calculations (Ref. Table 2, Tp = 284.0
case 3).
L = 9.8 dB
For L _ I, (from expansion of Eq. 8)
Second iteration
I-"I- (o2/a t) L- 1 + 1___._.2 i k = 0.814(a2/a I)- I In(a2/a I)
= ,8,.6Tp ,"
st) that
L = 10.0 dB
[ I i]k t L(%Tg-7 7 In (a2/a I which indicates rapid convergence. For most applications, thesecond iteration is not required. For example, starting with
Tp = 270 K as above and T" = 210.6 K, ;39.5 K and 57.1 K
[ al/a, I ] results in (with l iteration) L = 6.02 dB, 3.0ldB, andl.OOdB(a,/o I )- I - In (al/u I t (12) pectively, (in agreeme t with previous calculatio s, Ref. I,
" Table 2). This technique is useful for other models with
application of Eqs. (4) and (6). The solutmn fi_rk is tabulated
and sinulaily for (a21o I I _ ! (also from Ref. !, model 3) in Table I for various models. Further. these methods apply
not only to atmospheric measurements, but to any determina-
tion of loss horn radiometer calibrations such as transmission
(]._ I ) line loss (required for thermal load standards, gef. 21 orI _ - _ radorae loss calibration (Ref. 3).
IMI
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For an application example at small loss, assume(a2/at ) _" This indicates that for low loss, the solution for L is insensitive
I0, L _= I. Then to the model choice.
Tp =` T I ¢0.6768(T 2- T I) (14)
V. Conclusion
In so,.-'., =7.,',hcations, T t would be estimated and T2 mea- Various expressions are derived for the effectk.e phy:icaJ
sun:d, tjs,,g ,=,:.- /14)and(2): temperature TP of the atmosphere for use in the lumped
element model expression for the noise temperature
C_se ! contribution
;o rt = 250K] Tp _ 277.1K Ir" = rpiI-lit.)
T2 290 =_ L _ 0.I59 dB We have
T'" I0 7"p -_ T I +k(T 2- T I)
Ebse 2 where
T, = 250 K] 7_, "_ 290._ K
I-I iJ k - I"I/LT: 310 =:_ L _, O.152dB I is derived and evaluated for a range of values for I, and ]T" I0 ' t0t2/ofI ) for 2 models. Low lt)_, useful and accurate approxl-
matlons are g_ven by
The small difference between L calculated for cases I and 2
nllustrates that for _nmll losses !, ts msenstttve to errors m Tp.. e2/clt I model 2
In these examples, tile error ill Tp Ilslng Eq. (14) tS approxl- k "
mately 1.3 K, resulting m an error m L of approximately o2/0_t - I In_t2/0_I (exl_mcnttal/linear)
0.OI dB. This e_,ample demonstrates that for low loss apphca-
tlons, deternune or estHnate, e2/o I , calculate k from Eq. (12). _ O.(_768 1for of2/o I = I0)
Tp froth Eq (IO) and I. fronl Eq. (2). This ts accomphshed
dtrectly without mtegrat,m ur =teratton. I + !/3 [Ic_.,/cz_) - I ] nltv,lel (',k "" I-
[:or conlparlson, a Imear/hnear variable parameter nlodel (°12/Otl) + I (hnear/hneal)
(Ref. I, mtMel ¢0 ts analy/ed in Appendix A and sumnlarlted " 0.6_(4 lfor a2/a t = 10lin Fig. A-I and Table I. 'lhls model results in (using
parameters ot'('a_ I above) For both I. -- I and Ot2/OtI _ I, these rtduce to k "" O 5 _'lth
these low loss apprt_xinlatlons, 7" can he evaluated nl terms of
k "_ 0.0304 _2/_1. Tn and T2. Then I, call _e deternuned a,'curately and
dntectl)' without Integration or iteration, using
.75.5K
I
I. _ O.lhldB L "
I- IT / a)
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Table !. Summary of vaflous approximations for k requir_l to calculate Tp
Model Paranteter
a(x) T(x) i k
a2 a 2
0.5 + 0.01768 L(dB) + 0.01768 -- (dB) - 0.000368 L(dB) -- (dB) ,
:'i "i
[- a2/al l _.] Z.,L<_=/.,,,-,o@.,(._l)
(a 2 - aI) I or
(x/1) Ir. _,a2/a ! ) x In (a2/a I ) [- -1
2 ale T 1 "¢"{T 2 - TI)- 7- e _ ] a2/al 1 (L = 1);/
1 ! 1
I + _I _2LInL InL
1 - IlL _ al 1 (Ref. i. Model3)
!
-,0._ L = 1 _ = 1
a 2 o_2
0.5 + 0.01768 L(dB) + 0.01364 m (dB) - 0.000309 L(dB) _ (dB)
a ! c_I
,+±fa. )3 _!
(at +_2 _I _ I-- (L _ I)
a2
x x 2
6 a t * (a2 - _1)",;- T i +(T2 - Ti)- _ • al
I I
I+
l.lnL Inl. _2
'_ -- = 1 (Ref. I,Model 3)
1 - I/L a I
_0.5 L = I,-- = I
a
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2841 I 1 I II
1.0 1 1 I 1 282 - _-
0,9
28O- / 6 dB
0.8 . 3 dB
-* 2-
O.7 / 276 0 dB
272
0 2 4 6 8 I0
a 2. a I, dB
Fig. 1. Plot of k vs (hi,2 for various values of L for model 2 2700 2 4 6 8 tO
(T, = 250K, T2 = 290K) "2/cz I, dS
Fig. 2. Plot of Te vs ,_2/,h for various values of L for model 2
(TI = 250 K, T2 = 290 K)
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Appendix A
' Linear/Linear Variable Parameter Model
c model 6) with t a-_
f _+la(y) = _1 +(_2- _|)Y I =_ e(A-l)
l'(v) = T l +(T 2- T,)y o
J-
_; Eqaating Eqs. t l) and (A-3)
' lhen
T = T_+k(T 2- Tt) (A-4)
21nL
T" = where
\et 1-I
k =
- l/L
i ,1 inL i2 (2) 2] The solution for k from integration of / is shown plotted in
% Fig. A-I over a range of values for (e2/a t ) and L. This can be
--- + i y + 2__ i >, approximated with the expression
l- ) °, ,o,+ - 1 ) e\ a t k _" 0.5 +0.01768L (dB)+ 0.01364a2/_ 1 (dB)
- 0.000309 L (dB) a2/a t (dB) (A-5)
• IT, + (7"2- T, ).v lay (A-2) for L _ I
I + I/3 1(%/%)- 1] (A-6)
Expanding k =" i - {.a2/oq) + 1
T"= T; (! - I/L)+(T 2 - T;)(I - I) (A-3) k :"-"0.6364 (for a2/oq = I0)
where k ="0.5 (foro_z/oq = i)
(a t +%)1 Tp is shown plotted in Figs. A-2 for T I = 250 K and T2 =
L = e 2 290Kforarangeofvaluesfor(az/at)andL.
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Second-GenerationX/S Feedcone:Capabilities,Layout¢
and Components
J. R. Withington
RadioFrequencyandMicrowaveSt,_4ystemsSection
High-power (20-kW) S- and X-band transtnitting systems are added to the Second-
Generation Common Aperture X/S Feedcone System to demonstrate X- and S-band
uplink/downlink capabilities. Design considerations of new X-band components, cone
layout, and capabilities are discussed
I. Introduction Parts 1 and 2 above have already been covered in previous
reports and will not be discussed to any length here. We will
One of the feedcones normally installed at DSS 13 is called confine ourselves to system capabilities, block diagrams, func-
the XSR or first-generation X/S feedcone. This listen-only tional layout of the cone, and the performance of the new
system incorporated for the first time the common aperture X-band diplexer and polarizer.
feedhorn, enabling simultaneous X- and S-band reception from
a geometrically symmetrical antenna. Figure 1 shows this feed-
cone mounted at DSS 13. The second-generation X/S feed.
cone, though having the exact same outward appearance, has II. Planned Capabilities
been made a multifunction feedcone on the inside by the
addition of transmitters and diplexers with extended band- This new feedcone will transmit 2110 to 2120 MHz and
widths and power handlitlg capabilities. There were four receive 2200 to 2300 MHz at S-band, and transmit 7145 to
aspects to the system development: 7235 MHz and receive 8200 to 8600 MHz (with the best
receive performance between 8400 to 8500 MHz) at X-band.(1) The development of a common aperture feedhom and
Each function is fully independent with each band diplexed.
combiner to handle the added bandwidth and power The bandwidth of the horn ,tself easily covers the full S- and
(Refs. I and 2). X-band spectrum, with RF efficiencies of 68% and 72%
(2) The development of the 20-kW X-band transmitter/ respectively (Ref. i).
exciter (Refs. 3, 4, and 5).
The X/S combiner design requires the polarization of the
(3) The design of new X-band broadband devices to handle S-band signal to be a ' nard-wired" function. Right circular
the added transmit functions, polarizat;on (RCP) will be the one provided. The addition of
(4) The integration of all these elements within the con- left circular polarization (LCP)would involve a new waveguide 1_:
fines of a new feedcone, run and an extra switch, for an estimated 2-K additional _
97 1
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system noise. S-band ellipticity measurements have yet to be jects. The block diagram (Fig. 2) shows the other couplers and
made with this new horn. As is standard in other S-band cones, loads supplied by the microwave group. The signal paths and
the system will consist of either a low-noise listen-only path, cone interfaces shown are generally those believed necessary to
, or a tully diplexed path for simtdtaneous transmission/ operate the fully operational feedcone. However, only those
•: reception. The system is intended for a single S-band maser, functions necessary to demonstrate the principles will be sup-
and a direct VLBI port is not supplied. Because of limited plied in FY 81. Some functions (such as the X-band transmit
X.band rejection uncertainty in the combiner section, a functions, doppler extraction being anexample)are scheduled
waffle-iron filter is placed just in front of the maser for added for implementation in FY 82 and 83. (Ref. 4).
, X.band isolation. This will add 3.4 K to an approximate 24-K
' (baseline) system noise temperature. It is expected that
'- tests on rite antenna will indicate suMcient X-b;md rejection
"_ to warrant its removal. (Ultimately. cryogenic £dtering within Ill. PlllltlrllKI LAyout
the amplifiers will be developed.) In the diplexed position, the Tile housing of the nticrowave subsystem mirrors the first-
additional waveguide and S-band diplexer will add approxi- generation feedcone in construction. To a basic straight base
mately 5 K over that tbr a total of 27 K and 33 K, respec- cone shell (approximately 429 cm tall) we again bolt a cone
lively. These figures are based on perfonnance of the first- extension (approxmlately 196 cmm height) to tile top of tile
generation feedcone and known effects of various S-band base cone. An adapter ring (3.73 cm thick) is then used to
conlponcuts. The S-band s2vstenl is designed to transnilt nlount and position the X/S feedhorn/combiner in the cone. A
20-kW. powered by the present transmitter on DSS 13. An flat plate bolted It) the X/S combiner enables us to directly
S.band tlansmit filter will reject S-band beant noise, ltowever, mount a standard DSN X-band polarizer package to tile feed-
there is presently no fourth-hamlonic filter in the system to horn. A 23.cm section ,,r WC 137 (a O.6.K loss) waveguide is
suppress X-band receive harmonics. An effort Is being made used to fill the gap between the feedhom and the polarizer
to locate one. caused by tile shorter throat section t,f the X/S feedhorn, and
a new t\mr-sectlon stepped transition is used instead of the
The X-band systent will have switchable txflarization (LCP tapered transition It) make roonl for the -54-dB cross-guide
or RCP). but will have only a diplexed configuration, first coupler. The new broadband polarizer is designed to be a
because of the high performance of the new X/X-band direct replacement for the standard single-frequency polarizer.
diplexer, and second because tile dip, ._er's receive band will The X/X-band dlt'lexer (water cooled) Is placed between tile
cover tile proposed VLBI band 18200 Io 8(_OOMH2L Again. WR125 two-position switch and the -35-dB cMibration cou-
the destgn is for a Block II-A maser (IO0-Mlle instantaneous pier on tile X-band maser. Approxmlately 366 cm of WR125
bandwidth) that will cover 8401.)to 8500 Mlle. The dtplexer (gater cooled) wavegmde loin tile diplexer and tile X-band
has Its best match, lowest hxss, and highest isolation at these translmtter posmoned directly below it on tile cone floor.
frequencies. A VLBI receive-only port is sopplied, but no All X-band waveguide microwave components wdl be con.
X-band trlmsnlit function will be ix_ssible in that configura- strutted of copper.
lion. An approximate system noise temperature for tile
diplexed receive band of 8400 It) 8500 MHz is 30 K. A listen- Tile S.band system will em#oy the sante waveguide bridge
only path could conceivably drop this to 27 K (basehne). but network found in tile First-Generation Feedcone System. Tile
at tile same time would degrade tile diplexed receive link by horn is ted through four separate circulr ferential ports 90 deg
7 K, for a total of 34 K. EIlipticity meas,,vc,nents of the apart on the side of tile horn. The phasing at each port is
feedhorn/polarizer combination await c_. pletlon of tile controlled by "equal-length" waveguide runs, two 90.deg
broadband polarteer. Tile new transmitte, wdl st. _iy the hybrids, and a nlagic "T" (all ill WR430waveguideL Coupling
reqmred 20-kW signal for tile X.band uphnk denlons_:ation tm tile magic "T" to the corred two Ix_rts of the two 90-deg
this project. Tile X.band transmitter is located in the cone. hybrids "hard wires" either RCP or LCP operation. Between
the "E" plane port of the magic 'q'" and the S-band maser, a
A dual - 54-dB Ica)p coupler at S.band and a dual - 54-dB - 54-dB loop coupler, approximately 91 cm of WR430, a two.
cross-guide coupler at X.band are supplied to monitor the position switch, the waffle-iron filter, and a - 33-dB cross-guide
respective transmitter signals, run phase calibration "checks, coupler constitute tile hsten-only low.noise path; add to
•.rod perfoml other required microwave tests. Both an X-band that another switch, the S.band diplexer, and 213 cm of
and S.band calibration s)stem will be supplied for ntaser WR430 for the diplexed mode and you have tile diplexed
calibration. They will incorporate noise diodes(three levelsLa receive path. Since the transmitter input to the S.band
receive-band signal source, and both will be NAR capable. All dlplexer is some 427 tin above the cone's bottom floor, tile
microwave swit'daes, the X.band Ix_larizer, and both calibra, transmit waveguide runs 2/3 the length of the cone through
tion boxes will be compatible with tm-goi,lg automation pro- the S-band transmit fdter to the floor. A WR430 waveguide
llg
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run connects the cone to the S-band transmitter located in the loss (conlbirped). <0.05 dB 2
DSS 13 equipment room below tile dish. Most of the S-band (<3.5 K)
waveguide will be nlade of aluminum, and the S.band system isolation/rejection: ;:
to the cone will not be water cooled _Fig. 3). (7145 to 7245 Mtlz) >68 dB (goal: 73 dB) I-
IV. FeedconeComponents 2. Measured performance of the transmit band. ]:
VSWR: (7145 to 7245 Mllz): <!.07.1
This feedcone is t.asically two separate systems sharing a
common feedhorn aperture. Except for the X/S feedhorn/ loss: <0.08 dB 3
combiner, no new S-band hardware was developed. Much the isolation/rejection:
same tlung can be said for tile X-band systenl, except for the (8400 to 8500 MHz) >>93 dB 4
aforementioned X/X-band diplexer and the broadband polar-
izer. Both will be the subject of a separate report when all final Tile results of tile rework of the two cavity BSF will be
mtglels and tests are completed. Following are exerpts of tile report,zd at a later date when the full report on the diplexer is
more pertinent characteristics of each. made.
' A. XlX-Band Dtplexer _ O. WC137 Broadband Polarizer j
Tile diplexer consists of three separate components. The A polarizer converts a linearly polarized TE_n mode, gen.
tl
center three-port "1"" combiner section consists of a high-pass erated from TEes by the WRI25 to WC137 four-step transi-
filter ill tile receive arm and a band-pass filter in tile transmit tion, n'lto a circularly polarized TE_t'nmode by "quarter-wave
arm. Two "F'" plane ¢a_,ity-type band stop filters (BS[") ate plate" action. Because of the wide separation of the transmit
added, one each to the transmit and receive ports for tile and receive bands, tile performance over this extended range
necessary added isolation. Tile "T" section combiner was of the quarter-wave plate is questionable, and will be replaced
electrofomted (copper electrodeposited on all alunlinunl with all iris-type polarizer. At present, only an aluminum
mandrel), while tile two BSI:s were constructed of three flat prototype exists, but these test results should be representative
plates, all machined separately, and then pinned anti bolted of the finished product. Tile results below were obtained using
together to give a section of WR125 waveguide wnth indue- the Automated Network AnMyzer.
tively coupled "i." plane cavitnes. A two.cavtt_ BSF is used ill
the receive link and was originally designed for 40-d: rejection I. Measured performance for 7000 to 8600 MHz.
of tile tuanstutt band (7145 to 72.t5 MIll) and a tour-cavity
BS|: is u_,d for the transmit hnk with better than 70-dB re.lee- ellnptncity: <0.5 dB
lion of 8400 to 8500 MIll. Tile translllit arnl of the "T'" was VSWR: <l.07:l
tuned ill conlunction with tile four-cavity BSF, and as such
nlust be used as a single unit. Ilowever, tile recewe arnl of tile 2. Current fabrication. A polarizer is now being fabricated
"T" and the two-<avtt._, BS|: were nlatched nldependently and from a solid block of copper. Its loss, VSWR, and ellipticlty
are Ineant to be used together or separately dependnlg on the will be measured as time and equipment allow, and will be
desired Isolation. Tile high-pass receive arnl itself" has> 38 dB reported at a later date when a full report on this polarizer is
of rejection of tile 7145 to 7235 MIIz band, but the two- made.
cavity BSF added only 30 dB more OrigmMly it was felt that
tilt total 08 dB would be enough, however, new tests on tile
interference effocts (RFI) in the TWMs lintltS to I nlW the Vo Conclusions
transnlit power received before experiencing sonic drop in
A new Cassegrain feedcone assembly designated the XSUnlaser perfonuance. The degradation in performance is due to
overcoupling between the two cavities, and the cavities are feedcone (for comnlon aperture X- and S-band uplink) is being
now being respaced to give the necessary 5-dB more isolation, built to replace a XSR (for conlnlon aperture X-and S.receive
only) feedt-one presently in use at DSS 13.
l, Measured performanceof the receive band.
VSWR (8200 to 8600 MH?)' <i. ! 7. I 2Thr loss measurement wa_ made using a maserand a hquld nitrogen
(8400 to 8500 MHz): <!.07:1 load
3The lossmeasurementwas done um't$anAutomated Network Analy,zer, 1
4The sen.twtty limnt of the equipment used (the originaldesertcalled
Iotigln,tl dean by W. Erlmgerof Wenzel/Eglinl_rAssociates. for 100 dB). I.ull isolation will be done when a maser is available.
H {
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This feedcone is the prototype for six wideband listen-only Following fabrication and installation, testing will take place
SXC cones (convertible to XSU) to be inlplemented through- at the Test Facility and at DSS 13. Ground tests will measure
out the operating DSN network. The microwave design is essen- system noise and power handhng capabilities.
tially complete, fabrication of the cone shell is complete, and
' assembly has begun. The microwave component installation This feedcone greatly extends the state of the art in perfor.
: will be completed at JPL and shipped to the DSN Miclowave mance offered to the DSN, and will greatly enhance experi-
Test Facility where the X-band transmitter will be installed, mental as well as DSN capabilities in the coming years.
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Improved Cooling Design for High Power
Waveguide System
W.C. J. ChenandR Hartop
Radio Frequency and Mmrowave Subsystems Section
An in'proved cooling method in waveguide system was designed for high power test.
Experimental results indicated that this improved design can increase high power handling
capability.
I. Introduction resonator (Ref. 5) for high power simulation. In Kolbly's
An improved cooling technique has been developed for high work, heat dissipation in the w_veguide was considered to be •
the majo_ problem in operating the travelling wave resonator, _
power waveguide systems. Testing of X-band high power corn- and limited its stable o_ration to 300 kW CW. Hartop and
ponents in a traveling wave resonator has shown that this Bathker (Ref. 6) also pointed out that a major problem ill highimproved cooling design reduces temperature in the waveguide
and tlange. The waveguide power handling capability and power X-band planetary radar work was excess heating of
power transmission reliability have therefore been increased waveguide components.
substantially. In present high power CWwaveguide systems, the waveguide
is provided with coolant flowing through ducts soldered on
both broad walls of the waveguide. However, it is difficult to
apply coolant to the flange area and still pro_fde for easy
II. Description of Problem assembly/disassembly and maintain standard bolt hole patterns.
High power transm.ission capability has be_.=a challenging Figure 1 diagrams the common technique of interconnectingWG sections with flexible tubes.problem affecting the 400 kW CW X-band l_4:ar feed cone at
I)SS 14. It is well known that breakdown of RF energy often
When the waveguide is tilled with a dielectric gas, break-occurs in wave,'";'te systems when power increases to certain
level.;. There are many factors contributing to the breakdown, down occurs at a higher power level. Electric strength of
: e4z, impurities in the waveguide, dimensional mismatching, dielectric gas at radio frequencies has been researched thor-
inadequate cooling, etc. oughly by various authorities (Refs. 7, 8, 9). llfis research
concludes that resistance to breakdown depe;:ds mainly on
the capability of the gas to absorb free el.':_,ironsgenerated
In the past, several experiments have been conducted to by the applied electric field, and thf.n convert the free elec-
investigate the susceptibility of waveguide to the arc phe- trons to hea,7 negative ions. Under the influence of the
nomenon during Deep Space Network (DSN) station high increased thermal energy produced from RF insertion loss in
power transmirsion. For example, Yen (Refs. 1, 2, 3) made the waveguide, the dielectric gas exhibits a thermal effect that
efforts to study the high, power waveguide arcing by using speeds up the ionization process, lowers the corona onset,
models. Kolbly (Ref. 4) developed an X-band traveling wave and considerably lowers the gas breakdown potential.
104
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.: III. Improved Wav_uide Cooling Technique flange design was measured for RF performance. No increased i
RF leakage through the flan._ze mating surfaces due to the i
To reduce localized heating (i.e., temperature discon,.nu- moditied design was measured. The level was less than the " ;
/, ities m the waveguide) thereby reducing the single electron capability of the instrumentation used for the measurement.
_: avalanche probabilities in 'he dielectric gas. a new cooling The capability of measurement was -90 dB.
method* for the waveguide system has been designed as dia-
p
grammed in Fig. 2. In this mlproved design, the coolant
jr. flows through holes into the waveguide flanges with suitable V. Results
'_, O.rings designed to prevent coolant leakage at the flange mat-
i mg surface. A small pressure relief groove is provided between Water coolant flow rates of 5.67, 7.57, 9.46, 11.35, and
the O-ring and the waveguide to insure that no coolant can 12.11 liters per ml,nute (1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 and 3.2 gpm) were used i •
leak into the wa,'eguide even in the event of O-ring failure, during file operation of tile hi_.b, power traveling wave resoua-
' tot. Nitrogen and sulfur hexafluoride were tested separately
and at different flow rates. Test results showing stable, 600-kW
IV. Exl_ril_eHl power levels were obtained in the X-band traveling wave re-
sonator by using this improved cooling design. Tb._ maximum 1
• The JPL-CPR type flange for WR-125 waveguide was power level was limited only by the 20-kW source. It is ex-
modified according to the improv-d coohng concept. For the pected that higher resonant power would be achieved if the A
purpose of high power testing, ,¢ X-band travehng wave input power could be increased.The temperature in the flanges
resonator was rebuilt with the m dified flanges and cooling was 53.3°C (128°F) at 600-kW of power with 2-gpm flow rate.
duct2 Thermocouples were installed on the traveling wave Temperature variations on the waveguide at 7.57 lpm (2-gpm) _.
resonator to measure the temperature v_sation at different flow rate are reported here since this flow rate is common at
power levels, tlow rate and types of gas. the DSN stations. Flange temperature as a function of resonant
power is shown in Figs. 3(a), 3(b).
A 20-kW CW klystron was used to drive the X-band travel- i
ing wave resonator. Before actual field testing, the modified No arcing was observed during high power testing when l"either nitrogen or sulfur hexafluoride was used in the wave-
*Patent apphed for, NASA NPO-15401. guide.
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An Evaluation of the Intel 2920 Digital
Signal Processing Integrated Circuit
J. Heller
CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection
The hztei 2920 inte_ated circuit is a device Jor algttal signal processing. Consisting of
a digztal-to-analog converter, accumulator, read-write memory and UV-erasable read-only
memory, the c,rcuit can convert an analog signal to a digital representation, perform
mathematical operations on the digital signal and subsequently convert the digital signal
to an anah_g output, hi addition to the 2920 circuit, lntei also offers development
software tailored for programming the 2920. This is a report of experiences with the
2920 circuit and its software.
I. Introduction II. 2920 Functional Description
intel's 2920 digital signal processor is the first commercially The functional block diagram is reproduced in Fig. 1. The
available integrated circuit which allows the user to implement chip can accept up to 4 analog signals at tl to ±2 volts peak
custom digital signal processing algorithms. (Two other cir- depending on an external reference voltage. These signals can
cmts, American Microsystem's $2811 and NEC's UPD7720 are be multiplexed to a sample-and-hold circuit which, in conjunc-
not avadable yet.) Unlike the 7720, lntel's device perfornls tion with a digital-to.analog converter, can be configured,
both analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion on the under programmed control, to act as an analog-to-digital con-
chip. All the circuits are designed for the high-speed multipli- verter with 8-bit precision plus a sign bit. The digital section of
cations and additions _,hich are the basis of digital filtering the 2920 features a 40-word, 25-hit wide read/write memory
algorithms. (RAM), and a shift register capable of shifting up to 13 bits to
the right or 2 bits to the left in a single instruction cycle. The
The 2920 is being evaluated for use as a low-pass filter. This shifter is connected to one port of an arithmetic and logic unitJ
report describes the experiences obtained from the circuit (ALU), while the other ALU input port receives data from the
itself and the support software from intei. Although 'he soft- RAM. The output of the ALU returns to the RAM. The ALU
ware proved to be exceptional, the chip has drawbacks of a features addition, subtraction, absolute value, "exclusive or,"
serious nature which could limit its use. "and," "limit" and other operation's. Individual bits can also
1011
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¢be tested, although not in the ALU. The digital-to-analog needed. The EOP instruction requires a pull-up resistor on
converter used for the conversion of analog signals is also used pin 2 i where the pin is connected internally to an open drain
to convert the digital representation back to the analog form MOS transistor. The pin is also an input, presumably to a
for one of eight sample and hold circuits. The chip sections are MOS transistor gate, for tile reset function. Thus in order for
coatrolled by a program stored in an UV erasable read-only the EOP instruction to operat,, properly, the voltage at pin 21
memory (EPROM) which can accommodate IO2 24-bit must go low at the proper time in order to reset the program
instructions. All instructions take the same amount of time to counter. At present, in addition to the pull-up resistor at
execute which, fox the 2020-16, Is 600 nsec. pin 21, a 15-pf capacitor must be connected between pin 21
and ground for the EOP instruction to work. According to
intel, another open drain output at pin 22, OF, does not
III. Programming Consicl_rations opeTatc properly. This pin goes low when the accumulator
overflows.
Tile 2020 program runs as an endless loop with no jumps
allowed. One instruction (EOP) can be used at the end of the The 2920 is subject to analog complaints as well. Given a
program;1to jump to the beginning if not all 102 EPROM reference vt_!tageof +1.000 volts, the maximum analog out-
locations are needed. This instruction must be located at word put voltage is approximately +0.03 volts instead of :l:! volt.
addresses divisible by 4 and must be followed by 3 NOPs. For a 2-V reference, the range is +.1.8V. The 2920 also suffers
flora a large output offset error which varies with the signal
In order to convert analog signals to digital values, an sign a_d magnitude. As an example, the offset errormeasured
instruction sequence consisting of a group of IN codes fol. for one 2020 output channel ranged from +13 mV at -0.9 V
lowed by a CVT-NOP-NOP group l\_r each bzt is required, to -_2 mV at 0.0 V to -77 mV at +O.0V. The results of aJl
Thus, a _:bit conversion requires 35 instructions. To output an ,'xIx'runent point to a nonlinearity in the sample-and-hold
analog signal, approximately 7 NOPs _re needed prior to the buffers driving the output pins. Whatever the cause, errors of
OUT instructions to allow the digital-to-analog buffer ampli- tlus size are serious in low-pass filter applications; hence a
tier to settle. Seven OUT instructions are recommended in number of fixes have been suggested.
order to ensure that the san_ple-and-hold circuit captures tile
correct value. With the tirst method an uncommitted output pin is con-
netted to an unused input. The desired output signal from the
h,struchons can be executed on a condttional basis depend- DAR is first sent to the prewously uncommitted output chart-
ing ,m the state of a specified bit in the I)AR register. If the nei and then read-in to the DAR via the previousl2' unused
instrucLIon condition is not fulfilled, a NOP is executed input channel. The difference between the new value in the
instead. During program segments in which the DAR is not DAR and the original DAR contents is used as a correction -
used, _t _sposssble to execute IN or OUT instructmonssimulta- the corrected value is then output to the appropriate channel.
neously with ALU instructions. The success of this method depends on how closely the
"uncowamltted" output channel matches the channel which
outputs the corrected signal.
IV. 2920 Inadequaclea
Tile 2_20 circmt has a number of problems which can cause Another scheme chops the signal by alternately multiplying
difficulties of varying degrees. These include faulty instruc- it by +1 then -I. The output is capacltively coupled to a
ttons as well as gain and offset errors. It should be noted that rectifier which detects the waveform envelope, followed by a
the t\_llowing conlnlents apply to tile 2¢20-16 (O00-nsec low-pass filter for smoothing out the sampling pulses. The
instruction cycle time). Tile 400.nsec part (2020-10) is chopping can be accomplished by first loading the DAR with
unavailable, the true digital stgnal representation and converting it to its
analog value. Then the same number is exclusive or'd with - 1,
Two instructions fail to work properly. The ABA instruc- loaded into the DAR and converted to its analog value. Both
tion, which takes the absolute value of the contents of a signals arealternately output o, the same channel, i
source register and then _dds it to the contents of a destina. !
tion register, does not execute correctly at 600 nsec. in order A third method is based on "correction cur_,c" code |
to use this instruction, the clock rate must be reduced to appended to the filter program. The curve is determined i
4 MHz or less; otherwise the instructtor__ould be replaced by experimentally bv orcsramming the 2920 to act as a wtre and a
the sequences ABS and ADD. The second faulty instruction, then applying accurately measured input voltages over the
EOP, is used as a jump from the end to the beginning of the range of operation and measuring the output voltages. These I
program, a useful feature when not all 102 ROM locations are dat,i can be used with the Intel-supplied signal processing
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compiler software to generate code which multiplies the digital possible to graph, with simple commands, gain and phase as
value by a correction factor prior to loading into the DAR for functions of frequency, in addition, the step and impulse
output. This approach requires a substantial amount of read- responses of the filter can be displayed. After a suitable
, only memory for good accuracy, pole/zero constellation is determined, the compiler is used to
generate tile 2Q20 assembly code. It is dlso possible to gener-
A revision of the 2920 from the present "D step" to an ate code for implementing operations such as limiting or
"E step" version is planned by lntel for this summer. To what rectification.
extent the above problems will be solved remains to be seen.
:' Another powerful capability of the compiler is the macro
V. Program DeYelol_llent: HIII_III'o feature. A macro is a compiler directive which executes
sequences of compiler commands upon invocation of the
The only necessary hardware for 2920 programming is an macro name. Macros are utilized where repetitive sections of
EPROM programmer (and an ultraviolet light EPROMeraser), code are required or for designing a family of filters, where the
However, in order to take advantage of the support software, structure is the same but parameters such as cutoff frequency
a,i Inte| lntellec Development System is required. The 2920 and ripple vary. The compiler comes with a number of macros
applications software is shipped on both single and double including ones for generating Butterworth and Chebyshev ill-
density foppy disc formats. Software modules a_e included ters. The user can also write and save new ones.
which utilize the floating.point hardware board option in the
Intellec; otherwise, software is used for these calculations. A
special PROM programming card and adapter socket are also Another helpful aid is an arithmetic interpreter which
required for the Intellec PROM programmer, allows the user to enter a Fortran-like mathematical expression
for evaluation. An extremely valuable option is the abdity of
the compiler to create a file which contains a record of all
VI. Program Development: Software subsequent compiler commands and responses. This is an aid
for reviewing previous design sessions.
Three programs are used to devek_pcode for tile 2020: the
2020 signal processing applications software/compilel, a 2020
assembler and a simu',ator. The applications software/compiler The compiler has some drawbacks which the user should be
program is the centerpiece of the 2020 softwa:e development aware of. First, the matched : transform which is used to map
scheme. The use of the term "compiler" is appropriate as tile from the Ts to : plane can g_veincorrect results (e.g., when the
program enables the engineer to examine and specify filters ,'eros m the Ts plane have center frequencies greater than half
with familiar design terminology which the compiler in turn the sampling frequency (Ref. I)). Another difficulty occurs
converts into 2020 assembly code. when tile compiler generates 2020 agsembly code. The code
for each pole and/or zero is produced independently of the
The compiler provides the user with three plane._. s, Ts, and previous poles and zeros; hence it is necessary to use equwa-
:, and the commands for creating, moving and dele'ing poles lence statements such as OUTPi EQU INPZ2 to hnk the
and ,,eros oll these planes. The s plane is used to characterize output variable of a pole owzero to the input variable I\_rthe
any circuitry preceding the 2020 in tile signal path. This is a next pole or zero. A similar procedure is required for connect-
particularly useful feature for modehng antl.aiiasmg filters, ing the analog input and output routines to the rest of the
Poles and zeros are also placed m tile !_ and : planes, and it is filter code. Finally, the gain calculation occasionally suffered
these values which are used to represent the 2020 digital filter, from overflow.
The Ts plane is provided for designers who prefer a samphng
plane that corresponds more closely to the s plane than the :
plane does. Prior to code generation, the _des and zeros The 2t)20 assembler is an easy-to-use program that can be
placed on the Ts plane are mapped to the : plane using the revoked, along with options, with a single command. The
, ,fi,rm e2,t rsl_,/v_ where T Is the samphng period and a_embler terminates after the creation of an object file suit
s(x +: _are the pole//ero ct_rdmates on the I_ plane. Readers able for loading into the 2020 EPROM and a list file showmr,
may tecogn|te this mappi_ as the "matched : transform." the original assembly code and its address assignment in tit,
Finally, since the 2020 uses sample-and-hold circmts on the 2920. An unportant debug option is available which, when
analog outputs, it is possible to model this effect as well by used m conjunction with the simulator (see below) enables the
using the ltOLD ON comnland, deslgnel to reference 2020 nlemory locations with tile same
symbohc names as specified in the assembly code provided the
The usefulness of the compiler is apparent after the poles names are preceded by "RAM." or "ROM" ROM instructk_ns
and zeros t\_rthe s,gnal path have been specified, for then it is can be altered using symbolic code also.
11o
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__ The 2920 simulator is the other significant piece of soft- a file in fl,e simulator but INCLUDEsa file in the compiler,
ware that intel provides. Using as input the object code gener- for example, and the "calculator" feature was not identical in
ated by the assembler, the simulator interprets the 2920 code both the simulator and compiler. Nevertheless, these are small
instruction by instruction. It is similar in operation to software gripes about smooth-operating software. The compiler and
debuggers as it provides a breakpoint, a bleakpoint qualifier simulator have HELP commands which provide the user with i
; (i.e., those conditions which must be met at, and prior to, the explanations about program commands. These were not found 1breakpoint), and a trace feature which saves the values of to be useful,
selected analog inputs and outputs as well as the contents of
2920 memory locations as a function of time or iteration
;, number. Also tile simulation can be halted so that chosen VII. Soflwilro _umontlltion
memory Iocatlon_. etc., may be displayed. The s)mulator also Three manuals accompanied the software - one each for ]
' provides a "'calculator" feature similar to the compiler; how- the assembler, compiler and simulator. There is very liftle
, ever, it dt_,s not accept numbers m scientific format (e.g., overlap ofinformatton.
4.2E5). unlike the compiler version, an omission which rs quite
annoying. The 2920 Assembly Language Manual (Intel No. 9800987.
01) discusses the 2920 functional elements, instructions and
It is recommended that the simulator be used in conjunc- assembly language symbols and format. One chapter describes
tion with a floating point hardware board in order to speed up design tec.hniques including multiplication and division meth- !!
calculations. Another time-wasting operation is the smmlation ods. The bit patterns of the 2920 instructions are presented
of input and output conversion codes, Thus, in order to reduce in an appendix. Two other appendices are devoted to carry
execution time it is worth the bother to create a "streamlined" and overflow and two's complement data handling considera-
version of the assembly code |or submittal to the stmulator, lions. This information is important and is not repeated
Even this will not be satisfactory for simulations which must elsewhere.
"9 •
evaluate the ,'0,0 over minutes, not just seconds. One simula-
tion carried t)ut during the course of the project required 4
The ,9,0 Signal Processing Applications Software/days to generate 15 minutes worth of data. Users should also
be aware that the RAM It_.'atlons in the smmlator representing Compiler User's Guide (No. 121529.003, Rev. B) is the least
the 2920 RAM are not cleated prior to execution of the acce_ible of the three manuals. The grade does not give a
• .9 satisfying overview of the design approach - instead, a
simulation. It appears, however, that the _q,O circuit RAM is
not cleared and indeed has random values on power-up, so this "sample session" of 19 pages is presented for the reader to
is perhaps a "realistic" (if unwitting)simulatton. The stmulator glean whatever informatton he carl. Most of the manual is
devoted to compder command definitions, which are notallows users to inttialize RAM locations It"desired.
always clear. Listings are included for the macros which have
been supplied wtth the compder. Some of the more useful data
The sunulator's analog output values include an added are in tile appendices under "Notes and Cautions." "Design of
tiff'set eJror representing tile error recurred by conversion of Complex Digital Filters Used m the ,q,O, and "'Formulas
the two's complemellt dtgit;_l representation to a sign magni- Used by tire SPAS20 Compiler." In short, it is more of a
rude format m the ,t).O D-Io-A converter. As tile offset errors reference manual than a user's guide.
,,_'en on actual .q.O devices are large, tile silllulatt)r offset
error ts neghgtble.
On the other hand, the "2920 Shuulator User's Guide"
(No. 9800988-02 Rev. B) iseasier It) assimilate due, in part, to
O.le other inconvenience ts that the simulator must be its brevity, The commands are not involved so the user can get
informed of the thne required to execute one complete pass of started quickly.
tile code. It would be destrable It) Specify the execution ttme
I\)r a single mstructton instead and let the simulator figure out
tile rest. Neverthele_, tire sinlulator ahmg wtth the ¢ompder A fourth document is necessary for programming the ,9,0.
and assembler are indtspensible fo! the development of 2920 "Univer_l PROM Programmer User's Manual.° (No. 9800819-
code in a reasonable amount of time. OI). Secttons 5-33 through 5-38 are devoted to programming
.9 •
the ,q,O EPROM. Although somewhat understandable, an
example showing the required commands would be of great
All tile software operated flawlessly. None of tile programs value if only as a time-saver. To summarize, users will find it t
entered states from wh)ch there was no return. Some of the necessary to familtarize themselves with all three software i_
terminology could have been coordinated better. One LOADs manuals.
111 _,
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i VIII. Other Documentation "Preliminary"}. Unhke the earlier data sheet "2920-10"
(which incidentally refers to a IO-MHz 2020 not mentioned on
intel publishes two o:her pieces of literature which are the newer sheet) this paper provides specifications on the
worth reading. The "2020 Analog Signal Processor Design analog pe, formance of lhe device, although no mention is ;
Handbook" is a nonmathematical tutorial it) digital _it,mal made of the inadequacies cited in Section IV above. Tile "
'_ "t
; processing followed by a discussion of the .9,0 architecture, docunleW, presents the only g-_od discussion of input and
Subsequent chapters deal with reahzing arithmetic functions
output code-tmling reqtnrements. _,(Slmdar to the discussion in the assembly language manualL
,_, oscillators and nonlinear functions, different filter types,
., implementation techniques, etc. Design examples are shown
including one section on breadboarding. A weak chapter on
the software support programs (I.e., compiler, simulator, etc.I
is included. For designers who are con_tdenng the 2920 as a IX. Conclusion
filter candidate and need a detailed discussion of the 2020,
this book is the recommended one. The concepts embodied by the 2020 device represent a
formidable tool for realizing compact digital filters. The soft-
The final document which shotLd be consulted is the ware support is excellent. Itowever, new users should be cogni-
"2920-16 Signal Processor" data sheet (October 1080. marked zant of 2020 device problems.
!i
l
Reference
I, Rabmer, L., and Gold, B., Theory and Apptwatmn of Digital Sl,_lal Processing° New !
York, 1975, pp. 224-6.
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High-Power Transmitter Automation - Part II
M. A. Gregg
Rad*o Frequency and M_crowave Subsystems Section
This report describes the cztrrertt stalus oJ" the tmnsmttter aNlomath)rl development.
The w _rk being done is a.;;li('able to all transmitten in the Deep Space Network. New
interface and softwan, designs are de,*('ribed which improve reliability and reduce the time
required ]i_r subsyste.! turn-on and kh'stron ,mtu_tthm.
I. Introduction II. History
The benet'it._ _t"transmttter automation are the reduction of Prior hlstt)ry was discux_d m Re|. I. Current equnpment
life cycle costs and nncreased availabdity. Life cycle costs wdl used includes the latest muhtbus microprocessors (ICS-80)
be reduced n.t only b,, the requtrement l\_r fewer operators, using an 80/20-4 CPU with 9 k.bytes of R.A,M, 24 digital
but also by more effective preventnve maintenance througJ+ output hnes. and a PROM .:ard for program storage. Communi-
tncrea_d and more accurate reporting of cntJc;d _ubsystem canon is provtded by a SBC.534 module wnth four RS-232C
parameters, Increa_d a_,atlahility wdl be prt_vlded by eli|my,t- I_rt%. A SB('-51t9 input-output card provides t\)r 72 digital
mg the need fi_r t_peratlons personnel on eventn8 and weekend input sila_als. A 32-channel differential mput multtplexer and
shifts. Automatic fauh diagnosis and programmed recovery analog-to-&gntal converter ts used for analog inputs (only 16
procedures wdl also mcrea_ avadabihty, channel_ are t_ed in the transmttler at this ',me). Th_ _._tm-
tn_ller ts located in the Local Control Ct_n_t)le (L('E). with a
The developmen_ work ctirrently being done fol the l)_._ 13 second controller (WlthOt|t the interfaces) located at the con-
lOO.kW S.hand transnutter ts applncable It) all other knt_wn or trol rt)om In the Rem_)te Ct_ntrol Console (RCC), where this
planned tr.msmltters m the Deep Space Net IDSN) mcludmt_ controller acts solely as a communzcat|ons buffer for the
the X-band uphnk development at DSS 13, Tbe difference m 15-hne standard interface tt_ the Sta'.ion Controller.
_,)l_ratlon;/] parameters of tile various transmitters I,i provided
for by including a con|iguratlon table installed on an md_vld-
u'.d PROM (programmable read-only memory) for each
klystron (,_ multiple klystn.as) at an md|vtdual station. S|n¢¢ III. New Hamrdwaro
each kty_tn_n ha_ _ts _wn table, a d|antAe of klystron due to
fadure, repa|r, t)r replaceme.t reqmres only a single PROM The new _',mtroller :s based on the In|el Industrial Control
programmed and deliwued to the stantm w_th the klystron. .%ries (ICS), d_angmg _mly the package destgn from an I('S.80
rlus will 'allow the PROM to be mstaUed directly at the kly- chafers to all ISB(" bOO charai_, wh|ch stdl uses the standard
stron in the luture. The configurat|on table (rd|own m Fig. 1) ISIK_ b40 power _upply. The |nterface modules ha_e been
_,asdtscussed m Re| i. changed Iron_ the In|el ICS t)iO and _20, to a comn_tm
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4 distriblsted plug-in type module having a higher driving capa- which may speed up the communications a.d allow better
bility, l'he interface between the transmitter controllers is a access to the program through the CRT. A comlx_ite top-level
serial interface (RS-232C) through short haul mod¢ms as flow chart is dlown in Fig. 4. The programs are separated into
shown in the block diagram of the transmitter controller three parts consisting of the RMX, XMTR, and COMM pro-
(Fig. 2). grams. The RMX program resides in PROMs on the r'PU board
and provides the communicatior, s and control of the priorities
The automation of the heat exchangers ts complete and of the individual tasks. The XMTR _rogram is the operating
operatitmal, with the louvers therm_tatically controlled u_n program of the system and operates the transn_tter and verifies
demand of the system. "]'he heat ex_anger at DSS 13 is in the operating parameters. The COMM program resides in
three bays and has a separate set of louvers for each bay (see PROMs on a CPU board add provides the communi_tton._
Fig. 3). A_ the system I_wer increases, the heat exchanger between the main controller and the remote controller.
automatically adds more _._)oling capabihty to the heat
exchanger by opening another set of louvers and turning on
another cooling fan.
V. Present Status
|V. SoftwIIro Testing of the controller with the transmitter simula'or ns
presently being conducted in order to improve the operating
The software con."orms to the top-down structured method- system and add engineering changes into the programs. Ai_)
ology, using 100_ PL/M. The gommunications is being mvesti- being added are system calibrations, using new temperature
gated wnth regard to the use of an RMX-80 interrupt system, sensors and water flow devices.
Reference
I. Goslme, R., "High-Power l'ransmitter Automatnon," in The TD+4 Prfgcrt'ss Reln,rt
42-57. March and April 1'_80. pp. 71-81, Jet Propulston [.aboratt_ry, Pasadena. Cahf.
June 15. It)80.
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A Multiple Access Communication Network
Based on Adaptive Arrays
S. Zohar
Commumcat=ons Systems Research Section
We consider here a single-frequency communication system consisting of K possibly
moving users distributed in space simultaneousl.v communicating with a central station
equipped with a computationally adapted array of n >1K antennas. Such a configuration
could result if K spacecraft were to be simultaneously tracked by a single DSN complex
consisting of at, n atttennas array The array employs K sets of n wtights to segregate the
signals received from the K users. The weights are detemzined by direct computation
based on known position information of the K users. Currevtly known techniques require
(for n = K) about [4/3}K 4 computer "'operations" {multiply and add) to perform such
cmnputations. We develop here an improved technique tt;at accomplishes this same goal
m 8 K3 operations, yielding a reduction by a factor of K 6.
I. Introduction remaining (K-l) sources as jammers. Tile kth processor would
thus enhance the message of source k while attenuating allConsider a narrow-baud communication system consisting
other sources (see Fig. 1).
of a central station trymg to simultaneously receive signals
from K spatially distinct users sharing the same frequency.
Assume, further, that the continuously varying geometry of The actual intplementation of such a processor involves
the network (positions of the users relative to the central multiplying the output of each array element by a complex
station) is known to tile central station. A reasonable approach weight and summing these w_,ighted outtmts to deliver the
to such a multiple access system may be based on equipping processor's output. The crucial task here is the determination
the central station with an n-e!ement antenna array where I of tile nK weights (n weights for each one of the K proces-
sors). The equations yielding these weights as functions of the
n _K, (1) system's parameters have been known for quite some time
(Refs. 1,2) and have been widely applied in the field of
and providing tiffs array with K processors, each of wiuch adaptive arrays. Here we propose to proceed differently and
treats one specific signal _.mrce as tile desired signal and the apply these equations to solve fi_r the weights directly, Let us
elaborate: An adaptive array usually operates under tile prem-
ise that the locations of the various transmitters are unknown
IWhen n < K we do not have enough degrees of freedom to accom- to its processor, its operation may be visualized as c_msisting,
modate all K users (_e Ref. 4). In this preliminary, analysis it is in principle, of two distinct parts:
reasonable Iv assume n : K. Itowever, there are indications that a
somev,hat larger n would decrease the modence of momentary patho- i
logical geometric configurauons of the network _st'.eAppendix). Wtth (1) Extracting from tile received signals the unknown
this in mind, we preserve the distmcnon between n and K throughout parameters pertaining to the geometry of tile network !
this paper, (using cross-correlalors).
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•* (2) Using this infl, miation to set up and solve (iteratively) mode. Thus tile method proposed here is applicable to a
tile eigenvalue equation yielding the optimal weights, two-way communication system.
In ou, case, tile first step is superfluous since the network It should be apparent that a communication network of thee
geometry is assumed known at any instant of time. Further- type considered here will require a number nf delailed studies¢,,
more, it is well known (Refs. 1,2) that the eigenvalue equa. before it materializes as an operational deployed system. Our
- lion fi_r the weight of each processor is a particularly simple objective here isa limited one, namely, the development of the
one which reduces to a set ofn linear equations (with complex new method of weights determination which makes such a
: coefficients), it can be shown that a straightforward applica- system feasible for a network of reasonable size.
",. tion of these equations to our problem yields the Kn weights
with an investment of (4/3)Kn 3 ;a (4/3)K 4 computer "opera-
tions." (A computer "'operation" is defined here as one real
addition plus one real multiplication.) II. Formulation of the Problem
As our developmenthereisbasedon the formulation devel-
oped in Ref. 4, we start with an introduction of the notation
Now, it should be borne m mind that the feasibility and and formalism used tl_ere. The reader interested in the under-
ultimate limitation of the scheme proposed here depend on lying derivations should consuh Ref. 4.
the speed with which these computations can be carried out.
Assume that we have the proper weights for a given geometri- Let the array consist of n antennas and let G,05) be the
cal configuration of sources. As time gceg on, tile sources voltage antenna pattern of element r of the array, where/i isa
move, leading to a different co,lfiguration requiring a new set unit position vector. (Throughout this article, barred .'ariables
of weights. 'fhe obvious speed constraint requires that the time and bold face variables represent vectors.) We assume that the
taken to comptite a new set of weights should be shorter tha_l receivers fed by eadl antenna have identical thermal noise
the time it takes the system geometry to change to such an characteristics and denote by 0 2 the fl_ermal noise power
extent that the older weights lead to unacceptable reductions referred to the terminals of each antenna.
m the SNR's.
To pre_ribe the geometry of the array and the network, we
choose an arbitrary reference point in the array and use it as
- /1
The fact thal the computational load increases with the 4th the origin for two sets of position vectors {Brl,.:,, {_3k}_:,,
power of the IlUnlbcr O1" members in tile network imposes a where _r is the position vector of the rill array element divided
secere constraint on tile network size that ,'an be accom- by the wavelength, and _j, is the unit vector pointing to source
modated with this approach. Our main putpose here is to show k (see Fig. 2). To complete the description of the network, we
that by utdizlng a recent analysis of adaptive arrays (Ref. 4) assume now a hypothetical isotropic antenna located at the
we get a computational load that increases only as the 3rd array's reference point and use it to define the incident powers
,2 thepower of K. More specifically, the new scheme proposed here of tile network sources. Specifically. we denote by I_k
redtices the number of computations by the factor K/b. power dehvered from source k to the ternun',ds of tile refer-
ence antenna (1'k is real positive). We see then that the overall
s3,stem is prescribed in terms of the following parameters
It should be pointed out that the value K/b is arrived at
under the constraint K >> I. Tiros, the seeming implication
that t\_rK < (_ tile xnew_cheme is inferior to tile old one is
thlse, r_s a matter of fact. tile new scheme requires fewer { ",tP lr-t ' - n
operations in all cases, saving at least (4/3_'n -_11 - K:!n ._)
operatkms each ttme we compute the weigltts. For n =K, this
ts a saving of 14/3)K 4 ( I - I,/K ) operations. )Pt,__.- I k=I
The weights are derived here in the context of a one-way
comnumication network from the outlying members to the As shown m Ref. 4, the analysis of the system is most
central station. Thus, the array operates as a receivimgantenna, conveniently handled in terms of entities derived from these
It should be pointed out, though that there are well.known parameters, namely, a set of complex, normalized vectors
techniques whereby the reception.mode weights can be uti- {uk}_ _ in an abstract n-dimensional space the excitation
lired to generate the same directtvity pattern in a transnussion vectors, and a set of scalars_l_ t, the power parameters.
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, Let {g,l,': t be an orthonormal basis in the n-dimensional _ [power of signal from source k]
0 space;that is,: 7, -I [thermal noise pow-_ t (101; _ "gt = 6i/ (i,/ = !, 2..... n) (2) [power of signals from other (K-l)sources])
and let
The basic task facing us is the determination of the optimali
n weights in each of the K processors, that is, the weights that
,; !
: v, = Z v g, (1 _ k _ K) (3_ maximize the 7k'S. Here, we a'_'_pta more meaningful design
r--I parameter, namely,
where
"tk
= (l l)
vk, = Vh (; Lfik)eJ2_k'i, (l _k'gK;l <r_n)
(4) where _k is the "available SNR" (Ref. 4) of processor k, that
is, the maximal 7, achieved when all otLher sources are
is the voltage at the terminals of the rth antenna due to source removed. We referto vk as the normalized SNR. Obviously,
k. The ek power parametersare defined as
0 <_'k < 1 (12)
0 2
ck = --_ (5)
iv, Iz and the combination of weights that maximizes "tk will also
maximize vk .
u_ is a normalized versionof vk; that is,
Let wl_r be the optimal weight multip' ing the output of
vk the rth antenna in the kth processor, We de£me now the
uk = ivk} (6) optimal weights-vector for the kth processor
Moreexplicitly, this means wk = Z Wkr'*g, (i g k g K) (i 3)
r=l
I,I
uk = Z Uk, g, (7) It is shown in Ref. 4 that these vectors lie in the subspace
_K
,:l spanned by the set {u_(_= I. Therefore, we are at liberty to
adopt the following alternative representationfor wk:
with
uk' =----ovk, (8) wk : E co_,u 414)
i !
Finally,we findthatwe ha_ todealwithallIx_ssihlescalar
products of the uh-vectors. Itence the notation where 7 is the rankof the lu, J_=i set; that is, _ is the size of its
largest subset which is linearly independent. (In 414) it is
mi_ = u_ . u/ (q) implied that the sources ate numbered in such a way that the
rankof3u,}=,is
Consider now the kth processor and let "/k be '_tsoutput
SNR defined as foUows: it turns out that the value of r has far-reachingimplications
for the system's performance. Weexamine these in the Appen-
dix and proceed here under the assumption {shown there to be2The ssteti_ (*) denotes complex conjugation. In handhng vectors
ovcl the field of complex numbers, we adopt the approach of Mors¢ reasonable)
and I"eshbach (Ref, 5). A short summary is given in Appendix A of
Ref.4. 7 = K (15)
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._ so that Now, since the {wkl}_: I set is a solution _,fa homogeneous set !
of equations, we may impose for each k the arbitrary condi- !
K tion 4
wk = _ _,_, u (16)
r:l (vA+ek)wkk = I (l_k_K) (21)
In adopting tile (16) representation be are transforming tile thus, getting:
weights problem into that of finding the coefficients _k,- It
_, turns out that this simple change of representation is the _-
crt,cial step which ultimately leads to the significant speed E (rap + ei6/)_ol, I = 6iA (1 _i_K) (22)
advantage mentioned in Section 1.1he underlying, more fun, t:t
damental reason for the entergence of a different algorithm
(wlLich, fortunately, happens to be more efficient) is that, in Let us denote by M the K X K matrix whose (/,/)element is
adopting the (16) representation, we are led to a different set
of equations involving the Wkr'S. This is explained more fully Mtj = mo + ei 60 (2,1)
at the end of Section !il.
Equation (22) now reads
IlL The Weights Equation K
We have shown in Ref. 4 that when the desired signal is E M'l Wkl = 6,, (24)
source tmmber I, the optimal to I i's are given by ,_ it
But this implies thatA
E _mO- = 0 (i = 1) (17)/2I
_, WAj= (M-')i* (25)
In other words, the to-weights of proce,_sork are just the kth
A column of,_f I. Inverting M will thus yield all the _%i's.
_"_(m,l+c 61),..olt = 0 (2_z_K) (18)
i t The _"alidity of (21) (see footn,te 4) can now be verified.
From 10). (_) we infer that
Equations (17). (18) tbrm a homogeneous set of equations for
the tol/s. We now combine and reformtdate them as the m_i = 1 (26)
following nonhont_eneotts set:
Ilence (23. A-2), IMI is closely approxintated by the Gramian
(Ref. (_)of luA}_ t, which is nonzero since _ = K. 1'his means
A that a ,_olutton of(20) exists only if ¢%_¢ O.
E (mo_e a60)wtt = 60 (a_'t +et)wlt _1_gi_K)
t-t An incidental resuh of the obtained solution is sintple(IO)
formtdae for the SNR's realized by the optimal weights. From
(21 ) we get
The generalization of(Iq) to the _',; of the kth processor is
trivial, namely, !
v_ ....... e_ (27)
A _kA
E (vvt° +e _o)C_A,
, t i-quivalently (_e I I. A-I ),
= t_iA (Irk +_'k )tokk (i.k = 1,2 .... K) q2()) _A
_A ...... I (28)
WMt
'tl"h¢_ follow directly from (,t.18).4,1.22) ol Ref. 4 _hen we recall that 4There is an imphed ass.mption here that _,_ * O. TI.s ts lu_ttificd
we proceed here under the a_sumption _": K. later on
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.+ Havingsolvedforthe coo's,we now haveto findthe two setsofequationsinvolvingthesameentities?An examina.
.: correspondingphysicalweights{witI.Thisfollowsinastraight, tionrevealsa verysimpleanswer:The kthequationof the
forward manner from the two representations ofw k (13, 16). direct approach set involves the weights of all antenna ele-
Starting with (13), we find that meats in the kth processor. {Wkrl':=I" The rth equation of the
' indirect approach involves all the weights in all the processors
" _ c°nnected t° the rth antenna element' {wkrl_ =t"w,.g;= <rg•"g;: w;, =w;,
_=1 • I
But ( ! 0), (17) yield IV. Operations Count
We propose now to solve (34) by the LU decomposition
_" method (Ref. 3). Specifically. we express the matrix M as
w, "gl": E to,,ui.g_
t l
M = Tel (35)
=E E (3o
,.t , t i i where _' is a K X K lower triangular matrix with units along
the diagonal and W' is a K X K upper triangular matrix. This
tience, combining these two results, we obtain decomposition requires (4/3_K 3 operations 7 and transfomls
(34) into
A
X'+;1'; (31)
, i .'/'41W= U" (30)
Let us now regardws,I as the (k, l) elentent of a & × n Denoting
matrix It', Similarly, let % be the +1.l) element of a K × n
matrix U. Recalling now that _j,: '., the (/, k) element of the ,¢11+' = X, (37)
inatrix M-t , we conclude that (31 ) ts equivalent to s
I¢' = (,0-t)" U" = {M') t I.:" (32) wet,blain
But M is hertnitlan. ° ilence _'X = U" (38)
it' = Mt U" (33) The solution now is quite simple: Starting with (38), we solve
for X. Since _' is lower triangular, this sohttion is trivial
Orequtwalently, requiring 2K:n operations, ilaving done that, we substitute X
in (37), getting I¢' trivially with an adt itional investment of
Mh' : U" (34) 2K2noperatmns.
This b"our main result. We aheady know that (341 is much In addition to the above operations, +e have to consider
more efficient thalt the result based oli the direct approach, the extra ,'omputations required to transfoml the physical
But the _.,.'t_/sdo not appear in (34) anti it"we recall defimttons paranteters into those of (34) Since the operations count for
to), (23), we conclude that both approaches ,,reid equations the sohttion of (34) involves 3rd order terms (K j` K2n), we
relating tw,,lto_',,}. What ISthe difference then between these may ignore computations leading to lower order terms.
Strictly speaking, this leaves us with only the 2A"j operations
+ l'h¢ 'o, mbol - lrat|tt,dtt", tl+all._po._Itlon
t'l tom t231, • +11¢r¢ and subsequentls the OlSer.lllOltS totlnts art" tlCttla y multi-
_*tll *¢t fi = tU_'U I ) 4'_i_11tit : /'PIll I II rloltllals In _, /1 _lllx._." III _+'sstellls ol Intere,_l PI > &" • • l, vie
a|'DploXifllate eagh IltUltlnomlal by its highest order leith, Nil,re al'+,o
that multiplying t_o ¢onlpleg nuntt'm.'rs and adding tht'II |+qt_Ut.'l It)
+'t 8 _ m, +* b +- ,q,f
U_ " Ut : it II I It It .'lllothel _.'ttlllplt'x nlMnll@f, r¢,qllilt'_t 4 oi'_l'lltlOrl$.
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required to compute{m#}from{ukr}, s Ho,_ver, the computa- are divided roughly equally among four tasks which can be
, tion of the UA,'Sthemselves requiresKn polar-cartesian conver, pipelined as follows:
..; sions. 9 Taking a conservative attitude, we allot (2/3)K2/n
operations per conversion, getth_ a grand total of 2K3( ! + 3 (!) Ct, rnputing M.
n/K) operations per set of weights. For n = K, this reduces to
8K 3 operations. (2) LU decon,T_.sition of M.
(3) Solving for X.
Let us compare these results to the direct method. It can be
i_ _own that, in this case, we have to perform LU decomposi- (,¢p ¢,qving for W.tion on K different nth order complex matrices. Hence we
We assign one arithmetic unit (AU) to each one of thesehave here an investment of (4/3)Kn 3 operations. The remain.
ins computations have 3rd order computation counts which, four tasks and allot them the time required to perform 2K 3
however, are larger than the corresponding terms in the new operations. This is the correct value for tasks 1, 3, 4 if we
scheme. Therefore, the number of operations saved in the new assign to task 1 an additional special.purpose chip for the K 2
scheme is greaterthan polar-cartesian conversions, t° it is longer than needed for
task 2 ((4/3)K _ operations) so we have the option of using
(K__) here a slower (and cheaper)AU.With this scheme, we could update every 2K 3 operations, it
is important to remember, though, that the ml/s computed in
For n = K this reduces to a saving of at least (4/3)K 4 (i - l/K) task 1 should not be based on the current #t's but rather on
operations. Alternatively, for K >> 1, the ratio of the num- the _t's predicted to hold when the corresponding W comes
ber of operations in the two scheme is out at the end of task 4. Thus, our prediction has to be good 4
pipelining cycles ahead.
Kn 3 2 it should be pointed out that tasks 3, 4 allow n-fold
( )-K ()n n paralleling, lf other parts of the system call for a _low micro-2K J 1 +3_ 3 ! +3_- processor allotted to each antenna, tt then these n micro-
processors could perform tasks 3 and 4 as an additional duty.
To see this, consider equation (38): X, U" are K × n matrices.
ia favor of the new scheme. For n = K, this reduces to K/6. The microprocessor of the rth antenna can solve for the rth
column of X in K 2 operations and, having done that, proceed
to equation (37) and solve for the rth colunm of W in another
V. Parallel Computation K: operations. Thus, in ??A"2 operations this microprocessor
Given the available hardware and the number of operations will have obtained all the weights needed by the rth antenna.
as computed in the last section, we ,,'an easily get the fie- During that time, the fast processors assigned to tasks 1, 2
quency of possible updates t\)r ,, single arithmetic unit per- perform about 2K 3 operations. We see, therefore, that the
forming all computations serially. It"it turns out that knowl- antenna micropiocessor may be quite slow and yet keep up
edge of the velocity vectors of the network members can yield wRh the pipelining rhythm and its other tasks,
sufficiently accurate short-term predictions of their position
vectors, then plpelining can be employed to increase the ire- Needless to say, there is still much to be _tudied and
quency of updates and/or increase the network site. Let us analyzed prior to embarking on the design of a multiple access
examine the possibilities here. For n = K. the 8K 3 operations system of the type described here. We believe, though, that
sufficient merit and promise have been demonstrated here to
- warrant such further studies.
s_,'e assume aP array elements to he identical and aligned _o that
(;ri_k) in t4) is replaced by (;(_tl leading to only _t;pattern computa-
lions. Quite complex pattern formulae would thus have a neghglble 10 These can b¢ carrt,:d ,ut in parallel V, lth the main eft'or! el task Ict'tect on the opc_[ath_n_,t.'ounl.
compulll,g {hi,, }
Utr IS Intttall.'_ _omputed in a polar term according to (8), (4) and then
conv_'tted to cartesian torn) fog the subsequent computations It I of e'_ample, to digitally set the v, etghts multiplying its output.
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Appendix A
Pathological Excitation-Vectors Configurations
The dimensionality of the uj, vectors is n, whereas their We turn now to (b). First, let us point out that given _'and
number is K < n. This implies that if we were to select the u k given a specific set of ;'linearly independent vectorsl2, we can
vectors at random, they would most likely he linearly indeperi- certainly modify our formulation so as to avoid the sin++tfiar-
dent and thus display r'=K. However, in a constantly varying ity. We present here a brief sketch of this approach based oll
geometrical co-figuration of sources, it is reasonable to expect the developments in Ref. 4: Equation (34) is still valid but M
from time to time short-lived pathological configurations is nowan_'× _'matrixwtth
which have ?<K. We refer to such configurations as rank-
deficient. A simple, obvious example is a configuration i, M,t = mit + c, (_,/+ q,i ) (A-3)
which the angular separation of two users (indexed i,/I
becomes small ._) that Pt _ _3rand hence u_ _ uI. Needless to wherel.+
say, there are many situations where the cause of rank-
deficiency is not so obvious. ( as , ms t
-- - (F< A')
The effect of rank-deficiency on the system is two-I\fld: q_t ;s _5"+n _s
= (A-4)
(a) The system will fail to provide adequate services to
:,,me tksers. Obviously, it" we go to the extreme of
/)a =_3t in the above example, no choice of wenghts 0 (? = K)
omid distinguish between users i and/.
and as+ is defined by(b) The whole system could coUapse if we are not aware of
the rank-deficiency and are thus led to ill.,:onditioned ._
equations for the weights, us = _ as u' (F<s_K) (A.5)
i I
lJ_t us consider (a) first It is easy to show (Ref. 4) that {k,
the "available SNR" of processor k. is given by Finally, (21 ; ,s replaced by
I (A-l) 9"
_'A = _-A (VA + _A) _ (qAp + 6A_)_AI = I I I < k <_)
; I
+l'herelore. m the systent design we must make sure that (A-O)
°' {w,I, 1
ej, << I ( I 6 k _ K ) (A-2) Fquatton (34) will nt,w yield the Ig,} components ?As we have indicated before, the (K "P) processors P+ !,
_'+ 2 ..... K will yield unacceptably low SNR's so there is no
But. under these conditions, we can nlvoke theroem 18.15)of need to compute {w+,_ :_-+o and we see th.it (34) yields the
Ref. 4, which may he rephrased to state that If uA of the complete solution.
desired source ,s expressible as a linear combination of the tit's
of the other soutces, then _'l, <<z I. Now, it" the rank of [hough this approach t++mathematically sound, it does raise
{uJ,t_ its _',-. K, then at least(K ?) of the u_,'s fall into this serious questions concerning the extra cost ::f determining ?
categor). Therefore, even if we succeed m obtaining error-free and selecting a corresponding set of linearly indepen .it uA's.
values lot the Wel#tts. the releval+t IA - _ prices.sirs _,tll still We has+e not looked into this in detail but. assuming the cost is
pert\_rm very poorly, delivering "_A<_< _, ( i I ). In other prohibitive, we propose here an alternative line it +attack b:_+_d
words. IA " P) of the Jinks _ll) be non-setvlceab I-. But this on a combination of titre+ partial "'fixes" one for a special
does met mean that the other r+links will provide satisfactory but rather important circumstance and the other two of ng+re
semce. One could certainly conceive of a rank-deficient vector gener',d applicability.
set in which each and ever)' memher of the set is expressible as
a linear combination of the other members of the set. All we t2 _e assume tot ,.on_,vnlemX thai the+, are numbered I, 2, . _"
can say here is that tA - _ ISa lower bound on the number of
maJfuncttonlng links+ 13 "_t/ IS a IrlVt,tl nh.,dltl+,'atlon it </it ol RPI 4
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The special circumstance we consider is that of _ _ fil I 1 i
-7 = -- + -- (A-7)
(i_=/). This covers the example cited earlier but is nK_re ¢_ ej ei
' general ,_ince the functional dependence of u_ on Pt is such that
' widely different _t's may yield identical u1's. Our strategy here
is tu forego hr_ks i,j altogether but combine their effect on the Note that this same algorithm is applicable to any number of
colinear ui's.
rest of the system in a single vector (say) u, and a modified ¢_
to account for the combined power of both sources. Obvi-
_ ously, if the original rank deficiency was due to u, = uI then The other two "fixes" are:
_ removal of ut would rectify the situation.
(I) Increase the difference (n- K). This increases the
The implementation of such a scheme is quite simple and dimensionality of each uk and thereby decreases the
straightfl_rward: In computing the m,l's for the M matrix, we likelihood of_'< K.
,set a gate to "sound the alarm" whenever I i - m#j 2 falls below
a certain small tolerance 14. The reaction to this "'alarm" is (2) Devise a network protocol geared to overcome the
simple ttxr Eliminate (say) upand replace c_.by e_ where effects of short-term fading.
-- - Obvmusly, these are just outlines and the whole subject merits
14Retail tha! mi! is ¢.mpl¢,_ further study,
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The Effect of Noisy Carrier Reference on
Telemetry with Baseband Arraying
D. Divsalar, D. Hansen, and J. H. Yuen
TelecommunicationsSystemsSection
Antenna arraying is coherently adding individaally received signals from different
receiving stations to improve telemetry performance. The array configuration of the
current DSN Network Consolidution Project (NCP) will consist of a t 4-meter station and
three 34-meter stations.
This article examines the effect of noisy carrier reference on telemetry link perfor-
mance in . ,,s NCP configuration when individually received signals are combined at
baseband. This imperfect carrier reference causes a degradation in detection performance
in coherent communication systems. A measure of this deg,adation is the radio loss,
which is the amount of increase in data signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) per bit required to
achieve the same bit error rate when carrier reference is perfect. Performance analysis and
numerical results are obtained for the Voyager high rate telemetry link wzth ,naximum
likelihood convo;utional decoding.
The arraying of antennas provides not only improved performance due to an increase
in effective antenna aperture, but also a decrease #7 radio loss with respect to a single
antenna. This telemetry link performance improvement ;_ a function of the carrier loop
SNR and data bit error rate. When the carrier loop .'...R 's are low. it provMes a significant
impr:wement in the telemetry link performance since the decrease in radio loss with
respect to a single station is substantial
I. Introduction _,onfiguration. Radio loss for a high rate telemetry link is
analyzed when baseband arraying is used to add the signals, in
Antenna ar, aying is a teclmique for coherently adding the
this analysis we have assumed that the subcarrier tracking and
_eceived signals from different stations in ordcr to achieve
symbol synclu'onization are perfect. It is also assumed that
improved downlink telemetry performance. Previous articles in
there is no carrier arraying. Numerical results are obtained for
the DSN Progress Report (Refs. I and 2) discuss the use of
the Voyager high rate telemetry link with maximum likelihood
a,raying. Wilck talked about the baseband combiner used to decoding. Performance analysis shows that the bit error rate is
array the signals from DSS's 12, 13 and 14 for Mariner 10. less sensitive to the noisy carrier phase reference when Lase-
Arraying provided a 0.8-dB gab1 in telemetry signal.to.noise band arraying is employed than when a single station is used.
ratio. Brockman discussed carrier arraying for improved track-
ing capabilit_.
II. System Model and Performance
In this report we consider baseband arraying of N stations.
Results are applied to at' array consisting of a 64.meter station A system for baseband arraying of N stations is depicted in
and three 34-meter stations, which is the current DSN NCP Fig. I. Consider the case where the telenletry signal is an RF
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carrier thai is phase-nlodulated by a squarewave subcarrier (t_in 'rile corresF_mding loop signal [o noise ratios are
_. t) at a l'_'ak modulation index 0. The subcarrler is hi-phase
uuodulaled willl a b,nary data streatn l)(t). The telemetry I'_ cos 2 0
' stglial call be expressed (without loss of generality, a_sume Pt, "= -- ; i = I, ' A' (5)
' station I ) as Nm BI'_I'_ ......
"_'l(t) = where .Vo_ is tile one-sided noi,_ spectral density toe n,(t) in
station i, and I', is the limiter i_'rfomlance f:lctor (Refs. 3
anti 4).
':" ,,,/21' I sill (tO,/ -I._1,. + D(I) O Sill (to wt + _l._, )) + :flAt)
"]_ " The received signals shouh] IK, synchronized. To do so, tile
( 1) relative time delay r, for each station should be known. Ilere it
Is assumed that r,. i = I, 2 ..... N, is perfectly estimated; i.e.,
wllere P. is the total received power, to. is the career radian
frequency, ¢l,- is tile carrLer phase, los,. is tile subc:lrrier radial
frequency, _s,. Is the subcamer phase, and lilt) is the addi. _ = 7 ;i = I, 2.3 ..... A' (c_)
tire white Gaussian noise with two-sided spectral density
Now, we delay the signal from station i by _. - F,. weight
'V°l/2" tile signal from station i by tile constant _1i (let _]n = I) and add
The sLgnal St(l) is collerenlly denlodulated to tile sub- coherently. Clearly tile indel_ndenl additive nuise._.tl/(ti from
c:_rrter frequexlcy by :Lreference signal generated by tile carrLet each receiver add incoherently, or in :1mean square sense.
tracktng loop,
['he leMlllalll Slglla! ¢,'111 bE' wlitlell as
rl!t) :'- _,/2 ce, (to,.t  _n,.)[2)
A'
*here_,, ,sti,eI'11e._,i,,late,,fhec_rrLe,l,hase. e_,_= _ _ r,, _,.  _,
i t
The resulting data signal for station I is [, , ])'l(t) ---Sz(t) rz(t) -: in01)(t F_) E _,_,/l',cosO,i I
= v/Pi sm O IXt) Sin (te.t * _51.w) cos ql  nl1I)
A'
whe,e_, :_,. _,, alld_,_,_,s_hL,e_;ai._,sla.,.,,,is,'_'.h , _ _,_,+ _- _._.) _7_
t_vo-sLded Sl_.'ctra[ density ,'Vii/2 (Refs. 3 and 4). , I
Sunilarly. tilt' denlodul:Lted signal fit the illL slatmn, After subcarxiei tracking (assuming perfect tracking) and
I - 2, 3, , ,\ I,', denlodlllatloll we have
)',It) : v/P, slnOi)(t r ) Smlto,lt r,) ,_,
+ _,_, ) cos ¢, t)14) , L
where
,%,
a I
and _,(t) Is tile (.ausslan noise proce,,,s resulting from n,lt)
after ,'artier devuodulation. _,s,. ts ¢'1_,, delayed by r_, and _,'_,,¢_
ate indepemlent phase processes for an._ I # / Without Io_s it where i_,(t), i = l, 2 ...... '¢are independent low.pass Gaussian
generality, let station I be tile reference _tatlon, i.e.. r_ = t), noise proce_'_es derived |'rOll _(t)after tile subcarrter tletllodu_
and let r,, > r,,z I, 2 ...... V. latitm process.
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The sampled signal at the output of tile integrate and dump in(2) - a o
cacuitis expl-(ao +a mx)]. x _ ........
N N
I In(2)--a o(',) i.,'I<
•" t I i I " ('_t
In(2)- a o
where n,A.i = 1,2 ...... _/are (;aussian noise samples arid a_, ,s I - exp[-(a o +a I x)l.x< .......
tile data symhol. At tile repot of the Viterbi decoder tile _,
sample .x'_, is 3-bit quantized. Given ¢+ and ap,, the signal.to.
noise ratm of sample .% is ( I ('4
where a o : -4.4514 arid e I = 5.7230, tel standard collslrallH(._)-'
:¢NR :- (10) length 7. code rate I/: convolutional c_.le.
O z
'A Note that ¢_. i = I. 2 .... X are mdelx, ndent, having prob.'lbil-
ity density functmns
llere
lab L°()$ _1
.t_ = _/t)_OSO,"" a/, sin0 (l!/ P(0,) .........2_ Io(On) : i = i,2 ..... N 117)
where Pit is the previous]y defined carrier loop SNR for sta-
and tion I (Fq. 5). The average bit error rate is
, ,' f'f" f:('_ = (xA _'_" : 2r i_, ,_o, (12) l't, ... l'h(¢1,0 ...... ON)
•' I I f[ IT
_llele I'_ -- .symbol time. P(ql )IH¢,) ..... P(¢._.hl¢ld¢), - .... ,IO N (1_,)
l'herefore. Ihe ,;ignal-lo-noise [air, is Clearly !' t. depends on the weighting parameters _2,/3._ ....
:_ t_ • Fur a given set of Pn, i = l, 2 ...... V we carl find tile _,'s
_2 which nlmimi/e l't, Awalytically this is a very complex task.s.x'/_:- sl.0_ _ _/'1"I c,,,,, )--" a 0, Ilowever, It zsslraighlf(_rward to oplinli/e the ¢[s when there
, i (131 art' no tracking phase errors. We will use these vahles of _
'v here These choices of/3, will he suboptmmn_ when the earlier
E I_['"Yo, h_p SNR is below 15 dB, but tile difference m the res,:ldng
! hit error rate. Pt,, is very small.
Note thatlot,| rate1 2 convolutional code, hitenergy is
We Wall[ 10 Illllltllli/e Ph when there are no phase errors.
Nole that f(.)(Fq. I t_l _sa convex, nlonotonically decreasing
ft, = -'!', I'. sm:O _ -- I. .,_ .. , .._, (141 function el effective bit SNR. therefore, nlminuzing I'_, is
equivalent to nlaximmng theeffective bltSNR with respect to
let l(l"_ .Yo) represent the bit errol rate t\_r a t.,wen bit thc/3,'s.r = I. 2...... _,'.
SNR/- t, 'Xo rhen tile conditumal bit error rate is With no phase errors, the effective hit SNR is
0,¢_'),,cos "//"t,i}
I't,(Ol.O, ..... ex) =! _ " - (15) S,VR = (Iq)
= N
E *',"',,, E ":N,,I
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Note that this function is convex. Therefore, taking tile deriva- received power fi, r the 64-m station by 5.8 dB, and 4.(_ dB, ;
tive with respect to[ai, i= 1, 2 ..... N and .setting it equal to respectively.
zero, we get
From (20) we have
/../':--t, Nol
/3: = I/2(-5.8dB) = O.5t3
These choices of/3, nnnmlize the bit error rate. Using(20) m 3_ = 34 = I/2 (-4._ dB} = 0.580
( 15 ), we obtain
: Using these parameters, mimeiicai results have been
_l lion of ]"t,i/NoI" This is shown in Fig. 2 fi_r different values of
I_,/"_1 " (2i) the radio loss for a single ¢_4-m station and the array for bit
Pit, the carrier I_,p SNR for station !. Comparisons between
Pt, ('_1' _2 ) 1| err,,,ratesof5×m .'andSX,0-'arei,,stia,edinrigs.3
L , I and 4. respectively. When tile carrier loop SNR is greater than
15 dB thc,e are essentially no differences between the two
Ilsmg (21) nl {18) we get tile a_,erage bit mror ra:e. (Gauss- curves. When the carrier loop SNR is less than 15 dB, the array
Chebyqwv quadrature tormula Is used to COIIIpU|e (22). has a decrease in i'adlo loss with k.;pect to a single station.
[(_ Et" f 2_] Reference 5 plovided the telemetry total power ton iSerz,.,lo fnnctton of time ttranus
cos ¢_ t ,pectral density as a during
fr fPt, = .. .f encounter for DSS 43 in Australia (a typical case). Tl_e carrierj ,, ,_ k" " margn_ was derived assuming an 80 ° modukltion index. The
n n E 'hiV- carrier margin for I)SS 43 during tlranus encounter is plotted
i ' o_ :is a function of tml in Fig. 5. ('orrespontling to Fig. 5, the
radio loss Is plotted as :l function of lilne m Fig. (_ for a
/'(_l ).o(¢: ).../'('_.x' )'lCal&'%." . ,1¢_, 1221 tour-elenlent array m Australia during Urant,s encounter.
IV. Conclusion
III. Numerical Results for NCP The al,a.,,ing ,,f ,V antennas, m this casea t,4-in station and
The current Nt'P configuration consisls of foIII antennas a three .14-in stations, plovides nol only gain due to all inc[ease
{,4-11; antenna aild three 34-nl allletlnas. I.et station I be the m effective antenna al_uture, bill also a de "rease in radio loss.
one with a ¢_4-m antenna. One of tile 34-m stations has both "['he amount of this decrease is a ftltlCllon of the desired bit
transmit and receive capabili|ies, I.e., T/R, while tile other two error rate and carrier loop SNR. When tile carrier loop SNR is
can only receive, i.e., listen only or 1/O. very high. the radio loss is negligible so the array gain is due
only to the increased antenna aperture. For Iowel loop SNR's
We a_utne the additive noises associated g'lth each received the declcase in radio loss is subslantlal, as shown ill lhe radm
signal are Indelmndent with equal noise spectral densities, i.e.. lo,;s curves. For tile NCP conf'iguratitm, _lgh the Voyager
Not = ,V0: = ,Vo3 = X04. A Block IV _ecelvet wllh a .:tO.llz spacecraft during Uranus encounter, radio loss call be expected
threshold loop noise ba|ldwklth 1,,,assumed t\,_ each station. It It, be les._ than 0.0 dB fo_ the nlalorlty of the pass. 1"his i
is also asst|nled that the received powers t\_r the 34.m T/R assumes a 8I:R of 5 × I0 .'. I he radio loss should :llways be
station and the two 34-m 1/O stations are less than the under 1.0 dB.
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The Effects of Pointing Errorson the Performance
of Optical Communications Systems
V. A. Vilnrotter
Telecommun_cataon$ Systems Section
Optk'al communk'_ :ons systems operating over interplanetary dtstances require the
use of extremely narrow optk'al beams fi_r ,la¢imttm power concentration near the
receiver. Consequently. poirlt#lg errors must he kept to a small fraction of a beamwMth
to avoid severe deterioratfim hi receiver perlbrmance, due to the decrease it1 received
h_,wer associated with point#tg errors. In this article, the mathematical models required
for studying the eJ]i.cts oJ" random pohttmg errors are dereh,ped and applied to the
pn_bk',l ¢,]"quantifying the effects of pointolg errors on the perfomtancc (q'('oherent and
Incoherent optical re "eivers.
I. Introduction
Long-distance optical _.ommunications systems generally operate with narrow optical beams, in order to maximize the signal
t_wer-density in tile vicinity of the receiver. While the ruth|mum attainable beamwidth is limited by diffraction effects, optical
antennas can generate beams w,th divergence angles on the order of micmradians. Theiefore, accurate beam pointing becomes a
formidable task, and even minute pointing errors can lead to severe deterioration in system performance. Here we consider an
idealized long-distance optical communicatmns system model consisting of a diffraction-limited optical transmitter and an optical
receiver located in tile far-field of the transmitted beam. In order to simplify the analysis, it is assumed that there is no relative
morton between the receiver and tile transmitter. We concentrate on mt_telling the opttc,4 field at the receiver in lhe presence of
random [a_inting errors and on developing a useful model for the probability denstty of the pointing error. The rnodel is applied to
tile optical communications problem tn order to determine tile effects of constant pointing offsets and random pointing errors on
the performance of both coherent and duect-detection (or incoherent ) optical commmfications systems.
II. MathematicalModelsfor the ReceivedField
Consider the field.propagation nlt_lel shown In Fig. I. A circular transmitter aperture '_r is assumed to be centered in the
transmitter plane {coordinates x t. 3'1 ). The transmitter aperture is illuminated by a tempt,rally modulated, normaUy incident
plane-wave Ut(t; X|,T I ), whtch we model as
2 + ,2 _(dr/2)2
U,(tt): xl -_1
Ut(t.X |,y|) = (I)
0 ; elsewhere
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where we define t I = t + (z/c) in order to account for propagation delay, d t is the diameter of the transmitter apertur,"and c
is the speed of light. The temporal component is defined as
L,l ,
Ut(t) = _--_t ] re(t) exp lj(tot + Or(t))] (2)
',r,
where A t is the area of the transmitter aperture. UI/v_c-_t is the normalimd field amplitude, re(t) is tile rood,dating waveform
', (Im(t)j _ I). _o is the radian frequency of the optical carrier, aJ,d 0 t (t) is a random phase process associated aith the optical
' source. The normalized field amplitude Ut/x/TfTt can be interpreted as an equivalent field amplitude that generates an average%
photon rate of n r= U_/hv photons,,second, independent, of the area of the transmitting aperture (here h is Pla.'ack'sconstant, and
v = to/2rr is the optical carrier frequency}. The beam axis is defined to be a line normal to the transmitter plane, passing through
tile origin. The receiver aperture ,q', [with collecting area A r) is assumed to be located a distance z from the origin of the
transmitter plane, perpendicular to the line between the centers of the transmitter and receiverapertures. The pointing error 0e is
defined as the angle between this line and tile beam axis, as shown in Fig. I.
The receiveraperture is assumed to be in the "far-field," or Fraunhofer region, of tile transmitted beam. If the dimensions of
the receiver aperture are much smaller than the beam dimensions, then amplitdde and phase variations over the aperture can be
neglected, and the complex field at the receivercan be represented as
U(t:z, O.) = A/11 tt )/'(z)G(O ) (3)
where
t.j2_z/,X
l(:} ....... (4112_z
J t (rrdrOe/_)
and J, 1") is the Bessel flmction of order one (Ref. 1). The amphtude gain flmction (;(0.) is the normalized diffraction pattern of
tile transmitter aperture. The amplitude gain fimction G(Oe )and the intensity gain function (;2{0 e) are shown in Fig. 2. Note that
the first 7ero tx;cursat _"a Indt/AIO,. = 3.82. clearly defining the dimensions of the main lobe.
When the standard deviation of the pointing error is nluch less than une radian 10,. <'< I radianL the pointing error can be
conveniently decomposed into orthogonal components 0_ and 0,.. where
0 = 0e cos ¢/ (6a)
0 = O sin _k (6b)y e
and
2 and _ respectively.We assume that O_ and 0_.are independent random variableswith mean values r/t and r_., and variance o, o_.
The total pointing error process can then be expressed m terms of 0x and 0,. as
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O (t) = It) + O .Itl (7)
It is .onvement to define tile parameter tl as
li = li +li 181
which can be interpreted as the pointing errorinduced by constant pointing offsets in the O, and Oy directkms.
Tile analysis becomes somewhat tractable if we assume that O_(t) and O,.(t) are _aussian random proces_e_. Suppressing the
time dependence for notational simplicity, and letting o_ = ,Jy :-o 2 the probabdity density for the independent Gausslan random
variables 0, and 0,. isgiven by the expression
7'
(0 - li )2 +lOt . r/t): ]p,_,(O . 0 ) = ....I exp : .... (0)3 s _ •.iTO" .(i" J
Tile densityof 0. canbe determinedby astraightforwardtransformationl.Ref. 2); usingF_q.((_),file joint densityof tile random
variables0 and _ can be expressed as
{ ,: ]0 10. cos _ + t7, + 10. sin _ - t_ 1:t,(O _} = "-exp ..... {10)- _',(J" 2,l"
It follows therefore that
f,:, :o. ['°_'"_'l("f0" [:f ' ,'"']+)<'plO c ) = plO. _id¢' exp -- .. exp Ill, cos 6 il t, _ I I 1' (i 2 2o: J r
l)el]nlng theangle_ i as
+, : tan '(lit/., # 112)
_,e can rev.rtte tile exponent inside the integral as
lit COSt_ flit Sill t¢ : t]CtIl{ti_ I I_} 113)
']'he inlegral is now lecognlled as a repre_ntatlOll of the nlodified _ssel tunetio;i tit order tero
'So:r° ] (o:).'n eXPL,,2tlcosll_ i - _1 d_ : I 0 1141
Subslituting l:'q.1141UllO Fq. I I I ) yields
o [, ,](7)p(O } := ' exp ..... !O_+lil !o 1151o: 20:
t_
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; which is seen to be the well-known Rice density• Note that since Io(0) = !. Eq. (15! re'luces to the familiar Rayleigh density in
the hmit as the pointing error r/-4' 0. In the following sections, we shall apply the above results to examine the effects of pointing
error or, th_ performance of direct detection and coherent optical receivers.
t,
Ill. Performance of Optical Receivers in the Presence of Pointing Errors
In this section, the effects of pointing, errors on receiver performance are examined. First, we consider the effects of pointing
errors on direct-detection receivel_, assuming that M.ary PPM sign',d sets are observed. Such signals can be generated by letting
re(t) = I over one of M time slots, and zero over the remaining (M - I ). The perfi_rmance ofM-ary PPM receivers in the presence
_ of background radiation has been studied elsewhere (Ref. 3}. ilere we shall assume that the effects ,._fbackground radiation are
negligible, and concentrate on the effects of random pointing errors.
The symbol-em,r probability can be expressed in terms of the symbol erasure probability _ as
M-I
PalE) = M _ (16a)
where
: , = exp l-K,[ (Ibh)
and K s is the average count per symbol, in the absence of any pointing errors. For pulses that are much m,rrower than the
correlatiun ttme of the pointing-error process, the average pulse count can be related to the received field, conditioned un a given
pointing error. 0e, as
K (O } = hv IUIt,Oe)12 d dxdv = A l - 1(;'10 ) = h G2(O.) (17)
where r ix the pulse durat._on, p _s the quantum effioency of the photodetector, h _s Pl::nck's constant, v ts the optical frequen_.y.
and _]t = _': "It ix the .llvergence ot the tran',mltted beam. measured in steradlans. The :mconth:J, mal era';ure probabdHy ts
obtained by averaging the conditional erasure probahhty over the den._tty of the pointing-error
i= exp [-KlOe)lplOe)dO ¢ tlg)
Thts expression ts accurate whenever the (;ausslan approximation for 0 and O_ can be revoked For tire D)tnting-error density of
Fq. ! 15 ). the erasure probabdlty becomes
i O:° ,10
= o_ O exp K G2(O ) Io• 2112 - _ 02 ! e
In the hnut a_ o2 " O, p(O. ) -. _!O - rll, and the erasure probabilqv reduces It.)
= exp l-k (;" 10_] 120t
rhis erasure probabthty Is shown m hg 3 as a functton of the normalh, ed pomtmg error Yl,. for several values of K,, where
% = t nd t, Xhi. in terms of these umts, a normalized mean value of 17e = . ._. cortesl_mds It) the planar half.angle of the main lobe
(the actual mare lobe half-angle ts, of course, iX nd t) ames as great) l'he I:x)mts where , = i correspond to the/eros of the
antenpa pattern.
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The effects of rand,m pointing errors on the erasure probability are shown in Fig. 4(a) through 4(c). (Numerical integration of
t:q. ( 19l was employed to obtain these graphs.) For a given K s, the erasure probability is shown as a function of the normalized
mean pointing error r/,++--(rrdr/?_ for various values of the normalized variance oe2 =(rrdr/),,) 2 o 2. Recall that an typical
applications. (3_/rrdtl '+ 10 _'. which means that typical beam half angles are on the order of mlcroradmns. Note tha,' for high
values of A',, (K s _ 10) the erasure probability increases dramatically with increasing (normalizedl variance, empham,'ing the
imp>rtance of reducing the variance of the pointing error to a small fraction of the main-lobe divergence when operating at low
error probabilities. At low values of K_. (K, _ 5 J, the effects of mean pointing offsets and random pointing errors become nu,ch
less pronounced, suggesting that under these conditions the requirements on lm_inting accuracy c_n be relaxed.
The performance of coherent recewers can be analyTed in a similar mannt-t. Coherent homodyne reception requires the
addltJox, of a local field prior to photodetection. _e model the local field as an equiva ! , plane-wave with temporal variation
l// (t ) = [--[---] ex I, Ij(o)t + O/(t ))1 121)
where I 't. is the field amphtude, and O/(t) is a random phase process due to pham: instabilities within the local laser. Assuming
that Ut >_> I; I/V.'_t 2 (winch _sgenerally true lot long-range communicatmns systems) the average count generated by a bmar)
antipodal signal trait) -: +-I), given that hypothesis 11_is true (i = 0. ! ) can be expressed as
sf.,,[;o ,] '".'" ]= = P 2( )0, i) 122K(0) ti_, IUlt. O.) + /'£(t)12 d dr,h" h,;A. ,'/ + I - dlO,.)cos') )_¢/Rt:
where O,. = IOI - 0 t + (2rr:/A)] Is tht" pil:tg' process of the detected field If the pha+_-trackmg err,r O,.(t) is assumed to be
neghglbl,', then _e can let cos _,. " I If the pemtmg errors were ',dso ne,dzgtble (0. = OL then the error prohabthty of the above
cohere, . celser could be expres._d a.s (Ref 4)
=Oq'4£,;
fh _ •
= 2_n! _. -',,2d" 123)<.)<u_
where h_ ,s again the average number of signal counts over a gzven bit interval We have oh.,,erved before that the effect of the
i_untlng error 0. is to decrease the average nulnb¢r el observed fOtlrils In proportion to the norn+ah,,ed antenna pattern of the
transnutter aperture. Therefore. the condttmnal error probability of the coherent binary (MAP) receiver can be expressed as
(Note thai the argument of i-q.(24) may take on negattve values due to the phase-_tnm "re detection techmque we ha_,e
employed, whtch reslmmds to negative values of G(Oel). The uncondttmnal error prt,habthty ts again the average of the cond_tmnat
error-ptobabtht_, over the pointing-_rror stattsttcs
(2o: o"1 o
When only [_;inting ot'fs_t$;Ire present, the error probability ag_lin [P_¢oln_ ,3function of r/
140
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2 __O, which again correspondsFigure 5 sh_,..s the error probability of the coherent receiver as a function of 17e, in the limit as oe
to the idealized pointing error density P(Oe) = _(0 e - 17). Note that the error probability may exceed a half because the antenna
pattern can assume negative values, in which case the receiver almost certainly commits an error. As the variance of the pointing
error increases (Oe_ > O) receiver pertbrmance deteriorates, as can be seen in Fig. 6(a) throt,gh 6(c). (Again, numerical integration
was employed to evaluate Eq. (25)). As before, we observe that the perfbrmance deterioration due to pointing error is most severe
when the recewer Is operating at low error probabilities, and tent:° to become le_s selious as the average on-axis signal bit count Ks
decreases.
IV. SummaryandConclusions
We have developed a general model for evaluating the effects of random pointing errors on the received field in long-razJ_e
optical communications systems. The probability density of the poin ing-error random process has been derived for the case of
independent, equal-variance Guassiarl pointing error components. This morsel was then applied t() the problem of determining the
effects of pointing error_ on the performance of direct-detection and coherent optical receivers. The resu!ts indicate that pointing
errors tend to cause a sev,_-edeterioration in receiver performance only when the optical receivers are operating at very low error
probabilities. Therefore, the ultimate performance of lon)z distance optical communications systems may well be limited by the
abilS-Jof the transmitter to point the downlink baum toward the intended receiver.
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On the Correction for Quantization Effects in
Signal-To-Noise Ratio Estimation
L. Howard
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section
In sampled data digital tch'metrv systems the sig_tal.to-noise rath_ (SNR) is typically
derived as a ft,wtion ¢,f the moments ,_f the ,ligitized #tput stream (e.g., the receiver
output}. iTtis attah,g-to-digital convershm process ts itself an additional noise source
k,town a._ the "quantizatmn" noise. Thus a d_gitally measured SNR will only appn_xb
matelv represent the SNR of the anah_g input st_aal. This report presents a pr_wedure
{Sheppard "scorrectmns) for correcthzg moments o]'any ¢_rderfor thts quantizathm effect.
I. Introduction The most extreme case of quantization error occurs wht n
Experience gained over the last two years using the e\tsting only the sigl; of the analog _,lgnal (+ or - ) survives the digital
subsystems for arraying IRef. I) at Jupiter (Voyager 2) and conversltm process. Thts process is often referred to as hard-
Saturn (Ptoneer 11. Voyagers I and 2) _ht)ws that one; of the hnutmg the stgnal, and the output is called the sign bit.
Single bit estimators are hnportant in that they minimize
weak points of the current system is the abihty it) a_.curately hardware complexity, often with an acceptable degradation in
monitor telemetry stgnal-to.nolse ratio (SNRt at levels accept- perft_rmance.
able for real-tinte array performance v',didatmn. As part of a
development task It) intprove performance m this area a review
and analysis t_t" the problems expected frt)in digital signal There simuld be a separate treatment of n bit quantl/atmn
processing and SNR estimation has been undertaken. -I"he first for ea,'b n = I, 2, 3... ad nauseum. Fortunately an n bit
,,,",;,uzer has 2" states or quantizatmn levels, each stale
_l"a series of reports on this work ts a treatment of quantiza- occupying 2 '_ of full-scale input range (nonhnea_ or com-
tion effects• panding converters will m)t be treated here, although com-
panding offers interesting possibilities). For n > 4 the quan-
II. Ouantization Effects tizatmn levels become close enough together that we may
assume the salnpled distribution is co_lstant over the width _f
Ouanti/ation error is the term applied to the errors mtro- a level. This allows us to treat all cases of sufficiently large n as
duced by representation of anah_g values by a fin:re (usually if the c_nversion was infinitely accurate (n -* oo) but also
few) number of bits. Other sources tffnuluerlcal error may be lntmd_tces an additive noise component (dependent on n)
introduced during mtern_ calculatmns; but they arc seldom _f called the quantl;,_ation nois,'.
die stgntficance of the imtial qt,antuatlon errors from the
analog-to-digital conversion process, and they can usually be For an n bit .luantlzer the quantization levels are spaced
avoided by careftd hardware design. 2 -n of full range apart; call this value e. The quantized output
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can exactly represent the input only if rite input is exactly at Digital moments on the right hand side (r.h.s) of the block
•: one of these quantization levels. Imagine now that for any diagram are given by
'_ ¢ "arbitrary analog input (within range), an additional n.nse
source was added so that the resulting analog signal was moved
2N fI, K+ ! 2N
tothenearest quantizationlevel, la_= E IKr I dF(x) = EI_ r [F(Vx)-F(VK_I) ] (3)
Thzs is the "quantization noise." From what has already K=I _'VK K=I
been said, its distribution will be uniform from -6/2 to +6/2
,5
: about zero (and thus dF = dx/e} and the associated noise The problem of approximating integrals like Eq. (2) by finite
power is titus sums like Eq. (3) is the subject of the Euler-Maclaurin sum
f_/2 (1) 62 fornmla (see Ref. 2). The estimation of continuous moments= x 2 d_c - !2 ( 1} from quantized ol group data is fortunately a familiar problem
eQNo¢se "r-¢/2 in statistics. The results are known as Sheppard's corrections,
and the detailed development may be flmnd in statistic_ texts
The effect of quantization noise is to increase the effective such as Ref. 3. The formulas for Sheppard's corrections are
noise component of the signal-to-noise ratio during the act of summarized in the next section.
digitization.
A block d_agram of the process is' III. Ouantization Effect Corrections
The results areas follows.{_",l I_',1
ANALOG INPUT DIGITAL OUTPUT
': ""' "_A_ r 1 E 21 I/=0
SAMPLING
NOISE
N s_t) wh ere
where tp'r moments of the left-hand side of the dtstnbu- is the integral part of X
tmn, and t = moments of the right-hand side of the
dlstributmn. Since the analog input power is usually held
constant {to keep within the ADC raugeL the digitally esti-
which approximates the r.h.s, moments in terms of I.h.s.
mated SNR asymptotically approaches a constant value as the
analog SNR increases, moments, and
Consider tile generaleffect on nloments over the distribu- /.tr.= _X_ (__) I) (5)tton. Anal'ag mome ts on the left.hand ide (I.h.s.) of the " -
block diagram are given by _-o
which approximates l.h.s, moments m terms of r.h.s.
f[ _, o2:v f'vx" moments.tJ', : x' dFl.'z) : E .":rdFlx) (2}
V K The _ are the Bernoulli numbers, and obey the generating
equation
where
- BI i
Fix) : input distnbution t_ = _ /
et- 1 ,,I, i--f- (6)
Pr = rth central moment (I.h.s.) t :o
• = Kth "O,' The lh'st 14 are. Bo - I; B t = - 1/2; odd B's = 0 except B I :
l g quanti/ation leveI. K = I ...... B: = !/6; B 4 = - 1/30; B6 = i/42; B 8 = - 1/30; BI0 = 5/66;
11° -.-ool_.t -..t (=,0) Bi2 = - 691/2730; BI4 = 7/6
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For the lower moments tJj = _._ - 1 --, c2
-4-tat
I , + 7e4
- ++2
" _/a3 J+8
1 'e"
5 31¢t'
/a4 : /a._+ 2_J_ + c4 Ib - 1344
s , IV. Conclusion
This article has presented the corrections for quantlzation
effects m the estimation of distribution moments. The hmita-
U+_= ta_+l c: 3 ,c._ 1 c641.t4 8_/d2 + _-4-"_ 17) tlons are that the quantization steps be equally spaced and
that the continuous functions whose integrals are estimated
must m some sense be smooth with respect to quantization
and grid (see Rel. 3). The extensnon of thts approach to absolute
moments (which are not "snlootJl" at the origin) and to
/Jl = /al unequal qt,antizatlon spacing (conlpzmding converters) Js cur-
rently under stud). The effect of these corrections on specific
SNR estimatlt,n algorithms depends upon the detailed repre-
t 2 ._ntatton of the estm_ator ], terms of distribution moments.
/a_ : /a_ -_ I_ Rest,Its wdl be reported as they become available.
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Networks Consolidation Program
System Design
E. C. Gatz
"_DA EngineeringOffice
Ttus artwle des,'rlbes t/tc general system design j;,r tile Mark IV-A Deep Cpace
Yetwork to Iw mlplcmentt'd 1tl the Networks Consohdatl, m l_rogratn. The arrangement
and complement ,,1 antcnnas and the hst o] subsystem equtptnetlt at the Signal Processing
( i'nter art' descrtt_ed.
I. Introduction II. Mark IV-A Network Configuration
Tile descr,ptnon of the Networks ('t, nsohdatton Program The new network configuration ts shown m Fig. I. It
(NCP). It.,, history, management planning, and system design consists of five antennas and Signal Processing Center (SPC) at
approach ts gnven m Ref. 1. The objective of the program each of three Deep Space Communications Complexes: Gold-
is to develup a single cost-effective network of ground tracking stone, Calitornia. Madrid. Spare. apd Canberra, Australia.
Stall,OilS l'ol commumcatmg with interplanetary spacecraft and Communication facilities t. conr.ect these complexes to the
with earth-orbiting satel!ites not served by tile Tracking Data Network Operations ('ontrol Center are included.
Relay Spacecraft System (TDRSS). In the process of this
development, it is expected to reduce operations costs and to
prt:vlde increased antenna aperture on the ground G_r greater At each complex, the antennas are to be colocaled within I
data return for deep space nusstons, or 2 kilometers ,: order to ease operations and maintenance
and to enhance the capabihty of arraying muir|pie antennas.
The current t_:, ' ' _etwork, cMled Mark Ill, will Fach antenna has some locally mounted equipment: antenna
therefore he ,ec..n_, '_,.se objectn_:s, as well as t,_ drive, low-noise amplifier, receiver front-ends, and trans-
Inch_ ',° ,"_'. • :at,.;e' lents "l" -::configured net- nutters. Ilowever, the bulk of the antenna-associated eqmp.
w,,rk ,,,ill I, iowt_ a.. In2 . _ , 1_",t_ t, Tile current plan ment; antetina controller, llut.rowave mstrumcntatlon, trans-
1, ':J pert'o, , r!.... Pc" ¢':.'_r it, _,"13 ,aid IO84 with mntter controls, etc., is located at the SIK', The SH' also
ct ,,_!¢to,,,' i t),c ,_ ,,i .'.._' '_ includes telemetry, command, radio metric, and radio science
1.5o
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processing equipment, as well as other associated control and IV. Signal Proc_ssing Center
processing equipment.
A mmphfied block diagram of a Signal Processing Center is
shown in Fig. 2. This shows the general subsystem com-
plement. Detailed configurations and connections _ill be
III. Antennas Oescnr_ed in later arttcl_. The SPC is configured to support
t-ach ,',,mplex is planned to have five antennas, configured ope.ratlon o; each antenna m&vidually, or to array any com-
as follt,, s binatton t,f the hrge antennas. Two subarrays can be
supported.
(I) (,4-Meter. This ts the existing antenna configured fi)r As indicated, antenna control, receiver/exciter and radio
S-hand transmission and reception and X-band recep- metnc tracking subsystem equipment is associated wuh each
t_on. "Ihts _s the prime antenna lbr deep space com- antenna as appropriate. Only transmitting antennas have ex-
mumcatlons and for radio science and Very Long Base- _.iters and ir:,ckmg equipment. The Telemetry, Command, ",nd
hne Interferometry (VLBI)applications. Momtor and Control Subsystems are each organized into four
(2) 3.-Meter Transnut/Receive. ThLs Is the existing 34- group, "/_ch group can be independently assigned;the groups
mete" antenna at each complex, configured for S- are thus a_signed to form up to four "'links." Each "'link" has
banu ,r.',nsm_ss,m and reception and X-band recept_of_, the necessary equipment to suppurt one spacecraft mi-sion,
It _s used for all deep space applications and is planned wtth receiver, antenna, tracking, command, and telemetry
for suppt,rt of Ihgh Farth Orbiters also. equtpment. The link can handle a single antenna or an array.
F.ach hnk is controlled by a singie opera++or stationed at the
131 34-Meter [.tsten-Only. This wnll be derived by enlarging link Monitor alld ('optrol Console. The link assigjunents, m-
and moving the DSN 2(+-meter antenna at each cure- eluding the antenna and assoctated equtpment, are performed
plex. These antelams wdl be eqttlpped lor X-band only b} the complex Monitor and (.+'oiii"ol accor&ng to an estab-
and wtll be used m array applicatlt,ns, hshcd ._hedule. Other subsystents provide test support, tech-
14) 34-Meter lastet,-Only. Tlus wdl be derived by enlargtng ntcal tacditws, frequency and ttrrung, maintenance, and radto
and re,wing the Gr_,und Spacefhght Tracking and ,+.+ence support, l__tatls for the SPC System configurations wdl
Data Netwt_rk ((;STI)N) 2b-meter axdenna at each IX-presented nn !uture articles.
c,mlple\. It _,111be cunfigured Its1 both X-band and
S-baiid reception and v,'tll be ustd tot bt,dl deep space
and Ihgh Iazth ()rhttet reception and tor VI.lil V. Current Design Work
apphcatltms ]'lus arucle has outlined the system des_glt fur the Mar+,
15) _).Mete,. The extstnlg GSTDN tl-nleter antenna.,, wd] bt, IV-A [_ep Space Nctv, ork [)¢slgll v ,rk IS continuing _m the
relocated and used l_r S-band trallMUlS_.lon and recep- details ot C_llnectlt_n and c_;ntrol of all elements and _)II
tu,m m _up_x_t -I Ilngh l'arth ()rbtters. antetma and SP¢' floor plans at_d equtpmen! layouts
Reference
': c.atct. _,!, I . Ilerman, 1) T., and Sanner, (; i-., " "'etm'orks (.'tmsolnd_tntm Prosram,"
4..5_. July]:: /'lit' /+t'/t't+,,PtltHlttH(a/i+'+'/_+ and Data .4cqut+ilt,,t Pr,,gn,s+ RCp++rl +_ . an'.]
AUgtt'+,t I"}._O, p 10".120, Jet Ptt,puls_on l+aboratt,ry, Pa_dena, ('ahl.. Oct 15, 1_4?+0.
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Assessment of Solar-Assisted Gas-Fired
Heat Pump Systems
F. L. Lansing
DSN Engmee, m 9 Section
Inchtstrial and scientific eommunitu,_ are showing a new wal'e of interest in develol'ing
engine-driven heat pumps that utilize hybrid sources of ene_,.v comhining fossil fuels,
solar energy, and waste heat .4_"a possihle applicatb_n .ti,r the Goldstone 1:tterKv Project.
the performam'e of a lO-tml heat.pump unit using a h),hrid solar-gas energy source ls
evahtated m an eJ.fort to _q_timize the solar collector .size. The hcat-lmm P D'stem is
deslgtwd to provMe all thc coohng arid/or heating rcquirement_ of a seh'cted office
huihling located at the 9e_7_ Space C+mlmuntc._tlcm ComtJh,x, Goldstone. Cal_tornia. Tilt'
s|'slem per/iJrmancc l_ to t,e augmented m tile heating mode h.v tttllLzmg tile waste heat
from the power _w'le. .4 simplified system _t;alysis fi described in this report t, _assess aim
compute mterrehttimlship_ o.l the engine, heat ptmtp, and solar am1 buthlhtg performance
parameters, attd t _ opttmtze tile st)lar concentrator/huihlmg area ratio fi_r a ??tbtltttttttt
t, qal sysr('m text. In addition, four altemtatil'e /teatmg-coohtlg systems, commonly used
.fhr hulhting-co,ntbrt, are described, their costs are compared, and an' .f'+mnd to he h'ss
cott'.petltil'e with llt¢" gas-.solar heat-punq_ ,g.t'Sl¢'m at tile p,ofl'cled solar equtpnwnt costs.
I. Introduction energy-shortage situation, has stimulated more research and
lie;It pump,,. .,,OnlCtlme.,, called "energy pumps." arc dc'.eh,pment of heat rmmps in many areas, such as (I)cou-
mechanlcall_ drl_eVl devices that e\tract heat from one phng with nahlral notlfossll-ftlel energy resources :rich as solar-
electric, blolllas.,, ,,.'OlllhtlstlOll or wind power, as prime nlovers.[Itetlltltl" at d ccrlalll lemperalure alld "pump" th,s heal ;ttld a
and (2t using the pump as a booslCl for any low-temperaturelittle more to another mednlm z,t a higher temperature. If used
heat. including waste heat, to obtain a nlore useful higher-
lot a heating pulpose, heat ptllllp'+,are known to have a high t_mperature.level heat for Industrial, residential, and omn,ler-
potellt_a; for saving natural energy resources and for ledt:"lll_2 cial appltcatltmS (Rcf I).
|.qllttJ_} etlelg.\ corlStlltlptlOlt as compared to direct electrical
TeSlstance heatms, or fossil.fuel-fired boilers. Several configura.
turns ekl,',t, as llhtstrated ut Appendix A. which diffel malnl,, Toward the commercialization of small-si/e heat-pump
In the t._pe of t]uld or media e\changmg heat with the beat units (amu,,d 10 tons of refngeratlon or 35.16 kWh0a new
pump',, teclrculatlng refrigerant, study ts being jointly reviewed h} the l:nergy and Technol-
or.,T Application office of the Jet Propulsion Labolatory (JPI.)
1"he tece it interest by industrial and scientific communities and Alresearch Manufacturing Company t,l the Garrett Coxp..
in enetgx-ctmsunlptton reduction, a+ a result .q" the global attd is being sptms_red and managed by the Department .l
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Energy. The hybrid heat-pump system concept under mvestl, fuel ,esources. or low cost. The system features are composed
gation replaces conventmnal electrical motor-drives with gas- of the following elenrents:
fired enganes (or turbines'1 coupled with solar concentrators.
' Tile solar connection is superi,nposed Cot savitltt additmnal gas { 1) A heat pump that "primps" heat. when used in tile
+ _ |ledllllg mode. from uutdoor all. This is a single. COlll- i
heat during the sunl,ly hours. Combilumt_ die exp,eltt_c of JPI. pact device that functions as either a heating el a I
" ill high-temperature solar concentrators, solar receivers, high- cooling unit as necessitated bv the buildl,ng needs, t
-. temperature energy storage with and without pllase-ch::ngc - i
"; matert_ls IPCM'1, aad building-energyanalysls, with the experl- 12) A heat recovery device that benefits from tile heat !
t+
-._ ence of tile Gar;ett Corp. Ill developing engl,nes and gas-tu,rblne rejected by. tile driving engine (or power c_cle) and _
hardware and in theH computer simulation, tile investigation is feeds a large portion of that heat directly to tile condl-
expected to be thorotl_l and vely informative, qoned space. This enables the system to oul-i+_rfornl i
ctmventlo_,al heating devices, wluch means higher pe+-
, As part ,,f tile l:'nergy ('onservatiorl Project for the Deep formance, smaller solar col_ectur area. and lower opera-
Space Netwolk (i)SN) faclhtles, continually keeping aware of tl,on cost.
and making engineering assessments of new technologl,es, con- 13) No large thermal or electrical storage is required for i
cepts, controls, compollellts, Zlll(] S_ stelllS and their economics, tills hybrid system since direct gas combustion is used :
particularly in tile :,rea uf buuldmg heating, ventilation :l,nd air when needed. Operation during tile night ot duilng t
ctmditmning {ltVAC'1. is of prltne Importance t\_r upgrading cloudy periods Is ummterrupted, thus providing high
the faclhtles and keeping their energy consulllptlon al a lllllll- reliability
trill,ill. Ph, e tommerclahzatlon of the above hybrid heat-source
system and Its relevant adxanced building controls presents an lhe above features are expected tu lead to savings m
alea woqb investigating since it has a high potent,al for reduc-
rtlalntenallce alld operatloll ct_sts.
ing the en,'rD consumptlt+n of faclhtles and enhancing their
cnerg) self-sttflqclenc_ posllloll SlllCe nu,l+llerollS palameter _, tire expected to enter int,_ tile
",_,Stt.'lll performance ev,dualmn, two aptmmchcs could be Col-
Until tile detal,led ctmapute11/ed results of the above DOE. lowed. [ 1'1a detailed compu, terl/ed approach USUlg hourly,
managed task are pl,lblished, a short tmm defirullon slud_ has d:qly, monthly, and yearl_ l_md distribution, c,mq_oneht effi-
been initiated m order tt; provide ou,r fatalities management cleric'+, and rote weather. ,_r 12)a slnlplified "luunpl,ng"
and engmems with the key advant:lge,_ of the candidate heat- approach fi_r faster assessmenl. The first ar,ptoa,:h is already m
pump configutatltm, its potential cost s,lvmg,., al+d it.,, D.'rhn- progress with full tesl,lltS yet to bc pubhshed Tile second
mance and operallt_nal +u,per:oltly The lask t+bjectlves are :l,pproach, I._tile Olle chosen for tills report Ill <+rder to plovl,de
|etllatl'¢el._. set to ( I ) conl]gule :t colllplete add-on hmat-pl,l,nlp coarse hotl,ll<J.3rles, ;.llld Sl/e hnlits In the Opt'dllh-'ation of tile
sx stem to art e\lStlng hullthng at the DSN faclhty. 121 ou,thne solar share. Tile complexity t+t"the second approach could be
and ldentl,l.+, b__ a simplified anaiytlcal apl+rt+ach, ff possible, latel increased for a betler refinement uf results accuracy by
til,e kex design and weathel param:ters, 13'1_.Olllpale I|S eco- l,ltlh/lng one el tile avadable dyllallllC ana]ysls comptttel pro-
nollll:s ag;.llll9 alternate dual heatmg-ct+ohng conl]gulatlt+ns g_:l,lns such as rRNSYS, SOLI_I.+S. etc. Ilowever. this :lrtlcle
that ;Ire COllllqoIl[ 3 tl.,,ed, 14) provide all optllnu, Ill solar. Icpt_l|S op.l_ about the t]r,_l.oztlet assessment t_l the COllcepl
CO[It'c|'O." '+,It'd for a IlllllllllUIll ._early total cost or a lllllllmum _Allh,_,l,.l,l dIl_ detailed computerlled calculations.
IO-year hfe-cycle cost. alld (5'1 stl,ldy _auances and sensltw_tles
t_|" tile economics or COllfigulatlon paralllelers itlchldtltg diffel.
ent t} |K_St,[ mnldmgs, weather patterns, chert+ +_'ltes. etc. Thls
prehnllualx assessnlent Is not intended to su,bstltute for ,+_ II. System Description
_ replace the detailed work currently being done elsewhere, but An _+tltllnle ,fl" a complete cotlceplllal systenl drivel; by a
rather to supplenlent _t, and paxe tile way for ,'\amuung to a h!,brld solar/gas heat St+ll,+ceis shown in Fig. I. The l]ow of
|'ilst order of magnitude the COllCel'q apphcablht+x It, e\lMIllg energy Stleanls to and lroln each Ct}lllpoIienl l,S sketched Ill
DSN facditle', that have different weather prt,files, I+tnldulg Fig. 2. The following 4 subsystems are identified:
Ioadulg, and huuldlng types.
<11 Solar coiled.lion and slorage subsystem
Tile attractiveness of tills solar.assisted gas-fired he:lt-pumlp 121 Power ctmvelsitm subsysteln.
systenl ctmcept for future apphc:tllon !n Deep Space Network 13} Heat pump subsystem.
buildings ts based on _e,,eral l'eatum:s, each of which offers
polenhall.x lugh efficiency, better u.llwallt n of e\r+tmg fossil- 14) Building :fir-I+andhng st,bsvstem.
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: '[he function _I each subs}slenl is bl'lell_ described next, With any power cycle used. solue Ileal must be rejected
assisted h_, I:lg.s. I and 2. which. If recovered and utihzed, represents a bonus to the
overall system perform;etc. Tile recoverable heat could be _1_
A. Solar Collection and Storage Subsystem utdl,,ed dlrectl) for heating the budding In the heating mode,
p
+ |'hl'_ *,lll'J_.v_;|elll t'l}ll'_l'_lS tit" :t SOIl.It concenlr:ltor, a solal and if needed, for tenqX.'latUle nlodulatiolt iii tile cooling
nlodc.
: lecelvet, alld :t hlgh.tetllperalllre sloJage COlllpallnleltl lhe
coiiCelllralt'_l is llllll;.lll) configuled as a pt_lllt-focllslllg 2-;\is
tldcklllg i_alab_lold nllrlol. A!_l'Jlo|_rhlte tlleehalll.Xllls Iol
_" ad ustmg tile a/lmulh and elevation ,ingles :_re provided to line The system layout in Fig. 1 illustlales the components of
i.ip tilt' parabol,_ld ;\Is with tile sutl-earth vector during lhe one selected powel cycle The regenmalive air-Bray|on cycle.
sl,nn} hours, l'he s,_lat Cller_'_, zetlecled b._ tile COllCClltlatOl WIllC]l ts used as the pllllle nltWel for tilt.' heat punlp. The
llllrlOr IS focllsed Oll tile filllle ,tpel lille tbf tile solar receiver, |'_o_,t, el c} cle IS conl|3t_sed of an all COlll['He.'.,SOl, all air lulbllle, a
wluch _ placed at tile t_alabolo_d loct_s 1'he st_la_ recelvel has rege_leralt_, a gas ct_nlbush_l and a heat sink. Air passes
a eavll)-hke sh2l_.' IO ,tpp_\ltllale ,t black-bod'v ladlalor. II is Itllol_gh the hlgil-lelnl'erature etlergy-stolage elelnelll 1o be
also c_tclo.sed b} a tile_lual lnsulatltm hi:rake! to reduce tile tie;led b':f,;re it ente_ the gas conlbustor Gas CO_llbUStlOllwill
olllwa:d Ihollll;.ll radlatlon-con_,ecllon I_sses to sl.irlOtllldlllg lake over as the sole healing source iI'insut'ficienl solar euergy *
all. "| Illottgl_ a s_'t of ileat-pll_.'s t.Ollllected It_ tilt." Illte[It)l solar is collected. Tile lllechalllC;.tl work of tile power c3,cle is used
_ecei_,e_ walls, a hlgll.letlll_ature elle_gy-stotage Ct_lnl_alllnclll !o drl,,e li_e refrigeration conlpressor by a Slllgie shaft as shown
P, allached. |'he Iherlllal shtragc ca|_abllll._, t,, tills subs\slenl HI Fig. !. The .solal recel,¢er-slorage st]bsvsleln and the pow,.'_
Ill;I) Ill.' [lllllted Io llol lllOlC lhall t.ll!e IlOlll. It', l_lOx'lde otll_ COllVer,qtln StlbSysielll could be placed 1!10lle aSSelllbl), located
datllping ,uld smoothulg effect.,, Iot ill,' _ol_l Hllellsll) lluclua- at lhe collCt'llllaltH t't_cal region. ('t_lllbtlSllt',ll air Is prellealed
l_t+tls. Pha._e-change nlatet_als ate rect+nlnlended 1"OI a COlllpac t bet'_ie lilt\hie WlIII tile fuel ,n the fOlllbuslion cilatube_, by
tlc_gt_ a_)d lt_t theH f,_xot:lble small tet_ll_era_tHe change_ dul- pas,sHIg h_t_ugh ti_e regeueralor. Tile power ct)nverslon subsys-
ing chalgulg and dl';chafglllg luodes Ihe "u,,eful" collech'd teill also includes tile ilecessal.v alr-llow collllO]S to ulllize lhe
[_,}IIIO11 OI |he lllCldell| sol l[ radlalloll, atte_ subtracting tile allll_lellt all as a Ileal Xlllk (If the heal lejected I'rOlll tile c_cle _,,;
tq_llc,II aud thelnlal Ios.se:, leple.,,ellt', Ileal ;variable Io be to|all.,, not llccdetl) el else thvell tile air leavillg the regenela-
,-onveriet, lurthe_ to a luc Ilalucal ellelg) lOllll ill t{le po_er |el lhr_ugh air condllllS tO allothel Ileal excllanger (1101 sh_lwn
convt'l_lOh .subsystem lu Fig. 1 ) connected tt_ tile building air-h:uldler ft_r additional
healing, .supplenlenllng tile ile:_l-pIHl_p portion.
B. Power Conversion Subsystem
l he h) br:d heal source needed to ol'_.,lale Ibis .',ubs.',,_teill
C!,}IlSlStS of (I)hlgh-lenllwlallule soliu enelg.v a.x deh_ered b_
Note |hal conligul'tli,ms other lhall lhe selecled Bra._tollIhe lecel',el-sh_age subs._.stenl ,ind (2l lugll-tenll_'lalule plod-
l.lCls Ot'C,:'llhll,'.,llOI/ le,',llIllTIg f'_Olll dlrecl IgillllOll, 11 a COlllb/Is- c)clc have been ektR.'rllllelllg 'y demonstrated by IllalI.Vlesearcllers in this field. Steam turbines, l\,r instance, are
till, Of a fossil ltlel such ;.i,, ilaltllal gas, erie|lane, t_lelhane, e_c
coupled v,ath Ileal i+uulps io_ all integrated conununit) energy
The p_x_,el C,_IIVCISlOII st._bs._,:;,lenlee;lion Is plet'elred tt_ be systelu (Refs. 2, 3 ;. {)tiler e\:lmples of using tile organic
IlC\l to tile solal leceiver.slolage .subs_stenl tt_ illllllllll/e thel. Ranklne turbo-conlpresst_r-dr_ven heat pulnp include those of
• Mechanical Technology, hie 1`Ref. 4), tile Institute of (_as
lna[ [t'_bses. (;,l'.;eOllS el liqtlld f_iel.,,,lie :list' plefelred Col c,ls)
handhng it traP.slultled In t_lpes tt_ the focal iegloll l:_r tile Technt_log.,,¢'1`Ref. 5). the I.imted Techuoh,gles Research ('entel
w:_rk ustl',g reftlgcraut R-II (Ref. _), lhe Battelle Cohttubus
preselll sliid_,, naluraJ gas has been seh'cled and i_ as,',,lllned Labt_latorles wo_k '_ath R-II as a p_wer c)tie tluhl and R-12
avall.lble in tilt' lo_:allOll ul_del m_est_galion, as a telricer;hi (Ref. 7), and tile analysis of nlavly wolkmg
t.rganlc Iluld_ for power cycles (Refs. 8 and q). For a gas-fired
In general. CtlllVel$1Oll tff thertual enerD to ll_echmucal flee |_l';Iol) ,_llrllng engine driving a refllgeralloll ¢Olllpressor.
work IS made via power c)ties, _l" which tile most itupoltant e\perlment:fl w_rk was _llso detuonslrated by tile (;as Research
ate Instill,re and (;eneral i:le¢lric ('tmlpany 1"ol a 3-top unil
(Rel. 10) An In|e_nal conlbustltm englrw folh,wmg the Otto-
1`11 Btal_,ton c._clc, whethel it is closed or of'n, s_nIple el cycle, coupled with a Ileal rec_wet._ ulut, a gas-fired auxlhar_
legene_atree, furnace, and a heat pmnp, was analy/ed by Iloneywell, Inc.
Col tile (;as Resealch Instl'ute {Ref. 11 ). A Stlrhng ,:ugtne(2) R;.lllkllle c)cle |,.',tile watcl or orgaluc fhllds, and driving ,I ttnlque Slirhng rct'rlgetal,_m cycle was 'dso det...m-
(3) Stlrhng c._tie stlaled ( Ref. 12).
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4,
C. Heat Pump Subsystem The coeffioent of performance, P, which is a measure of
the heal-p_mlp effectiveness, is defined as the ratio of "useful"
A heat I_ump consists of the same basi: components as a heat effe.'t delivered to tile mechanical work used to operate
u refrigeratl,m machine, which are itemized as tbllows' the hea'.-pump subsystem:
(1) An indoor element that adds heat to lin the heating
mode) or extracts heat from [in the cooling mode)a QI.
medium m a conditioned space. This medit, m could be P : -_- (coohng mode)
: air or water. ( 1 )
12) An t)uldoor element that extracts heat from or ejects Qtt
heat to a medium outside a conditioned space. This Ph = _ (heating mtxie)
nledluril also, could be air or water.
13) /, reciprocating ol rotary compressor l\)r compressing Note that the P values should be based on the same operating
the refr*gerant and moving it m the desired direction so conditions bail*re making any comparison with other heat
that it "'pumps" heat out or tn, ft_r coohng or heating punlp types. If compared to the ideal Camot cycle behavior,
modes, the actual value of P is inversely proportional to the tempera-
ture difference between the heat source and heat sink. The
14) ('ontrol elements for satisfactory subsystem opelation, larger this difference, the lower the performance will be.
Because the P value varies with operating conditions, an aver-
The ttlnCllOlls of the refrigerant evaporator and condenser age performance for tile season seems more appropriate in
could be interchanged by leversmg tl:c direction t,f flow of tile comparing different systems in different climatic regions. In
refrigerant between tile indoor oT outdoor eleme,lts As illus- heu of detailed thermodynamic evaluations (as given in
trated m Fig. 3. m both coohng and heaung modes, the nlajt)r Refs. 14 and 15) a simplified analysis Is given in Aptx:ndix C
components are the lefngerant compressor, condenser, e_al',O- based on glaphs provided by Ref. 16.
rator, throtthng valve, and a mode-seleclor _alve 11e., a revers-
m,, valve 1. 1"he mode-selecto_ valve leverses tile flow of refrig-
erant so that the Indoor cod acts as an evaporator In the D. Building Air-Handling Subsystem
Loohng tzlode _nld as d t:ond_.,nsel iii tile healing l)_ode.
As sketclled m Fig. 1, the air movement to and from tile
conditioned space forms a closed loop. Fresh make-up air,
-Hie heat-lmm p ._ubsystem could be any one Ill' the four wificll is the outdoor ventdatlon air, 1nixes with tile return-air
configuratlon_ described m Aptx'ndlx A according to the le:,",,,g the space, and the mixture is blown by a fan throt,gh
med;tml type m contact with indoor and outdoor elements, tile ,,,r-handler sectran Tile amhandler is commonly ctmlposed
The nl_,st CC,llnllon corifignratlO11, however, is the air-to-air of two coil,',, one for heating and tile other for cooling, to
IA-A) type. Performance data of A-A heat tromps appear m adjrst tile air temperature to that required by the space
nlllnelolls tel'cremes (e g.. Rats. 13 and 14L and in general the according to its internal loads. Different temperature or flow
capacit.,, and coefficient of perforn-ance are strong ftlncllons controllers ale used in practice for nlodulallon. From all
of outdool temlx'rature. As tile temt)crature difference energy-balance viewpoint the air-handler requiresa net heating
between hltloor and ,mtdoot air Increases. it becomes more t,r a net cooling effect which equals the heat lost or heat
dffficuit to move I11, heat. thus. the capaottes Ifi_r either gamed, resl',ectwely, from the gross control volume encompass-
heating or coohng) and the et't_,clency decrease, mg tile space boundaries, air-handler, air ducts, and make-up
air. in the heating mode. the heat-pump indoor element acts as
a refrigerant condenser, I.e., as a heating cod, while use is made
Generally, a heat pump ts designed to sull the peak coohng of a portion of the power cycle waste heat as a heating
load. If the peak heating load exceeds the heating capacity of su?plement. In the coohng mode, the heat-pump indoor ale-
the pump, supplementary heat Is commonly supphed by ale,'- ment acts as a refrigerant evaporator i.e., as a cooling cod. The
trtcal resistance heaters. One should examine, however, the power cycle waste-heat in this case could be entirely by.passed
cost tradeoff of twerdesignmg the heat pt, n)p to lover the or partially used for temperature modulation. The physical
coldest wmtel load or using a stutably designed heat pt,mp location of the heat pump and the r-h=ndler subsystem
supplemented by attother heating SOl,roe. For multi-/,,,he air would probably be in a mechanical room in the building. Tv,t,
conditioning s.,,slems using a Ileal pump, air changeover con- fluid circuits connected lo the focal assembly of tile solar col-
in trois sometimes replace tile refrigerant changetwer valves, lection subsystem are envisioned. These are: 1') refrigerant
depending on tile type of media uxchangmg heat with the lines connecting the refrigerant compressor to the heat-pump
pump ] he refrigerant flow is not reversed m these systems, subsystem md (b) :m air conduit connecting tile power cycle
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regenerator at the focal assembly with the air,handler (3) Cavity solar receivers are generally high-efficiency
"booster" coil, absorbers. The receiver, when coupled with the adja-
cent hlgh4emperature energy storage element, has an
The major system components having been described, a set efficiency that is defined as the ratio of useful col-
of analytical exptessions will be presented next to descr:be the letted themYal energy (which crosses the receiver-
system operation and design gu telines, storage boundary to the power conversion subsystemi
to that energy incident upon the receiver interior
-. walls. Writing the energy collection stlbsystem effi-
III. System Analysis ciency R approximately as a linear relat]onshlp with
the temperature difference between the receiver work-The following assumptions and Idealizations are made m
tile aaalysls of the syctem in order to yield a simplified ing fluid and tile ambient ail, yields.
approach and to enable a complete assessment without a great
R = Fp0a-FU _-- 12)
(I) The exterior outside air temperature variations
throughout the year are divided mto only two sea-
sons: summer and winter. Spnng and fall periods will where T, is tile inlet lluld temperature to tile receiver,
be merged as appropriate. Distinction between sum- p is tile mirror retlectl_,lty, a Is tile effective receiver
met and winter IS assumed It) take place when the absurptivlt_,, F is a flow tactor, / ,s the solar intensity,
average daffy temperature, t, exceeds or is below a and U _s the overall heat-hiss rate due to convection
reference temperature. On tile other hand, the coohng and radiation per unit concentrator area. Note that :
and heating modes of system operation e,:cur for M, tile coefficient U takes into consideration tile concen-
tration ratio, receiver geometry, etc. Equation(2)
and Mpt months, respectively, which are not necessa.-
ily equal but total 12 Modes uf O_lallon are deter- could be also written m the hnear l\mw
nuned by comparing the dad) a',etage oUl_lde air
temperature with tile building changeover tempera- (_)ture. 7",,*. There is always a po:,sible overlap between R = m - n 13)
seasons and tnodes of operation depending on tile
type of air-handler modulation, i,+cal weather profiles, where the intercept m, represents the product ,b_,,,s_)
and space internal loads. The dad) ,,verage outside air and the slope ns represents tile product (FU).
temperature t,,, or l,,j_ Col either eeohn+, or heating
modes, respectively, are obtained fr,ml [ )cal weather SolaT conccntratols with a concentration ratio
data. The building changeover temperattlres lone l\)r betmeen I O0 and 1000 could reach fluid temperatures
each season ts assumed) are oblanled from sI.ace rater- between 500°C _')32 ° F) and I O00°C ( 1832 °F ). Tile
hal loads, interior tempelalure, and rate of heat loss I'atercept ttt_, for hlgh-tenlperature solar concentra-
to ambient, tots, ranges fronl 0.8 to O.t). and the slope ns ranges
(2) "File efficiency of the concenlrator nurror, ff deflw:ed fronl 0,10 to 0.20 W/m:°C.
by tile ratio of solar flux on receiver tnterwr walls to (4) Tile efficiency of a general power conversion subsys-
the solar flux falling on mirrt, projected areas, tenl Is here snuplified by a fraction _'t- of tile crate-
becomes the product p,;) whele p l_ tile re,for relict- spondingCarnot's cycle operating belween the temper-
twtty and ¢. is the intercept factor, l'he intewcept ature Imuts Tt and T,, By this method, the dlstinc-
factor ts defined as tile flaetlon of tile refle,:ted radla- It.in between different t_,pes of power c._ties is made
lion from the concave ttmlt_r that is mte_ccpted by pn,uarily by knowing tile fraction ;_e, which is corn-
tile internal cavity surface of the solar receiver The monly limited to a value between 0.4 a.ld 0.6 in
intercept factor ts a plopeltv of both the ,'onccntra- practice; thus
tot Inlrror's oriellt:ltton for producing all unagt' ant]
the receiver's p,)sitm, relatwe to the concentrator 1 "1" 't
Tile optnnuln aperture s_,'e with a mirror of glvell, k. = _ /i lo_ (4)
optical propemes, is commonl) made by maxnm/mg " _ /'1 ]
the "useful" energy,' collected b) the nllrror-recelver
o_ nuninu,,mg tile sum of d_e_r optical and thernlal 15_ S.milar to tile lm)wer conversion subsystem pcll'of
losses. A large receiver apem_te results m large the_'- ,lance, the coefficient of perfor.nance of a general
real Ios,,,es hut small optical _usse,,,,and vice _'ers:L heat pump P, lit either coolir, g or heating modes at
150
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filll load, could be approximated as a constant frac- Thivt, the heat transmission due to varying outside air
tion X of the Camot's ideal refrigeration cycle operat- bout_dary-layer temperature next to exterior walls,
ing between the same evaporator and condenser tern- roofs, and windows. If averaged over 24 hours, tran-
perntnres. Tcr and To, ,. Hence. sient effects are damped and this part is found to be
'_ proportional to _hc difference between 1he daily
( % ) average inside and outside air temperatures.
." n The tburth part of the space load is the undesirable
.._ heat loss (or gain) due to infiltration and ventilation.
Te_" / Infiltration or exfihration air is caused by leakages
P' = Xc kT.,,- Tv I (6) through cracks or repeated ot_ening of doors, and
c windows, or due to buoyancy effects. Ventilation air,
on the other hand, is essential fl_r hygienic purposes.
For a given space reside temperature, Tv and a given Since the introduction of outdoor air, whether it is
outside air temperature. T,, the performance of an desirable or not, ts an energy extensive process, the
air-air heat pump for instance could be evaluated by am,rant of such air should always be kept at a mini-
detealnntng tire temperature drop across tile evapora- ;num rate. The sensible heat load as a result of this
tot At,,,, and across tile condenser At,,, as presented fourth part will be proportional to the difference
Ill Appendix C, Note that tile fractions Ah, Xc embody between reside and outside air temperatures.
,qi_er design factors such as tile type of medium used By neglecting latent loads in comparison with sensible
{water or flirt, partial hladmg, and all temperature, loads, and by taking the minimum period of analysis
plessure, and flow control schemes. Ill tile heating as one day (24 hours}, heat gain to a space per unit
mode, tile coefficient of perfortuance Pn as given by l'h_or area Qt, could be written simply by tile straight
Fq. (5) decreases as tile outside air temperature tt_r hne relaholL
c,ndenser tenlperature 7_.,,1 decreases, thus reducing
tile anroutlt of Ileal "pumped" to space. For tile
coohng mode. Eq. (01 gives a lower P. as tile outside Qt, = mr, + nt, _T, - T ) 17)
,It tcnlperature increases, thns reducing the coohng
cff,'ct of the t'efrtgerator. This means that m both whert m hts a constant building load intercept com-
ntode._, tile trend of the heat punrp performance ts bining tire first and seco_ld constant parts of heal gain,
always against tile response of budding load, at dtf- nhts a building load slope conlbming the tlurd and
ferent outside tetuperatutes. Tilts supply and demand fourth parts of the heat gain, l_ and I_ are tile daffy
contra_t could be dlustrated by Figs. 4 a,d 5. wln::h average reside and outside dry bulb temperatures.
wdl be further exlCamed tn the ,,aalysts later tin. respectively. The nlonthly calculations oI'Qb are made
for one selected day for each month. Monthly space
(0) rh, noel,at hea_ gain to (or hiss from) ,I btnldnrg loads could be assumed repeated nnages of tilts single
_pace. ts given tn detad m Ref. 17 and ts sketched in representative day in each nlonth. Although dady or
F'tg. 4. _le load ts 'tssutlled the sum of the t'ollowtng monthly values for tile parameters mr, and nt, could
tonr parts' be ustd, only two possible patterns ftlr mr, and nh are
First. the Internal heat generated du; tu occupant- allo_,,ed for the yearly building h_ad computation, one
activity, lighting eqtttpnlenl, electronic etlulpnlent, for the sutnnler and tile t_ther for the winter season.
mecbalncal eqntpmettt with nlotor drives, and lutetnal Nutnertcall_,, the values of mr, and nt, arc subject to
fuel-filed apphances. Tlus ts treated a _.constant hlad simple design criteria that arc usually given per unit
independent ,it" outside air temperature var_attons, but floor area (Ref. 171. Furthermore, variations of mr,
_ttblect to x,trtatton_ tn the schedule of activities insJtle and %, are known to be ,nanlly dependent on tile
the space, type of building acttwty (e.g., an office budding, a
central COlllrol building, a cafeteria, etc,} and to a
_'cond. the heat transnlttled t, the building structttre lesser exteut till the local climate.
directly due to .',ol;ll-r:tdlathln In,.'ldence upon gla/'lng
areas and mdtlectl_ due to solar-radiation tDCltt_ellCe O[ spedal inlportance to tile building mode of o|x_ra-
tilt ,,patltle exterior walls and roots This pall Is also lion Is : paltlCtllar outside air tenlperatule at which
as._umed a constant load, Independent of tile tmtstde tile gross btnldmg h,ad reaches zero. Tilts Is sometnnes
air temperature _arl;.ttlot_s although tt take_ into coil- called the changeover temperature. T,:, which ts gaven
stderat_on teradtatton to the sk_. by equating E,I, 17 ) to tero. hence
lS9
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tnt, whe,e the coefficients m o c and rib, ,. are expressed in
_- T_ = T- n--b (8) SI units '_n W/m 2 and W/m2°C, respectively, CCss in
_* tons of refngcraticm and ,41, in m2. Eq. (10) could
be also us:d if the building floor area is given and
The ct_aracteristic temp:ratu,e T,_ zepresents tile out- the appropriate cooling capacity needs to be kilt, _.
side air-building "equilibrium" temperature where a
, h_wer outside air temperature (i.e., To < 7_) means (8) The annual cost of purchased gas energy _t a particu-
tile building is ill a heating mode. and a higher outside lar mode of operation is determined by tile part of tile
air temperature (i.e., To > /'_) means tile building is building load which is unmet by solar energy
m a cooling mode. Dafferentiauon between a heating assistance, taking into consideration tile efficiencies of _-
mode and a cooling mode Is therefore a necessary step the various components. During Mj, months of tile :
once the temperature TO is determined, and should be heating perked, the total cost of gas energy Ch be-
distinguished from summer and winter seasons._ comes the sum:
(7) For a given heat-pump cooling ipacity, or heat-pump _ ['730At, • IQ_,, t
rating, CC (takent)°at the AR! temperature speclfica- Ct_ = C ,_ /L. c-o_-._ ''Iron of 350( ` ( 5 F)), tile design space floor area to '_r
match this capacity is determined based on the peak
coohng demand of the space. Let tile heat-pump cool. 30.42 A s S_ COPs./]ing capac,ty change with tile outside air temperature q
CCro = CC3s il 0.018 It,,- 3511 (91 where Cg Is the unit gas energy cost in _W, COPx, I,
and (.'OPt.t, are the gross coefficients of performance
where CCro is tile coohng capacity in tons of refng- oz" the system m the heating mode, driven by either
er,ltlon 2 at any outside a_r temperature, ('('35 is tile gas donlbz|stlon or solar radiation, respectively, and Sh
rated capacity at 3:,°C (q5°Fk and t,, ,s in °C Fig- is the effective daily solar radiation incident upon the
ure 6 illustrates the difference between the building concentrator plojected area A s. Eq. (11) assumes a
heat gaul and the heat-pump cooling output 3 at van- standard month of 30.42 days and 730 continued
ous otitslde air temperatures. At tile sununer design working hours. Tile gross ct_|'|/cient of performance
outside air temperature of the site. t,,.c, the pump's in tile heating mode COPj, is determined from Fig. "_,
cooling capacity (point A m Fig. 6) should be some- where two types of energy somc,"¢ are identified: tile
what larger than tile bmldmg's peak Ileal gain (point B first being .,olar r..dlanon and tile second gas com-
m Fig. O) by a IO-20% margin to allow for extreme bustion. COr'_, is defined as the ratio of tile cumula-
weather conditions, By taking an arbitrary 15_ twe heating effect to the space divided by the input
capacity margin, the appropn, e space area that could primary energy source. From Fig. 7, ('op_.n and
be handled by a given Ileal pump capacity Js calcu- COP_. n are written as:
lated from Eqs. (7) and (q) as:
COP h = [_w+ b.'s,_, (Ph TIt- _/w)lR h (12)
3057 CC35 [I - 0.018 (i'° e- 35)]
.4h = ' (lO) (_)_ h = [rlw + kx._, (Ph r/t - Ow)] l'/x (|3)
Similarly. during Me months of the cooling period,
tile total yearly cost of gas energy becolp:s
IMost Weather _|alloll_ make the distinction of a heating-degree-day
and a coohng-degree-day based on the difference between the daffy /730 At, • Qh.,. 30.42 A S COP,verage outside air temperature and 18.33°(" (65_1) a_ a reference _ . • ., ,
,em, ,atu,e C =,.,z.., ,%,,, /
2One ton of ret'rqZerahon equals 12,000 Btu/hr or 3516 _. M_: ,
_The coohng capacity and heaung capac_t_ ol a heat pump are appro*4- (14)
mately equal to each other at rated conditions I'he pump i.,,usually
des_ned to _lvffy the peak building cooling needs, and _ffl _snot able
where COP,. c and COPs c are tile gross coefficients ofto satl'_fy the peak heating needs, a ,mpplcment heater _s u_d OIher-
•_ wise, the pump t.,, _hghtly overdeugned to _t_sly both needs tom- perf_rlnallce of tile sysienl ill the coohng mode,
,_ pletcl_ driven by either gas con|bustJon or solal radlatjoll,
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: ._., A,
tmn incident upon the ct,ncentlator projeclcd area. C. = At, L+_i3t,,c-/_+,+.--_h) (20)
Fig. 8, as m Fig. 7, dlustrates quantltatwely the ++/
ener_ flows for the coohng period where tile gross
coeltlCmnts (',gP,. c and ('OPs. c are gwen by: where the nmnthly parameters _Jh.,. and fl_.,, are gwen
by:
coP+.,,--:/+ _.., ,+re,. (Is)
' O,,.,. = 730c. O,,.,.'cop ., (el)
COP.,. = 7"/..+k',+,,, r/, P (Ib)
_,,. = 30.42C S COP , , (22)
By using Appendt× B. several expresmons for the
maXllllUm (._'OPs. h and COPs, c couK' l;e dem'ed to By a,,aloo', tile parameter 0It,,. represents the
obtalll tile oplullllm recmver-engine working tetnpera- monthly gas energy cost per unit building area when
ture. The energy calculations are made motlthly and coohng ts exclusively provided by the gas-fired hea t
then stunmed to obtain tile yearly profile, pump, .vlthout solar equipment. Also, tile parameter
/3+.c represe,+ts the monthly cost savings, per mat
Its) Tile yearly cost of gas heating, g,ven by Eq. (11), collector area. resulting from adding a solar collector.
could be further wmten as The ,,'early cost of gas-coohng ts initially/3b,,...l_, with
nu solar equipment and drops nunlinearly as tile con-
("h = "lh /Jb.J_ VC+,j, { 171 centrator area increases to a collector area .4.,.c. where
_tj_ tile cost remains zer.) thmeafter. 'rile area ram+ .4s.,/
+.It, as calculated from (_Jt,,,./_t.+) at the peak coohng
lllDllth, represents the lUaXUlltlln toilet:or area le-
wheze tile monthly cast parameters _3_,.j_and _.:1,.h arc qmled to sat,sfy the building's peak cooling load.
gwcn by A,:al ,gously to tile heating mode, by subtracting the
monthly _alues of _,,.,., |._ from [3s.,.A_some differences
t_,.,,_ = 730 (' t (2h._, I COI'.j, (IS) may result l,' negative values (wheafl_ ,. ,4 t >fit, ,.At, I,
wluch should be counted as zero. This again gives a
,J.j, = 30.42 ('g Sj, COl'. w, COP.h (It)) _.onvex-shat+_ecurve for C,. vs .4, as sketched m F_g. o.
( l I I To compare the econonucs of candidate heating/cool-
Tilt parameter _t,.h at a particular month represents mg system,s, several life cycle c ,st nlethodol,_gles are
tile gas heatmg energ.w el,st per unit btnldmg area ifno available Ill file hterature. One such nlethod ts to
sol,lt etlUlplrrent exist,,, where heatn',g ls exclusively COlll;'qlte the accumulated implementation, nlalnte-
pray+deal b_, tile gas-fired heat pump. However, tile lance, and operation costs over a certain llumber tit"
p,ttam,'ter _1.+, represent,+ the gas cost savll.gs, per unit years, N (e.g., IO years, 15 years, or the life time of
collector area, resuhmg froth adthng a solar collector, tile ,najor system components). Consideration could
Tile cost ('+_ starts with a value of _3_,wit, if iIo solar be taken of sOrlle or 'all of sevelal eCOllOllllC factors
calico.or is COlltlected and dlops llollhllearl_ It+ /el,'t such as gent.ra( Intlatlon tare, taxes, itlsurance, nlolley
cam at tile lllaxllnlllll collector area A t. Ja."where tile illtere'.t rates, es-alatlt)n of mallltellallce costs, escala-
Co,.I CtP remains left> thereafter. Tile area (.t+.h:Aol flail of enert_ costs, etc. A second method tl_ eco-
. .{ , IIOllllC comparisons is It) d,vlde the N-year I,fe cvclegp,'en by {,ct,. _,._t. _,) for the month of peak hind tepre- • .
sells tile llla\llh'l,ll collector area required to sallsfy cost illto a "leveli/ed'" total cost, LTC, for each year
the bu'ldmg's peak heating load. Note tilat by sub. ul systenr uperatmn. By adopting this method, tile
tractmg tile terms dt,._,.tt, and _1._,.-1, for any mtmth total anqual cost of tile gas-fired heat pump s)'sten_
t.lullng tile heating mode. negative values of ('h (when v,lth an ] without solar equnpment i_ gr, en by:
/31,.t_.+lt,--_ 13,./,.+Irl rnust be counted as tero, which
makes the Ch curve with tile area ..1_ a nonhnear LTC': *'+h"',. _ Cm +C,m × CRI" (231
relati_mship, as showll in Fig. tL
where Cn and (,. are the annual casts t+f ener D'
110) rile xearly Cost of gas energy for coohng, glveo by consumed for heating and coohng, respectively, Cm ts
Eq. (14I. could also be rewritten suntlarl_,, tu Eq. 1171 tile atmual maintenance cost, ('-'am IS the m_plementa-
,is flail cost of tile new _+t add-on system Ul¢lUdlllg the
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hardware and mstallatmn costs, and CRF is the cost ,:al method. If the costs Cc and C_, are fitted, each.
recovery factor. The CRF, defined as tile annual pay- approximately by a quadraTsc relation m As:
merit of I$ borrowed with t'.:_ interest rate, and N
, year,, payment period, is obtained from.
/'_,1
CRF = r{1 +i)"_'/[{I +i)"'- I1 (24) (',-/at, = at,c+a2,_-A--[l s,,.Xat,I
_2(,)
• t,, theeco,,om,cs,,f,hesol.',r-assistedgas- tA 1.4
pump without solar e.ulpmenl, the costs ('h and C,.,
are obtained from Eqs. (1-7) and (20), respectively. As
sketched m Fig. q, the yearly gas cost for healing, Ch,
starts with AbMh_Jh,lj If iro solar coneerllrator is Itence. the coefficients a I. a: atrd a 3 should be
present and decreases m a nonhnear relatlonsl'lp as knowrl from 3 key properties of the annual energy
cost profile. The first coefficient, a I , fi_r both heatingthe COllCelli_ator area A r Increases ilnlll a zero cost is
reached v, hen all heating loads are provided by the and cooling modes, could be determined by using
solar enerK_,. Similar nonhnear behavior IS shown tbr Eqs. (17) and (20) and Fig. t_ wilen tire concentrator
the yearly ga_ c_st I,_r co,dine. C,. when the nlotlthb,, area .4_ is set equal _o zero:
load profile is actually computed. If the monthly
building loads during a partwular mode of operation, al.h -- E /3t,,h ]
however, is averaged as shown by profile 2, Fig. t_ the ._I_,
leldllonshlps between ('h or C, and ,-I_ become linear
hut lead to a g!oss error Ill COHll'tlllllg the OptlnlUlrl (27)
¢olleclol area, as analv/ed, lat¢l O11 //I,, = E lJb,_'
To affotln| for tile costs of financlllg, prol'_.'rty taxes. M c
iilsLll`ince, n',alntellance, etc.. one Call slnlply multlpl_
the system itnplenlentaflon cost bs an Anntldl ('osI 1)1¢ xe¢ond ¢_w|'t'iclenl. a 2 . In both heallt_g and cool-
|:`ictol, ..1¢7" (Ref. I_; ). thus gv,'mg `i shghtly dtfterent tng modes, represents the tnltl:d _.lope at ..1_= O; there-
vahte to CRF ,is given by Eq. (24). |:lther an ef|e¢llVe fore, at vet} small .-Is close to zero, one nlay wr, te
CRF _r ..ICF will he ttsed t,_ ¢onlblnc the yearl} costs floln Etts.(17) and (2Oj'
of llllpl¢lllell|dll_ll Jilt[ lnallr|endl:C¢.
1121 A genct:fl profile of the levehzed total co,,t, I.TC. _ _ t3s.tj
vetsus lilt" COllcentrdtt_l area .*I_ (or the ratio .-Is .,11,) _s a2'l'
sketched m Fig. I0 for an add-on solar equipment ,_r_
,:piton. The t,_lal gas euelg_ cost t(_, + ('_), the 12_)
solar.equIpnlen I nnplelllen latlon and lllallllellallce
costs [C m _ (',,,_ ",. ('RF i are sketA_ed :is shown m :,c .
• M
Fig. I0. The energ.s cost decreases as the concentrat,or
at¢`i iileredses hut,, o!1 tile othel hand, the itnpl,..,trlellla-
lion cost increases. Ilence. the levehted total cost, Accotdtngly, the coefficients a I and a z will represent
I I'C, teaches d Illlllll'lrtllll at tire ophmu,_ concentta- the gas cost ct_l'ficlents If the space load ts avpro:'l-
tol ,l/t..-I; ()n the oth:'I hand, .-I_ could be g_ven by mated as a constant, ulaformly distributed load over a
dlffetelrttatlng Eq. !23) _,_tll respect to ,.Is (assunuug ;'attic, '.It mode o|" opgrallolr. SIIIee the a_..,A space
load varies _,n a daffy or a monthly basis and is not
_, ('RF as c_nstarlls), and equaling to 1¢I(
constant o_er all the year. the thud ceefficient, a s,
wtll represent the s_de effect o! actual load deviations
-d
(" _ ('RF = d.-4- ((_ + ('_') I-'5) from fl_ose average conditions, in fact, the coefficien!
v % of Eq. 12¢q is the sole driver behind the nonhnear
relationship previously described. Fin',ally, m order to
where ('_ 1_,m: ) _s the dlllerenllal ¢oncentratt_r cost fit Eq. (28) to the peak load condttson where a large
pt_l unit died. [he optlnlUlll ,'._,"lC¢lltrator s;le could solar colleelllralor area ts Oufft to entirely cover tile
be obtanred e_ther graphically "_r by the next a,alyt- load needs, the coefficient a.i is )otlnd fronl
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'_ (a) Non.negative concentrator area condition (A; t
- ai'h a2'_ _, 0). TI is constrains the concentrator area cost, Cs,
¢3.h (As.h/Ah) 2 ('4s.n/'4h) to be always below a maximum value• Since the
• (20) denominator of Eq. (30) is always positive, then: ]r
' -at. ` a2. c I
: ( 1" a3"c {,'isc/Ah) 2 t"s,c/Ab} ((_;)ma_ = E _.,,_ + [Js.e /CRF 131) .
• Mn l
'_' where At, h and At. c are the concentrator areas that l"
satisfy peak heating and peak coohng Ioa,2i, respec- (b) Ceiling LTCctmdttion: Tile levehzed total cost
t,vely. Upon the determination of tile fitted ¢oeffi- of the solar-assisted system must not be more titan the
clents a t , u2 , and a3 from Eqs. 127) - (20I, coupling LTC of the original system without solar equipment.
This means that after the determination of the opti-
of Eqs. (25) and t-'OJ yields tile optimum _.oncentra-
ntuIn ratio (AJAr,)'. tile resulting minimum LTCot,_r area .-is :is'
must satisfy the tollowlng condition:
E Ed,.p,_ C×CRF Tile above assumptions, ideali/atit,ns, and economic 1
_r_: _f leastblhty conditions 'ire illustrated f,r a sample ;
[ E 13.,, .... __.a_t-:;; ...... E /3:.,------_.._ olflce-type building at ,selected DSN facility. '.
U..t,, (..,, _.'_ rr*'_ _'_ ''.'1 IVI SystemApplicatiop
An office building at tile Deep Space Nelwork Communtca- [
1301 tmn or,triplex, Goldslt,.te, California has been selected for the l
numerical ev,thtatlon of the system design and optmn/ation.
i_qS. (25t and (3()1 and Fig. I0 suggest that tile solar "[tie det:nled Itenlt/.atlon of tile building Io_ds nl t,t)th tile
cotleenlrator tJes_t,:,itershould build an ever incre;.islttg ',ummer and w,nter seasons appears In Ref. 17, for ,t. arbi- i
concentrator size uiltl! the "'nlargtnal cost" lot the frailly selected tloor area• llowever, the iinll area parameters I
slope ol cost curve) t,f added-on solar equlpmen' m> attd nh were assumed independently tff the building area It, t
(which is in turn the marginal cost of gas energy enable computations ot tile nlatehtng space size usulg Eq. (IO) ['
displaced ID' sotat) equals tire "nl.,rgnt;d cost" of |'or a given heat-pump capacity. Otl'.:r reformation is catego-
savnlg gas energ3', I.e., _hen the _lop¢ t,l tile tw) riled as follows: ![r
energ.w saving and Implenrentatitm curves beconlcs the ........ i"
same. Weather
Fquatlon 130t IS an mlpolt,.mt express:on "'eeaed to
find tile optimum collector area .-I_. "¢)llle tt includes Outside air des,gn temperature. 4 t
the key paranleters of the ,,'stem. t-q. 1301 _s only sununer 37."_°C I IOO'FI
valid tn the range (AvAt, l:-O tip It, the hmttmg winter 2.22"('12_°F)
t•-t,/At,) for either heating c +OOllng, whichever is Months of M:ason 4
snlaller. Note that tile fornl t_l ' .t t30) could be tut-
suntmer 5 it, > 1_.33°(")
tiler written n! ternls of tilt ",t'lit' -oottng,;spac¢ heat- winter 7 It < 18.33"('1
lng load ratio, for different t_+:t'_,of buddlngs or for "
Seasonal average outside air tetnperaturedifferent weather patterns. |lowevet. this was not
done because of its complex l•olm. Slltllltler 2• •8 ( ( 7t6 "!t'( _")
wlntel 1I°('t51 84_ l" I
113) For the sol:ll-a&slsted ,tyslelrt to have econonllc l'e'iSl-
blhty, t_._ dondlllOnS should be met in general. These 4see lable I tot mtmthh ,_utdoot tenlperalure and ,_lat ladullon
are explained as t'olh,_,s p_,,td,..,. taken trim Rel,_I lgJ anu 12OI
it
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l:t'le¢t]ve dally st,Jar input _ Fluid operat;ng tetnpera:ure, 12 t[,
o _ .lo
summer 7548 Wh/vtt _ day healing mode 500 ( (_13. F)
winter (_(_1b wh/1112 day otto.lIng mode 800°(" (1472°F)
, ._asoltal avenal_e solar In|enSItV. I PoWer (_oli_,elSlolt S'tlb_5_|dlll
SIlllllneI" ()43 W IIn2
winter X,,_O_ qn 2 EfficIenCy of power transmission to the 0.9
.................... heat pump ¢olllpressor. 13 r/t
BuIlding Specifications (;a_ combustor effictency, r/x 0.85
('on_:ant load per unit area. 6 m a Raho of rectiverable Ileal t(, Ileal rejected 0.80
In SLIMMer j17+O W!nl 2 from power :y¢le, 14 re,,,,,
m _,mter 31.7 W/m 2 Power cycle elfictenc,_ relatwu to 0.5
('arnol's. ),
Rate of heat hiss tl, or gain
trom ambient 7, n b 4 783 W/m2'_( ' tleat source uperatmg temperature 7f
tO.,_4 Btu/h ltZ"t :) m winter 500°("
III StlllIlller _ OO"+ ( '
Indoor design temperature 8. 7_ ..............................
m summer 25 5h°( ' (7_:'t:) Ileat Pump
in v,,nter 22.22"+C 172+F) .................................
( h,lngeoS, el -lcmperatutc '+` 1_ Nonunal t..+tiohllg _.apault', I ARI IO ttlll.'_ el +
• +o , ¢+.'111th t iorl,:, } re I f l_.e r.-_lt h)nm summer l 7.8_ ( (()4.1'_FI
3
m winter 15 St;"(" (be I"t:1 Average ctlelticlent el perftlrnlance m ..85
Matcluug Buddm_ Area. I° It, 304 m 2 13275 It 2 ) heating mode, Is Pn
-- (_rti_ fiIel'fl+,.'lgFIl tit pertorman¢e Ill
('tillCt-'IIIratt_i-RgceIycr heal IIi_ inod¢ tlSlng lh
...... sol.',r, (Y)Pm_ 0 _4
Mutor rctle_.tl_,lt}, _ O St_ gas, ( OPh, x 1.157
Al'_et lure intercct_t lactOl. O O 97 Average coefficient ill t'_eltorlnan¢e ill 3.00
Receiver ll.w lactof. F 0.04 ¢tltlhllg mode I". p
(;IO_, Ct;efll¢lelll el perhillllalh.:C IIIRet_'¢lvel clleetlve ab.,,t_lpllVlt}. ,,_ 0 tie
keeling Itl+.ldc 114b}
1 hernial Io.,,.,, tare./_' 0 17 Wm:'+( ' .'.,olaf. COP O.51+1
('olle+:tl,r el flclency 0.7.. gas. CI)P,..I 0.827
Ill tel++,, epl, II tel v
(+'o(ledttll e|flCleilt} .,,lope. II Pit O.IO0 _, m3°(" l:netgy ('o:
" ' ' " X I 0 s S r' _ '
t:lllt cost O| ga_ energv I_ (l "
Un,t oust ,it electrical energ} 7 X IO '+ $/W
'+Alluv.,+ I,._t 2It; +_1 the In,ldenl ,,dr. +'nerg_ Item lablr 1 to I_.
In¢llt't_ tl_,t + bar tlJ+++klng during _,tlllrl_.' and _,tln',_| |lt+tif'_
12S¢l_¢tl,¢d b++,'sed till tile p++'rl+.,fmant¢ optinll/dtlon gl.+t.n in Apl+S¢l| -
+lntludes lighting, nlethanleal equipment, t'lettroni¢ +,, c'qulpmt'nl. ,.ln+J d_x B
_olar heal _,alrl to _l'hltt' dire 1_+ Ihr,augh lenestfdllOn aft'a,+ and hldlr-
¢,+.tl_ Ihr+_ugh ,,q'_aque +a,a|l_,.Irom I,_el 1171 Illn.,+lude's llltll,an In b+.'arlligs, touphng, lubrltallng oll pump, and
"ln_.ludt'_, h,eal Iral+l_llll_*+it)l'l (it+ arid lion| vat.', ng ambient Ienll_tature+,,, other p,.tfaMllt,s
_,t'nltllatlt',n, inllllt,lIIOn and extiltr,lIItm air ¢l|ett_,. Thl',, I'Sa,,surned Iht' 14t)nl+., required during the building heating mode
'_nle tot tx_th sumn_et and _.tnl_'r sea.,am,+(Ret 171 ISse¢ &ppendlx ( . and fable +2 Avera,Ft" Ph Is taken Item L Qh,h'
Ill t,llo',',,_ _SIIRAI '_O-75 ,,landard'+ II,ttrl 131 " eQb,h'Ph)
I+_i,ee Apl_endl'+, B. I IS 3, and table 2 _Vel'age ('OP h is taken llonl
el,_o:tesl_,nd+lt, a zeh_buddlngkmdQblrot,i Iq lt+l
.'-Qt_,h,'L_()_.n,'i'OPn I
Iot'_ing Iq Illl) v,nth a IO-t,,:_ hi.at-pump coohng tapacW,, a,_d a l+._e Api_ndlx (. and I.,tbk 2 A_,t'rage /t,+.rs taken Item LOb,,.
margin +.'apatt,, el I_': o_,t.r peak building +.'t,t,llng it_ad _ahen b,,tb " (Qb,,t 'Pt ;
budding and pump a_e at an ould_,_o! air de'ugh ttrnl._.r.ttu_th t,, ,,t 1_ See Appt'ndt,_ B, i'm 2, and ; able 2 t'OP_, on Ihe average, is t.2 t'n
17 7/( 1't Ilitl'l ) Irum L (Jb,,,l'._Q_,, C,')I',.)
1i I r,,m l'q 43I I'_flu+, ,m ount, to $11hO"l herin ,,r ._h 114J/Mllhot, Btu
11t4
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heal h)ss (or gain) to the exterior environment, nh.
Giber I.conomlcData Detadcd hack.upinformationappearsin Refs.13.I"7
............. and lq. Differentvalue,of m h and nb couldbe estl-
• S)'stem hie. N 15 years mated rut a morlttdv basis' Ilowever. two chances, one
• Annual intere,,t rate .in I_'; for each season, are found satisfactory. Once tile build-
hi,trowed mtme,,.i ing's inside design temper.If're, t+, Is fixed, the he:.t
g:lln to (or h,ss from] a space. Qe,, is calculated using
• Capital recover) factor. 2° CRt" O.I 3147 Eq. (7). ]'he results are listed nn Table 2 and sketched
-, • Ilardware and mstallatltm in FiB. I I. A comparlso,u of tile outside air temperature
, :osts of and the changeover temperature, as obtame,l from
• Ileal punlp 21 $1 I.O00 Eq. (8), determines tile nltlde ot system operat,on ...
cooling t)r tledtlng.
,: Ma+,,tercontrol panel. $ 8.000
plant _tart-up. duct t3) The :esul" of Ille coeft]cient tit"perft;rmance optmuza-
work. motorized lion ,'7{_us the working fluid temperature from Appen-
thmlpcrs, etc. dix B. indicate that tile changes in t|,," optimum
• Power ¢Ollversit)lt _ 3.000 I0.0OO recetvt.r-engme working temixratux,. F/,, Ills a minor
module22 effect tm the optmmm design point. Therefore, a work-
It+gvalue tit Tp nt,t necessarily tile optimum value 7";,
• +%t)larcolh'¢lltm SI5,OO0 for each mode tff" operation shtluld be chosen in
",,llb'_,)nt¢,ll2jr + (IOO +*25 I).l t ad_,ance, based either tin average a" season condltioiis
• ('o,4 t_t alternate ,,),,leitI,, 2"1 or on given nletallurglcai specifications. Monthly coin-
• A nominal 20 kg,'. SI .OOO putatton,, tit P, , Ph" R,. R_. F, COP++and COP,. hllhl_,
ele_.trlcal resistance directly using F+qs.(('-7) and (('-12) of Appendix C and
heater l"+'qs.13L (4), (12}. ( 131, (_5), and ( 16i.
• A nonmlal 20 kV,' $2.(K)O (4) Tile monthly cost parame:+'rs _T and _3t,for both heat- ,
_,_,OOO BIu hl Ing and o_ohng nl{iut_t,t 0_,eratlon. ,Islng Eqs. 11_),
ga,,+ttted heater 110t, 1211, and 1_.2), are c'dcutated next. The effective
................. sun-tracking period, S, (assumed here as t_O'r, of the
dall) +sunshine Perlodl is lntruduced t,) yield practical
111,,cal,:ul,ltitm prt_.'edure r, :,umnlarl/ed ,i._tt)lh,ws value.,, for S. "l'he price tit" tile gas energy unit, cA,, is
assulned to be lepresentatlve for tie time of tile study.
(It Ik'_:ailse the ,:alctllatl0ns ,ire irl,lde ell repre',,entaliV¢ I_nelg.v co_t escalation above gepcra[ illt'l'ltlt)ll is
d:t) _, t_tle lot ea,:h i!lontll, tile daily average out,,Ide air a:,sur,led the ,.,ar-q¢as the e%'alatlutJ of the nlofley I:'ter-
temperature, ]',,, and the direct hernial ",olaf radlatttm est tale above general in|latR,0.
(tetlililcd oiib, tot the 2-a\l', tracklllg _.olle+.ltpl) are
tabulated Ior the ,,lie under invcstlg.'tlotl as Ill Table I 15) tlavlng deternllnt'd tile f3 ct_i'licleats, t,o approaclles
Sunlnler and v, tntet sea.',,ons are distingue, tied by the could be fullowed the t_rst approach Js t,_ graphically
a', 'rage _alue _lt t., a', compared t, a gr,'en reteren¢, plot, as In Fig. 12, tile yearly costs of energy, (_., ('n,
terupetature, ver_m, _h¢ area ratio ..IRA t,' Together with tile leveltted ,
inlplenlentallt,n .'.-nd rllallllenallt `_ cost,_, the Icvehzed
121 l',,linlate_, ale made l,_l the conslanl ,,,urces of Ileal t,qal cost I.T(" could be pl.itted ,l:+ _,ho_'n I:l t_lg. 13.
gain tt_ a 'si'lace, _'r unit lh_irdled (H+lr_). +,L!d the title of For Ill_.t.+!lce, two ,,_ 'l'er,'nt concentralt:r ct)_.ts _t, re
tried I['+ el !00 $.'m2 and 150 $/m 2 m addition tu ',
.......... $1500 ba.',lC_'ost I. For each unit cuncentrator ¢o_,t, ('v
o+
_°('+,h.aL_tedtrum i-q q24) the Opllnltlnl ,+lie Ay.-I t. tiltlets "wd a graphical repre-
,t Ior a t.,munal I'_ k%4e .ompr¢.+,,.t_r,Its-tonunnt. appr,+_,unatel.s,,7+11 MPntatlon hlr cacti is necessery. The _co,,d approacll Ill
k_ e Subt;a+.t $ I .t_Oalit the heal pump ot_:ratc,,,ml_, as+a t hiller determlhlllg tile optimum area ratio is Ih.ngr:l|_llCal alia
2"'ilnallcr h.:ure repre_rnt_ th* pr,,lettcd ill&_l,,pt,Mutn,m ,.o_t q$2tN} dtghtlv le,,s 't:curate tllaB the Iirst approach, but yieldsk_,'t.) I he largetl_dtlierepre_'nt'+turrenl +.oldel Ur|ll'+ufldcr d¢_,¢h)l',-
ment faster re',ult_,. 1"he _cond approach utlh/es tile qua-
21 Io tntlud¢ *.,,st'_,,t parat, d.,td nurr,,r, rt:.e,,et..,it+rage, ,dru,_lur¢a:,d ,Italic curve fit of ('t, and (_ previous.:, ":-'_rlbcd In
h,undatton It ,on,,tsI,+el a llxcd _.o,+Iand a ,,artable part ('v det x'nd" _Ctiotl Ill.', 2. Tile resulting economic feaslbtlit) _.un-
mg ,m ,he ,,_L.tr_.olle_.torarea 4, in m_ dltlons are glVell bv _.qs, (,t0) - (+]2), Numerically.
2'tlol. u..,.'dm_.ontunttl,m _llh table J Table 2 u, cot,_tructed flit the _lveit sample hutidlnl:
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following the above steps. The key quantities which (3) The larger the solar concentrator size, the more gas
appear in Eq. (30) are found as energy will be displaced by solar energy, thus reducing
the yearly energy cost and, on the other hand, increas-
,It, = 304 m2 CRF = 0.13147 m_, file implementation cost. The levelized total cost
combining implementation, maintenance, and opera-f
Z an e = 3.5291 $/m 2 E #b J, = 2.0311 $/m" tioz, costs, will have a minimum value at the optimum
, , collector area. This is shown graphically and analyti.
_c Mh catty.
E _3s,c= 18.236 $/m 2 E _s,h = 18.011 $/m 2 (4) Th2 levelized total cost is sensitive to the concentrator
M _ cost per unit area, and if the latter ranges under a mass
c production program from 100 to 150 $/m 2, the opti-
mum concentrator area ratio A_/At, will be on the
_,h/A b = 0 -"5 As,c ]Ab = 0.332 order of O.19 to 0.12. respectively. No solar connection
is found to be economical if the concentrator cost
or a unit concentrator cost Cs of !00 S/m:, (As/At,) exceeds 275 $/m2. i-or instance, at a concentratOrocost
ts O,1845, from Eq. (30), which if compared to 0.19 of 100 $[m2, the ,Jptimum concentrator size (A s/A t_=
using a graphical solution, give- d good test to Eq. (30). q. 19) provides 91% of the buildipg's heating during the
At Cs of 1505/m 2, Eq.(30) also gives (As At,) as ye_.r and ,_% of the building's cooling load for the
0.132 vs 0.12 if a graphical solution is made. This year. Favorable economics are evident if the concentra-
tor cost decreases and the gas ener_-w cost increasesdeviation is not large considering a faster engineering
assessment. A maximum Cs for any economically feasl- further.
bl*. zolution where A_ > 0 is "also obtained from To supplement the engineerittg assessment of the proposed
Eq. (31) as 276 $/m 2, i.e., the total concentrato, cost heat-pump dual heat-source concept, four alternate systems
should not be more than (1500 + 276 As) $. Using the
are compared in Table 3. Each is designed to provide the same
qtted coetticients (at ,c + al ,h), (a2,c +a2,_)and (a3,c heating and cooling needs for the selected building. The alter-
+ A3,n) from Eqs. (27)- (291 as 5.5602,- 36.2467, and
02.3892, respecuvely, the fitted (Cc + Ch) curve is hate systems arc. (a)an all-electric system with an electrical
plotted as the dotted line in Fig. 13, to show the resistance heater and a vapor compression chiller. (b) a com-
bined gas-electricity system with a gas-fired heater and a vapordifference between the graphical and attalyticai
approaches. The fitted curve is only valid for AsIA _ _ compression chiller, (c)an all-electric system using a heat
0.245, which satisfies the peak heating load. pump for both heating and cooling, (d) an all-gassystem using
a gas-engine-driven heat pump. The proposed solar-assisted
V. Summary of Results gas-engine driven heat pump is simply a superimposed feature
on the alternate system (d). By a simplified 10.year life-cycle
The work described in this first assessment of solar-assisted cost analysis including an energy escalation rate only 10%
gas-fired heat pumps has been initiated to benefit the DSN higher than that of money interest, system (a) was the highest
facility in regard to enhancing its performance. The work and systems (b), (c), and (d) were found to be of comparable
could be briefly summarized as follows: cost. A cost refinement for all systems (I;), (c), and (d)
(I) A complete air-air heat-pump system powered by a requires detailed cost information that is of secondary impor-
tance as thr as system-selection is concerned at this stage of thedual heat source has been outlined. Major system com-
ponents have been identified and a breakdown of assessment.
energy and flow streams given. Analytical expressions The solar.assisted system under study possesses severalhave been r,r.wided for the optimization cf solar con-
advantages over other direct solar.heating or cooling devices,
, centrator size at a minimal total system cost. such as: 1) the elimination of large thermal energy storage,
t. (2) For a selected office.type building located at the DSN since gas combustion _,ould run the system instantaneously
'_ Communication Complex at Goldstone, California, during cloudy hours, or during nighttime, and 2)the close
monthly Ioa,i computations, modes of system opera- proximity of the power cycle and the conditioned space,
tion, and component performance efficiencies have which makes the utilization ,f rejected heat more feasible, and :
._ been determined for a given heat-pump size. The results almost doubles the heat-pump performance. This results in a
of flus step have been used to compute the yearly low total-energy cost. The field implementation, however,
energy cost with and without a solar collection subsys, needs to satisfy other derek ,,me_;tal, environmental and eco.
tern. nomic constraints that are curtentl¢ being investigated.
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Definition of Symbols
A Projected area, m2
a cost coefficienl, $/m 2
C cost, $
-', CC cooling capacity of a heat pump, tons of refrigeration
; COP Gross coefficient of performance
CRF Cost recovery factor
E Efficiency of energy conversion subsystem
F Flow factor i'_ solar receivers
1 Solar intensity, W/m2
i Interest rate on borrowed money. C
I,TC Levelized total cost, $
M Time m months of a given mode of operation
m Intercept of a straight line
N System life in years
n Slope of a straight line
P Coefficient of performance of heat pump subsystem
Q Thermal energy per uni! floor area, W/m2
R Solar concentrator-receiver efficiency
S Effective daily solar radiation input, Wlu/m 2 day
t Temperature °C
T Absolute Temperature, _',
U tleat loss coeflicient for solar receiver, W/ma°C
p Spectral reflectivity of concentrator surface
mirror-receiver intercept factor '"
r; efficiency
ot effective absorptivity of solar receiver
/3 cost parameter, $/m 2
0 dm_ensionless parameter ':
), fraction of a ccrrespcmdmg Camot s cycle
Superscto_ts
'- peak or design conditions
* _angeover/optimum conditions
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.: Subscripts
b bhilding
#
c cooling mode
, _ condenser
e heat engine or power conversion subsyslem
_:-,, ev evaporator
f working fluid in solar receiver _or gas ¢ombustor)
g gas combustor
h heating mode
H high temperature heat reservoir
i inside the spate
im implementation
m maintenance
L low temperature heat reservoir
o outside environment to space
r solar-powered mode/solar :ancentrator
t ener_/transmission and storage sub,,,stem
waste heat recovery subsystem
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Table 1. Monthly average weather parametem for Gokl_one, California
Direct solar radiation data a
Noon Sunny Average intensity Daily average Season b
Daily input, hours, over the sunny, I. outside air S = summer
Month intensity, In, Wh/m 2, day
W/m 2 h/day hours, W/m 2 temperature, To, oC W = winter
_'L Jan 960 7473 8 934 6.4 W
Feb 987 8697 i0 870 11.1 W
:. Mar 980 9399 1_ 940 12.1 W
Apr 933 9732 12 811 14.3 W
• May 901 9880 12 823 19.8 S
Jun 883 9799 12 8 i 7 26.1 S
Jul 876 9564 12 979 29.7 S
Aug 890 9180 12 765 29.1 S
0 Sep 928 8751 l 0 875 24.4 S
Oct 949 8246 I 0 825 17.4 W
Nov 943 7301 8 913 10.7 W
Dec 940 7042 8 880 5.3 W"
Average for
5 summer 9435 10 943 25.8 S ]_
months i
Average for
7 winter 8270 8.4 880 I 1.0 W
months
auses ASHRAE model (Rels 19 and 20).
b(lassified as summer or winter depending on whether the average daily outside air temperature Is htgher than or less than 18.330C. respectively.
Table 2. Monthly result8 of the sample office building
Month t a Season a ti ' Qb Modec sfof i, r: copd cope :,
°C °C W/m2 operation Oc g s Wh/m2day
May 19.8 S 25.56 9.45 C 3.813 800 1.059 0.710 7904 0.1303 3,2237
Jun 26.1 S 25 56 39.58 C 3.117 900 0.858 0.576 7839 0.6735 3.2014
Jul 29.7 S 25.56 56.80 h C 2.782 800 q.764 0.536 7651 !.0854 3 2654
Aug 29.1 S 25.56 53.93 C 2.835 800 0.779 0.514 7344 1.0108 2.9478
Sep 24.4 S 25.56 31.45 C 3.289 800 0.908 0.620 7001 0.5057 2.9081
Oct 17.4 W 22.22 8 64 C 3.660 800 I 022 0,685 6597 0,1234 2,6898
Nov IO.7 W 22.22 -23 40 H 2.878 500 1.161 0.869 5841 0.2943 2.6596
Dec 5.3 W 22.22 -40.23h H 2.810 500 1.150 0.855 5634 0,6250 2,5482
Jan 6.4 W 22.22 -43,97 H 2,841 500 i.156 0.867 5978 0.5553 2.7275
Feb 11,1 W 22.22 -21.49 It 2,883 500 1.162 0.864 6958 0.2700 3.1473
Mat 12.1 W 22.22 -16.70 H 2.896 500 i.165 0.876 7519 0 2093 3.4394
Apt 14.3 W 22.22 - 6.18 H 2,925 500 1.169 0 861 7786 0.0772 3.4885
s From "fable 1 data, • Usmg Eqs. (12), | 15), and Appendtces B, C.
bCaiculated monthly from Eq. (7). f Taking 80% of available solar radtatton values m Table 1,
cc = coohng, h =heattng, according to sign of Q/). itUsing Eqs. (181, (19), (21), and (22).
during Fxls, ( 131, (16). Table 1, and Appendices B, C. hpeak loads needed for equipment design.
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' Table 3. Comparilon of illmrnate HVAC syslmns without • molar coupling
_y,_|_'ll) | Sy_telli ._ Svs|e111 3 Sy_tt, m 4
ilV At" .,y_t,'m_ t..lectnca| resistance (;as-rued heater Electric=l-powered Ga,,.-hred
heating and heat pump for
and t,]cct t t_.'al- turbo-_.'tmIpr¢._sor
elecmcal-powered both heating
chillers powered _,'htllets and co,,hng Ileal pump
Annu,iIa building load, heating q- 35,722
k'Wh:yt ¢oohng _I- 44,351
i
Average eftlocncy o_ ('OP ot heating O.qb 0 85 b 2,85 h 1,157 d t
cqmpmertt
A _*'L'f ,I _." ('()P O f fool Ill_ L'quip reel| t ._ Oil c 3. (|0 c 3 O0 c 0.827 d
|tCllil/¢d ¢ilerg%' _'o'_t ¢ pt'l ._eat, $ ht=atlng 2,778 840 8"17 617
coohng 1,034 1.034 1,034 1,073
Yearly _'m'rg.'. co,4, $ 3,8| 2 1.874 1,9l | I,bt}O
Initial c_,,t, \ 103 $ 19 f 20g 19 h 22 I
Applo\ 10,)'_ lift' ¢)tic I cost X 103 $ 7q 75 49.8"_ 49.46 48.93
a [l_tn_ t_ulldm,_ loads ttom I'able 2, ._(M m 2 floor area. f $ I K tot heater, $_'K lot duet,;, L-ont[ol.,, and $ l OK h_t a _.'hiller
hA.,,_umed value,; g $2K toe ,t boder, $8K to1 duct',, controls and $IOK t_r a ¢hdter
_" Metaged ttom Fable _ ,is _ ' _'" '_)h - tQb/P) h$ I I K t'_*t,_he,it pump, $8K tol duet,, and controls.
dAverag_,d tlon, i'able 2 ,is _ Qb / _ (Qb _( OP#_ _ S,u'w."as system 3, add $3K t',',_"gas L'ngmc.
elta_ed _n 2e/kWh to, ga'. heating and 7¢IkWh toe oleo|nell,., I With I()'_;, enerk._' e,'a.'alatlon rate.
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Fig. 1. LayOUt Of a Kdar-auisled gas-tirol hut-pump system (not to scale)
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Fig. 13. Solar concentrator optimization for the sample building
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+ Appendix A
Heat Pump Configurations
duur different types of heat pumps are generally avadable, dual-duct network accompanied by a set of motorized
which are classilied basically accordmg to tile type of medium dampers to direct the air across the condenser coils for heating
in contact willl the refrigerant ill either the indoor ot outdoor or across the evaporator coils for cooling before entering tile
+,_ elements. This medium acts as a heat source or a heat sink air-conditioned space as shown in Fig. A-2. Tile refrigerant
during operation. The heat putnp classification is as follows: flow is not reversed, however, in this system. Depending tm
tile relative magnitude of heating and cooling demands, tile
+' (I) Air-to-air heat pump (A-A) heat pump extracts low temperature heat from zones thai
require cold air and gives it at high temperature to those zones
(2) Water-to-water heat pump (W-W) that require waml air. Although a good potential for energy
(3) Water-to-air heat puml)(W-A) conservation exists in this configuration because the heat
pump partially acts as a heat reclamation device, the all
(4) Air-to-water heat pump (A-W) changeover system has not been widely recognized.
Tile first medium ,dways represents tile outdoor fluid in A-A heat pumps are generally designed ill integral packaged
contact with tile refrigerant in tile outdoor Ileal exchanger, lorm with small tonnage (lip to 30 tqns of refrigeration
This first mediunl acts either as a heat source (m a heating t105 kW)) fo: residential or commerci',d applications (Ref. 13).
mode) or as a heat sink (in a cooling mude). Tile second Since water is m_t used, tile maintenance and operation prob-
medium is tile indoor fluid which comes m contact with the
less of piping, plumbing, fluid leakage, or corrosion do not
refrigerant it+ the indoor heat exchanger. Consequently. the
exist, which generally results in low mamtenance costs.
secund medntm acts either as a heat sink (in a heating lnode)
or a,_a heat source (ill a cooling mode){ Refs. 13 and 21). Each
of the above fol.r heat-pump configurations is described II. Water-to-Water Heat Pump
briefly below.
As illustrated ill Fig. A-3, a water-to-water heat putnt_ uses
water from a well, lake, river, or any large body of water as
I. Air-to-Air Heat Pump eitber a Ileal source or a heat sink. Water is also used It+
exchange heat to and fronl the refrigerant m tile indoor coil.
This is tile most widely used heat pump, and is illustrated ill W+W heat let.rips have been less popular conmlercially than
Fig. A-I I+or both cooling and heating modes of operation witl" A-A types due to:
refrigerant reversmg controls (Ref. 22L Forced air, from falls,
flows over both tile mdool and outdoor refrigerant orals. A (I) A shortage of clean water supply in some populated
complete system requires all indoor air dlstributton network areas; generally, water from wells is returned to tile
tducts) to supply filtered warm or cool air as needed. Op'rat- ground ill order not to deplete underground water
ing the A+A Ileal pump ill a heating mode where the outdoor _upphes.
O •
air temperature i,_very low (le_s than 7°C or 45 I') may cause
frost formation on the outdoor coils, Coil frostmg impairs the (2) Low water quality of city water, wluch in general con-
tains soluble mmerals. I)eposits on piping and Ileal
pump effectiveness, since it blocks the air flow and presents exchant,ers cause scaling and touling; soft water, on
several Opelational difficulties. One solution to this problem is tl.e other hand, without some mineral ctmtent, Call be
to reverse the mode-selector valve to the c_oling mode fre-
corrosive.
quently and for a few mintltes until IL hot outdt'_+r coil
Ioperating then as a heat rejection element) melts the frost. (3) Plumbing costs could increase the first cost of the
()tiler solutions such as tile use of electric-resistance heaters or system.
taking advantage of other waste-heat sources could be u_d.
In spite of the above operation and maintenance problems
Ill multi.zone air condttio,amg wl;ere different zones make of W.W heat pumps, they offer several advantages over their
different heating or ct_ling demands simultaneously, tile use competitors: They provide a higher coefficient of perforwance
of A-A heat pumps with all air changeover system is sonletime,,; and less heat exchange surface area since water is a good heat
preferred instead of having a refrigerant changeover selector, transfer mediunl and, because of tile constant temperature of
In this air-changeover system, the flow of air is controlled by a well water, different from ambient air, they provide higher
1110
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performance during periods of peak heating (water tempera- erant as shown in Fig. A-4. The W-A heat-pump system has the
_. ture is higher than air temperature) or peak cooling (water saxne basic problems as the W-W type in regard to water
temperature is lower than air temperature). These advantages availability, quality, and its disposal, ltowever, it operates with
, result in W.W heat pumps being lower in operating cost than higher performance than an A-A system if enough water (at
the comparable A-A type. temperatures higher than 10_C [S0°F)) is available (Refs. 23
and 24). A W-A system could operate with air-reverse controls
W-W heat pumps could also operate with either the refriger, to supply cold/warm air as needed orelse use refrigerant reverse
ant reversing valve as shown in Fig, A-2 or water reversing controls as shown in Fig. A-4. The advantages of low initial
val_es. In a water changeover system, the direction of water cost and low maintenance cost of A-A systems are still applied,
leaving the condenser and chilter (evaporator) is controlled by since it is a hybrid system of the above A-A and W.W systems.
valves to provide heating or cooling to multiple zones as
required. In general, the refrigera,lt control is preferred to
avoid centamination of indoor coils with tile external water |P. Air-to-Water Heat Pumps (A-W)
supplies (from a river, lake, ocean, etc.), which may be
chemically untreated. This heat pump is tile same as W.A type above, except it
uses outdoor air as the heat source/sink and exchanges heat
with tile indoor coil through tile use of clean water as a
Ill. Water-to-Air Heat Pumps (W-A) secondary medium, :.s shown in Fig. A-5. A.W systems have ,
the same advantages and limitations as W-A units. Sim.-e warm/
This heat pump also uses well or lake water as a heat cold water piping replace the interior air duct work. corrosion
sink/source similar to W-W heat pumps, but the heat is deity- problems, though not entirely eliminated, are less frequent
ered to the indoor coil through direct expansion of the refrig- than m W-W or W-A systems.
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Fig. A-1. Air-to-air hell pump
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Fig, A-2. Multlzone lir-changeovm' A-A heat pump system with dual duct ind mixing box controls
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Appendix B
' Optimum Receiver-Engine Working Temperature
• The operating temperature of the fluid circulating inside \( "_f//the solar receiver-storage subsystem is an important parameter E = )'e 1 - T° (B-3)
, in determining the coefficient of performance of the heat-
pump system at any mode. In the cooling mode, and for a
'_ given solar-energy input, a high receiver temperature gives a The maximum product RE, at the optimum fluid temperature
• high-power cycle efficiency, E, but results in a low collector T_, is obtained by differentiation and by assuming m, n, To, I,
-_ efficiency, R, due to the increased receiver thermal losses. An and )'e to be constants. The result is written as:
_!, optimum operating temperature is, therefore, required to
, maximize the product RE when operating in the cooling L m I
mode. T_/,c= To_/l + _ (B-4)n TO
For the building-heating mode. the recoverable portion of
the engine's rejected heat is also utilized as an additional
heating effect to boost the basic heat-pump heating effect. For A plot in Fig. B-I of the quantities R, E, and RE versus 7"/is
a given solar-energy input, the higher the receiver temperature also made for a selected numerical example. Figure B-I illus-
becomes the higher the power cycle efficiency E, the higher trates that the maximum value of the product RE lies on a
the heating effect by the heat pump, and the less the heat plateau and not on a sharp peak. For instance, the assigned
rejected from the engine. Again, an optimum receiver operat- values ofm s = 0.722, ns = 0.16 W/m2°C, )'e --"0.5, to = 25.8°C
ing temperature is required to maximize the sum of the two (299 K), and !c = 943 W/m2, yield a,:.optimum temperature
heating effects. For each mode of opelation, the optimum T_ of 893°C and an optimum RE proauct of 21.4%. Operating
operating temperature is analyzed below, to enable the compu- the receiver-engine at 800°C (1472°F) instead of 893°C will
tations of P and COP expressions in the text. yield an RE product of only 21.3%, which is an insignificant
loss in performance compared to other cost and metallurgical
I. Building Cooling Mode gains obtained by lowering the operating temperature.
According to Fig. 8(a), the coefficient of performance of
the heat pump when operating during the sunny hours is given II. Building Heating Mode
by: When operating during the sunny hours, the gross coeffi-
cient of the heat-pump waste.heat recovery system is obtained
COPe = rlt • PRcF, s,c (B-l) from Fig. 7(a) as
Therefore. the procedure requires the maximization of only COPh = _w Rn +Rg Esj ' (Ph tit- t/w) (B-5)
the product ReEs, e with respect to the receiver fluid tempera-
ture Tf since the component efficients r_t, and Pc are inde-
pendent of Tf. Note that the concentrator-receiver-efficiency Upon the substitution of R and E expressions from Eqs. (B-2)and (B-3), respectively, and assuming that the component
R, is taken from Eq.(3) as efficiencies r/w, Ph and T/t are independent of Tt., an optimum
operating fluid temperature T_,n could be obtained by differ-
(T/- T) entiation. The result is expressed as
R = m - n (B-2)s s [
where 1 is an hourly average solar intensity. The power cycle T_,_ = T 1 + /0 (B.6)
efficiency E, on the other hand, is simplified as a fraction of
, the corresponding Camot's cycle when operating between the
two tempzrature limits T/. as a heat source, and TO as a heat where 0, is a coupling parameter larger than or equal to 1,
sink. From Eq. (4), given by
185
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• " - - • J_'_'_,.,,_,-_w,:n.,__ i_,_wl___,,,,,_,_,,.c=_.l,._c_.c,,_=,l_c_._,t_ _ ...
t
i:
: ',.
._ _,, lower operating temperature for material consideratioP, with-
.. I
0 = ! + k,IPn _Tr r/w) (B-7) out a great sacrifice of the system performance. Nunlerically, i'" Fig. B-2 is plotted for til ame concentrator-receiver design i
Without utilization of any Ix_rtion of the engine rejected (m s -- 0.722, ns = 0.16 W/m2°C) under the average conditions
' heat, the efficiency r/w is zert; and tile optimum temperature of the site's winter season (1h = 880 W/mz t,,,h = 11_'C)
expression ts reduced to Eq (B-4). However, since 0 is _a 1, the together with the assumed component ei'ficiencies (r/r = 0.q,
temperature T_Ln will always be less than T_[,c.keeping other r/,,, = 0.8, ke = 0.5, Pn = 2.88) or at 0 = 1.893. Tile optimum
o
para_:leters the same. Similarly to COPc, the trend of COPh 7'_h is fotmd to be 5,5 C (977°F), resulting in a maxmlum
changes very slowly with the temperature 7_. with an almost COPh of 0.864. At the selected receiver-engine operating tern- !
" flat plateau around the optimum point rather than a sharp perature of 500°C, the gross COP_ becomes 0.863, which gives
peak. The above finding allows the designer to choose a a neghgible difference in performance.f
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: Appendix C
Temperature Levels and Coefficient of Performance of Heat Pumps
Actual heat transfer in heat-pump components requires a or
temperature difference to transfer heat both from the heat
source to the evaporating refrigerm_tand from the condensing {t_ + 0.2 r° + 250.0)
refrigerant to the cooling fluid. Accordingly, the tenlperature Pc = (0.536 - 0.0058 to) (0.0 t - ti + 44.55) (C-6)
: span of the refrigeration cycle will increase over that cycle
which is represented only by the heat-source and heat-sink
; temperatures. For each mode of operation, the temperature For instance, taking the inside and outside air temperatures
levels are here represented by empirical expressions in terms of of the office building during the cooling mode as t,, =25.83°C
sour,:_/sink temperatures instead of the graphical representa- (78.5 F), t i .5.55 C (78°F), then t,v = 7.61°C (45,7 F),
'3 O _ "3 o =
tion gtven in Re(. 16. For a direct comparison with the _te_ = 17"9°C (3,.3 FL At,,o ;6.27°C (,9.3 F), to,,0 O -
corresponding Carnot's refrigeration cycle, the procedure is 4_.1 C (107.8 F), X,.= 0.5, and the heat pump performance
discussed as follows. Pc from Eq.C-6 is found to be 3.14. Although heat pumps
with different capacity and design features, differ in their
performance, the above relationsh/ps are considered valuable
I. Cooling Mode not only for A-A heat pumps but for any other media in
contact with the refrigerantcoils.
The evaporator side temperature difference Ate,.. as
sketched in Fig. C-l, could be represented analytically by.
II. HeatingMode
At = 23.11-0.2t : t -t (C-I)
"" " ' "_' The new evaporator and conde-;er temperature levels in
hence the heating mode will be as illustrated in Fig. C-2. The evapo-
rator-side temperature difference Atev. could be approxi-
mated by'
"1t = t.+ 0.2 t ...II (C-2)
e$' | O
Similarly, the condensing side temperature difference, At,.,. Atrv= to - tev = 9.29 +0.21 t (C-7I
could be represented by'
hence,
At = 21.44-0.2t = t -t {C-3)t'o o ('o o
t. = - 9.29 +0.21 t,, (C-8)
or
t = 21.44 + 0.8 t 6"-4) Also at the condenser side. the temperature difference
o, , At, !_obtained from:
An actual heat pump will be as efficient as roughly a
- = 20.24 + 0.07 t (C.9)fraction {between 40 to 60_,) of the Carnot.cycle heat pump At¢o = t,.o t, ,,
operating between Tevand T,., (Re(. 16). Ifthefraction Xc is
approximated by the relationship, then or
= ,0.,4 + 0.67 t + t# (C.10)Xc = 0.536- 0.0058 t,, (C-5) t,_, _ _ ,,
The resulting coeffit.,ent of pc,tormar,ce P,, will be given An actual heat pump in the heating mode will be toughly as
by: effictent as a fraction Ah of the Camot cycle heat pump
operating between T,_ and Tc,,. The fraction Xa is found close
P = g ' to a constant value of 0.45 and the resulting coefficient of
'" 'Too- Te,. performance Pa becomes
IM
.t*
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T If, for instance, the space inside and outside temperatures ti
Ph = _', T - T (C-11) and t o are 22.22°C (72°F) and II°C (51.8°F), respectively,
_, ev they result in a Ph value, using Eq. C-12, of 2.88. Both of the
' or temperature differences Aetv and A_ then become 11.6°C
.._ O
1293.4 + 0.67 to + t_) 1,_0.9 F) and 77.61°C 149.7°F), respectively. Equations C.6
PI, = 0.45 t29.53 + t_ 0.1_ t o) (C-121 and C-12 are used to determine monthly P, andP_ values for" " each mode of operation as described in the text. :
r
1N
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Performance of the Real-Time Array Signal Combiner
During the Voyager Mission
C, D. Bartok
Control Cen?er O_rllttO_$
The technique o]" station arm.ring is used to improve the tignal.to-noise ratio by
reinforcing the coherent spacecraft signal while cancelling out location.dependent inco-
herent noise. The signal combiner provides a delay compensation that keeps the signals
correctly phased throughout the spacecra]'t pass. The signals are combined to optimi:e
the signal-to.noise rath) o[ the sum. The combined signal is then processed in the normal
manner by the rest o]'the telemetry ¢'haoz.
Dunng the Voyager Misshm each Deep Space Statu)n used its 64-meter antenna
together wtth a 34-raeter antenna to [orm an array. Data were selected [rom the Saturn
encounter period from November 2 tc_ November 13, 1980, to analyze the signal
t.ombiner perfi_rmance. A statistical analysts o[ the residual gain data [rom all oi" the
afeared Deep Space Stathms indicates that the Real.Time Combiner is operating within
the designed accuracy range of O 2 *-0.05 dB arvmnd the theoretical gain. A decrease in the
residual gain value app¢_ars to correlate with an increase m antentta elevation, which may
he directly re;ated to the changing at:tenna Rain with elevatum. Overall, the corn breed
signal.to-noise eath_ is improved by an average o[ 0 62 ±0 15 dB over the 64-meter
signal.to.noise rath_ ahme.
I. Introduction there are sources of loss and noise which are highly location-
dependent. Some ,)f these are atmospheric loss due to water
A spacecraft signal can be degraded in one of two ways.
vapor and oxygen, scintillation lades due to atmospheric
. There can be loss of desired signal relative to noise, where a multipath phenomena, terrestrial noise, lille loss between
; portion of the signal is diverted, scattered or reflected from nts antenna and receiver, and thermal noise generated within the
t_ intended route, or there can be an increase of noise relative to receiver. Of all the sources described, the spacecraft signal is
- the desired signal. Noise can originate as unwanted signal particularly susceptible to degradation from the last two since
. energy injected into the link, or as thermal noise generated the signal is at its lowest energy level at these stages.
l' within the link. There is a consistent level of degradation of
the spacecraft signal from space loss, due to a decrease m the
electric field as _ function of dtstance and due to noise The fact tha_ a spacecraft _igna_ rec4ved simultaneoudy at
mjectJon from the 3"K temperature of space, which is bade- several I.,Y,:p Space Stations is affected by an independent
pendent of the location of the receiving station. Howe..r, noise coniributton at each station is the _igmficant factoi tlhat
makes the technique of _tation arraying possible. An improve- line. The buffer input rate is governed by a separate variable
ment in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is achieved by combining clock, but the input strobes are independent of each other and
the outputs from various receiving locations in an appropriate are generated asynchronously with respect to the output
manner to reinforce the coherent spacecraft signal while can- clock.
_; ceiling out incoherent noise from the stations. This involves
compen_ting for phase delays at each station caused by differ-
ing spacecraft-to-station distances and by differing signal relay The resident time of a particular ,,,ample in memory is the
times to a common site. delay time. The length of time a sample remains in the buffer
is a function of the number of samples in memory, as indi-
cated by the fill counter, and the phase difference between the
II. Functional Description of the input and output strobes. Therefore, the time delay can be
Signal Combiner continuously adjusted by controlling the input clock
frequency.
A simplified block diagram of the baseband signal combiner
is illustrated in Fig. 1. The signal combiner provides a delay
compensation that automatically tracks the changing signal At tile output of the FIFO, the delayed signals are cor-
delays to keep the signals correctly phased throughout the related with the reference signal. When the signals agree in
spacecraft pass. Tiffs variable delay compensates for the change phase, the correlation is at its maximum. For each channel, the
m signal arrival time at the different antennas as the Earth correlation of the reference signal with the input signal
rotates during the mission viewing period, advanced by 90 degrees of phase and the correlation of the
reference signal with the input signal retarded by 90 degrees of
Once pro_rly phased, the signals are comOined in a phase are developed. The difference of these two correlation
weighted average depending upon their relative average SNRs. curves, designated quadrature correlation, crosses zero when
The weighting gain factors are chosen to optimize the SNR of the input signal is aligned with the reference signal (see Fig. 3).
the sum in a manner discussed in detail by R. A. Winkelstein Therefore, quadrature correlation is suitable as a control func-
(see Bibliography). The combined signal proceeds from the tion fur the delay on each channel of fine tracking loop.
output of the Real-Time Combiner to the baseband input of
the Subcarrier Demodulator Assembly b;DA). From there ott,
the signal is processed in the normal manner by the rest of the Each second the quadrature correlator produces a digital
telemetry chain, count, which is a function of the re!ative signal delay. The
quadratare correlator count represents an integral of the input
signal phase difference averaged over a time period of one
Ill. Operational Detail of the second. The quadrature correlator should produce a count of
zero when the input signals are exactly aligned. When they are
Signal Combiner not aligned, the count is proportional to the phase tinting error
The heart of the signal combiner is the phase tracking between the signals.
channel. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. Its fanction is to provide a
continuously variable amount of time delay to match the
signa',s at the summing ar_,plifier to the reference baseband The digital count is scaled by the CPU and converted to
signal The values of the delays are deterr._ined by a central analog voltages by digital-to-analog converters. These voltages
processinr unit (CPU) controlled tracking loop. are applied to the input of the voltage-controlled oscillators
(VCO's). The output frequency of the VCO produces a slight
The combiner input signal; pass through essentially identi- change in the FIFO input strobe rate, thus closing the control
cat input ampliqers and are converted from analog to digital, loop. As a rest'It, the signal delay is changed in the direction to
For the reference channel the sign bit is switched onto a bus to force the error count out of the quadrature correlator to zero.
be used by the correlator sections of the other channels. The
baseband signals from each station are samptad by a multi-
plexed digital FI_:O memory at approximately a i0-Mliz rate. At the output of the FIFO buffer, with the signals aligned
in phase, the signals are reconverted to analog by a digital.to.
The FIFO memory system consists mainly of the multi- analog converter. They are then weighted _,ygains calculated
plexed FIFO and a fill counter. The memory holds digital to optimize the SNR of the combined signal and applied to the
samples which are input to the memory using the input st,obe input of the summing amplifier. Once combined, the signal
and output from the memory using the output strobe. The flows through the telemetry processing chain in a normal
buffer output rate is detemdned by a fixed common clock manner.
192
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: IV. Voyager Mission Performance The data from the Deep Space Stations are plotted as a
function of antenna elevation in Figs. 4, _, and 8. A decrease in
During the Voyager Mission, each Deep Space Station used the residual gain value appears to correlate with an increase in
its o4-meter antenna together _,ith a 34-meter antenna to form tile atttemm ele,ation. This is particularly evident during
an array. The input signal from each 64-meter antenna became adve,se weather conditions which degrade the input signal
the reference baseband signal in tile phase tracking channel of markedly. Under these circumstances the improvement to the
its respective combiner, residual gain is pronounced as the antenna dish tracks to
_, higher elevations. The change in residual gain as a function of
.', To analyze array performance, data were selected from the elevatmn may be primarily affected by tile change in antenna
Saturn encounter period from Novembe, 2 to November 13, gain as a function of elevation. The antenna gain vs elevation
1980. Tile design of the Real-Time Comb,net specifies a signal t:urves are included for _he64-meter amennas as Figs. 5, 7 and
degradatiou of no more than 0.2 *-0.05dB from the theoretical 9 for comparison.
combined gain. The actual gain data contains this system-
induced degradation plus external coherent noise injection Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of the residual gain
which _snot cancelled out by the combining proces,;, such as data from all of the arrayed Deep Space Stations The statisti-
from space and atmospheric phenomena, cal mean of 0.22 dB falls within the theoretical accuracy range
of 0.2 -+0.05dB predicted for the Real-Time Combiner.
The 04- and 34-meter uncombined SNR averages are
recorded for compartson with the combined array SNR avel- The re,jdual gains are also averaged on a pass-by-pass basis.
ages. At optimat performance tile combined SNR is maximized These data are plotted in Figs. 11and 12. Figure 13 shows the
to a theorettcal value ,ff distribution of the pass averages from the arrayed Deep Space
Statmns. The statistical mean of 0.205 dB again falls within
SNR s = SNR _4 _"SNR.a4 the theoretical accuracy range as predicted.
V. Conclusion
where The Real-Tm_e Combiner has performed well during the
Voyager Mission, as the data samples taken during the Saturn
(1-I. t, _,__.VRo,t encounter indicate. The actual inlprovement in the signal-A of
"= X SNR_4 ] to-noise ratio or"tile combined signal is an average of 0.62
tO.15 dB over file 64.meter signals alone. The Voyager Mission
is the theoretical gain over the uncombined ()4-meter _;t,Jtal. data have demonstrated that antenna arraying operates as de-
The actual gain is calculated from the data: signed, providing a clear inaprovement ill telemetry
pert\_rmance.
A = S,VR SNRt,.t (SNRs in dB)
On November 7, 1980, tile Austr',dian complex, under
and tile residual difference is calculated, heavy cloud cover and fatlmg snow, received the Saturn pic-
tures depicted in Fig. 14. The clarity of tile arrayed pictures
Residual = .4 o, " A,. (gains in dB) compared to the unarrayed pictures is striking, particularly in
the face of such adverse weather conditions. These pictures
It is these residual values that demonstrate the performance illustrate the performance extension achieved with array
capabilities of tile Real-Time Combiner, technology.
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The Operational Performance of
Hydrogen Masers in the Deep Space Network
(The Performance of LaboratoryReference
Frequency Standards in an Operational Environment)
S. C. Ward
I_ Space Network Support Section
Spacecra[t navigation to the outer planets fJupiter and beyond) piaz'es very stringent
demands upon the per[ormance of [requency _:nd time (F&T) re[erence standards. The
Deep Space Network (DSNJ makes use of hydrogen masers as an aid in meeting the
routine F&T operational requirements within the 64-m ant_'nna network. Resuhs as of
October 1980 indicate the h.vdrogen masen are performing within the required
spe('ilTcatiot,s. However. two pr(_blem areas remain that affect operations perfi_rmance:
(1) there is insufficient control over the environment m which the re[erence standards
reside and, (2)[rcquency dri/t makes it very di[fi¢_uit to maintain the 64-m-DSS-
to-_4-m-DSS synt over the 130-dav perked required by the flight project.
I. Introduction color pict,,res of the planetsand their satellites.Last, the
Radio Science team uses spectral analysis to detect andThe "laboratory standards" are three hydrogen masers
measure*the constituents of planetary atmospheres, orbital(Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) Model
VLG lOB) and six cesium oscillators (Hewlett-Packard Model rings, and gravtmetrics
5061A4)04 option). The "operational environment" is an
isolated temperature ct_urolled room at each of three NASAl
JP[ Deep Space Network (DSN) complexes. II. Requirement,; and Specifications
Be,'aus¢the Voyagerprojectrequirementsarecurrentlythe
This PrecisionTime andTin,,¢lnterval(PTTI)application is most stringent, they have been the dominant force In the
in support of refined spacecraft navigation to the outer planets design of the Frequency and Time System (ITS), The
(Jupiter andbeyond)and toprovlde wldeband (> I00 E;'.obtts) requirements are: (I) the fine-spectral perfi)rmance of and
telecommumcations channels at S- and X-band. The Voyager kng.term stability of the hydrogen maser, (2) the a_curacy
project Navigatmp team guides the spacecraft to Jupiter, and reliability of the cesium _scdlators, and (3) some means of
Saturn, Uranus, and perhaps Neplune. The Telemetry and synchronizing the interconttnental network of trackang
Image Processing teams haw brought us the heautlful fu;I. stations.
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The specifications relating to a typical t_:quency and America. at Goidstone. Cahfornia. regular 60-day traveling
timing system using hydrogen masers and cesima os_.tllators oh)ok flights to NBS in Boulder, Color.. ,;, and da.ly VLF
are listed in tire Precision Tinle and Time Interval [lVl'TI) transmissions from the NBS are used, in addition to LORAN.C
' literature and manufacturers specificati,m,_, anti will n,)t be and traveling clo :s from other agencies (Goddard Space
v dealt with further in this article, i will instead addre_., tire ve_, Flight Ceater and the US Naval Observat,ry (USNO). 1 he
stringent requirements for syntt)niz_t_on and synchronitatton. DSS-toDSS 'nchronization and syntonization is being main.
rained thro. ,i the use of Very Long Ba_: h_terferometry
_" A. Syntonizatlon Requirtm_ntt (VLBI). Some of tile results are repJrted in Ref. 1. Figure 2 "illustrates how the DSS.t,)-DSS and tbe DSN-to.UTC synchro-
(I) The frequency offset between any pair of 64-m Deep nization i_ maintained.
_ Space Stations (DSS) shall be known to within lem
than +-3X l0 -)'3, such as DSS 63 (Madrid, Spain) ,:s Each 64-m DSS has been delegated tt-" responsibility of
DSS 43 (Canberra. Australia) = < ±3 _ 10- t J, or DSS maintaining ;ts own internal synchronization. Figure 3 ill.s-
63 vs DSS 14 (Goldstone, Califi)mia) = < ±3 × IO- t3 trates the hardware conflgurattoo and data flow paths that
or DSS 03 vs DSS 14 = < ±3 X I0- t3 achieve this. In addition, it is responsible for establishing and
(2) The frequency offset of the DSN master (D_S 14)shall maintaining the synchronism of other DSSs within tire
be maintained within -+3X IO-I_ of Universal Time, complex ¢see the detail in the upper and lower right segments
of Fig. 2).('oordmated (UT('L kept by the National Bureau of
Standards (N BS).
B. Synchronization Requirements IV. Test Results
( I ) The time offse_ between any pair ot 04.m DSSs shall be A. Environl_N_l Tests
known within ±20/Js, Table I lists the results of environmental tests periornled
(2) [he tittle offse! of any ¢)4-m DSS tlom UTC shall be on five of the six 5Ot_,lA cesium oscillators presently deployed
known v, ithm ±20_s and, l'urtt,_r, tt shall actually be within the DSN. These tests v,ere performed at the Refer,nee
ntatntatned to within -_._5Ops over the 130-day period Standards rest Facility in Pasadena. Note that serial No. 1718
August 4 through December 12, 1980. in its resp_.m_ to temperature variatiops differed from the
others. When this unit was sent to the Goldstone RefereP,.e
Standards Laboratory for Iceman calibr'qL::, it exhibited
|||. _th_|o_y phase #itches. It w.. returned to Pas._dena for further ,_
environmental testmg. _'
Both the synchronization (sync) and syntont/atton (synt)
were estabhshed through use of a specially ,'alibrated 50_iA. Table 2 hits the Tesul.:, .)f epvirtmmental tests perl\)rmed
OOI-004 portable unit. t For purposes of maintaimng the on the three hyarogen ina_ers presently deployed within the
individual DS.S synchronization to UT(', the portable unit was I)SN. Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of hydrogen-maser SAO
carried to the host country frequency and time ntetrology serial No. 6 In a changing pre_ure envtronnlent. Note the
agent), Tb," .ync/synt tcuJI used b) tile San .):ernando improvement (8.2 dB) ill its perfbrmance after being let, It-
Observatory (SFO) m Spain is the Mediterranean chain btshed_Table 2, colunm6).
IORAN.C. In Australia, the responsible agen,._' is tile Depart.
merit of Natttmal Mapping and the frequency and time (F&T) Figure 5 illustrates the performance of SAO _ertal No. 7 in
mamtenance resource is AB(" television (see Fig. , ). In a changmg magnetic environment. ||;tying beet, given errone-
ous information on how far the "_,-m ap;enna w_ from ti_e
planned site for tile frequency standards rt_;nl. It was decided
IAItut aBo_lrtg 24 hour,_It,/ the pot'table 50_tA to stabtht¢ to It* that no further mal_etic shielding would be required. SAO
tempcratutr imd It't.tgt_tic en_ltonm_-nt, the unit _'_ d_gaut_d and • serial No. O failed tn spring IqgO and wa.,_returned to the
m¢_,tufement _t made of the teem_n frequency w frequency oft_t
of tM unit telerence_ to the DSN m,_tef Ututg _l distal ftcq_ncy manufacturer for refurbi_tme_t Table 2. column 5 indicates a
s._,nthesuer _md a dlttet¢nttal voltmet¢:, the z,_m_ tteqt, ency 2.7-dB degradation It) its performance ip a changing magnetic
leadtnlgt _¢'[t tepf_ilut.'lbi¢within 0 7 ||Z the p_)ftab_ Unit Wasth_n envtroclnleiit.
tart'ted to th_ remote |)_ to be s)ntontted. JJete ig•m the unit was
#yen 24 hours It) )tabthze. war delmUt_d and tM l¢¢m,tnfrequent) Figure 6 illustrates the performance typical of a hydrt_en
_,,_ mc_ured It the /¢¢mltn chfftlttd by mole than I 4 Ht it _'ll_
te_l Otber_t_ a cortevtlon t_L'totol I_.I x tO IS/HI and | ',_ lll&_.r m a high.irntperature environn'_nt. Tire hydro_n ma._r
l0 t-t:"c _,t_ appi_d to tM _nt_mLtattofl tS JPL serf_l No. !attd the environment was an i,,._,nttlated
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room in the cellar of DSS ,13. The high temperatures :'_,used B. Syntonization 2
. the unit t_, fail iJ, late summer (southern hemisphere). An air
conditioner with 0.1°C temperature control was installed m Each time the calibration process was performed, 24 hours
ea,'ly September 1980. was allowed for thermal stabilization and then 80 hours (ten
8-hour samples) of cumparative phase data were collected.
This was peffonned with instrmnentation configured as that in
Figure 3, except that a fourth phase comparator was added to
B. Stability Tests permit the intercomparison of the hydrogen maser, cesium
Figure 7 illustrates the short-term stability (spectral perfor- oscillator Nos. l and 2, and the portable cesium oscillator
- mance) of a typical 5061A-004 cesium oscillator and a typical (RSL-2).
hydrogen maser. These measurements were made in Spain at
DSS 63 where the Complex Maintenance Facility (CMF) was At DSS 63, after setthng from the trauma of the trip and
clos- enough to permit use of a coaxial cable from the after thermal stabilization, the zeeman frequency of RSL-2
hydrogen mawr. Cesium oscillator serial No. 1511 was the had shifted but 1.7 Hz. A C-field adjustment removed
portable unit and it was caLried to the CMF facility, approximately one-half of the zeeman offset and the calibra-
tion process of the hydrogen maser began. At the end of the
88-hour calibration period, the hydrogen maser frequency
Figures 8a and 8b (from Ref. 2) give the stability perfor- offset from the DSN master was found to be zero a5 X IU- 14
mance characteristics of the three hydrogen masers presently instrumentation noise. It was thus unnecessary to make any
deployed. F_gure9 illustrates the stability characteristics of a adjustment to the hydrogen maser. It was, however, necessary
recent series (serial Nos. 1718 and 1719) of 5061A.004 cesium to adjust both cesium oscillator Nos. 1 and 2. Data collected
oscillators, via LORAN.C indicate the frequency offset of the hydrogen
maser and cesium oscillator No. 2 remain at zero -+4.8 X
10-13 asof November 8, 1980.
V. Synchronization and SyntonizaUon Data At DSS 43, the thermal stabilizatioh period was extended
to alluw for the lack of good circulation (the air-handler
A. Epoch Synchronlzatlen installation was still in process). Also, the hydrogen maser had
Prior :o departure fo_ the trip to Spain, the portable :lock been installed just a few weeks and was still drifting. At the
designated RSI-2 was ttsed to synchronize itself and the DSN end of an 80-hour "calibration period, the offset of the maser
master clock at DSS I4 to within 0.2 /asof the NBS and USNO from the DSN master was 4.73 X 10 -L3. Since this was
epoch. It was then transported to DSS 63 at Robledo, Spain, beyond the Voyager specification, and since the drift was in a
then on to tile SFO at S_n Femando, Spain.One day prior to positive direction, the hydrogen maser synthesizer was reset to
leavingSpain. tile clock was transported to D_; 62 at Cebreos reduce its frequency by 6.345 X 10-13. Frequency offset data
and the Madrid STDN station. Thus the three stations in the _ff this maser vs UTC (Australia) (AUS) collected using
Madrid complex were syuchrunized to SFO and the DSN simultaneous TV with the DNM indicate its drift has cancelled
master to less than one/as, the value reset on September 30. Close examination of recent
data indicate the second.order drift term has dropped from 4.6
X 10-Jd/day to2.1 X 10-14 to0.7X 10-t4/day.
Upon returning to America, the clock was immedLately
taken to Goldstone for closure against the DSN master. It then All indications are that the frequency drift of SAO No. 5,
was taken to Australia,"' where it was used to synchronize DSS the DSN master, has dropped well below its former value of
43 at Tidbinbilla, and then to tile Department of Nationzl I X 10-14/day as obsetved between the departure for Spain
Mapping (DNM) instaUation in the Orroral Valley. On the day and the return for closure. At present. SAO No. 5 vs
prior to leaving Australia, the poe)able clock was used to UTC(NBS)--=2.84 X 10-13 +0.3 as verified by two closures
tB
_[ synchronize DSS 44 (Honeysuckle Creek) and Orroral (the against UTC(NBS) within a 21.day period. Figure 10 gives
STDN station) to the DNM, DSS 43, and the DSN. tmle offset data vs UTC(DSN) and associated frequency offset
data ft;r each of three 64.m DSSs. Figure I I gwes time offset
_, data vs UT('(NBS and USNO) _nd the a_ociated frequencyThe RSL-2 was then reqtrned to America where closure was offset data vs UTC(NBS) of the DSN master reference.
refined against huth NBS and USNO. All tht' elements andagencies synchronized on thes_ trips remain synehromzed to
wilhin less )hall I /dS,and ate being maintained within 10 tJs Zl"venlsoccurri_ subsequent o the end of the Voyager I encounter
p:ak to peak. periodhaveprovidedaddmonalperformancedata '_e Appendix).
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VI. Summary must be exercised to provide a thermally stabilized and
magnetically isolated environment.
(i) Hydrogen masers require 4 to 6 weeks of thermal
stabilization before their long-term stability can be (3) Syntonization to UTC can be accurately andeconomi-
; f,lly utilized, cally maintained within a part in 1053 (after 1 week of
daily observations) through use of the simultaneous
reception of LORAN-C or TV transmissions by the
(2) To use the full potential of present day hydrogen DSS and the host country frequency and lime metroi-
masers a_'d cesium reference frequency standards, care ogy service agency.
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Table 1. Cesium oscillator environmental paraamote_ test data
Hewlett-Packard 5061-A 004
Parameler No. 1694 No. 1695 No. 1717 No. 1718 No 1719
¢, ............................
1.2 × 10 -13
, ..Xb",,
Tempct,lturc.---/ (" 4.3 x 10" 14 6.25 X 10 -14 5.4 X 10 -14 to 5.6 × 10 -14
F -2 × l0 -13
AF 10-13 10-13 10-13 10-13 13Barometric pressure.-_/m. I|g 1 X I X I x I X I X 10i
Magnetic field, a
_.F.jF/IO4Wb/m 2 1 x IO -13 1 x 10-13 I x 10 --13 I X 10-13 I X 10 -13
...................................................
al gau._'_= 104 Wb/m 2
Table 2. Hydrogen-maser envi,-onmental pamr_mters test data
P,iramctcr SAO 5 SAO _) SAO 7 SAO 5 SAO 0
(At ter r¢fuzbishtaen! by mt'r. )
...........................................................
..XFI'c_.q craluie,-- P_(" 1.6 × 10" 14 I x 10 -13 "/.0 X 10 14 -13 10-14I." o1 2x 10 72x
xF
I|aromctrl, pr¢_',ur¢. _-/m iig 2.6× 10 -14 -3.4 X 10 -13 23 × 10 "14 25 × 10 -14 -5 I × 10 -14
M.Lgnctn_.held. a
..Xl..i./lO4gb/m2 16x l0 12 5.0x l0 -12 2.8× l0 I,. 3,0× 10 _12 34× l0 -12
al gau_.s 10 4 _bIltl 2
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= ALGEMAIC SUMMING PROCESS
ABC TV = AUS1RALIAN I_OADCASTING CO.
= A FREQUENCY AND/OR TIME CO/_ARISON PROCESS
- DSN REF RENCESTANDARDS LABAT GOLDSTONE, CA
RADIO SOURCE DNM = UTC (AUS), AUSTRALIAN DEPT. ,NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT,
DIV. NATIONAL MAPPING
'_ NBS = U.S. NATIONAL BUREAUOF STANDARDS, BOULDER, COLD
/ _/ USNO : U.S. N_VALOBSERVATORY
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Fig. 1. Lq'C (DSN) - UTC (NBS) vG UTC (DSN) - UTC (USNO) vii UTC (Aultrldla)
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0SS ]4 vs UTC(NBS) via MICROWAVEAND PORT^BLECLOCKS
'I iAT PRESSURE 30 in. 149A - 0. l in. Hcj/_TT - 5.8 x 10"13
4_ AT PRESSURE 30 in. 149A 0.l in. I.kj/j_TT • 2.3x l0"14
" _3 e
l 31.5 m
31.0 _
0 30.5_
I L i l L 1 I L
APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
Fig. 4. Hydrogen-maamr performance in • changing bemenetric
pNmsure environment
DSS63 vs UTC(USNO)vtaLORAN,-C.WED.CHAIN
I A, STRUCTURAl.STEEL FOR 26-METER TO 34-METER ANI"EI_I'-ZA
MODIFICATION DELIVERED AND S_OItED WITHIN 50 MEIEIS OF
H-MASER LOCATION.
2_. 0 - L LA GE CLONES m_Ovfo INTO AlIA
t II. CRANEMEAKSDOWN
_.0 C. HyDflOGIN ,kAASERFIIE-QUENCY OFFSET ADJUSTED LOWERED I,_xt0 -|2
D QUADRIPOD CONSTI/UCTJON PHASE
JE. CAGE _,TII_JCTUREINSTALLE_
2_0 F. _,II_JCTUILAL STEELWOI_: CC'_AF_.|TED
G. AN1ENNA RAISED TO STOWED (ZENITH} POSITION.
v_ H. LEAD COtJNTERWEIGHTS INSTALLED
_. I, ANTENNA OA/M,AGES SELF OUIIIING TESTS. I_PATIID 30 DAYS I._TEII
_ l?.o- __
o.o ,-_, .@.
APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV 0EC JAN FEB MAR
19/9 HgO
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fDSS43v$ UTC(USNO)via 1V AND PORTABLECLOCKS
A, H-M,_CJ_RCK.JTOf $Elrv'lCe FOR ON-SIGHT II[PLACEMENT
Of VACIOf_ PLJ_P [LF.M|NTS AND LEAKY CONNECTOr.
40 |. NO DATA DUE TO FAILUIU: Of F_tA,T_CO_t.PAII,ATOR.
_ C. H_IAASER FII_QUI[NCY ADJUSTED TO RENK_V| OFFSET
0. LOCAL MF,.ATWAVE
_;_ A j
32-
SEe OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB
1970 1_0
Fig. 6. Maser performauw_ in • ctmnging temperature environment
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pP
RUN: 92.1A N-2 DSN2-Cs1718 START: 1630:. 10-1740
TSEP,* 2.10 T_toQ EN0:. 134_ 10.-21-00
\ ALLAN VARIANCE II = I Hz CHANNEL: I
SIGMA (N, T, B, tau) fo = 100.0 MHz DSN2 _ H MASER
10-11 _= H-JPSPEC
10-12
10-13
10-14
10-15 , , ,,I _ I _ _1 _ , , ,I , , ,,l , • _ _1 , _ .,l _ L ] I
10.10 ' ' ''1 ' " ''q " ''1 " ' , .T[ ,.L, ''1 "" -' '*! ' " ' '-
RUN: §1.18 N • 2 D$1_3 - Ct 1719 "_ART: 14101 07o03.410
TSEP: 2.20 I = tou END:. 0a00_ 07-0740
ALLAN VAJIIANC_ I) = I Hz CHANNt.I" 3
SIGMA (N, T, B, tau) fo - 3,00 MHz J2-10"_4DSN3 _ H MASER
10-II _= H.II ,_IIEC
10"1_
:0-13
10"14 • , .•l ± , ,,1 _ _ ,,l L •, L| _ , ,_1 • , ,Li , _ ,_
10"1 100 101 I0 2 103 i0 4 tOS i0 6
t_e.Lttt_mytm _
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FTSQulckleok Da_a
DSS-14 D$S-42/43 DSS-61/63
T.O. Rei. Rote T.O. Rel. L_o T.O. RoI. Rate
DOY {j,_) (.s/j._ (.s_ (j,s/j,s) (_s_ (_s/.sl
0.00 -_ -2.70 _ 2.3
287 0.00 0.0 -2.70 0.0 2.3 0.0
288 _ _ -2.67 3.47 (-131 2.2 -1.16 (-121
2'89 0.00 _ -2.63 4.63 (-13) 2.3 1.16(-121
290 0.80 9.26(-121 -2.60 3.47(-131 2.'3 0.0
291 0.80 0.0 -2.56 4.63(-131 2,2 -1.16_-121
292 0.80 0.0 -2.52 4.63 (*13_ 2.2 0.0
293 1.00 2.31 (-121 -2.49 3.47 (-131 2.3 1.16 (-121
294 0.80 -2.31 (-121 -2.44 5.79 (-131 2.4 1.16 (-121
295 1.20 4.62 (-121 -2.41 3.47 (-131 2.4 0.0
296 0.90 -4.62 (-12_ -2.38 3.47 (-I,t) 2.3 -I.16 (-121
297 0.80 0.0 -2.,34 4.63 1-131 2.3 0.0
298 .-0.30 -1.27 (-! I) -2.31 3.47 (-13t 2.4 1.16 (ol21
299 -0.30 0.0 -2.?7 4.63 (-131 2.4 0.0
300 -.0.20 1.16(-121 -2.24 3.47(-131 2.5 1.16(-121
301 -0.30 1.16 _-121 -2.20 4.63(-131 2.4 1.16 (-121
302 -0.28 2.31 (-131 -2.17 3.47 (-131 2.4 0.0
303 ..0,3O -2.31 (-13) -2.13 4.63 (-13_ 2.4 0.0
304 -0.30 0.0 -2.10 3.47 _-!3) 2.3 1.16 (-1_.)
305 -0.35 -5.79 (-131 -2.06 4.63 (-131 2.3 0.0
306 -.0.40 -5,79 (-131 -2.03 3.47 _-131 2.3 0.0
,107 ..0.30 1,16 i-12_ -2.00 3.47 (-13_ 2.3 0.0
Consideringweekly segmenh:
Ove_ T -T Rel. Rate T -T Rel. Rate T -T RoI. Rate
--_ • s e.__.__1 • s
286- 1.00 1,45 _-121 0,21 3.04 _-131 0.0 0.0
?93
_3- -I.20 1.74 1-12_ 0.25 3.62 ,-_jt 0,20 2.89 1-13_
3oo
3GO- -0.10 1.45 _-131 0.24 3.47 (-13_ -0.20 -2.0'9 (-13)
3O7
F_I. 10. 14.me_ E)61iF & T offoe4 etpolt
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DE JGLD 014
12/I 714Z
FM W WOOD/JW MYERS
TO JJPL S WARD J LUVALLE J NL&NKINS
INEO JJPL/R COrFIN/R LATHAM/T TAYLOR
JHIk/K BEUTLER/J C LAW
JZ ED/NET ANALYSIS
DLD/R RUXLOW/_ MCPARTL&ND/J MCCOY
',,JBJFCT: UTC(RSLI - UTCtNBS')EPOCH TIME SYNCHRONIZATION.
TwO PCRTABLE CLOCK TRIPS TO _)ULDER, COLO. If, OCTOBER ALLOWED US 10
REFINE THE ESTIMATE OF OUR flME AND FRFQL_NCY OFFSETS TO NBS, uSr¢O,
AND B.I.H.
1. PUBLISHED DATA, AND DERIVATIONS BASED ON PUBLISHED DATA.
_NBS TIME & FREQUENCY BULLETIN 274, USNO SERIES 7-669)
UTC(LISNOI -BIH -0.694 X 10 -13
LITC(USNOI -LJTC_NBS/ - -0.9513 × 10 -13
TA NBS -. UTC(NBS) -040143 X 10 -13
TA NBS -BIH *0.243 X 10 -13 (* '-0.279 X 10 -13_
2. RESULTS OF _._EASURED DATA.
DAY 21}1 DAY 302 ;_F/F r_/DA_r
RS'2-UTCIRSL_ - -0.244/_c, *0/182_S
RSL2-UTCrNBS' • ,0.103_S *0.349uS
L_TC_RSL_-uTCINBS_ _ °0.347_S *0.166_S -8.658
L)TC_RSL_-uTCIUSNO _, - _0.788_S *0.799_.,S -0.431
CSI 14-UTC'NBS_ .0,487_S -0. 374 _S -5.2546
C_1 14-LITCqLJSNO) *0.928 _S ,0.987_S * 2.7_.._6
CLOCK'A' 14-UTC_NBSt " .2,16g_S ,1.641/_S -24.574
CLOCK'_ !4-UTC(USNO_- .2.60q_S .1.995_S -16.326
H2MI 4-UTC(NBS) NA NA -26.604
H2M14 -U T(hU£NO) NA NA -lB. 384
NOTF: THE H2MII41 FREQL,ENCY OFFSET IS TAKEN FROM rile PHASE RtCORDfR
COMPARISON TO CSI 1,i., AND IS OVeR rile SAME P_RIOD AS THE CLOCK CLOSUREb
TO NBS. NOTE ALSO THAT CLOCK 'A' _4 ,DRIVEN BY THE H2M_ 'S PROBABLY A
MORE PRECISE E:TIMATE Or [HE H2M POSIT_ON.
REGARDS
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Appendix
The following covers events relating to hydrogen m_er includes the noise intr _duced by operator
"_ performance history and the long-term stability perfonuance ledmique.
of the two overseas units. The closure data resulting from the (3) On day 006, 1981, a traveling clock, traceable to UTC
USNO traveling clock measurements {Refs. 3 and 4) provided (USNO), visit was made to DSS 43. Data from this
, the most accurate mea_s of validating the frequency offset Report of Precise Time Measurement (Ref. 4) has
"_ performance data.
"; produced the following results.
:_ (1) On day 319 (November 14, 1980), the hydrogen maser (a) The DSS 43 on-line reference frequent.y standard
(H_M), SAO-VLG-10 Serial No. 7, located at DSS 63 was 8.1 X 10-14 (7ns/day) slower than tile UTC
failed. Tiffs outage was caused by failure of the (USNO) rate over the 100-day period (Septem-
VACION pump assembly, bet 30, 1980, through January 6, 1981). The
(2) On day 346 (December 1I, 1980), a traveling clock, uncertainty on this measurement was -+3X 10-14
traceable to UTC (USNO), visit was made to DSS 63 (b) Using daily time offset measurements referenced to
Data from this Reoort of Precise Time Measurement UTC (Australia) through the medium of public
(Ref. 3) has prodaced the following results: television broadcasts (Fig. I. Method B), DSS 43
(a) The DSS 63 on-line reference frequency standard personnel were able to maintain knowledge of the
was 5.9 X 10-13 151 ns/day) faster than the UTC reference standard's frequency offset to witlun
(USNO) rate over the 88-day penod (September 15 -+2.3 X 10- 14of the UTC (USNO) rate. Noise on
through December I1, 1980L The uncertainty on the TV receptions over this 100-day data span
this measurement was -+4 X 10-t4 (±3.2 ns/day), introduced an error of<lO%.
(b) Using daily time offset measureme1:ts referenced to (c) The drift in the output f;equency of ttzM SAO
Mediterranean Chain LORAN-C, DSS 63 personnel VLG-10 S,.rial No. 6 Is <5.1X 10-14 per day.
•.,ere able to maintain knowledge ol the reference Again, the linfftatlon on the a_.curacy of this
frequency standard's frequency offset to within measurement is instrumentatio,;/technique errors
+-4.1 X 10 -13 of the LITC (USNO) rate. Noise on (40'7,.).
the LOR'_N-C receptions over this 88-day data
span introduces an err-r > 90'?. Summary: The performance of both the overseas hydrogen
',:) The drift in the output frequency of the H2M SAO masers was within all Voyager Project specifications for
VLG-10 Serial No. 7 is less than 6.5 X 10-vt per Encounter No. I. However, validation of this at DSS 63 was
day. This measurement, t_owever, is seri,usly not possible without the _,econd traveling clock visit, due to
limited by instrumentation errors of ,>70',_-,and it insufficient instrumentation precision.
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Electrical Load Management at the
Goldstone DSN Complex
J. C. Rayburn,
DeepSpaceNetworkSupportSection
The Southern Califi_mia Edison Company issued a new time-of-day rate schedule for
the Goldstone Complex which substantially increased the cost of commercial power
during the daily high usage periods. Ss4bsequentl.v, a Power Load Management Plan was
de_,eloped which wouM utilize the unique power generating capabilities of the stations to
reduce the _tress on the Edison Company's reserve capacity and reduce the cost of
electrical power at the stations. The plan, which has now been imptemented, has greatly
reduced the cost of Goldstone electrical power by completely eliminathlg the use o[
commercial power during the Edison Company's high usage periods each day.
I. introduction crating capacity which the power companies have in reserve.
The fact that they are high is an indication that the utility has
In April 1979 the Southern California Edison (SCE) minimal reserve during the high usage "On Peak" periods.
Company issued a new industrial rate schedule. Upon review
of the new s,:hedule it was apparent that the cost of purchased
electrical power would sharply increase. SCE's time-of-day II. Discussion
charging was designed to provide a substantial increase in the
cost of power during high usage periods of the day. Figure 1 As anticipated, the cost of pu_,:hased electrical power
contains a 24-hour load prof'de which illustrates the new jumped sharply when the new rate schedule became effective.
summer weekday rate schedule. Energy usage rates were The Deep Space Network Mission Support Operations Division
established for "on", "mid", and "off" peak periods. The SCE in accordance with JPL Energy Conservation and Economic
rate structure :lso carried a severe penalty for every kilowatt Policy initiated a three-phase effort. This effort was directed
of demand that occurred during the "On Peak" time period, toward determining by load management whe:her or not we
could alleviate, to some degree, the stress on the utility's
SCE's rate schedule referred to as No. TOU-8, General minimum "On Peak" reservecapacity. Also, would this reduce
Service-Large, is outlined in Table 1. Key aspects of the new the cost of electrical power at the Gol_,,_,oneTracking Station?
schedule include a $5.05 demand charge per kW for the maxi-
muilt average kW used over a 15._ainute period each month, A. Phllll_l
and an energy charge (to be added to the demand charge) for
the kWh used during each time-of-day period, i.e., the average 1 his phase involved establishing what steps could be taken
kW load for each period multiplied by the hours of the period, to reduce the "On Peak" loads and what benefit would be
The high "On Peak" charges are related to the amount ofgen- expected.
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"* The Goldstone Complex has two electrical services which Predicted GDSCC sa-nngs
_' are metered separately:
Commercial cost ....................... $19,030.00
(1) A 2400-volt service to Deep Space Station 14 (Mars). Diesel generator cost .................... $12,240.00
_: Monthly savings ....................... $ 6,790.00(2) A 480-volt ser_Sceto DSS 11, 12 and l" (Goldstone).
The one-line power diagram in Fig. 2 indicates the metering It is noted that additional savings could be expected since
_ for the two services as they enter the Goldstone Facility. the analysis did not take into account the savings to be
" DSS 11, 12, and 14 have their own powerhouses with diesel achieved by generating power required for the high-powered
generators and an arrangement of circuit breakers to enable transmitter at DSS 14 during the "On Peak" periods.
them to be synchronized and paralleled witb the utility. This
meatis that before the start of the "On Peak" power period the
diesel generators could be started and paralleled with the B. Phasell
utility and the station load transferred to the generators. The
To verify the cost of generating power .the "'On Peak"power equipment was capable of making this transfer without
any interruption or disturbance to the electrical system. The power was generated at DSS 14 for one month. Complete
DSS 14 station has a special dual bus arrangement that enables records were kept and the fuel consumption of 12 kWh/gal i_
the high-power transnfitter, an intermittent large load, to be was verified during the March billing period. 78,417 kwh of
"On Peak" and 18,606kWh of "Mid Peak" power were
connected to the diesel generators while the utility furnishes
supplied by the generators. The following is a summary of the
the balance of the station load. results obtained:
Quite obviously, load management techniques should be
economically rewarding. The penalty for using power during Projected Commercial "On Peak"
the "On Peak" periods was very high. The question that demand charge ....................... $5,654.00
remained was, would it be cost-effective to generate all "On Projected commercial "On Peak"
Peak" power, i.c. would the cost to generate electrical power energy charge ........................ 3,474.00
over the "'On Peak" period exceed the cost for utility power if Projected commercial "Mid Peak"
purchased over the same period? energy charge ........................ 799.00
Parameters utilized in predicting the results that would be Cost of commercial power ................... $9,927.00
achieved ff the stations were placed on generators during the
"On Peak" period are listed in Table 2. Fuel cost for :',oneratedpower ............ $6,145.00Maintenance cost ................... 279.00
,
The following is a summary of the expected costs of Total cost $6,424.00
generated vscommercial power at DSS 11, 12, and 14: Monthly savings $3,503.00
Diesel generation cost - peak periods per month ttowever, if the utility's minimum demand charge of $1,252.00
is deducted, monthly savings for I)SS 14 are $2,251.00. The
Fuel cost "On Peak" periods monthly ...... $ 9,640.00 mmmunn demand charge ts 25% of the highest demand charge
Fuel cost "Mid Peak" per iods ............. 1,760.00 m 'he preceding 12 months. This charge would disappear after
Maintenance cost ...................... 840.00 12 months of "On Peak" power generation.
Total cost $12,240.00
The estimated savings did not take into account the
increased usages of the diesel generators that would ev_'ntually
cause more maintenance work. ltowever, maintenance does
Commercial power costs - peak periods per month not increase directly proportionally to the number of hours of
operation, In fact, by utilizing the engines we may be
Peak demand cost ...................... $11,310.00 increasing their reliability. Certainly as far as the powerhouse
"On Peak" . .......................... 6,550.00 operation and maintenance personnel are concerned, their
"Mid Peak" . .......................... 1,170.00 level of competence would leap forward and would keep pace !
Total cost $19,030.00 with the new dr,mands. Synchronizing and paralleling with the
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utility would no longer be done only by a select set of generators to supply the "On Peak" power since it would be
personnel. All the electricians would become competent in necessary to interrupt the station power at the start and a_in
doing this previously complicated procedure• in other words, at the finish of the "On Peak" demand period.
, extra practice would increase competence and the technical
., demands and activity would also give them a psychological Results of the Load Managemen! Program in eliminating or
boost as an added bonus, reducing the "On Peak" demands are refle,:ted in the Decem-
ber lq80 electricity bill for the Goldstone feeder. This shows
C. PlIIIS4t III an "On Peak" demand of 240 kW (previous high demand
*" Hming established the fact that lx_wer generation during was 1459 kW.) The "On Peak" demand kW would have
"On Peak" periods was cost-effective, a load management plan reached at least 1140 kW if we had not been on generators
was devisedwhich would: during tire "On Peak" period. The load management has
consequently reduced fltis by 900 kW. Tire December 1980
(!) Ran generators when the high-power transmitter at electricity hill for the Mars feeder shows a zero "On Peak"
DSS 14 is required during the "On Peak" periods, demand as conrpared to tire previous high demand,wluch was
utilizing advanced notice flora the station to minimize qq2 kW.
labor involvement.
(2) Run tire generators at DSS I I. 12 and 14 to completely lhitially various objections were raised:
cover the "'On Peak" station loads starting 30 minutes (1) It would reqmre too nruch manpower from the
ahead and finishing 30 minutes after this critical
technical plant services group
period.
(2) It would increase the maintenance required on the(3) Add at DSS II, 12 and 14 atttomatwgenerator start
engines and this would further tax the reduced man-
anti load takeuver from the utility (stations on genera- power resources.
tors_ at the push blltton command of tile station
operator. This would minimize powerplant operator (3) lteavy workloads or oversight might delay starting the
involvement and also provide rapid changeover to diesels, and just 15 minutes late would allow the "On
generators in the event of storm warnings. Peak" demand to register to its full anaount, thus
aborting a whole month's activity and undermining the
year's savings (to eliminate the minimtma demand
III. Implementation charge).
These load management procedures were imp!emented These objections were quite real and were systematically
during It)S0. in March, DSS 14 started "On Peak" generation resolved. A,t automatic system was introduced first at DSS 14
and ever, earlier had utilized generators for the high-power and then at DSS 12 and DSS 11. This allowed ,he shift
transnutter In August. DSSI1 and DSS 12 implenrented "On supersssor to press a button on the control constfle which
Peak" generation, Profiles of "On Peak" station loading with- started two engines and first paralleled them together and then
out load management provided bases for establishing the annual paralleled them to the utility. Once paralleled, the utility was
savm_ Tile savings are accurate since flley were developed disconnected atltomatically and the diesel generators were
utdi/mg month-to-mt_lth tabulations of previous utdity supplying the station load. Thus, we could be assured that if
charges corrected to reflect the actual 1980 time-of-day the electricians were not available (say due to some plant
perit_ts. Table 3 hsts tile factors which deternune file ct_st of emergency1, then the station shift sapervisors could put tire
generating power at the stations and temp.'ires the cost with generators on hne automatically.
the utl!itv demand and energy charges. I'he savings el $120,000
pet annum noted m Table 3 did not indude _ae minimum Further, it was decided that sufficient automatic generator
denland charge for either tire Mars feeder or rite Goldstone plant safety devices existed so that the generator plant could
feeder This minimum demand charge would exist for one
operate satisfactorily and safely without personnel in attend-
full year after the "On Peak" demand was redttced to _'ero. ante.
Thereft_re. tile annual savings would be approximately $15,000
less for the first 12 nlonths of active load management. With
the Goldstone feeder, ttts not possible to reduce the demand Maintenance was a problem that could not be resolved
to zero due to the _wer system configuration at DSS 13. bel\_re the fact. |iowever, experlent ? from DSS 61/b3 and
This statit_¢s ctmtrols are not desl_led to pernul paralleling DSS 42/.-*-3 Ihad not shown any significant increase with
with the utihty, It theref',_re ts not practical to ttse the diesel increasing hours of operation, at least not untd tire engines
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reached tile 50,000 to bO,O00hours running time; however, capacity and lessen the cost of electrical power at the t_acking
, load management was only, adding just over 2000 hours per sta.'.ions. An average of 120,000 kWh per month is no longer i
year, and it would be 20 years before the 50,OO0-hour mark zequired from the utility during high usage periods. The cost
, would be reached, of electrical power at the complex has been reduced by a ,
minimum of $10,000.00 each month. Factors such as changes
m ),he cost of filel and the i.ltilily'_ fuel adjustment and energy
IV. Summary charges affect tile accuracy of projected future savings. JPL ,,
will con(inue to monitor these critical parameters to insure
_.' Load Management techniques have been implemented at that the results obtained through judicial load management are i.;
"' ),he Goldstone Complex to minimize the stress on SCE reserve consistent with the established objectives.
l,
)
i:
!,
!
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Table 1. Southern Calilomim Edison Company echedule no. TOU4
i
Per meter
Rates per month Table 2. ElectdcM power coat factors
Customer Charge ................... $| ,075.00
Demand ('harge (to be added to Customer Charge) Average load, kW .................. 1290 kW avga
Peak demand .............. 2240 kW a
All kW of "On.Peak'" billing demand per kW . . $ 5 05 " ' "
Plus all kW "Mid-Peak" billing demand, per kW . 0.65 Peak periods per month, hr
Plus all kW of "Off-Peak bilhng demand per kW . No Charge Summer 6 hr X 21 6 days ............... 129.6 hr
l'.neryy Charge (to be added to Demand Charge) Wzntel 5 hr X 21 6 days ............. 108 ht
All "On-Peak" kwh, per kwh ..... 4.34¢* Average/month ............ 118 hr
Plus all "Mid-Peak" kwh. p,., kwh ....... 4 19¢* Edison charges b
Plus all "Oft-Peak" k'_l_, i_r . Wh ............ 4.(M_.* On peak demand .......... $5.05/kW
*lncludvs 3.81t Fnerg,, ('o,,t AUlustment as _t 3 l'ebruar) 1980 Fnergy charges Adjustment cost per kWh used 3.81 C/kWh
Minimum Charge On peak ener.,' charge (33.81 + 0 53) = . ..... 4.34_/kWh
Mid-peak energy char_,e (33.81 ","0.38) = . .... 4.19_/kWh
'l'hc nzonthl) I)enland ('harge shall be not less than the charge for 25% Off-peak energy charge ($3.81 + 0.23) = . .... 4.04e/kWh
of the nlaxnmum "'On-Peak" demand e_tabhshed during the preceding
I I illOtlth.i Diesel fuel cost
i),lll._, time period,, will be based on Pacific Standazd Time and are ('o_t per gallon of"fuel (Dec. 79) ....... $0.70
defied ,A ,,lions k_tl per gallon ot fuel (avera,,e) ....... 12 kwh
Cost/kWh ................ 6.33_/kWh
"On-Peak " 12 t)O IIOO)) to b O0 p )n SUlllnler weekdays except
holidays Maintenance cost
5 00 pnl. to 10.00 i,.m wmter weekdays except Materlalco_tperdlesel .............. $0.75/hr
hollda)'.s Number ol d)esels on-line ...... 8
"'Mid-Peak " 8 0(1 am. to 12 O0 noon and 6 O0 p m. to I0 O0 p m. aValues determmed frum August, September, and October SCE billings.
summer weekdays except hohda),_ bLatest rate as of February 3, 1980.
800 a tn, to 5'rio pro. wmter weekda),_ except
holiday.,_,
"'Oft-Peak "' All other hours
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fTable 3. Cost of 0ower_Goldstone Complex
Mars tcedcr (DSS 14)
Cost of generating ........ 1,449AX)0 kwh
1449000
Cost of tuel ....... _ x 0.826 = $ 99,739
Average hours run ........ 3350 ;"
(x'oStof mamtenan,'c ...... (3350 X 0 75) 2.513
102,2._2
Utlhty demand +.+harge ....... 112.1 lO
Utthty energy charge . . 68.103
180.213
Less cost ot generating power .... 102.252
77,961
.q.avmgs 77,961
{;old,tone leeder (I)SS I I and 12)
t'o+_tof gener+,tmg . . . 1.162,700 kwh
116:'700
Cost ol fuel . . --_-_.--- x 0.82b : 80.033
A_erat_e hours run 3350
Cost oi n)amtenance t3350 X 0 75) 2.513
82.5.10
lhmliq, demand charge 70,478
I.:tlllt_, rnerg) ¢:harge . 54.647
12._,! 25
L.c.,ts_.'ostot _x'ncratlng power 82.546
42,579
Savmgs 42.579
Total _a_tn_s 120,540
mmnmumm
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TDA ProgressReport42-63 MarchandApnl1981
Planetary Radar
R. D. Shaffer and P. R. Wolken
Control Center Operatzon$ Sect=on
R. F. Jurgens
Commumcat_onsSystemsResearchSection
Thts article reports on the radar a, tronomv activities supported by the Deep Space
Network during the first quarter of 1981. The t_dies observed itwlude the asteroid_
Apolh_ and Tor:_. comet Bradfield. and the rings +)]'Saturn.
Tile 64-meter Goldstone station utihzing S- and X-band succes_,ful, due to a lack of updates ,n the ephemeris u._d for
lugh.l_)wer transmitters supported observations of the aster- predictions. Radar Astrtmomy also suffered eqt, pment fad-
oids Apollu and Toro, comet Bradfield. and Saturn's rings ares. notably in the X-band transmitter. The other disappoint-
during th,s period. Estmmtes of the amount of useable data ment to report Is the spectra obtained of comet Bradfield.
acqmred vs the total obtained reveal a prehminary success rate These appear to be contaminated by other spectra, but the
of approxinmtely 50':;. investigation is continuing m an attempt it) extr:lct the comet
data. Fair.to-marginal detectKm of Saturn's rings at X band
The outstanding success has been the observation of the was also actueved during flus pertod. A particularly significant
asteroid Apollo. Pubhcatlon of these results is eagerly awaited, result uf preliminary analyses is that the _cattermg function
('ontmued observatkms of the asteroid Toro (_ee TDA does not ctmform to any known theories or hypotheses and at
Progress Rel_rt 42-5v. Julv-.4ugztst 1980) were not so tht_timerema,nsundecipherable.
NASA-JPL -(_1 t A (,a++t
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